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Abstract
Materiality, Utopia, and Living History at New Buffalo Commune: An Historical Archaeological
Narrative of the Sixties Counterculture from Its Unexpected Discards
Katherine Heupel
In this dissertation, I examine a former sixties era hippie commune from the things and memories
its residents have left behind. I focus on the intersections of memories, materialities, identities and
systems of signification in order to suggest the following: that we might consider through
archaeological, anthropological, and oral historical analyses the value of a genealogy of the sixties
alongside histories of the era; that plastic presents a challenging archaeological issue (one of
method and curation) while simultaneously reifying a social sense of its artificiality as an artifact
of New Buffalo and a present-fact of speech (i.e. referring metaphorically to things as ‘plastic’,
meaning false or artificial); that considerations of a ‘hippie’ work ethic might be productively
brought to bear upon contemporary concerns about work and labor, but also might unpack our
understandings of work and labor in American history; that playing primitive is a performance of
citation and appropriation, a process of the inauthentic mimesis creating an authentic new
(problematic) identity; and that artifacts and other objects shape (even re-appropriate) memories
as much as they are re-made by them, and that recent historical artifacts can open up interesting
collaborative analytical spaces when brought into actual conversation with site inhabitants,
residents, and visitors. I aim to synthesize a number of threads, a number of different thought
clusters throughout this dissertation in an effort to unpack anew questions of authenticity, of
performing primitive as a kind of ‘Indian play’, or cultural appropriation, while also articulating a
kind of identity creation that is aesthetic, political and counter to hegemonic and dominant
traditions and forms. This work combines original field research at the site of New Buffalo
commune in Arroyo Hondo, NM (in Taos County) and among the New Buffalos.
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The Sixties: A beginning

“When he asked me where he should start, I indicated that the beginning would be a good place.
He took me literally.” (Matthews Droppers 2010: 11).

Thus begins Mark Matthews book about the commune Drop City, according to his main
interlocutor (and one of the founders of the commune), Gene Bernofsky. The beginning seems a
logical place to start any narrative yet “the beginning” is not a clear time or place. As the above
quote indicates, Mark Matthews had a different idea about what might be the beginning of the
story of Drop City than did his main interlocutor, Gene Bernofsky. For Bernofsky “the beginning”
meant his beginning (his birth), which Matthews suggests was not the beginning he intended: He
took me literally. The beginning then is subjective, its location in time and space dependent upon
the interpretation of a given individual. It is as much about location in time and space as it is about
perception of said location. Beginnings are matters of seeing.

To think of this differently, let’s consider the “beginning” of oxygen, narrated in human-oriented
terms as its discovery. Historian of science, Thomas Kuhn, writing about the discovery of oxygen
in his seminal text The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, observes that analyzing a particular kind
of beginning – the discovery of oxygen – is problematically linked to a particular person, place
and time. He says that “discovering a new sort of phenomenon is necessarily a complex event, one
which involves recognizing both that something is and what it is” (Kuhn 1962: 55). One of the
limitations Kuhn notes in how we analyze discoveries, is that we assume them to operate according
to our casual and conventional ideas about perception, that is, “we so readily assume that
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discovering, like seeing or touching, should be unequivocally attributable to an individual and to
a moment in time” (1962: 55). We apprehend the world through our senses, and these create the
contours of our frame of perception. When we see something, we can locate it in time and space –
when oxygen was apprehended visually by Lavoisier between 1775-1777, we conventional say he
discovered it. This, based on his recorded observations of the gas, and on our own observations of
how discovery works. Columbus is credited with the ‘discovery’4 of the Americas in part because
he visually apprehended the geography, the actual land of what we now refer to as the West Indies.
And those of us who look to history, paging through accounts, archives, primary sources, artifacts,
we ‘discover’ new evidence, create new interpretations and insights, new objects and moments in
texts from which to build inferential leaps within the narratives we write. With each new-ness, a
new beginning arises – a new way of telling and a new way of seeing. And this way of seeing is
subjective, limited by our eyes as organs, but also by our experiences and knowledge, guiding us
in what to look for, where, and how. Perception is central to the beginning of any story, about a
commune like Drop City or New Buffalo, or about the spirit of the time in which these communes
were founded, the sixties.

To the subjectivity of beginnings and the place of perception therein, we can add dynamism.
Beginnings are in motion, they are active and are the sites of the coming together of particular
forces (human and non-human alike) which set into motion a number of related acts. In every retelling of a story, a beginning is returned to and re-shaped, as in it is crafted again. It is never quite
the same. Take, for example, the beginning of Kafka’s Metamorphosis, whose original Russian
text has been translated into English. A brief examination a number of these translations together
4

I place ‘discovery’ in single quotes to remind us that the concept of discovery is a flawed one when discussing the
colonial encounter between Christopher Columbus, his ship crews, and the Indigenous peoples of the West Indies.
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(different translations of the original text into English copies), alerts us to the ways in which this
beginning is shaped differently according to the language chosen by each author. These choices
are part interpretation of each author on the language in the original text. While starting with
roughly the same point, each translation shapes this point anew – here Gregor is an enormous bug5,
here a monstrous vermin6, here a gigantic insect7.

As the beginning is re-written again and again, it would appear that finally, beginnings are not
only subjective and dynamic, but also repetitive. Beginnings are locations within a narrative, a
text, a series of unfolding thoughts or the landscape of memory. Beginnings too are acts, as they
set a narrative in motion, start a reader or listener on a path, and spark events and acts forthwith.
We begin from beginnings each time we begin, and when and where we begin becomes a
beginning even if this is a new point of departure, a beginning from this spot for the first time.
Beginning again and again we return and move away from, return and move away from, repeating
a pattern that starts to shape what we call the present, or the present continuous, following Gertrude
Stein. Beginning is a repetitive pattern in our story-telling, our way-finding through a text or a
landscape. We begin either at the beginning or where we left off.

Narratives of the sixties are no less subjective, dynamic and repetitive. They are no less patterned,
no less a repetition in a tradition of story-telling and way-finding. They are no less subject to our
perceptions, our ways of seeing, and what we see when we look. The beginning of the sixties is a
contested point and a subject about which scholars and popular writers alike have yet to agree

5

From the Appelbaum translation of Kafka’s Metamorphosis (1996)
From the Corngold translation of Kafka’s Metamorphosis (1996)
7
From the Muir translation of Kafka’s Metamorphosis (1995)
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upon. A suggestion that the beginning of the sixties may be a plural “beginnings” brings scholars
and writers no closer to agreement. The origin or origins that most commonly appear – Civil
Rights, Beatniks, the year 1965 – are repetitive and gather around them circles of scholars and
writers, like magnets gathering iron filaments around their cores. To write a history of the sixties
requires not just a beginning, but beginning again and again, as Stein might remind us. For when
we narrate the sixties as part of American history, we are returning to a composition that has
already been composed.

In her essay, Composition as Explanation, Stein posits that compositions explain in the act of the
composition and that this process is on-going. The repetition of beginning again and again is part
of the composition, and it shapes what she calls “the continuous present” (Stein 1926), or what we
might think of as Derrida’s concept of “always already”. The history of the sixties is always already
there, and yet, just like the composition, it is there, and we are here. Rather than replicate the
beginnings that are already published (see Miller 1999, Gitlin 1993, Farber 1994), here I suggest
three moments to serve as centers of gravity, for this narrative about New Buffalo, and its place in
the sixties. Beginning with these moments affords an unfurling of a genealogy of the sixties, resists
an effort to devise a genealogy, following Foucault’s idea that genealogy is the driver of history,
the focus upon details and minutia which bring to light histories not included in History (Foucault
1971, 1977). Thus I suggest what follows is a narrative as a genealogy rather than a history, one
which focuses on details within the history of the sixties, allowing these details to unfold in the
writing, as they were unfolded in the tellings and re-tellings of stories not given voice, through my
work at New Buffalo commune. I therefore am not suggesting we read these three moments as true
points of origin, but rather that we might begin in the composition with each of them in turn, to
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develop a sense of this time and the richness of events and experiences that unfolded within it.
These moments are like trailhead markers in that they alert us to a defined path through time and
space but are not in and of themselves the beginning of the trail (such beginnings occurred long
before the trailhead marker was pounded into place). These moments represent a coalescence, a
culmination, or a gathering of activities and events into a node within the network, from which the
network grew, diversified and spanned.

If we think of the sixties as a composition, we can think of the following happenings – The Port
Huron Statement, Drop City, and Woodstock – as focal points within this composition. Each of
these happenings indexes a composition – political, aesthetic, alternative, and experimental. Each
of these happenings figure as gravitational forces which drew in participation and inspired similar
forms, practices, events, and happenings. In other words, these happenings not only index the
qualities of the zeitgeist of the American counter-culture in the sixties, they embody this spirit as
well. It is through the framework of a genealogy of the sixties and the scenes set forth by these
happenings that I interpret New Buffalo.

NEW BUFFALO
This thesis is a study of memory and materiality insofar as they impact ideas of identity and
authenticity through field research conducted at the site of New Buffalo commune in Arroyo
Hondo, NM. In this dissertation I examine the ways in which artifacts from the seventies (and life
at New Buffalo during the seventies) serve to shape and re-articulate narratives and memories
which are more often located or referred to as from the sixties. Through this dissonance, artifacts
as material embodiment of histories as genealogy, not yet included in the History of the sixties,
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these artifacts reveal a function of memory in historical narratives of present pasts. To the
importance of remembering and forgetting in terms of recall and recollection at the level of society,
a collectivity or a community, as discussed later in this introduction, my work suggests the
importance of what we might call mis-remembering, or perhaps remembering otherwise. I also
suggest that, in digging in the minutia of New Buffalo, there might be space for practices of citation
as opposed to cultural appropriation when it comes to how New Buffalos negotiated the classic
Native American/White Anglo-American habits of relations8: My interest here in this thesis is the
way in which discards, forgotten memories, untold histories, and spaces of autonomous alterity
intersect with persistent memories, the recalled and remembered narratives, the told histories, and
the affirmed identities and practices, revealing a sense of the sixties as materially grounded in
performance – performance of social critique, of authenticity, of alterity itself. Thus, before I begin
with the Port Huron Statement, Drop City, and Woodstock, I want to introduce my field site – New
Buffalo.

“In April, 1970, the U.S Census Bureau identified 3,314 hippies in New Mexico, half of them
in Taos County. Of that, the bureau isolated 1,000 living in communes, a high estimate, I think.
No one in state government knew how the Census Bureau arrived at its definition of a hippie.”
Houriet 1971: 192)
These lines were typed by Robert Houriet, in his book Getting Back Together, which was gentle
but driving documentation of a number of communes he visited throughout the country in the late
sixties and early seventies. A journalist, Houriet set out to document the hip (or hippie) movement
and particularly the communal manifestation of the hip movement, producing an account that reads

8

This is to be discussed in the final two chapters of the dissertation.
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like an extended ethnographic vignette. Houriet spent some time at New Buffalo during his year
of traveling the commune circuit and his insights provide details not found in either publications
by former New Buffalo hippies – Arty Kopecky (2004) and Iris Keltz (2000) – both of whom were
writing many decades later, after all that had happened, happened. Houriet’s notation locates New
Buffalo within the specific hip scene in northern New Mexico, and as such is a good way to zoom
in on the center of gravity I take to be the primary focus of my thesis.

Reading Houriet’s comments about New Buffalo and the kind of hip, social experiment the
commune was, one can begin to see resonances with Bey’s theorization of the TAZ (discussed
below), namely through a few principles – that of openness, of “return” (to land, to time, to a
different sociality, to “wildness” as opposed to society):
“During the first year, secluded, industrious New Buffalo had attracted few visitors. Now
deluged by refugees of the Haight, the commune was caught on the horns of a philosophical
dilemma9. The open commune draws on the Rousseauian vision of the earth as it had once
been: wilderness over which tribes of men freely roamed, killing no more than they could eat.
Man was a member of nature’s communal household. As Lou Gottlieb10 maintained, when man
began to subdivide the earth and spill blood over his fences, walls, corridors of influence,
Maginot Lines, he fell from paradise. The commune symbolized the return to unowned,
undivided Mother Earth, a neoromantic gesture of defiance against the great asphalt-roller

9

This dilemma was not unique to New Buffalo, as indeed Drop City experienced a similar issue after Peter Rabbit’s
Joy Festival, wherein the commune, little prepared and not a solid enough community to withstand the energies of so
many hip (and free-loading, tourist, gawking types). I elaborate more in this below.
10
This is the same Lou Gottlieb who founded a commune in California (Morning Star Ranch) and deeded the land to
God, in an attempt to foil the State’s destruction of the commune. His bid failed in court, and ‘refugees’ from Morning
Star founded Morning Star East in Upper Hondo, a few miles north of New Buffalo, towards the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains.
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urban society. Closing the commune violated its impelling vision. How could a commune, by
definition, draw a perimeter of private property around itself? Inside the perimeter they were
brothers and sisters who shared the last of the Bugler tobacco and the last sheet of toilet paper;
but what did brotherhood and love mean if confined to twenty-five people? Expand the
perimeter, though, and how could they possibly befriend, shelter and feed everyone who came
up the road? If the gate wasn’t closed soon, though, they’d sink like twenty-five men in a small
rowboat.”
(Houriet 1971: 160)
This dilemma around the principle of openness is often considered by former New Buffalos (and
Droppers) part of the downfall of the commune as much as it is part of what made these communes
the alternative spaces for experimentation and expression that they were. Performing openness as
a principle for organizing a new social order was more difficult that it appeared in the mind, as an
ideal. This was palpably felt at places like New Buffalo and Drop City (see Kopecky 2004 and
Houriet 1971 for New Buffalo and Matthews 2010 and Miller 1991 for Drop City).

By the time Houriet arrived at New Buffalo, the commune had been up and running for a few
years, but change – or upheavals, as he described it – were already altering the foundation (as it
was) of the communal scene there. The number of visitors and hangers-on were negatively
impacting the vibe and vitality of the commune, as the fewer people who engaged in productive
labor (even of their own choosing), placed more strain on those were still worked to manifest a
new social order, to make the commune home and the seed of a new society. Houriet described
New Mexico as “the Aquarian Holy Land, an ancient country, vast and enduring” (1971: 149).
This very same landscape was, as Matthews notes, inhospitable to the hip population, in terms of
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climate and terrain, but also local social worlds and cultures (Matthews 2010). Here however,
Houriet notes that roughly twenty communes were scratching out a kind of alternative existence –
Peter Mackeness in 2010 was able to list off the top of his head, roughly twenty-five such local
communes which were still in existence before 1970, a list which included New Buffalo. Houriet
was told the history of the commune by George Robinson, who was still there when Houriet
arrived, but was not long for New Buffalo. Using the word “pueblo” to describe New Buffalo,
which was common among the residents and visitors there, we encounter in language an initial
form of Indian play (Deloria 1998) or sense of a wannabe mentality and habits (Greene 1988), the
importance of which will be taken up in later chapters. Here, I quote Houriet’s narration of New
Buffalo at length, to both give a sense of the history of the commune as it was told then, and to
juxtapose it with an account of the same history, re-told as it was once told to Arty Kopecky.

The quick-sheet on New Buffalo might look as follows: the commune was founded in 1967 by a
small group of hip dropouts looking for land upon which to build their vision of an alternative to
American society. They bought the last plot of land on the Acequia Madre in Lower Arroyo Hondo,
a parcel totally about 100 acres which terminated at the edge of the Rio Grande Gorge to the west.
The commune lasted until roughly 1979/1980 when it was disbanded after threats were made by a
few rough hangers-on to sell the place (out from under its deed and trust) and take the money to
Mexico or Oregon to build a new commune. The Klein’s (of whom it was Rick’s inheritance that
afforded the land, the first year of building and living at New Buffalo in the first place) came up
the drive with a state trooper and removed the last lingering residents, cleaned up the place (Terry
recounts it was full of spent syringes and other needles, indicating a turn from the ‘soft’,
‘medicinal’ dope to the ‘hard’, ‘recreational’ drugs such as heroin), and spent a few years deciding
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what to do with it. In that time, a John Kimmey attempted to start a local seed saving project at the
old commune, which was never a completed project and eventually the Klein’s turned the place
into a Bed-n-Breakfast. They operated the former commune as such for about a decade, until
finally, tiring of hosting others trips to the sixties (either as re-visiting the sixties or enjoying a past
they never experienced) the Klein’s sold New Buffalo to Robert Fies, a retired M.D from
California. Robert Fies, or Bob (and sometimes New Buffalo Bob) as he is more well known, in
an on-going dance of nostalgia and contemporary neo-paganism/neo-hippie-ism, began to rebuild
the commune and advertise it as an intentional community. Bob never dropped out as many of his
peers had done in the sixties, and he always had a feeling of missing out. Taking ownership of
New Buffalo (though he often considers himself a steward of the property, while acting as its
landlord), was his moment to experience the happening he declined nearly fifty years ago. As a
project, New Buffalo never became the intentional community he had hoped it would be, despite
his efforts including reviving the summer solstice celebrations, renewing the open door policy at
the place, raising chickens and elaborate gardens (including a greenhouse off the south room block
bordering the courtyard). For the last five years, he has been looking for a buyer for the property
and it’s adjoining lands11.

This history of New Buffalo reads differently than both Houriet’s and Kopecky’s, which are closer
to the history that New Buffalos themselves tell, as well as other scholars (Matthews 2010, Miller
1999). To give a sense of this difference, without hesitation, I cite below Houriet’s account, as he
recorded it in Getting Back Together, from his journal notes where he noted the telling George
Robinson shared with him one spring day in March of 1970. George arrived to New Mexico with

11

New Buffalo is a 20 acre parcel, of which 7 acres are useable, 13 are more challenging.
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his wife and kids, looking to start a simpler life, something alternative to the dull, 9-5 existence he
lived, slogging a job for money in New York City. From Houriet’s journal entry marked “March
17”:
“One evening they conducted a ritual of the Native American Church, an experience that
introduced them, as through a dream or deja-vu, to a vanished way of life. “We recognized
ourselves as a lost tribe who had forgotten, maybe for two or three generations, how to live –
to plant, dance, sing, raise children – and how to die.” And so they set out to revive almost
extinct wisdom and lore by buying land in northern New Mexico. They named their commune
after the buffalo, which had once supplied food, clothing, fuel and shelter – all the elements of
an integrated life – to the Indians of the plains. The name was suggested by one of the founders,
Max Finstein, a poet of the New York beat scene, then married to Joyce. Fortunately, one of
them, Rick, had $50,000 to underwrite their venture. (After the first year he left and now lives
twenty miles to the north.) Half of Rick’s money went for the land; more bought the tractor,
freezer, refrigerator, pump and building supplies. “The rest, we just blew,” George said. The
six of the original founders incorporated and named themselves officers of the corporation. Of
the six officers, only George and Justin remain.12 The first summer they lived in tepees, cooked
in an open-air kitchen, and carried their drinking water from the arroyos. After the corn was
planted, they invited Indians from the nearby Taos pueblo to come and teach them how to do
the ritual corn dance. Under a relentless sun, they built their pueblo, mixing earth and water
with straw and pouring the mixture into molds left to bake in the sun for ten to fourteen days.
Then the bricks were cracked out and simply laid end to end in a foot-deep trench – hardly a
foundation.13 On top of each row, mortar was slapped. When the wall reached seven feet, a
piece of planed lumber was laid across it; over this were lifted the vertigas; across them was
nailed a thin, silver matting of aspen lotillas. All the wood was freestanding dead lumber that
the men cut and hauled on endless wood runs from Kit Carson National Forest. The planed
lumber was the main building supply purchased. Total cost of the pueblo - $200. The
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Interestingly enough, Robbie Gordon, who arrived at the urging of his older brother, David, who wrote in crayon
on a piece of scrap paper for Robbie to come check the place out, was the only ever President of New Buffalo (Robbie
Gordon, pers. comm. 2010).
13
The material world as metaphor here for the lack of a social, psychic, emotional foundation of communes like New
Buffalo and Drop City.
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commune’s diet was traditionally Indian: corn, beans, and, occasionally, a poached deer. The
first year, they plowed and cultivated fifteen acres and gained a local reputation for industry.
They got up before dawn, had a light breakfast, and were out in the fields by 8am. “In the
middle of the morning one of the women would lug a big blackened pot of coffee out to the
fields,” recalled George fondly. “In those days, the hard work brought us together.” At first,
the work was divided traditionally into men’s and women’s14. None of the women that first
year wanted to be liberated; the nineteenth-century image of aproned, long-skirted womanhood
appealed to them. Then one day a new woman arrived and joined the others for a solid day’s
work in the windowless kitchen. She ground flour by hand, sorted beans, and washed endless
sinks full of dishes. By the end of her first three days on the commune, longing to get outside,
she volunteered to work in the brickyard with the men. The men ignored her offer. The other
women brought her back into the kitchen. A similar example of sexual chauvinism involved a
hip cowboy who rode in one morning and started slicing carrots at the kitchen table. The
women shooed him outside to work with the men. There was a lot of sexual reshuffling among
the tribe during that first year. They found themselves in a desert-island situation, the only
Anglos in a sparsely populated corner of Spanish-speaking New Mexico. …In their closeness
to the seasons and following the example of the Taos Indians, New Buffalo’s early settlers
developed ritual celebrations to coincide with the equinox, solstice, or full moon. In this
tradition a weeding was held on the full moon of September of 1969. The ceremony took place
in a field. Hundreds of area hippies encircled the couple. Justin, acting as chief, simply asked
them: “Well, if you’re willing to stand out here before your friends and promise to walk the
road of life together, you’re already married.” The couple then shared a taste of roasted
cornmeal and water – sacraments of the Native American Church – which were passed around
to the guests. The feast included barbecued meat from a freshly slaughtered goat, an electric
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Though I am interested in work at New Buffalo and in the sixties in general, I have opted to leave discussions of
gender and sexuality in the sixties to the side of my discussions. Such an omission might seem an oversight, as equally
might my decision to leave to the side an analysis of the role of marijuana, peyote, and LSD in the counterculture.
Each of these topics could in and of themselves constitute an entire thesis and may be topics I take up in a book version
of my research. During my time in the field, it so happened that I spoke mostly with men about New Buffalo, as
women were generally more reticent to discuss the counterculture. Clearly gendered relations between men and
women in the counterculture were not simple, as Houriet alludes in the above passage. Nor were these relations
liberatory or counter to the dominant cultural attitudes of the sixties. This is important and I leave these discussions
to those who have already written them (such as Frazier & Cohen 2009, Smith 1999, Stur 2011, Echols 2002, Barnett
2004, and Lemke-Santagelo 2009), as well to the possibility that I will take these issues up in further, future research
and publication.
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punch, and a rock band performing from the incomplete roof of the circle. Below, the circle
itself was booming with conga drums, hand made from hollow logs and stretched skins.
Women danced around the fire. The others raised whoop after ear-splitting war whoop. In that
first year, New Buffalo had always enjoyed hosting such orgiastic festivities. The growing
number of hippies seemed cause then for celebration rather than a danger sign. However, near
the year’s end, more and more visitors arrived and stayed. Their mounting numbers and
influence began to split the commune into two camps: those who wanted a closed community
and those who wanted to keep it open to anyone and everyone. The split has not healed over”
(Houriet 1971: 157-159)

Houriet’s choice of words signals that the cultural appropriation of Native American material and
cultural practices was deeply engrained in the habits and traditions of New Buffalos, part of the
fabric of social life at the commune. This, narrated here by Houriet, as recounted to him by George
Robinson, was part of New Buffalo from the beginning, and was crucial in shaping the kind of
identity of New Buffalo as a commune among communes, and the kind of authenticity of hippies
there. We are reminded by Matthews, observing Drop City, that “The only commonality about
sixties communes was that no two communes were exactly alike” (Matthews 2010: 186). In a
similar sense, the only commonality about narratives of New Buffalo are that no two are exactly
alike. Below is the same story, of New Buffalo’s beginning, as told by Arty Kopecky in January
of 1975, as it was recounted to him by Dave Gordon (Robbie’s older brother, also known as Daddy
Dave):
“Daddy Dave is here, and after cutting some wood, we got him to tell us a bit of our history.
Dave is from Pittsburgh and knew Rick Klein there. Rick had come out to the Taos area to look
up Max some time back, because of his interest in poetry. Rick, after inheriting some money,
wanted to help start a commune. He was living in El Rito, where also Justin, Joanne, and a
whole colony of hippies were living. Dave came in with some LSD, and the fellows started
looking at some pieces of land. Rick was willing to put up $50,000; Max thought it was a great
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idea. Bob Wertz, an acquaintance from Pittsburgh, came over to Taos area, too, having
somehow heard of the undertaking. Another personality was Steve Hinton. He, wife, and four
kids were living in Taos. When the nucleus group came to look at this piece of land, they saw
a mountain lion – a good sign. They liked the site and the price was right. They decided to buy.
While looking at the site, a fellow, George Robinson, and wife, came over in a white Chevy.
They were camping around the area and were soon brought into the group. They bought some
teepees and a $5000 tractor. On or about June 21 1967, an improvised peyote meeting was
held around a fire in the open under the full moon. A coffee can and plastic top had to serve
for a drum. Fellow Randy Rand was there, who is a good singer and was the drummer. Steve
Hinton carried cedar. This was our official beginning at New Buffalo. A kitchen and latrine
were soon established. While the fellows were out getting teepee poles, a neighbor, Eliu
Arellano made the first 1000 bricks. From then on, the Buffalos made their own bricks. The
east wing went up first. The circle was dug out and the back pantry was then the front pantry.
Only a few lived in teepees that first winter, the others moved inside. Rick Klein, quite soon
after the start, left with his wife Susan; it wasn’t quite for them. Rick had done his part. He
didn’t want people thinking it was “his” commune. The corporation was formed right in the
beginning, and now was on its own. Names of some other people in the beginning: Paul Burner
– very athletic; Brian Anderson – a very good carpenter; Laird Grant from San Francisco.
There were lots of big windows in the south wall of the pueblo, and the east wing was all one
room, not three as now. The circle was higher and had a loft. The west wall was unfinished
and was filled in by a big stack of hay. It was that first May after the first winter that the hay
wall caught fire, and much of the building was destroyed. That also was a pretty wet winter,
and there was a good flow of water in the spring. Quite a good harvest of beans and corn were
brought in at least one year. A pretty great flow of people also started with the first spring. It
was after the fire that Larry McInteer came along. He’s been here off and on since, and is
therefore the one living here now who was here the soonest. Pat Raines and Steve Andur came
in soon after the beginning. Aquarius Paul helped make the bricks. The Pride family and I
appeared after the fifth summer. Only six people were living here – quiet, kind of down, no
wood, winter coming on. Justin had just moved away with, I got the impression, a sort of bitter
taste. The scene hadn’t succeeded yet, though it had served a lot of people. The farm part was
hardly anything; baked naked fields, twenty pounds of onions. Bob Bomsy was here, a rather
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strange and disagreeable fellow; Steve was here, trying to hold the legal ends together. Also
there were nine junked cars where the barn is now and a few chickens. George Robinson had
also left; Max was living a Lama and rather tired. It had been a very spiritual, hard-working
and hectic five years – lots of people – so little knowledge. That was five summers, and a farm
had not been established, although many of the right ingredients had been put into place. The
summer of ’72, my first here, was dry. We attempted a small garden dug by shovel. That fall,
Leo helped us put in some wheat. Summer of ’73 was very wet. The wheat was good, and we
put in five patches of pasture and alfalfa and ran all the ditches and eliminated the prairie
dogs. That fall, we put in more wheat and alfalfa. Summer of ’74 was fairly dry. We put in
more wheat and alfalfa and had a good garden harvest. Now we are headed for the ’75 growing
season, where we are going to look like a prosperous farm. After eight years, we’ve had more
than a thousand people come through; several hundred have lived here. Out of these are some
fifteen adults, all turned on to developing a successful ranch, who are at New Buffalo now.
Quite a story.” (Kopecky 2004: 222-224).

At some point, Kopecky’s narrative switches from the recording of an oral history to the
summation of his arrival forward, the journaling of his own narrative at New Buffalo. There are
parallels between Kopecky’s and Houriet’s stories, and there are a number of differences. We
could chalk these differences up to time – Houriet was writing while at the commune between
1969-1970, and Kopecky, during the mid-late seventies, recording this version of the history of
New Buffalo some five to six years after Houriet records the account he was told. We could also
suggest that the discrepancy here is one of style – that Houriet and Kopecky are different writers
with different flairs for narratives and documentation. This is perceptibly true. However, I suggest
that this discrepancy more than a factor of time or style, and is rather a factor of genealogy, the
details and the minutia of each history which becomes part of the History of New Buffalo. These
discrepancies reveal details, reveal interpretations, reveal perspectives and understandings of what
New Buffalo was, and what kind of commune it was. Interestingly enough Kopecky’s account is
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much shorter on the descriptions of Native American aspects of life at New Buffalo, instead he
highlights Hispano-Hippie interactions. He does this throughout the course of his published
journals, and this provides an interesting counter-point to the idea of playing Indian (Deloria) taken
up in the conclusion. It is rather perhaps that New Buffalos were performing primitivity as part of
their ‘back-to-the-land’ version of creating an alternative society amidst the excesses of
mainstream American society.

I draw attention to these passages at length because they are for my thesis here, part of a sense of
orienting New Buffalo within the landscape of the sixties. They are at least two different versions
of the beginnings of New Buffalo as a commune, and they illustrate a relationship between
narrative, memory and history at play in documenting New Buffalo within the counterculture.
Indeed, the need to document the sixties was present and urgent from the beginning, as a number
of sociologists, journalists and photographers set about doing so (see Melville 1972; Houriet 1971;
Hedgepeth 1970; Fairfield 1972; “Time” and “Life” magazines; and those who published years
later: Kopecky 2004, Keltz 2000, Law 2000, Mitchell Gordon forthcoming). There was a sense
that something needed to be captured about this time, stored away for future recall and recollection,
re-construction perhaps even.

The first years of New Buffalo are remembered in a nostalgic manner, with a touch of critical
reflection on the project as a whole. Some realized that their attempts to subvert “The Man”
actually just made life difficult for others like them; others looked back and realized how uncritical
and not-forward thinking they were about gender. Those early years, recalled during my interviews
with New Buffalos, both artifact-oriented interviews and artifact-absent ones, are viewed as
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idealistic, active with building and growing projects and learning to come back from failures,
which sometimes meant letting go of an idea, a dream, a hope. The middle years are remembered
as both full of more people and structure. The rules Mike Kitts recalls about New Buffalo date to
the middle seventies: such as: Milk for babies and lactating mothers only; Remember your brothers
and sisters at the end of the line. New Buffalos became a more diverse lot, a product of the ongoing open-door policy and the departure of the original visionaries. Towards the end of the
seventies (1979), a decline of sorts beings, marked notably by the death of a child who fell through
a sky-light during a solstice party. Buried on the south slope of the commune, the solstice parties
ended until Robert Fies revived them in 2003. The energetics of the commune palpably shifted as
many people left and those who remained were into harsher, harder drugs (heroin, speed) and were
rougher, more violent personalities. As noted above, in my version of the history of New Buffalo,
the commune ceased to be a commune the day the Klein’s arrived with a state trooper to remove
the last of the addled stragglers.

Perhaps the most fundamental factor of change at New Buffalo can be determined by the changing
of New Buffalos, the people who visited and lived at the commune, and who brought with them
different material objects. The material world of New Buffalo was directly contingent upon the
social world of the commune, and as the commune developed these two worlds increasingly
shaped each other. These objects, some of which are now New Buffalo artifacts link experiences
to memory to the site of the commune. Few objects were kept with people as they left the
commune, and few today remain in the possession of former New Buffalos. Most things were left
behind as people left the scene behind, or, they were used or consumed while living at the
commune – the fragment of a Snickers bar wrapper attests to just this sort of thing. Sweets,
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processed sugars – candy bars and sodas and the like – were called ‘zu-zus’ and were generally
not hoarded, consumed either before returning to New Buffalo or in secret while there. That we
would find a wrapper and not an intact bar makes sense; same for the apple and bread bags, the
jars of grape jelly and honey, the soda bottles, yogurt containers, cottage cheese plastic cups and
other such food items. New Buffalos often asked after other items – stashes of dope or
paraphernalia at all – of which none were recovered, in part because these items, like peyote kits,
were considered valuable, not to be left behind, but to be shared, consumed, used.

I am interested in how material culture of the sort that was not important enough to be kept – not
an heirloom nor a gift or precious object – but rather things that were forgotten, left, discarded and
unclaimed. How do these shape or have the possibility to re-shape narratives of New Buffalo and
therefore what their ramifications for understanding the sixties as an important cultural moment?
How things can intervene upon our ideas about the past in the present, about the past in the past,
and about genealogy versus history?

The project began as an archaeological one – thinking about the question “what does the material
culture of a sixties commune look like?” – and “can one do an archaeology of the sixties? Will we
find anything?” and became a project about the intersection of oral histories about New Buffalo,
the discards of the commune, and the value of the discards in conversations about memories of life
at the commune. How these objects did or did not intervene on these memories became interesting
and compelling. The artifacts interestingly enough were from the seventies, whereas the narratives
and memories of the New Buffalos are more placed within the sixties, the early years. This
dissonance – a material world apart from a social world – is important. Also, the artifacts tell us
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something about the authenticity of the project at New Buffalo, suggesting material culture sheds
light on the authenticity of the sixties in general – or to put it a different way, that material culture
illustrates in some ways what the sixties were, at times confirming and at times countering
memories and narratives of life then. The objects provide an interesting set of materials to consider
in light of the photographic collections (Law 2000), memorabilia (Moss 2003), memoir and other
narratives, and artifacts on display (at the Smithsonian) – the official record we could say. Here, I
try to account for an unofficial record - the waste of dropping out, tuning in and turning on – the
detritus of seeking an alternative to the status quo. Here I try to present a narrative the centers
around objects and their meanings at New Buffalo and their meanings within the counterculture. I
explore the double nature of plastic – as both an object and a concept within the sixties. I explore
the role of objects in shaping the kind of Indian play that occurred at New Buffalo.

New Buffalo artifacts and New Buffalo narratives intertwine in compelling ways. They don’t
always align but what is more interesting is how they shape a kind of repository for forgotten
moments, for unremembered events, the objects in a way were collectively re-produced as
artifacts, though they may have arrived individually to the commune. They are part now of a
collective picture of New Buffalo – at least one image of the place, or a set of images all together.
These artifacts constitute a different set of stories – artifact stories – from a different set of
engagements with memories of the past. I am reminded of moments when talking with New
Buffalos about the material culture of the commune, and the artifacts brought out different
reactions, from non-association (for example “do you want me to make up a story, because I could.
I could make a good one” (Taylor Streit)) to dis-association (for example, “maybe that’s what New
Buffalo looks like, but nor Morning Star” (Morning Star Rose Gordon)) to new-associations (for
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example, “that is an ancient Jewish artifact” (Peter Mackaness). I am interested in these moments,
how the build a genealogy, oppose clean historical trajectories and even challenge interpretations
both of the commune, New Buffalo, and of its artifacts, or the commune-become-archaeological
site, anthropological site, oral historical site.

The artifacts reminded New Buffalos not always of stories, but in a way of life once lived. They
reminded them that there were other objects not yet found from the sixties – wedding rings. The
famous Bicentennial Belt. Dope. The Ultimate Painting – what we might call ‘prestige goods’ if
we didn’t know any better. Much of what we found was decidedly not prestigious, decidedly not
endowed with memories or even meaning. Part of the experiment at New Buffalo, and other
communes, was an experiment in generating new forms of meaning, new ways of meaning making,
and making humor and critique out of existing social meanings. Hip people at places like New
Buffalo and Drop City were engaging in social experimentation, material experimentation; they
were experimenting in not needing objects or rather not wanting them. They were experimenting
in using trash to create life or settings in which life could exist differently; they were experimenting
in re-use, in marginal living, in voluntary poverty, in performative primitivity. Much of this
experimentation was one of detachment from the things, values, and expectations of mainstream
American society, in moving beyond those meanings they inherited into meanings they actively
created.

There was, as Mary Douglas might remind us, a sense of matter out of place (1966). The hippies
were social matter out of place, and some may certainly have articulated this as a kind of alienation.
The ritual purity was to get physically dirty in one sense, but socially dirty in another – to re-
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arrange order into disorder. To take matter in place and put it out of place. In some sense, the
hippie form of bricolage (Levi-Strauss 1962) was not so much as the original meaning of this word
– to analyze how indigenous peoples re-ordered and re-used discursive objects (material and
otherwise) from the colonizer in their own contexts – but rather their form was what Baudrillard
(2014) might call a copy or what we might consider ‘plastic’ – they disordered orders –their own
and others – in order to create a performance of alterity, a sense of the alternative, and spaces in
which such explorations could be initiated.

So much of the sixties can be narrated as the creation of space to be but also to begin – communes
were spaces to begin a new social world; the free store to begin a new economic order; crash-pads
to begin new arrangements to property; drugs to begin new states of mind; protests against the
draft and the war in Vietnam to begin a new American foreign policy; the underground press to
being new ways of communicating – but not much lasted beyond beginnings. In a sense the sixties
is an efflorescence of beginning – a moment conducive to begin anything but difficult to sustain
or maintain that which was begun. Follow-through was challenging in part because hippies were
impatient. We see this at Drop City and at New Buffalo. Hippie articulated the dangers of forgoing
collective wisdom and trying to rather bricolage their own limited understanding of what makes
society work. As Dr. Frankenstein produced a monster, the hippies produced fragments of possible
futures. Pulling fragments of collective wisdom together to create fragmented spaces of
community – temporary autonomous zones or utopian experiments or cyclical engagements with
an American impulse to strike out and make change, make revolution, make the world one wishes
to see. The fragmentary nature of this all is part of the dynamism and the dissolution, the distance
between the zeitgeist then and the lack of it now. One could suggest the material and social
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conditions of the sixties gave rise to the responses by the counterculture and those conditions have
not returned. Certainly, economically, America is no longer producing a surplus or excess which
could support such a move by the middle class – or perhaps more pertinent to such pondering by
baby boomers – there is not the same middle class to speak of – that body has been reduced in the
intervening forty to fifty years.

Our efforts to recover the New Buffalo artifacts brought them back into a narrative and memorydiscourse, through a collective effort. This project is important because with each passing year, we
lose more of this generation. Since I began doing field work at New Buffalo in 2009, a number of
people I had the opportunity to spend time with and speak with have since passed on from this
world – Mike Kitts, Alfred Hobbs, Miki Long, Peter Rabbit, and Peter Mackaness – and other
more public figures have as well, such as co-author of the Port Huron Statement, Tom Hayden,
who passed just this week. As the people who were intimately involved in shaping the spaces and
events we have come to know as the structures and substance of the sixties pass from this world
into the next, so to do their stories, their insights, their interpretations, their narratives. Their
memories may indeed be embodied and trapped within their actual bodies and the body of their
generation, as Connerton suggests is the case in his How Societies Remember (1989). All the more
reason to explore their memories, their material and social worlds while they remain here with us
and able. Yet, it is possible, that through the construct of the Temporary Autonomous Zone (Bey
2003), the neo-hippies of the present generation, and the work of genealogy inside of history
(Foucault), and projects such as this, their memories may find room to continue, to be ever part of
the spirit into which they were given life. As Shackel and Kammen would remind us, these
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memories, along with their correlative things (the things which make history, as Trouillot notes
(1995)), they continue to make meanings in our present (Shackel 2001; Kammen 1993).

Now that we have a sense of New Buffalo and the goals of this project, let us turn to some
meaningful beginning moments, some histories which are part both of a history of the sixties, and
which shed light on a genealogy of the sixties. Let us turn now to the Port Huron Statement, Drop
City, and Woodstock – each an instantiation of a sixties happening, a nexus around which
memories continue to circulate, and a set of material realities which shaped the lived experiences
of the sixties. Each of these is a beginning, complete and incomplete by turns and twists, perhaps
remade as complete and incomplete with each intervention of a memory, of interpretation, of
object, brought into the story.

THE PORT HURON STATEMENT
Social movements begin and end in memory. –Hayden 2005: 31.
The Port Huron Statement is a collaboratively written (though singularly edited and polished) text
(Hayden 2005). The content of each section was debated and rewritten by about sixty individuals
who attended the Port Huron Convention in May 1962. Tom Hayden, a founder of Students for a
Democratic Society, which formed after the publication of The Port Huron Statement, made the
final edits before the first publication of roughly 20,000 copies in 1962. A second publication of
about the same number of copies occurred in 1964. The Port Huron Statement was intended to be
a short statement but finally was a 126-page document. Part proclamation, part explanation, part
inspiration, and part motivation, the Port Huron Statement articulated the sentiments and
intellectual positions of its authors, as well as a broader body of young, college-aged students,
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many of whom were active in the Civil Rights movement. It served to explain actions that had
already been taken – why, for example, young white students were working with the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee to organized African Americans across the country
(particularly in the rural south and in inner-city neighborhoods in the north) as an effort to increase
and solidify their political enfranchisement. It also served to outline the beliefs, values, and
recommendations members of this generation had as they confronted the discomforts of the world
just beyond their campuses, and in some cases, within these spaces as well. Hayden and his coauthors viewed the Port Huron Statement as a document very much alive, rather than as a static
set of proscriptions and objectives, a series of orders to carry out (Hayden 2005: 32). The Port
Huron Statement then was a beginning that was also a conflux of actions, ideas, beliefs and
sentiments.

In many ways, the PHS indexes the arrival of the New Left, its emergence into the social and
political landscape of American – in both the culture and the counterculture. It begins and ends
with a statement about the people of its generation and between these two points, flows from
section to section, articulating their values, the challenges and problems they identify within the
American social, economic and political landscape. The language is gendered or sexist, as Hayden
reflects, in that the authors use the term “man” as a universal referent for all humankind. Moreover,
it is marks a kind of exclusivity, as Hayden notes he and the authors were unable to anticipate the
events which would follow its writing and publication – the assassinations of JFK, MLK, and RFK,
the rise of the women’s and gay liberation movements, and the increased intensity of the Vietnam
War and the protests to it (Hayden 2005). While Hayden acknowledges these as failings or
embarrassments of the document itself, we can note now that these blind-spots are due as much to
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the lack of hindsight in a given present moment, as to a certain hegemonic perspective of the time.
Language is both a freeing and imaginative agent, and, it is a containing and limiting one. What
hindered the authors from using “humans” or “people” or “humankind” as they wrote, debated and
re-wrote the text of the document? Why was this convention unshed, even unnoticed until
reflecting upon the document some forty-three years later? The answer Hayden suggests is along
the lines that hindsight offers an advantage unavailable to an individual in the present – the events
that were to follow could not have been predicted by the PHS. There is truth to this statement,
however, the blindness of some inequalities while discussing others, the excoriation of some
aspects of academia while participating within others, alerts us to the contradictions and
imperfections rife within communities in the sixties agitating for change. Were some inequalities
prioritized over others? Where some silenced or subsumed in order to make progress in others?
Was this language chosen to appeal to people beyond convention attendees and those within the
counterculture? Answers to these questions may not move much beyond “other movements had
not occurred yet and we could not anticipate them” or “this was the convention at the time.” 15

Hayden is upfront about the imperfections of PHS and the broader social community of its authors.
He notes the sexism, heterosexual privilege among some of these imperfections. He states that
they could not have predicted the political assassinations of the 1960s (JFK, MLK, RFK), nor the
rising environmental, women’s and gay movements, nor the escalation of the Vietnam War and
the subsequent protests. While much of the PHS deals with racial injustice and inequality in the
US during the 50s and 60s, Hayden makes little acknowledgement of the whiteness of the PHS
and the counterculture (political and aesthetic), nor does he discuss the movements of La Raza,
15

	
  To rephrase Hayden when he writes “Some of our pronouncements were absurd or embarrassing…We could not
completely transcend the times, or even predict the near-term future” (2005: 9)
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Black Power, AIM, etc. He notes that Civil Rights was formative for PHS, as were earlier
manifestations of socialist movements in the US (going back to the thirties with FDR and the New
Deal). SNCC and SLID were both considered formative predecessors to SDS.

The authors of The PHS could not predict what would follow, particularly in terms of other social
movements. We can critique them for failing women, minorities, etc., but we do so from the
vantage point of observing these movements rise, ebb, gain momentum and evolve. Such a critique
is too easy. It is akin to suggesting the all counter-culturists and hippies were but neocolonialists
in a long tradition of forms of colonialism on this continent. This read is simplifying to the point
of being almost anti-intellectual, for it begins to shut down a conversation. While the PHS failed
all the movements that followed for which it could not account, it was productive at the time.

What did it do? It reframed conversations about politics. It was explicit about establishing racial
equality and acknowledging some forms of privilege in the political inequalities around race. It
was open about its principles. Using language familiar from other primary texts on democracy –
such as the Declaration of Independence – it sought to establish an authority and a seriousness. It
articulated the reasons behind actions such as Freedom Rides and political and community
organizing in the rural South and the northern inner-cities.

The PHS discusses at length the role of white hegemony within American culture and notes that
“the national heritage of racial discrimination via slavery has been a part of America since
Christopher Columbus’ advent on the new continent. As such, racism not only antedates the
Republic and the thirteen colonies, but even the use of the English language in this hemisphere.
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And it is well that we keep this as a background when trying to understand why racism stands as
such a steadfast pillar in the culture and custom of the country. Racial-xenophobia is reflected in
the admission of various racial stocks to the country. From the nineteenth century Oriental
Exclusion Acts to the most recent updating of the Walter-McCarran Immigration Acts, the nation
has shown a continuous contemptuous regard for “nonwhite”. More recently, the tragedies of
Hiroshima and Korematsu, and our cooperation with Western Europe in the United Nations add
treatment to the thoroughness of racist overtones in national life. But the right to refuse service to
anyone is no longer reserved to the Americans. The minority groups, internationally, are changing
places.” (Hayden 2005: 115-116).

A few very interesting observations emerge from this passage. One is that there is no reference to
Native Americans and the on-going injustices (also predicated upon the same racial prejudices)
borne by their communities within America. Nor is there a discussion of the role of capitalism
within the institution of slavery, creating an economic basis for racial injustice and discrimination.
There is also no sense here of integration between communities, rather in some ways the PHS
reads as a manifesto for white savior-ism. There is not an explicit sense here that people of color
contributed to the authorship of the PHS, nor that they held positions of leadership or membership
with SDS. In a way the document implicitly articulates an ally position for its authors vis-a-vis the
civil rights movement and its members, which were inspirational to them. In acknowledging SNCC
as one of their inspirations, alongside SLID, the authors of PHS and founders of SDS establish
themselves not only as part of the same conversation, but as standard-bearers for the new
generation of discussants, and, as they note, actants. PHS in a sense follows up on some of the
actions its authors have already taken within the Civil Rights movement, and as Hayden noted, it
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is meant to explain the philosophies and impetuses behind these actions. In an abstract way then,
the PHS signals a kind of alliance, reminiscent of the White Panther Party, wherein the text serves
as a space for white Americans to articulate their beliefs and actions in solidarity with African
Americans. Such a separation with affiliation is a thought-provoking contradiction alongside
integration and political enfranchisement efforts.

However, this passage within the Discrimination section of the PHS is powerful in that it suggests
the maintenance of historical memory when working with contemporary issues. It suggests that
the racial discrimination the young authors observed was not new, nor was it unique, but rather
rooted in a racism which forged the nation-state from its earliest beginnings.

The document also addresses at length the economy and the problems therein. It discusses the
politics of labor, the problems of affluence and the stark inequalities such affluence makes clear:
“Though many of us are “affluent,” poverty, waste, elitism, manipulation are too manifest to go
unnoticed, to clearly unnecessary to go accepted. To change the Cold War status quo and other
social evils, concern with the challenges to the American economic machine must expand. Now,
as a truly better social state becomes visible, a new poverty impends: a poverty of vision, and a
poverty of political action to make that vision reality. Without new vision, the failure to achieve
our potentialities will spell the inevitability of our society to endure in a world of obvious, crying
needs and rapid change” (Hayden 2005: 85-86). Hayden and his co-authors are aware of their
relative affluence, especially vis-a-vis oppressed communities, and within their worldview,
particularly African Americans. Again, Native Americans are an interesting omission here.
Alongside their affluence, they observe a growing lack or gap which they cannot ignore nor accept.
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The PHS emphasizes the role and importance of students as a politically powerful public body.
Hayden and his co-authors write that in the late 1950s and early 1960s, “thousands of American
students demonstrated that they at least felt the urgency of the times” (Hayden 2005: 57). They
note that movements though scattered and perhaps unclear in their success rates, are significant in
that “the students are breaking the crust of apathy and overcoming the inner alienation that remain
the defining characteristics of American college life” (Hayden 2005: 57). They point out that
campuses stultify student experiences and encourage a hierarch preparatory to the transition into a
post-college workplace. Rather than grooming informed and active citizens, they perceive
academia as more active than implicit in promulgating apathy and a deflated realism, both of which
create a resigned rather than participatory citizenry. Not only does academia reflect hierarchal
dynamics between faculty and students (reflective of those between parents and children, and
politicians/government officials and citizens) but academia “includes a radical separation of the
student from the material of study. That which is studied, the social reality, is “objectified” to
sterility, dividing the student from life - …the specialization of function and knowledge,
admittedly necessary to our complex technological and social structure, has produced an
exaggerated compartmentalization of study and understanding.” (Hayden 2005: 59). They claim
that this limits the potential of scholarship, and diminishes to the point of erasure “the worth of
study as a humanistic enterprise” (Hayden 2005: 60). For the authors of the PHS then, the role of
academia and the position that students occupy within society has a greater potential than is being
exercised – in a sense, there is a creeping automation here as academic labor becomes alienated as
subjects of study are rendering into objects and as students are challenged in facile ways, within
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the confines of hierarchical structures meant to prepare them to apathetically or with resignation,
implement rather than innovate:
“Tragically, the university could serve as a significant source of social criticism and an
initiator of new modes and molders of attitudes. But the actual intellectual effect of the
college experience is hardly distinguishable from that of any other communications
channel – say, a television set – passing on the stock truths of the day. Students leave
college somewhat more “tolerant” than when they arrived, but basically unchallenged in
their values and political orientations. With administrators ordering the institution, and
faculty the curriculum, the student learns by his isolation to accept elite rule within the
university, which prepares him to accept later forms of minority control. The real function
of the educational system – as opposed to its more rhetorical function of “searching for
truth” – is to impart the key information and styles that will help the student get by,
modestly but comfortably, in the big society beyond” (Hayden 2005: 60-61).

They then move to address this “society beyond” and in their discussion note that the university is
reflective the society within which it is situated. The apathy felt by students is felt by “ordinary
people”. It is a resignation and is both subjective (i.e. “felt”) and objective – “the actual structural
separation of people from power, from relevant knowledge, from pinnacle of decision-making”
(64-65). This apathy and structural lack of access to power, knowledge and governance has a direct
impact on democracy. Democracy is bereft of its public, and the public no longer participate in
democracy. The last five sections of the PHS outline the authors recommendations for how to bring
about change at the level of society. It is ostensibly these recommendations that Hayden notes
were close to be implemented before JFK was assassinated.
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Viewed through one lens, the PHS is not just a political document, heralding the arrival of a new
political order. It is an embodiment of a feeling, a spirit of the times that was pervasive and palpable
throughout the experiences of the youth of American culture. This was not a new feeling, as
Timothy Miller reminds us, nor was the kind of alternative community formations, nor the countercultural phenomena of the sixties – all this did not arise as a unique and never-before-seen response
to mainstream society. The forms of community, of protest, of expression, and of experimental
living have roots in other earlier and in some cases on-going historic examples. The history of the
sixties could then begin with a history of communalism, of utopianism, of religious splintering
into alternative interpretations of doctrinal texts and philosophies, of pacifism or agrarianism, of
romanticism or of political protest. Stephens would perhaps agree with Berger that the sixties
created a kaleidoscope effect as counter-culturists drew upon traditions, with awareness or not,
and joining them together in creative and refreshing ways. Deloria would similarly remind us that
the kind of Indian Play in which hippies at New Buffalo and other communes partook was likewise
not new or unique, but rather linked to a standing tradition of white American radicals and
dissidents appropriating signifiers of Indians (real or imagined) in order to articulate their
difference from an alternative to the prevailing order and culture of the day (Deloria 1998). What
innovation may have existed in the sixties lay not in the objects, colors, papers – the materiality of
their experimentations – but rather in the creativity through which they applied these things of the
past, the composing of the kind of composition they were creating, using familiar signifiers to
different ends.
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The PHS, then, like Drop City is a kind of consolidation of feelings and ideas, the materialization
of a kind of politics (or anti-disciplinary politics, as Stephens’ would have it). As a document The
PHS is in and of itself then not an origin-point, it is not a beginning for the counterculture. If we
bear in mind Stephens’ observations that what, how, and when, even the ontological status of the
counterculture continues to be contested, then we can consider that the sixties emerges from
multiple points of origin. Another way to think about these origin points are as catalysts, as Hayden
suggests PHS and SDS were. These catalysts however do not emerge “in situ”, they rather are
culminations, moments of consolidated feelings, actions and ideas. In the sense that the PHS was
not a final or concluding statement but rather a beginning point (certainly for the formalization of
SDS), then it serves as an interesting beginning to the political aspect of the sixties.

The PHS is an interesting piece of materiality to begin with. Admittedly, the copies I am working
from are not the original (which is housed) but are 1) a reprint in 2005, with an introduction to the
entire piece by Tom Hayden) and 2) an electronic copy within a digital archive service (at:
https://archive.org/details/sds_papers). However, the text is discursive object. It has a tangible
materiality and a powerful intangible place within narratives about the New Left and the sixties.
Beginning here serves as an interesting contrasting point alongside Drop City. Many scholars
would perhaps view these as points of divergence, though some (cited in Stephens) would be
satisfied with an analysis that takes both as a point of departure for the same phenomenon. I am
using them together in part to suggest that the political and aesthetic components of the sixties
were not so distinct and separate, even though actions and ideas within them were different. The
bifurcation of the sixties into the political and the aesthetic (or the performative) is an arbitrary
one, useful in order to grapple with the kind of disorder that is the reality of the sixties.
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With all this in mind, let’s turn now to the commune Drop City, which here serves as our beginning
point, or center of gravity, for a particular version of the aesthetic aspect of the sixties – rural
communalism.

DROP CITY
Drop City is the name of an early sixties hippie commune in Trinidad, Colorado. Holding the
distinction as the first American hippie commune (Matthews 2010, Miller 1999, Sadler 2006),
Drop City was founded in 1965. It began as a collaboration around 1962, between artists Gene
Bernofsky, Jo Ann Bernofsky and Clark Reichert who developed “drop art”-a practice wherein
they would “drop” art, unexpectedly, University of Lawrence in Lawrence, Kansas, infusing play,
spontaneity, and art into daily life. They began this art form/practice – “dropping” – and the
creation of Drop City (and the Ultimate Painting) was one of their more profound “droppings” as
Droppers. It should be noted from the outset that despite the seemingly obvious connection to
Timothy Leary and his zeitgeist-defining mantra “drop out, turn on, tune in” had nothing to do
with the inspiration for dropping art, Drop City, nor the droppers themselves. Rather, the
Bernofsky’s and Reichert, and later Peter Rabbit and Richard Kallweit (Lard Larry), inspired by
the excesses of modern, consumerist life around them and desiring to playfully critique the
expectations and norms of American society, began to create:
“Clark and I defined our art as “droppings”. We weren’t artists, we were “droppers.” A lot
of times we would tie a rope to stuff and drop it down to the street and sit up there and
watch the reactions of passersby. We thought we had invented a whole new approach to
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making things. It was a way to cope with the disgusting elitism of art. Our pieces were
just droppings, others called them collages. It was funny.” (Bernofsky in Matthews 40).
Drop City was a coalescence of ideas, droppings, and materials scrounged from the excesses of
American consumerism flooding the margins, gathered from places such as junk yards, dumps,
and free piles. Though it is often referred to as the first hippie commune of the sixties, Bernofsky
has once said that these labels – hippies, commune – do not do justice to Drop City or its Droppers,
as these terms were pasted on by “establishment media” (Bernofsky quoted in Sadler 2006: 6). A
similar sentiment arose at times from some New Buffalos about the term ‘hippie’, suggesting that
this term was applied from the outside, by reporters and journalists. That life at Drop City was
communal is not in question, nor is it in question that scholars and journalists alike have analyzed
the site and events associated with it as a commune. Regardless, the place “became the single
outstanding emblem of countercultural communitarianism” (Sadler 2006: 6) and has been
interpreted as a node through which hippie themes ran through, making Drop City a kind of model
for hippie communes (Miller 1999).

In the first year or two at Drop City, everything seemed possible. The Droppers initially thought
Drop City would be a collection of A-frame structures. Following a lecture by Buckminster Fuller
at the University of Colorado Boulder in 1965, they changed their minds – Drop City would be a
collection of geodesic domiciles. In 1966, Drop City won Fuller’s newly created Dymaxion Award
(which included $500 as prize money). The money helped the Droppers continue their project, and
the affiliation with Drop City raised Fuller’s profile, even though a small number of buildings at
Drop City were Fuller geodesic domes (Sadler 2006: 8). Other structures were inspired by Fuller
architectural form and philosophy which yet played further with these ideas. In collaboration with
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Steve Baer, who later developed the company Zomeworks, the Droppers constructed a number of
Zomes at Drop City. These were more formal in their openness and playfulness than Fuller’s forms
which inspired their creation (Sadler 2006: 9). To build these zomes and other geodesic forms, the
Droppers scrounged for materials, sourcing these from junkyards and dumping areas. They are
perhaps most known for their use of cut car-tops as a kind of siding or cladding for domiciles
(Miller, Sadler).

Following no blueprint, only design ideas and the constraints of the materials available to them,
Droppers combined a kind of ready-made, found-object method for sourcing materials with more
traditional and local building practices. Their first structure – a dodecahedron building – is a
testament to this practice. The structure was covered in tar-paper and stuccoed, using chicken wire
and bottle caps from bars to reinforce the tar paper as they stuccoed the exterior (Miller, Matthews,
Sadler). This habit of drawing upon local and traditional architectural forms echoed a borrowing
of local and traditional significations. Hybridizing what we might consider an early “zero-waste”
approach to resources (which was paired with a “zero-cash” mentality) to reproduce in a sense
traditional forms (both in material and practice), was common among rural communes in the
Southwest. Sadler notes that a similar form of “bricolage” (Levi-Strauss) or “appropriation”
(Deloria) employed by New Buffalos in the construction of the commune. What is interesting is
that Levi-Strauss developed the term “bricolage” to describe indigenous practices of re-use of
materials, particularly materials entangled in colonization and industrialization (modernization),
and that Sadler uses this term to describe the practices of Droppers. Ethnographic concepts
developed through the analysis of indigenous communities thus continues to be used to describe
apparent parallel practices among counter-cultural communalists in the sixties, adding another
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layer of what Deloria calls “Indian Play” (1998). Unlike the appropriation of Indigenous practices
and meanings through an American settler-colonial imaginary, this form of “Indian play” occurs
at the level of analysis both in academic and popular accounts. In other words, it is not just that
counter-culturists of the sixties appropriated indigenous cultural forms and practices, but through
interpretive analysis like that of Sadler’s, the forms of cultural appropriation that Deloria calls
Indian Play are reified – indigenized or naturalized – through analyses that apply conceptual
frameworks once (and still?) applied to the study of indigenous cultural and social formations. It
is an interesting layer – Indian play at the level of analysis – in that the counter-culturists
themselves are not engaged in this form of appropriation, but their forms of appropriation (at times
called ‘bricolage’) are written to appear as natural. Cradle boards and stucco and teepees become
part of hippie culture in a somewhat uncritical way.

There is something uncritical about the analyses which observe and interpret sixties counterculture
as “bricolage”, which re-interprets counter-culturists as a kind of indigenous of their own. Through
academic analysis of hippies in which we apply terms and concepts used to analysis and discuss
Indigenous Peoples, we render the hippies indigenous. In a way, we perhaps unknowingly,
complete and affirm the goals they set out to achieve: going back to the land, creating an alternative
American lifeway, opting out of hegemonic political and social relations within America,
connecting with each other and the world in defiance of the kinds of alienation American
capitalism produces, re-forming family, creating art, returning the aesthetic and the sensory to
politics and cultural life, dwelling in community, and for some, agitating for rights and
enfranchisement of those dispossessed, displaced, and disenfranchised. In a way too, the
performance of the above goals – playing primitive or performing primitivity, performing alterity,
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performing connectivity, performing community – these performances transform into the basis or
fundamentals of the neo-indigeneity brought about through the actions and dreams of sixties
counter-culturists. In other words, through scholarship, we complete a circle they began tracing,
albeit a haphazardly and direction-less circle with little follow through or even attention to form,
as they (the sixties counter-culturists) appropriated Indigenous cultural significations, objects,
practices and belief systems. Performing as bricoleur becomes then being as bricoleur. And the
question grows and multiplies: what is Anglo American indigeneity in the twentieth century?
When does performance become being? If cultural appropriation is a form of inauthenticity how
does it create a new authenticity, in this case ‘the hippie’ and the idea of ‘the hippie’? What can
we expect of these performances, this play in the webs of significance16 of cultural meaningmaking, this moving between being-playing-performing-living-working-work-as-play?

Drop City as the first hippie commune, sets the tone in some ways, the expectation of hippie
communes. In other ways, it set up an image which could be worked and re-worked, re-fashion
and articulated otherwise. Though the performative aspect of its inception, the art-making and
aesthetic of “dropping” by the Droppers, the architecture of the commune, and its life-cycle as a
site of dwelling, but also a site of hippie communalism, Drop City embodies one way of addressing
these questions, one site from which to view them and the conversation they engender.

The impact of Drop City is manifold then, pioneering new architectural forms and ideas which
have had lasting impacts in the field of architecture and material use; a site of social, artistic, and
psychological and spiritual exploration (these explorations mediated not only through art works,
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but through the use of mind-altering substances as well17; a place where communalists or counterculturists were for a time, redefining American-ness, redefining “the good life” and playing with
social critique; and finally, as a place wherein forms of cultural appropriation (Indian Play)
continue through academic and popular recollection. Drop City remains an important feature in
what we could think of as a genealogy of the sixties, an important center of gravity within the era,
and still, within a larger collective imaginary about the sixties.

Miller suggests that Drop City was prominent in the counter-cultural geography and narrative in
the sixties, that it was a new expression and synthesis of aesthetic and socially-alternative forms
emerging from earlier communities – the arrival of something new (Miller 1999: 32). As he notes:
“It was defiantly outrageous, proclaiming itself a whole new civilization, its members
rejecting paid employment and creating wildly original funky architecture. It pioneered
what soon became a widespread hippie love of integrated arts, creating multimedia
extravaganzas, using color profusely, employing trash as source material, blending art with
everything else in life. It gave its inhabitants new names, rejected all kinds of social
conventions, and became a pilgrimage site for those seeking new cultural horizons” (Miller
1999: 32).
The commune’s early years were its golden ones, in the eyes of Miller and Gene Bernofsky (Miller
1999: 38, Bernofsky in Matthews 2010), and it quickly became a counter-cultural icon through the
publicity efforts of Peter Rabbit Douthit and from cover story by Time magazine, in the summer
of 1967 (Miller 38). It was in 1967 when Peter Rabbit organized the Joy Festival at Drop City.

17

It should be noted that many hippie consider “drugs” as a term to include only ‘hard’ drugs, like cocaine, speed,
heroine. Psychotropics and hallucinogenic substances were considered natural mind-altering substances - marijuana,
mushrooms, peyote, etc.
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Billed by Peter Rabbit as a three day of affair to celebrate joy through visual and written arts,
music, dancing, light shows and the like, it was announced in the hippie/underground press that
Drop City expected attendance to be in the thousands and to include both hippies and Native
Americans (Matthews 2010: 171). Bernofsky was against the entire concept, as he told Matthews
that he reasoned that Drop City had not yet been built with or endowed with an “essence or soul”
which “could withstand anything like the Joy Festival” (Matthews 2010: 171). In other words,
there was not yet a sense of purpose or belonging that integrated deeply the Droppers, nor was
there a bond yet developed that would have allowed Drop City as a community to handle the
energies and needs of an influx of even tens of strangers, much less thousands.

Community takes time to build and temporary, intensive social gatherings, while pulling together
positive counter-cultural energies in one place for a given time, could (and often did) have
unintended destructive after-effects. Within the narrative of Drop City, Peter Rabbit’s Joy Festival
is the beginning of the end of the commune. It took nearly a decade for the decline to finish, but
Drop City never recovered from the initial strain and drain of the Joy Festival. In 1968 Bernofsky
and Rabbit left Drop City and by 1969, the place was in a rather rapid decline. Founder Clark
Reichert and early member Richard Kallweit had both departed as well, though Reichert swung
by every now and then. In 1973, Drop City ceased to be a commune, was boarded up and “keep
out” signs were posted. By 1978, the property was sold to a neighbor (Miller 1999: 39-40).

A similar trajectory is apparent at New Buffalo – the early years of the commune are remembered
as the golden years, and after the founders of the commune left, the scene shifted. Different
personalities steered the commune in different directions; as resources fluctuated and people came
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and left with tighter or looser ties to the community, New Buffalo, like Drop City entered a period
of decline. This decline seems more apparent relative to the founding years of each commune when
activities like building domiciles, developing gardens, creating new social relations and
participating in the contagious energy of fresh ideals, found-materials to work with, cash gifts18,
and a not-yet jaded belief that a new world could be created through the right set of intentions and
efforts. As Drop City and New Buffalo entered into their later years – the late seventies for both
commune – the places became less spaces for social experimentation (New Buffalo) and social
and artistic exploration (Drop City) and were more akin to urban crash pads, filled with the
comings and goings of people with little investment into these spaces as communities. Drop City,
a whimsical amalgamation of ‘dropped’ art and architecture and New Buffalo, an open community
of back-to-the-land aspirationalists, finished out their final years as hippie communes on darker,
less playful notes. As Sadler put it for Drop City, it was “a joke turned increasingly sour” (2006:
5).

Drop City began as a space of creativity and humor with the intention of offering a kind of critique
of society through artistic practice and performance. Gene Bernofsky, speaking to Mark Matthews
about Drop City commented on the artistic inspiration of Drop City:
“that we could have fun infusing different visual realities in everyday life. This was the
way of real art and a way to really involve people. Not make images for elite people to buy,
sell, and trade. Richer saw it in a similar light but added, “For me, we were performing art,
a new kind of happening; for Gene, we were conducting psychological experimentation””
(Bernofsky in Matthews 2010: 40-41).
18

For example, Fuller’s Dymaxion Award of $500 for Drop City and cash resources like Rick Klein’s inheritance,
and later, money sent from parents to aid their children’s departures.
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It ended as an experiment which had run its course, at least at Drop City. The initial sparks were
not maintained, the community suffered a blow to its social development just as it was starting to
come together, and the nature of the social critique faded after the original Droppers moved on19.
As an inspiration (Sadler) and a kind of model for a new-ness within American communalism
(Miller), Drop City despite its short-lived burst, made an indelible impact on the academic and
popular imaginary of the sixties both at the time and in the time since. Sixties era communes can
be said to have been in conversation with Drop City, even if only in implicit, reminiscent ways.

At New Buffalo, a number of principles – the open-door policy to the invocation of humor as part
of the day’s being – resonate with these principles at Drop City even if one cannot connect these
directly. The founding Droppers of Drop City imagined the site as space and freedom to create a
new American society, this at the height of the building and creativity at the commune (between
1965-1967). The New Buffalos at New Buffalo, in the early years at the commune, were inspired
by visions of returning to the land, of creating a viable alternative to the worlds they had left
behind. If not aiming for a new America, they were aiming for a different, alternative experience
of what American-ness could be. That such imagined possible futures were short-lived at Drop
City and New Buffalo is perhaps not a surprise, given, as Bernofsky sensed in the build-up to the
Joy Festival, that community takes time to develop. To this we might recall Benedict Anderson’s
thesis that community also requires an intensity of identification often (and first) found among
believers of a faith, and that such an intense affective sense of belonging coheres a group over
time; Imagined Communities become palpably felt, or real, through shared experiences, ideology
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A number of Drop City residents re-settled in Drop South, near Placitas NM and others at Libre, CO. A number of
New Buffalos often visited Libre, and Rick Klein was a founding member there as well. The communal circuit of the
American southwest was in many ways a small world.
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and senses of belonging. Countercultural communes were space of imagined community, or as
Hakim Bey would perhaps detail them – Temporary Autonomous Zones – wherein community
could be re-imagined, re-fashioned.

Recollections of the sixties, the communes, the music scene, the political fervor and the wildness
and chaos of the era, often come to a close noting that sixties communities failed or fell short.
Following conventional historical wisdom, we might be tempted to stay the course of these
conclusions. Following Hakim Bey, and to some extent Robbie Gordon of New Buffalo, we might
however suggest that what we read as ‘failure’ of a commune is rather dissolution of a Temporary
Autonomous Zone (see below) that it may re-emerge under the conditions which make them
possible to arrive in the first place. Thus narratives of decline can be re-read as narratives of
dissolution and scenes like Robbie Gordon’s West Mesa New New Buffalo (and even the Rainbow
Gatherings in which he participates as a Rainbow Elder) can be understood as the spirit and the
form of the TAZ, the zeitgeist of the sixties carrying through though admittedly not rising the same
sustained and overwhelming levels of emergence as the sixties themselves.

Recollection occurs not only through the oral history of sixties counter-culturists, but also through
the material forms such as the Ultimate Painting of Drop City, even Drop City itself. The recursive
nature of TAZ in a way is itself a process of recollection both narrative and material. Drop City is
recalled through memories, memoirs, interviews, and journalists reports on the site during the
sixties and seventies, and scholarly analysis of its role in the counterculture. Drop City was recalled
through each commune built after it, each commune a dropping dropped from the Ultimate
Dropping, Drop City. Again and again, its newness re-emerges in new shapes, forms, social
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experimental organizations and again and again, each commune dissolves, each Temporary
Autonomous Zone retreats, Drop City cycles through recollection at a collective level at once
conscious (visible through the ink spilled to discuss the site) and unconscious (ascertained through
the resonances between Drop City and other communes of the sixties, through Drop City as an
inspiration may never be acknowledged). Recollection affords a version of the continuous present
through a process of returns which begins an idea or a form, again and again. Recollection in this
way also suggests the movement of Temporary Autonomous Zones, of memory grounded in
material culture, and of genealogy as an approach to understanding the sixties, various nodes: the
PHS, Woodstock, Drop City, New Buffalo, just to name a few we are considering explicitly here.

If Drop City opens the door wide within the context of the sixties counterculture for a consideration
of New Buffalo commune, let us keep that door open while we examine a window into yet another
beginning – the Woodstock Music and Arts Fair. As another genealogical point, Woodstock (the
Music and Arts Fair’s more common moniker) embodies Bey’s concept of TAZ while remaining
perhaps the most popularly mnemonic and defining events of the sixties – the one which continues
to capture and constrain ideas and memories of the era. Follow-ups to (or in Baudrillard’s terms
“copies of”) Woodstock (Altamont and Woodstock II most specifically) failed where the original
succeeded. Were these failed gatherings false emergences within the genealogy of Temporary
Autonomous Zones? As our third contextual consideration here, we touch upon an aspect of chaos,
musicality, personal and even collective sense of freedom (and belonging) – a large-scale and
powerful driving force which tends to dominate understandings about the importance of the sixties
counterculture. As John Curl of Drop City reminds us, the importance of the counterculture was
in fact “the communes, collectives and cooperatives, which sprang up in an infinite variety
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everywhere young people gathered” (Curl 2006: Kindle E-book Location 92 of 6024). The
narrative and memorialized momentum of Woodstock, accumulated through decades of nostalgia,
recollection, and tribute attests to the importance of this event at the time and in our re-tellings of
the sixties, and all the social and material worlds we understand to be a part of it.

WOODSTOCK MUSIC AND ARTS FAIR
August of 1969 saw hundreds of thousands of hip people descend upon a small patch of land in
Bethel, NY for the Woodstock Music and Art Fair, also known as the Woodstock Music Festival,
or simply, Woodstock. The idea came together in a New York apartment in February of that year
from the unlikely but not altogether unsurprising collaboration between a hip festival organizer
(Lang), his friend (Kornfeld) and two investors (Rosenman and Roberts). Lang and Kornfeld were
hip entertainers and were looking to establish a recording studio in Woodstock, NY, to cater to the
musicians there who did not want the hassle of dealing with New York City. Rosenmann and
Roberts, having just established a recording studio in midtown Manhattan (called the Media Sound
Studios), were looking for a different kind of project, and perhaps something more exciting. They
felt that Lang and Kornfeld had not made a strong case for the need of a studio up and away in the
woods. As they read through the proposal documents, in their office Challenge International
Limited, which doubled as an apartment (the apartment became their office when they switched
on a box which glowed LED letters, spelling out “Challenge International Ltd”) (Makower 2009),
they noted a small section about a press party. Lang and Kornfeld proposed throwing a press party
to generate broader interest in the recording studio upstate, to attract artists from the city (and the
many global circles these artists were looped into). They noted that the local talent (Bob Dylan,
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for example) would play a couple of songs for free in exchange for the development of a studio in
the tiny upstate hamlet.

Rosenman and Roberts interests became piqued at the idea of the press party and began talking
about tossing the studio idea and producing a concert instead. Having already produced a number
of concerts and knowing the fine-line that separated a healthy return-on-investment and a financial
loss, Lang and Kornfeld argued for the studio and pushed against the idea of a concert. After a few
weeks, the four came to an agreement to produce the concert and use the proceeds to build the
studio in Woodstock, as had been the initial proposal. Rosenman and Roberts were enticed by the
potential for a robust investment of such an event; Lang and Kornfeld by the potential for the
realization of their studio dreams.

The Woodstock Music and Art Fair, the press party that had been but a few lines in the original
proposal for a Woodstock recording studio, became an event which for many Americans stands as
“the ultimate symbol of the American counterculture lifestyle of the 1960s” (Ward in Cohen,
Knifton, Leonard, & Roberts 2015: 194). The opening day of the three-day event, the rain-soaked
fields now thick with mud, and the roads to Woodstock, still clogged with people trying to get
there, to be there, to be in. The first day began with Sri Swami Satchidananda addressing nearly
500,000 people, over half of whom had entered the event for free, as the organizers were
unprepared for such numbers and the last day ended with Jimi Hendrix, who began his set at 9am
Monday morning (August 18, 1969). Rain, traffic and other delays had pushed the festival into a
fourth day.
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There are numerous accounts of Woodstock – easily 500,000 of them – and I do not attempt here
to re-create or re-narrate any of them here. Rather, I aim to note the importance of Woodstock both
in the countercultural and cultural American imaginaries, in the performative geography of the
sixties, and as a massively resonate vibration within the spirit of the times. It is in this sense that
Woodstock matters as an origin point, or rather as an important point of arrival and departure for
our story here. By the time Woodstock happened, San Francisco had already declared the Death
of Hip – hosting a public funeral for hippiedom, performing the passing of the counterculture.

Yet for the nearly half million people in attendance at the Woodstock Music and Art Fair,
hippiedom was alive, embodied in the music, in the electricity between performers and audience
members. The Merry Pranksters who served as the Peace Force alongside the Police Force in
attendance, the Diggers whose organizations and friendly efficiency helped feed the masses, and
the numerous volunteers who worked in the health tent calming those on bad trips, the people who
danced in the rain at all hours of the morning, and the smaller crowd who held out until Hendrix
finally took the stage, and of course, the musical artists – hip was grooving not waning or dying.
At Woodstock, in Bethel, NY, hip was experiencing a happening that was temporary and yet
lasting – the revelers of the weekend were creating memories personal and collective. These
memories, personal and collective, lent new life to hippiedom, and if we acknowledge the death
of hip in San Francisco in 1967, then Woodstock in 1969 was perhaps its rebirth, regeneration, or
its reincarnation. In any event, nostalgia for Woodstock began almost as soon as the event was
over, inspiring at least two other festivals which failed miserably in comparison (about Altamont
see: Russell 2009 and Selvin 2016; about Woodstock II, see Rivera 2010, field interview).
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Woodstock is a beginning not so much of the counterculture, but perhaps a beginning again, a
beginning again as a response to San Francisco’s funeral for the hippie, the performative
announcement of the end of the countercultures. Woodstock was also a beginning for some in the
communal scene in northern New Mexico, like Phaedra Greenwood, who traveled with the Merry
Pranksters back to Hog Farm (near Dixon, NM). Eventually she settled in Arroyo Hondo, NM and
wrote for the Taos News, settling down with a founding editor (Jim) of the Fountain of Light,
Taos’s hip publication and later advocating for environmental rights in the Taos Ski Valley.

Woodstock, this moment of beginning again and again, set into motion other beginnings again and
became a point around which memories articulated. It became as much a site of these memories
as these memories created it a site in the historical trajectory of the 1960s and the sixties. The
1970s began with Woodstock. Woodstock is a memorable happening in the counterculture. I call
attention to it here because it describes and shapes much of what we associate with the sixties,
with hippies, and with statements on the hip movement, the counterculture of the time. If the PHS
is one kind of statement about hip politics, then Woodstock was another kind of statement about
these same social and political positions, not so much a re-statement of them, but a different way
of viewing them, living them, and making them real. Woodstock made concrete a context that prior
flowed freely through forms, interpreting structures not so much as rules but rather as suggested
directions, or, as the boundaries beyond which life really existed.

These three moments – the publication of the Port Huron Statement, Drop City, and Woodstock –
in many ways mark the beginnings or arrivals of a few broad vectors within the counterculture of
the sixties, notably the political and the aesthetic, and combinations of these two. Each of these
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moments are iconic in the narratives of the sixties and are emblematic of different impulses and
different trajectories which came to shape what we think of and remember as the sixties. A new
form of leftist politics was forming at the time, and as Hayden notes, this new leftist political
formation had limitations that we can perhaps see more clearly and critically now, looking back
after a little over fifty years. However, experimentation was in the air, in terms of both the political,
the social and the personal. If the emerging New Left indexes a political experimentation, then the
emerging communes indexes a form of social experimentation. As Peter Mackeness of Taos put it
to me when we met at New Buffalo, less than a month after my arrival there for field work in 2009,
many of the sixties counter-culture communes, including New Buffalo, were founded in the spirit
of social experimentation. He spoke of this experimentation as active, wherein thoughts and ideas
were followed upon very quickly, often without thorough consideration. This kind of “more doing,
less thinking” approach at places like New Buffalo and other communes is perhaps what
contributes to the sense that these places were not oriented towards politics or conceived of as part
of any politics of the day. Indeed, we can see a kind of escapism (as Tuan theorizes it) at play at
the communes – a desire to leave behind the political orders and messes of the rest of the United
States, in favor of experimenting in the freedoms and constraints of living life at the margins.

A Way of Seeing: Sixties as Composition
Here my aim is not to replicate or re-iterate a history of the sixties. That formidable task has been
done thoroughly by a number of historians and sociologists, such as: Timothy Miller (Hippies and
American Values; 60s Communes and Beyond; Twentieth Century Utopias), Todd Gitlin (The
Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage), David Farber (The Sixties: From Memory to History), David
Halberstam (The Fifties: The Road To the Sixties), Dominick Cavallo (A Fiction of the Past: The
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Sixties in American History), Richard Stanley (The Psychedelic Sixties: A Social History of the
United State, 1960-69), Jonathan Green (All Dressed Up: the sixties and the counterculture), Joan
and Robert Morrison (From Camelot to Kent State: The Sixties Experience in the Words of Those
Who Lived It), Terry Anderson (The Movement and the Sixties), and journalists including: Robert
Houriet (Getting Back Together), William Hedgepeth (The Alternative: Communal Life in New
America), and Richard Fairfield (The Modern Utopian: Alternative Communities of the ‘60s and
‘70s). including (but certainly not limited to) the works of: Additionally, a number of people who
participated in the Sixties have penned and published their own accounts and narratives – relevant
to the narrative presented here are the works by Iris Keltz (Scrapbook of a Taos Hippie), Arthur
Kopecky (New Buffalo; Leaving New Buffalo), Lisa Law (Interviews with Icons), and Mary
Mitchell Gordon (New Buffalo: The Utopian Years).

My aim here is to examine the history of the sixties as a particular way of looking and seeing the
era of counter-cultural experiments in alternative social, political and religious forms. Here I am
interested in where and how was of looking at and seeing the sixties, its composition as a
composition, and the play between individual and collective memories of the era. I focus my
analysis on a particular sixties commune, which was founded the year that the Hippie was declared
dead (1967), and existed as a commune during the seventies. I offer an analysis of the New Buffalo
as a composition both performative and a manifestation of a Temporary Autonomous Zone (Hakim
Bey), which draws from interviews conducted with former New Buffalo residents, artifacts from
excavations at New Buffalo. I offer an analysis of the role of plastic both as a material form within
the counterculture and as a metaphor, especially as it relates to the concept of authenticity in the
counterculture and hippie forms of Playing Indian (Deloris 1998). In the end, New Buffalo as a
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composition, within the composition that is the sixties, perhaps affords not so much an explanation
or final statement on these matters, but rather challenges us to look with new eyes at this wellworn history, in order to re-see what is familiar from some unfamiliar perspectives (memory
informed from material culture, plastic as indexing inauthenticity and authenticity, Indian Play as
both citation and appropriation). In this way, I am not composing another history of the sixties,
rather I am composing a view of the sixties, a new way to see, to look, to analyze this countercultural phenomenon as performance and a TAZ – as a composition itself, as Gertrude Stein would
have it.

Stein, in 1926, in her Composition as Explanation, gives for us a description of the sixties counterculture when she states:
“The composition is the thing seen by every one living in the living they are doing, they are
the composing of the composition that at the time they are living is the composition of the
time in which they are living. It is that that makes living a thing they are doing. Nothing else
is different, of that almost any one can be certain. The time when and the time of and the
time in that composition is the natural phenomena of that composition and of that perhaps
every one can be certain. No one thinks these things when they are making when they are
creating what is the composition, naturally no one thinks, that is no one formulates until what
is to be formulated has been made. Composition is not there, it is going to be there and we
are here.” (3).
To be sure, Stein is not prophesizing the sixties counter-culture some forty years ahead of their
arrival, but she offers us a way of seeing this cultural phenomenon. As we analyze, narrate,
remember, excavate, interpret and discuss the effects or impacts of the sixties on the American
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social orders then and since then, we are also creating a composition. We are layering our
composition over top the original composition created by those who participated in the sixties,
observed it, wrote about and recorded it while it was happening. Our historical analyses of the
composition that is the sixties becomes itself a composition.

We can turn to Stein again, as she offers a way of looking at how scholars compose narratives of
the sixties:
“The only thing that is different from one time to another is what is seen and what is seen
depends upon how everybody is doing everything. This makes the thing we are looking at
very different and this makes what those who describe it make of it, it makes a composition,
it confuses, it shows, it is, it looks, it likes it as it is, and this makes what is seen as it is
seen. Nothing changes from generation to generation except the thing seen and that makes
a composition” (3).
In a way, this further describes how the sixties was composed and its nature as a composition as
much as it describes how we try to compose narratives of this chapter in American history, as we
continue to compose the composition, compose alongside it, re-compose it into an analysis, while
working with its material world, which in the case of some of the communes in New Mexico, is
decomposing in the meantime. Here I am thinking about the areas of New Buffalo that we
excavated, and the site of Morning Star East which is ‘returning’ to the earth, as it’s adobe
structures ‘melt’ back into the ground, the bulldozed foundations of other structures are taken over
by grasses and sage-brush, and the discards of the people who lived at the commune, reside as
residues of life experiences, pieces of a composition that is no longer composed, no longer being
formulated, no longer being created or maintained.
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But to borrow Stein’s concept of the composition both as a thing that is made and as a way of
explaining the very thing that is made (a composition thus does triple work as the creator, the
created, and the analysis of the creation), I want to suggest here that New Buffalo was a
composition within the fabric of a much larger, complex composition, which we refer to as the
sixties. This suggestion is grounded in the ways through which communes, like New Buffalo,
Morning Star East, and Drop City came into being, the happenings that characterize events in the
counter-culture, the teach-ins, sit-ins, be-ins and love-ins, the musical festivals, the light shows,
the street-theater of everyday life in the Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco and the Lower
East Side in Manhattan, the parade/mock funeral to make the Death of the Hippie, which took
place in San Francisco in 1967, and the full-bodied experience of Woodstock in 1969, the exploits
of the Wavy Gravy and his Merry Pranksters, and the work of the Diggers, all this and so much
more, can be considered to be primarily performative in their critiques of American conventional,
hegemonic, bourgeois culture at the time. That these critiques are performative in nature does not
take away from their seriousness – play is often a means through which rigorous critique can be
levied. We need only to examine the pedagogies within successful liberal arts curriculums to see
the impacts of play as a serious engagement with concepts, ideas, and social orders.

Play was an important feature of New Buffalo, an important means through which New Buffalo
was created as a composition. Play and performance were importance features of the sixties
counter-culture. Play and performance were drawn upon as political tactics in student-led campus
occupations, protests in favor of Free Speech and against the Vietnam War. Play and performance
were crucial to counter-cultural critiques of ‘straight’ society (what Hakim Bey and members of
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the Rainbow Family would refer to as ‘Babylon’), embodied in the activities and spirits of Wavy
Gravy and the Merry Prankster, the Diggers and their Free Store (where the daily managers helped
customers ‘shoplift’), the members of the Farm (in Tennessee) who operated ambulance services
in the Bronx, and communes as an alternative to the expectation that middle-class adolescents
would follow a trajectory from high school to college to a job, a house, a marriage, a couple of
kids, and a car or two. Play and performance were central to the artistic explorations of the
Droppers at Drop City, the voluntary simplicity, indigeneity/Indian-ness, and ‘primitivism’ of rural
and communal hippies like at New Buffalo, large scale musical festivals like Monterey Pop and
Woodstock, but also smaller scale musical groups which toured the commune circuits. Play and
performance were central to the religious experimentation which occurred alongside the social
experimentation at the time, visible through the Boo Hoo Bible and the Neo-American Church,
the syncretic hybridizations of mystic traditions within Judaism and Islam, pagan rituals, Native
American rites and rituals, and participation in the Peyote Church. Finally, play and performance
are perhaps more visible in the literal composition of counter-culturists – their dress, their
borrowings of material culture which signals Indian-ness as it simulates actual Native American
cultural markers (of particular times or imagined times) – things like beads, head-dresses, leather
fringe, moccasins, teepees, peyote drums, and sweat lodges, all of which are among the more
strikingly apparent. Other appropriated signs of non-Western, non-American-ness included yoga,
meditation, Zen retreats and Hare Krishna mantras, and the devotion to a swami or a translated
idea of Buddhism. At New Buffalo, play and performance also appeared when New Buffalos
reframed their relations with their Hispanic neighbors as analogous to the tensions between
Palestinians and Israelis in the recently established Israeli state.
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Seeing the sixties counter-culture as a particular collection of performances, a variety of kinds of
play, allows us to see the sixties as in some ways deliberately composed. However, as Stein
reminds us that composition is over there until it is here, when we can see it as having been made,
for we cannot see it while it is being made, the extent to which all play and performance of the
sixties was deliberate is questionable. We might suggest that some forms – the Funeral for the
Death of the Hippie – were more explicitly performative than others, and yet, we might consider
the building of Drop City or New Buffalo an explicit performance in simple living, ‘primitive
architecture’, and social re-organization. We might consider the publication of the Port Huron
Statement a performance piece announcing the arrival of a new political formation, the New Left.
We might consider Woodstock not only a musical performance, but a performance of a kind of
anti-capitalist counter-culture, despite the festival having been the inspiration of a couple of
investors looking to appear as part of a counter-culture they admired but could not fully commit
too. That more than half the attendees of the festival got in for free was not a design by the investors
but rather an acquiescence to a reality they could not control: roughly three hundred thousand more
people arrived to Max Yasgur’s farm than they had anticipated for the 3-days event billed as an
arts fair for peace and music, for which the first roughly two-hundred thousand attendees had paid
full price tickets.

To the point then, one way of seeing the sixties is as composition, as performance, as an art form
itself. Another way of seeing the sixties is as a manifestation of Bey’s theory of Temporary
Autonomous Zones (or TAZs). TAZs have an element of the performative to them, and they bring
to our analysis a temporality that is fleeting by design. TAZs are created in order to dissolve before
a state institution or apparatus can alter them, remove them, or otherwise corrupt them.
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Temporary Autonomous Zone
Conventionally, the sixties rural communes are understood to be a manifestation of a
communitarian and utopian impulse within American society, which can be traced back to the
founding of the country (Pitzer 1997, Miller 1999). Linking the sixties communalism to earlier
American endeavors to break off from the majority society and establish alternative enclaves,
draws communes like Drop City or New Buffalo into particular historical narratives that are at
once of the margin, but also quintessentially American. Re-thinking the communes of the sixties
leads one to consider alternatives to the alternative: perhaps the hippies and counter-culturists were
not expressing a counter-culture of the utopian variety but were rather the emergence of Temporary
Autonomous Zones (Bey), brought forth by the zeitgeist of the times. While some counterculturists were well-read and saw themselves creating utopian spaces or communitarian spaces,
many were engaged in the doing of things rather than the thinking of things. The idea was to follow
an idea and not to over-think it or analyze it. In some sense this was part of their efforts to build a
society counter to the one they fled, where such analysis would be part of the building blocks of
life, the maintenance of traditions, and the expected course before taking action. As Marilyn of
New Buffalo mentioned to me in 2011, they were not interested in doing what was expected of
them, they were not going to deal within the constraints of American society, they were going to
build something new and alternative outside of it.
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The Droppers at Drop City expressed a similar drive (Matthews 2010, Miller1999) in the first year
or two of that commune’s life. The Droppers and the New Buffalos were not following blueprints,
were not tabulating their inspirations, rather, much like Levi-Strauss’s bricoleur, they drew
playfully from the world around them, combining Zen meditation with yogas and peyote
ceremonies, with ideals of back-to-the-land farming and self-sustenance, and aesthetic whimsy
improvising upon known architectural forms. Rather than analyzing the sixties, and places like
New Buffalo or Drop City, so that they conform with a narrative of American communal and
utopian traditions, as Miller and Pitzer do, perhaps we explore the possibilities of understanding
hippie communalism as an instantiation of TAZs. I suggest we subsume the traditions of American
utopianism and communalism within the TAZ framework and that this framework might allow us
to better understand New Buffalo, Drop City, and other sixties communes within American
history. TAZ as part of a genealogical approach then affords a different role for the sixties counterculture in American history, one which makes more clear the ramifications of the legacies of the
sixties in the present.

Bey builds his theory of TAZ from an analysis of piracy and what he calls “Pirate Utopias” (9596). His notion of TAZ then itself comes out of a kind of utopianism, so it should not be too
difficult for us to imagine that the sixties counter-culture could rather be a TAZ made manifest
rather than an instant of utopianism in the late 20th century. Bey qualifies his theory as an attempt,
an essay, “almost a poetic fancy” (97) and if any theory would seem fitting to analyze the sixties,
just such a theory might accommodate with some accuracy the whimsy, the playful critique, the
rule-defying and re-making, the play of significations and cultural meanings, then TAZ seems to
be the more productive than even that of Utopia.
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TAZ depends on a particular relationship to time and a particular sense of history as History (which
relies upon a synonymous relationship such that History=Time and State=History) (Bey 2003: 98).
Bey theorizes then that uprisings and revolutions emerge from Time and History against the State,
that the Revolution attains permanence and the uprising is rather temporary in the view of History
and Bey present TAZ as a way to think about uprising:
“The TAZ is like an uprising which does not engage directly with the State, a guerilla operation
which liberates an area (of land, of time, of imagination) and then dissolves itself to re-form
elsewhere/elsewhen, before the state can crush it. Because the State is concerned primarily
with Simulation rather than substance, the TAZ can “occupy” these areas clandestinely and
carry on its festal purposes for quite a while in relative peace. Perhaps certain small TAZs have
lasted whole lifetimes because they went unnoticed…Babylon takes its abstractions for
realities; precisely within this margin of error the TAZ can come into existence” (99)20.
These points are crucial. TAZ then occurs in the interstices, beyond the gaze of the State, “the
empire of Spectacle and Simulation” (Bey 2003: 98) and is a liberatory effort, which before it can
be dismantled, does so itself, that it may re-emerge in a different margin. TAZ then is dynamic,
reflexive and, we could say, pro-active (it does not wait to be dissolved, rather it dissolves itself to
re-configure itself in a different time and place). Finally, TAZs rely upon an element of spontaneity
in their effort to re-make new societies within older orders. There is an openness to TAZ, and
planned though not ordered, TAZs matter because they happen (Bey 2003: 104). It is the happening

20

Bey uses the term “babylon” which is also used by the Rainbow Family to describe what scholars call mainstream
society. The world beyond the TAZ or the Rainbow Family is Babylon, a world where artificiality reigns, where
abstractions are believed to be realities (Bey). The Rainbow Family in fact could be considered a kind of TAZ. It is
very interesting then that Robbie Gordon, a former “heavy” (important person) at New Buffalo, is now an ‘elder’
within the Rainbow Family.
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that makes TAZ itself and meaningful. The sixties were replete with happenings, and in some
larger read, were themselves a happening.

TAZ as Bey presents it is very much present, very much locatable, and very much grounded in
geography. It moves as it needs, dissolving and relocating, following a pattern correlated to the
kind of psychic nomadism of its participants (Bey 2003: 104-105) and thus is opposed to Utopia
because it exists somewhere. It is not apart from this world but deeply embedded within it,
entangled within the forces which create it, as well as the reality it creates. The communal
movement of the sixties is similarly locatable – Drop City, New Buffalo, Morning Star East,
Olompali Ranch, The Farm, Lama Foundation, New Reality Construction Company, The Family,
Hog Farm – the list could go on. These were all places, full of psychic nomads, free-loaders,
hippies, dropouts, war vets, homeless, tourists, and counter-culturists. These communes were in
places like New Mexico, Colorado, California, and Tennessee. They were not the non-places of
utopia nor the were they always “good places”21, rather they were places were the project of
creating new social worlds was enacted, performed, and never quite completed. These were open
places (and quite literally for some, like New Buffalo and Drop City, which had open door
policies), open in a way which countered the closure of the rest of society22.

21

A number of tragic deaths occurred at New Buffalo, involving children as well as adults. In speaking with me about
these, many New Buffalos asked for my discretion, as these stories still hit too close to home for some of them, and
they wish to protect the integrity of those who have passed and those who survived. Beyond these passings, other
aspects of communal living could be considered not “good”, for example, in returning to the land, New Buffalos
unwittingly returned to idealized gendered relations which appear to be quite contrary to the kind of performative
freedom of the experiment of the era.
22
Bey’s idea of the “closure of the map”, the abstraction of territory on earth that is not accurate on a 1:1 scale, and
that societies of the State seek to close the map, to enfold everything within this construct. He writes “the map is
closed, but the autonomous zone is open” (Bey 2003:101).
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It is important to note, for our analysis here, that TAZ as Bey theorizes it is never just geographic
or social or imaginative, but it is all of these at once. It is spontaneity. It is openness. It is the
existence of possibility at the margins of hegemonic social structures. It is more concrete than
utopianism and as such, anything we might want to call utopian, if performed or enacted, might be
more of a TAZ as these were places somewhere, societies somehow, and attempts to be an
alternative social order someway:
“The TAZ involves a kind of ferality, a growth from tameness to wild(er)ness, a “return” which
is also a step forward. It also demands a “yoga” of chaos, a project of “higher” orderings (of
consciousness or simply of life) which are approached by “surfing the wave-front of chaos,”
of complex dynamism. The TAZ is an art of life in continual rising up, wild but gentle” (Bey
2003: 132).
Perhaps this penultimate paragraph in Bey’s essay in which he lays out the concept of TAZ gives
us a more vivid picture through which to see how TAZ works as an analytical framework for the
sixties, and for the kind of counter-cultural communalism then. The performative expressions of
the sixties – from dance to music to architecture to social order to work to meals to life itself – are
contestations of the hegemonic society, but are more than negations of elements of mainstream
society. The aesthetics of the time were particularly generative and creative, positive articulations
of the openness, the dynamism, cyclical moving between pasts and present, the play within
disorder as order – the aesthetics of the sixties visible as communes like Drop City and New
Buffalo, as TAZs like Woodstock and be-ins and love-ins, and the rising sentiments towards a new
society as expressed in the PHS and other manifestos of the time – the sixties as a play in aesthetics,
politics, history, and alterity. TAZ thus offers a way to resolve the need to enfold hippies into
history, and the problems which arise when attempting to do so, as articulated by Miller (1999,
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1998). TAZ offers a way to re-think hippie utopianism as rather a manifestation of a temporary
autonomous zone.

TAZ also offers us a way to think about the embodiment of memory within genealogy, that driver
of history. TAZ becomes a different way to think about the question baby boomers ask – what is
different from 1969 to 2009? This was a question I was asked often during my first year of field
work. Taos celebrated the fortieth anniversary of the counterculture – an event which was
discussed critically that summer solstice by a number of baby boomers who had been hippies in
the scene in the sixties. They found the celebration a misplaced commemoration that was also
misleading, for then, Taos was not welcoming at all in the sixties to the counterculture. They saw
the current commemoration as a move by the Chamber of Commerce to co-opt the counterculture
for its own financial gain. This is one of the fates of the sixties – its commercialization and attempts
to co-opt its more wild and feral critiques and critics through commemoration as part of a larger
national narrative23.

While the Taos baby boomers critiqued the commemoration of the 40th year of the Summer of
Love, they asked where was the current generation of hippies, of counter-culture kids? Who were
the flower children of my generation? At the time, I found myself unable to offer a satisfactory
response but upon reflection I would say now that the conditions which afforded the sixties no
longer exist. The middle class is disappearing, wages have stagnated, unions have diminished in
numbers and power, people have become politically apathetic, social media has introduced a
heightened sense of the paradox of human social relations – we are more connected now than we
23

A recent example of this is the awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize in Literature to Bob Dylan and his slow response
(one of silence up until a few days ago) to the honor.
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ever have been before and at the same time, we are more alienated now than we ever have been
before – the draft is no longer a force around which to organize protest against US foreign and
military policy – and the rise of neo-nationalist populism which inspires fear and discrimination
of immigrants, and the heightened state of polarizing patriotism post-9/11 makes 2009 a different
world from 1969. The conditions are perhaps exactly right and exactly wrong for the hippie TAZ
or the TAZ that the hippie manifestation was a part of, to emerge. It would depend upon how we
read these conditions. It would also depend upon how we remember the sixties, to what extent the
happenings then were social critique or performance of difference, or desire for difference. This
all might depend on why some aspects are remembered and others are forgotten. Is the memory of
TAZ embodied through each manifestation of it?
Memory
Under history, memory and forgetting.
Under memory and forgetting, life.
But writing a life is another story.
Incompletion.
(Ricoeur 2004: 506).

These lines by Ricoeur carry many resonances through this project and through the project of the
counter-culture of the sixties. There was a sense of a number of new beginnings – from urban crash
pads and collectives to communes as a new way of beginning alternative family and social
structures – a new ordering of community, a return in some ways to prior bonds between people
(nostalgia for perceived past relations, such as ‘tribe’ in an anthropological and imaginative sense)
– to music festivals, light shows and be-ins and love-ins as happenings rather than events,
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articulating a new way of gathering, of coming together as people – to written statements,
manifestos, journals, underground newspapers, and comix as the utterances of not just new speech
acts, but new actions, new social movements in the sense of embodied purpose. These new
beginnings appeared again and again on campuses, in urban areas like San Francisco’s the HaightAshbury and New York’s the Lower East Side and rural areas, like New Buffalo. Was Woodstock
memory, history or forgetting? What of the Port Huron Statement? Drop City? New Buffalo?
Following Ricoeur we might suggest that each of these happenings were rather life and to write
them here is to essay their stories. As story always already unfolding, even in the moments of their
beginnings, these were incomplete and they continue to be so here. The incompleteness of the
sixties, the incompleteness of the political and aesthetic projects, the permeability and looseness
of inspiration, the expansiveness and seemingly limitlessness of the counter-cultural imagination,
all this incompleteness tells of life. It is perhaps this incompleteness that makes TAZ an ideal
framework through which to understand and interpret the sixties, the particular intersections of
material culture, temporalities, people and their intentions. TAZs are not complete, they exist like
genealogy in the interstices of history, of grand social narratives.

It would be near impossible here to account for the breadth and depth of memory as a theme of
analysis and as an analytic itself. I draw upon memory in particular ways in my analysis here,
interested primarily in its intersection with objects and narratives, the things and stories of peoples’
past experiences. If the past is a foreign country (Lowenthal 1985), then perhaps memory is both
the means of transportation, the guide, the landscape and the context of features of this country.
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Here I am thinking through memory as it relates to history, narrative, community or collectives,
the body (through embodiment), materials and temporarily, and I hope to show that it is crucial in
fact to understanding the material culture of New Buffalo in the context of the sixties.

The relationship of memory to history appears to have parallels with the relationship between
genealogy and history, in the sense that memory and genealogy are each part of history, as primary
principle (genealogy) and as object of the field (memory). For Ricouer, memory’s ability to
connect people to their pasts that transforms memory into “an object of history” (2004: 498). He
suggests that memory is inviolable within history: “History can expand, complete, correct, even
refute the testimony of memory regarding the past, it cannot abolish it” (Ricoeur 2004: 498).
Ricoeur in his Memory, History, Forgetting, seeks to understand the balance between memory and
history. Thinking across various planes, akin to Foucault’s surfaces, Ricoeur suggests that the
balance, the equity, between memory and history must be determined by those who inherit
documentation of each (2004: 499).

As history’s object, memory shapes the image of the past, as well as how it is recalled or recollected
– that is, how it is maintained or returned to the present. This is a sense in which we also understand
Ricoeur’s suggestion that memory is the condition of possibility for the things we associate with
it, the things memory does. It is not an action, but the power to or for that action. He posits this
idea as follows:
“memory, not as the remembrance of what has occurred, nor the memorization of know-how,
not even as the commemoration of the founding events of our identity, but as a concerned
disposition established in duration. If memory is in fact a capacity, the power of remembering
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(faire-memoire), it is more fundamentally a figure of care, that basic anthropological structure
of our historical condition. In memory-as-care we hold ourselves open to the past, we remain
concerned about it.” (2004: 505).
The concern with which memory orients people to the past affords an analysis which considers not
only that memory is a way of seeing, a way of looking, and a framework for interpretation, but
that it is both positional and intentional. By positional and intentional, I mean that memory is
located within particular perspectives as much as it locates perspectives, and, it exists as such with
a purpose. We remain concerned about the past because we think the past can tell us something
about where we’ve come from and where we are going. One of the things memory does, beyond
its existence as a capacity, the power to action, is that it creates meaning, or is rather part of how
we constitute and create meaning.

Following Linenthal’s read of Carl Becker24, we might consider that the view of history from
memory is much like the view of history from genealogy: it is tenuous, a chaos of disordered things
and events. But more than this, it is created in the present, to be used to particular goals and ends
(Linenthal in Shackel 2001: xi), in other words, memory plays a crucial role as a framework
through which people make meanings. Meanings are embodied by symbols, material or otherwise.

Much of what is written about memory examines it as a collective phenomenon. This makes sense
give that social scientists are primarily concerned with the social play of memory over and above
its mechanics or its personal, psychological effects. Memory as it operates in the lives of people
who constitute a society or a culture does so collectively. Moreover, to understand the importance

24

Everyman His Own Historian Becker 1935
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of particular pasts within a culture history (even a genealogy of a counter-culture), it is important
to understand the role of collective remembrance and collective forgetting. Paul Shackel writes, as
he introduces an edited collection of essays Myth, Memory, and the Making of the American
Landscape, suggests that “memories validate the holders’ version of the past by sanitizing an event
or glamorizing a group.” (Shackel 2001: 1). He notes that the temporality of memories spans from
a moment to a longer duration, such as a movement, that memories are both personal and
collective, and that they can reify dominant narratives, compete with these, or ignore them
altogether. He claims that the relationship between who remembers and who forgets pasts, and
why they remember and forget, is crucial to understand how meaning is made from the past, in
this case, he is writing specifically about memory and meaning-making in the American past.

To narrow the field of memory to considerations of how it functions to create American pasts is to
move us quickly to what is at stake for projects which seek to address what we call chapters in
American history and what we might think of as instead episodes in an American genealogy. The
history of the sixties remains a politically contentious one. The decades forward from it to the date
of this writing have been shaped by the sixties, in conversation with the events, happenings and
expressions that came out of the energies and activities of the youth culture of this era. That we no
longer have compulsory conscription (the draft) into the Arm Services, the fashion-fact of denim,
and forms of public protest, such as #Occupy, #blacklivesmatter, #nodapl and #idlenomore are all
in conversation with events of the sixties.

Halbwachs initiated the first systematic study of memory (1925). He theorized that “people need
other people as a second reference in order to establish subjectivity and create recollection. As a
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group, people decide which experiences to collectively remember and which ones to forget, as
well as how to interpret these experiences. People develop a collective memory by moulding,
shaping, and agreeing upon what to remember” (as discussed by Shackel in 2001: 1-2). This
principle of agreeing upon what to remember, as well as upon what to forget configures how the
sixties are remembered. A clear example can be found in Taos’s Chamber of Commerce 2009
hosting a parade to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the Summer of Love in Taos, NM. As Phaedra
Greenwood noted, writing for the Taos News in 2009, the year 1969 was understood as the year
of the ‘hippie invasion’ in Taos, not a summer of love (Taos News online edition, 2009). A number
of New Buffalos and other baby-boomer former hippies critiqued the town for re-framing the
summer as a celebration of hippiedom25 so as to bring tourist money to town and capitalize on
Taos’s magnetism at the time. While the town agreed to remember the sixties one way, people of
the counter-culture, Phaedra and other counter-culturists, New Buffalos included, remembered the
sixties another way.

This discrepancy in memory is the space of genealogy, the play of surfaces that Foucault discusses,
which opens up a history of the sixties to the disorder then, but the tensions around control of the
narrative now, control over the past in the present, and the attempt to re-order the disorder to a
particular end. For the Town of Taos, conveniently eliding the animosity turned toward hippies in
the sixties, the Chamber of Commerce was able to tap into a larger national celebratory narrative
of the sixties. It strikes me that many in the counter-culture could (perhaps would and do) levy a
similar critique against such celebratory national narratives, remembering the efforts with which

25

I borrow this term from Miller American Communes, 1860-1960: A Bibliography. New York: Garland Publishers,
1990. I use this term throughout the dissertation as an alternative way to refer to the aesthetic, communal, political
manifestation of the counter-culture populated by the hippies.
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the American government attempted to quickly quelch the burgeoning and powerful youth
movement. In commemorating the 40th anniversary of the Summer of Love, Taos opted to
remember particular images of the sixties – the whimsy, the color, the fun, the playfulness of the
performative aspects of street theater and counterculture expression – while opting to forget others
– the violence towards hippies, the burnout, the poverty, the dope and drugs, the turning hippies
away from services (local businesses to local hospitals).

As Shackel reminds us that the past is used to make meaning in and of the present, Connerton
notes that images of the past, linked with memories, are used to not only make meaning but
legitimize social orders of the current day (3). He writes that social memory is generational and
depends upon an assumption that experiences and thoughts about these are shared across members
of a generation. Discrepancy arises when this is not the case and when memories are not shared
across generations, and are rather locked within “the brains and bodies” of a given generation (3).
In this way, social or collective memory is embodied by generations, the experiences of the past
become “recollected knowledge of the past” and are transmitted and maintained through
commemorative practices and other performances (Connerton 2007: 4). This bodily maintenance
and transmission of memory, recollection tied to practice, remembering tied to performance,
transforms the past into the material for meaning-making.

“our memories are located within the mental and material spaces of the group”
(Connerton 2007: 37)
Connerton argues that rites are formal, stylized and structured (2007: 44). Certainly some rites and
rituals among hippies were so. I am reminded of a story that circulates at New Buffalo about a
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peyote meeting when a rabbi began singing in Hebrew and a number of New Buffalos began to
tell him to stop because that wasn’t the language of the ceremony. However, the Taos Pueblo guy
– perhaps it was Little Joe or Franky Zamora, interrupted the New Buffalos and said that the man
could sing in his own language, that was okay. Other New Buffalos had commented to me that the
Peyote Boys, as they were often called (according to Mike Kitts and Taylor Streit), were very
serious about the peyote ceremonies. The sound of the peyote drums was persistent at New
Buffalo, and nearly everyone I spoke with remembered this sound. The Peyote Boys took to the
ritual and rites of Peyote as they were taught them. Whatever spirit of playful critique or humormaking in the face of tradition which infused much of the performance and habits of counterculture hippies at the time, it was absent from the Peyote Boys practices. These rites and rituals
were to be maintained with the strident deliberation they refused the rites and rituals of American
society.

The counter-culture is replete with performatives, performativity and performances – from the
Merry Pranksters, to the Diggers, to Drop City, to the draft and Vietnam protests, to the Free
Speech Movement on college campuses, to New Buffalo and the peyote ceremonies. We could
read these as performatives as Connerton suggests, “encoded also in set postures, gestures and
movements” (2007: 59). Certainly some of these lend themselves to such a definition more easily
– the Free Speech Movement, the occupation of university offices, the marches against the War,
the burning of draft cards and the performances used to fail military medical examinations. Other
performances seem less scripted, less structured and organized – dance and movements which
occurred at be-ins, love-ins, and musical performances and light shows – and yet, even in these we
could suggest a performative repertoire that seems consistently accessed if not always consistently
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expressed. We might call these similarities ‘resonances’, ‘influences’, ‘inspirations’ and indeed
they very well might be, yet they have the effect of connecting practices and habits, transmitting
memory through a stitching together of base components from which experiences arise. We could
suggest that what Connerton calls performatives are the means through which memories of the
sixties are maintained and transmitted across the generations. Nostalgia within one generation
might link to the memories within another. That is, whereas the embodiment of memory within a
generation might work against its transmission through the present, the performatives invoked
during recollection through commemorative rites and rituals, through social memory-habits
(Connerton 2007), these performatives create a nostalgia in the descendent generation. There is a
longing for a memory one cannot possess. Perhaps it helps to see it through a few moments which
occurred at New Buffalo in 2010.

The same autumn afternoon that Robbie Gordon arrived at New Buffalo to examine some of the
artifacts we had recovered from the summers excavations, he shared with me his thoughts on his
current living situation. He was calling it ‘New’ New Buffalo, and described his scene on the West
Rim, in an off-the-grid community, where he and the young guys he brought with him, lived in a
way close to the kind of communalism that occurred at New Buffalo in the sixties. He was
replicating the sixties scene in a way, or continuing it. Some of the young guys, echoing other
young ‘neo-hippies’ who came through New Buffalo while I was living there (some for events like
the summer solstices or Larry and Marilyn’s wedding) in talking about the counter-culture scenes
they were a part of, expressed a kind of nostalgia for the sixties. They were not the only ones.
Bob’s New Buffalo was in a way a project emerging from a similar (though regretful) nostalgia.
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Other neo-hippies whose time at New Buffalo overlapped with my own expressed a form of
nostalgia through their actions, and the way they used space at the former commune. One morning
as I walked through the kitchen and into the Circle Room, I unknowingly entered upon a yoga
exercise in progress. The room was warm and smelled faintly like fire-smoke, allspice and sweat.
Sun beams glittered through the windows in the roofline and dust particles from the adobe floor
(and the lack of good cleaning practices) floated in the sun beams. I quietly exited through the west
wing door, making my way to Joe’s room on the western room block. He commented on the scene
too, which had also caught him off-guard as he left the kitchen that morning, noting that there was
something so resonant about these young neo-hippies and the older generation. He chalked it up
to LSD, and perhaps he is correct to an extent. It strikes me though that there is a bodily
transmission of memory, in this case through performatives enacted upon through nostalgia,
through the yoga practice, (perhaps through the LSD) and a desire for a past, an experience
impossible to re-create exactly or attain fully. In a way Connerton’s notion that social memory is
embodied appears to be upheld, and, at the same time, through the performative rites and rituals,
commemorative practices so to speak, this memory exceeds the generations and moves through
yoga poses, the smoking and ingesting mind-altering substances, making and selling jewelry by
the roadside to tourists, communal living at the margins of contemporary society – these practices
resonate between hippies and neo-hippies. Are these resonances nostalgia or memory enacted
through performance, through social memory-habits, or some combination of these two?

There are at least two levels of memory at play, both collective. One exists in terms of practices –
the performatives that Connerton refers to, and the other, in terms of social memory-habit, or
commemorative performance, how and what a society remembers and forgets. It seems important
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to disaggregate society into its component parts – sixties counter-culturists and hippies remember
and forget different things than do people who weren’t a part of the sixties. This might seem
intuitive, but such a distinction allows us to begin to understand why memory and forgetting appear
so selective.

While collective memory is embodied within a community, collective forgetting is as well. What
is remembered, held onto, maintained is as much a choice, in a manner of speaking, as what is
forgotten, left out, left behind. This is the case with memories as with material objects. The artifacts
from New Buffalo are similar to memories, and are entangled with them. These artifacts, no longer
circulating within the lives of the people with whom they signal or share memories, are not
mnemonic devices in the conventional way of thinking, they rather index an absence, a gap in a
narrative, a memory, a story about New Buffalo. Unearthed, they stand as a reconstituted presence
from an absence, and some linger in this way, alienated from the regimes of meaning that they
were once a part, and now, from the stories and narration that keep New Buffalo (the commune)
alive, in memories, through nostalgia.

The relationship between the present and memory and the absent and the past, is one which Ricoeur
explores in his seminal History, Memory, Forgetting. He builds a thesis that memories embody in
the present something that is absent – the past – and moreover, they are selective, thus, that some
pasts are remembered (and actively, intentionally so) while others are forgotten (similarly actively
and intentionally so). He offers the idea that history remembers History while forgetting histories
– that history ‘over-remembers’ some pasts while excluding others. The selectiveness of how
history remembers, or as Connerton would suggest, how society remembers, has profound
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implications not only for historical narratives but the ends to which those narratives are put
(Shackel 2001, Trouillot 1995). The conditions of remembering are framed by forgetting for
Ricoeur – that ability to forget allows the possibility to remember (Ricoeur 2004).

In the case of our genealogy of the sixties, the histories that are not part of the history of the sixties
are those which are forgotten, those which are excluded from memory. It is perhaps necessary as
Ricoeur suggests – that to remember we must forget other things. I am reminded of Bey’s idea of
the “closure of the map”, the inaccurate never-to-achieve-a-1:1 ratio of reality to representation,
the inaccuracy of which is part of the closure that is also an opening or an openness for TAZ. He
writes that it is within this inaccurate map that spaces are sought “(geographical, social, cultural,
imaginal) with potential to flower as autonomous zones” (Bey 2003: 101). This space exists also
in a particular time, framed by an oversight, a neglect, a forgetting of mainstream society, Babylon,
the dominant culture, or however else we might imagine the hegemonic form. TAZ emerges in the
spaces the State forget, in the impossibility of the map to ever actually achieve total accuracy. Bey
writes that “a 1:1 map cannot “control” its territory because it is virtually identical with its
territory” (Bey 2003: 101), and he knowingly or not, recalls Borges’ story of the map of the empire.
This map of empire was so detailed it became an exact scale of the empire, and as such it was
impossible to maintain. The edges of the map began to fray and come apart – the map needed to
have been less detailed, to have ‘forgotten’ the minutia of the empire in order to remember to keep
it together, to maintain its integrity. Perhaps, one could argue, the minutia of the sixties must be
balance through forgetting or exclusion that the history can be maintained and remembered. Yet,
what is included and excluded is exactly the matter – which histories are part of history?
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What is excluded or forgotten bears a relationship to what Trouillot theorizes as the silences within
history:
“Silences enter the process of historical production at four crucial moments: the moment of
fact creation (the making of sources); the moment of fact assembly (the making of archives);
the moment of fact retrieval (the making of narratives); and the moment of retrospective
significance (the making of history in the final instance)” (1995: 26)
Absences, whether a result of forgetting, exclusion or silences – each a form of erasure – play a
role in how history is used in the present. These forms of erasure are not purely destructive for
they create the grounds from which history and its parts (sources, archives, narratives,
objects/artifacts) are produced. Each form of erasure is not equal, just as each silence within history
is not equal (Trouillot 1995: 27): “any historical narrative is a particular bundle of silences, the
result of a unique process, and the operation required to deconstruct these silences will vary
accordingly” (Trouillot 1995: 27).

The creation or writing of history is an articulation of power, and “in history, power begins at the
source” (Trouillot 1995: 29), or the ‘origin’, or a ‘first’ moment within a genealogy, the initiation
of the continuous present, the beginning of a beginning. Proposing a genealogy of the sixties may
seem like a project of writing an alternative history of the sixties. Indeed, reframing what Miller
and others view as a manifestation of American utopian communalism as rather a Temporary
Autonomous Zone, seems to be suggesting an alternative history for a history already written. To
begin an alternative narrative of an already-existing narrative is to work within a power dynamic
between history and the histories that are not a part of it (to borrow again from Foucault). To
understand this dynamic or play of power, Trouillot suggests looking at “the joint creation of facts
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and sources” (1995: 29). I quote him at length below because his statement has particular relevance
for reconsidering the sixties through genealogy, for reconsidering the sixties from the view of New
Buffalo and its artifacts, what surfaced when we surfaced them, what came of their embodiment
of things forgotten, their signification of things not remembered, and the memories that re-emerged
through interviews which took them as center pieces:
“First, facts are never meaningless: indeed, they become facts only because they matter in some
sense, however minimal. Second, facts are not created equal: the production of traces is always
also the creation of silences. Some occurrences are noted from the start; others are not. Some
are engraved in individual or collective bodies; others are not. Some leave physical markers;
others do not. What happened leaves traces, some of which are quite concrete – buildings, dead
bodies, censuses, monuments, diaries, political boundaries – that limit the range and
significance of any historical narrative. This is one of the many reasons why not any fiction
can pass for history: the materiality of the socio-historical process (historicity 1) sets the stage
for future historical narratives (historicity 2).” (Trouillot 1995:29).
The artifacts of New Buffalo matter in that they afforded excluded, silenced, forgotten memories
to surface, to be heard, to be acknowledged, though these artifacts themselves created new
silences, materially as they muted other objects which may have otherwise been discussed, and
other stories which otherwise may have been told. They shifted the frame and the focus, their
presence marking a previous absence while creating other silences. In some way, these artifacts
of the histories not part of history silence, momentarily the familiar artifacts, the ones more
present in our knowledge of the history of the sixties: Ken Kesey’s bus, Woodstock, Drop City,
and even the Haight-Ashbury of San Francisco and the Lower East Side of New York City –
these places, things, events, material facts of the sixties can become quieted. The little marked,
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little known, little remembered artifacts of New Buffalo, help us understand and apprehend the
lives, the narratives, the histories which exist quietly alongside the materialities of the ones we
know so well. If we agree, as Trouillot writes that “history begins with bodies and artifacts” (29),
and we concur with Connerton, Shackel, and Ricoeur that memory is a bodily embodied effect
and co-creator of history, then let us begin with these artifacts, these narratives, embodied as they
are, and this genealogical moment in the sixties: New Buffalo.
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Chapter 2: Primary Site Datum

Figure 1. Installation of the Primary Site Datum. (From left to right: passing under Aquarius Poul’s arch at New
Buffalo with the Primary Site Datum; Carrying the Primary Site Datum out to its spot in the west field at New Buffalo;
Placing the Primary Site Datum; The tip of the Primary Site Datum, created by Joe Frustaci (in the over-alls).
Photographs by Elizabeth Angell)

It was a bright day. Joe had spent weeks crafting our Primary Site Datum in his usual, quiet way,
adjusting a piece here and pausing a few days to contemplate the new shape of the whole. This is
how he builds much of his art, his creation one of slow accumulation of materials, colors, textures,
expressions. Perhaps the most deliberate and unchanging aspect of the Primary Site Datum is its
point, painted at the tip of the top of the sculpture, a simple yellow spot in the center of a four
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small lines, encircled in black. It resembles a cross-hairs, or an abstraction of the Zia sun/earth
symbol, one of the architectural inspirations for New Buffalo. For us, this point was the starting
point for the archaeological mapping of New Buffalo as a site. It doubled then, as a symbolic
beginning of New Buffalo as-an-archaeological-site, one of the sites many, on-going
manifestations. This is perhaps one of the most enduring and interesting things about New Buffalo,
the way in which the place, continues to manifest through time, through meaning, through
memory. New Buffalo has been a commune and a corporation, a home and a tourist destination, a
social experiment in living and a node in the network of a broader American sixties phenomenon,
the hippie movement. It would be a stretch to suggest that New Buffalo itself looms large in the
imagination and memory of many Americans, counter-cultural and culturally-normative alike, for
it lacks the broad and general cache of Ken Kesey’s bus Furthur, Leary’s well-worn phrase “tune
in, turn on and drop out”, and Woodstock’s revelry of Rock. However, it is well within the bounds
to note that New Buffalo is a place of importance for many in the Hondo valley, Taos County, and
neighboring counties. In the sixties, it held deep appeal for many who circulated about and lived
within26, so much so that at some point, New Buffalos began encouraging people to abstain from
visiting if they cared about the communal movement and hippie values27. Presently, New Buffalo’s
past as a commune remains viable through the memories of the former communalists, their
neighbors, their social workers and case workers, and many others who passed through the place
or received any of its vibes.

26

The phrase “circulated about and lived within” is meant to articulate a clear distinction between those who lived the
counter-culture and those who toured it.
27
From Keltz 2000
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Figure 2. Locating New Buffalo. (from top to bottom: Reproduction of a map from Keltz 2000; Newsprint clipping of
New Buffalo in the 1970s, from a private archive of New Buffalo, given to Bob Fies by Terry Klein, at the sale of the
property in 2003.)

But what exactly was, or is for that matter, New Buffalo? What is this place? Who are its people?
What happens there? How did it begin? Before we go any further, I want introduce New Buffalo,
as I have come to understand the place, its past, its people, its meanings, its significance. This is
my interpretation of its beginning.
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Figure 3. Geographical context of New Buffalo. (from left to right: Reproduction of a map from Kopecky 2004; The
view from the hexagonal window at Lama Foundation, (near San Cristobal, NM and Questa, NM, and the site of D.H.
Lawrence’s ranch) from Price 1969)

I had often been told that looking out west from the base of the Sangre de Cristo mountain range
in Taos County was like looking out onto an ancient ocean. This once-ancient ocean was visible
from certain vantage points – like from the main communal building at Lama Foundation near San
Cristobal, or the Hondo-Seco road, which connects the village of Arroyo Hondo to the village of
Arroyo Seco. I believed it not just because I could see it, but because in fact, this breathtaking
expanse of New Mexican high desert heading west was an ocean, during the time of the Cretaceous
(roughly 145-66 million years ago – this is the period just after the Jurassic and one which saw a
massive mass extinction event).
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The stillness of it all catches the mind, when framed out by the lovingly oiled wood of an octagonal
window at the Lama Foundation, or within the seemingly pencil-line thin limits of my windshield,
answering in silence, the question: Why Taos? Why did Taos become a persistent site of Bohemian
pursuits? Why did people collect here in the tens of communes that dotted northern New Mexico
in the late 60s and throughout the 70s? This view, this stillness, this vastness was one reason –
Taos Pueblo and the other Pueblos, yet another, the distance from the United States, and a lingering
sense of the Southwest as yet America’s Arcadia28. Staring at this vast landscape, dotted with
houses reflecting in the bold pastel washes of daylight as the sun sets beyond the Rio Grande Gorge
– it never gets old. A similar view at New Buffalo never got old either – for myself, nor for many
of its residents. George remembered with particular emphasis, standing in the courtyard at New
Buffalo, at sunset, staring east at the Sangre de Cristo’s as they turned tinged with pink to darker
brown-black muted masses while yet another New Mexican sunset slipped into night. He said, that
on one of his first nights at New Buffalo, while staring at this sunset, he noticed for the first time
in his life, that the stomach ache he had each day since childhood, had suddenly disappeared and
he was calm, and he knew for this reason he had to stay awhile.

28

Auerbach 2006: 72
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Figure 4. New Buffalo within Arroyo Hondo, NM. (Photographs by author. From left to right: View of the Sangre de
Cristo mountains at sunset, from the single lane bridge that crosses back over the Rio Hondo as you climb your way
up the steep, short rise towards New Buffalo’s driveway (2010); A view of New Buffalo, looking east towards the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains (2008).)

The most direct way to New Buffalo is from NM 522 which sends you north out from Taos (NM)
towards San Cristobal and Questa and eventually Colorado. After about 10 miles and coasting
down a large scooping curve into the Hondo Valley, you hang a left at Midtown Markets and
Spirits, formerly Herb’s Lounge, and before that, Celso’s. Following the short road through about
3 or 4 speed bumps, past the post office and Ed Jaramillo’s gas pump, you arrive at stop sign.
Across the street from the stop sign is the ruin of a shop where New Buffalos would sneak plastic
zu-zus (processed sugars and manufactured sweets) on the sly. Turning left here, you follow the
road as it hugs the Rio Hondo on your left. After a little while, just under a mile, the pot-hole
pocked road ends at a single lane bridge that crosses the Rio Hondo. Continuing up the short steep
rise of the road now dirt, you drive past a few houses until just after the one marked with “99” in
black spray paint on a white adobe wall. A sudden left just beyond this spot lands you at the long
gravel drive-way up to New Buffalo. Nestled just below the Acequia Madre on the south side of
the Rio Hondo, New Buffalo – once 106 acres from here west to the Rio Grande Gorge – is now
about 20 acres of land. Of these 20 acres, only 7 are in use, or are viable, the remaining 13 part of
a steep rise up to the southern plateau. These usable 7 acres include the main communal building,
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two outlying residential buildings, a garage and workshop studio apartment, a goat shed, a couple
of large garden plots, one smaller plot, a derelict sweat lodge, tens of baby trees, more compost
piles than I could count, a chicken coop and a field of grasses – as well as a couple of hippieartifact laden cars buried beyond the goat shed and the three areas of our archaeological research
at the site.

Figure 5. Teepees on the land at New Buffalo. (from left to right: Teepees facing west towards the gorge, near the
acequia runs © Lisa Law (1967); Teepee facing east towards the Kaplan’s and the Sangre de Cristo Mountains ©
Dennis Stock (1969))

The New Buffalos first broke ground at the land in the summer of 1967, after Rick used money
from an untimely inheritance to purchase all 106 acres. Max is often credited with naming the
place New Buffalo, as the commune was meant to provide for its people, as the Buffalo did for the
Plains peoples. In that first summer, 1967, as they had not built the commune, everyone camped
on the land, mostly in tepees. There was a large, communal kitchen complete with a large mudded
horno

(an

adobe

oven,

dome-styled

and

stand-alone,

traditionally

used

(by

Hispanic/Indigenous/Puebloan/Spanish descendent communities) to bake bread) where everyone
gathered for meals. They made tens of thousands of adobe bricks that summer, peeled tree trucks
to make vigas and latillas, and “salvaged” telephone poles for the roof and other structural
components of the main building. There were no architectural plans or drawings; modeling the
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shape of New Buffalo roughly from the image of the Zia symbol for the sun and building as they
were shown by locals (both Puebloan and Hispanic) they mudded New Buffalo, or The Pueblo, as
they would often affectionately call it. By 1970, a pit house was built and being lived in, people
were still camping in tepees as the weather permitted, and two additional adobe room blocks were
built just south of the main building, helping shape the New Buffalo courtyard on three sides – the
main building marking roughly the north side, and each building the south and west sides. Soon
after these buildings were done, Aquarius Poul hand-built a decorative arch that connected the
west building to the main building, mudding it with the help of Mike and a few others.

Figure 6. Making adobe bricks at New Buffalo. 1969. © Dennis Stock

In the late fall of 1969, three new visitors to the commune built the pit house, a two-or three-minute
walk southwest of the commune courtyard. It was already nearly too cold to camp in a tepee when
they arrived, and all the rooms and beds of the main building were full, so one of the New Buffalos
suggested they build a pit house for the winter. Locating a spot where someone had previously
dug-out the footprint of a tepee, Larry and his two friends continued to dig out the area a few
meters wide by a few meters deep, more narrow at the floor than at the roof. Once they finished,
they realized the vigas they gathered were not long enough to roof the pit house in a conventional
way. So Chris dreamed up a beautiful, elaborate spiral roof that used their 5 telephone poles, latillas
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and old public school window glass as skylights, creating an ornate if effective roof. It was warm
in the winter and cool in the summer. They wintered there in the pit house and after they left, the
pit house was a consistent residence for a variety of New Buffalos (visitors and residents alike)
until at least 1980. Persistently dotting the New Buffalo landscape (though much fewer in the
winter months) were tepees of various sizes and accoutrements (entire woodstoves, carpeting, and
furniture). As each spring thawed into summer, and as the commune’s numbers swelled from its
wintering-tens of people to its summer-dwelling hundreds, people would take up residency in the
tepees of New Buffalo.

These above passages are part of my narrative of New Buffalo, as I have assembled it from stories,
written in books, shared in conversation of coffee, cornbread and laughter, observed through the
New Buffalo Archaeological Project, and recalled during artifact interviews.

New Buffalo remained a commune from 1967 until roughly 1979. Many former residents mark
1979 as the end of the communal years, following the tragic death of a child at that year’s summer
solstice celebration, and the onset of the dark years of the 1980s – when a few people had taken to
heroin and other hard drugs, and a few belligerent men were boasting to sell the property out from
under its land trust. Other former residents concerned about the future of the commune mobilized
and discovered that due to paperwork related to the title, deed and tax documents for the land trust
that Rick was able to re-claim New Buffalo. So he did, and for a while a friend of New Buffalo,
peyote man, and founder of the Taos Learning Center, John, tried to turn New Buffalo into a seed
bank as part of a seed saving project. It failed however and Rick and his partner Terry renovated
New Buffalo, tossing armfuls of hippie “junk” into some of the abandoned vehicles and burying
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them in some of the arroyos out back. They turned New Buffalo into a bed-n-breakfast, where
people could experience the Sixties they remembered or the Sixties they never had. During the
90s, Terry began selling parcels of New Buffalo’s acreage for private residential development, in
order to bring additional income to the family. By the 2000s, Rick and Terry were tired of a decade
of New Buffalo as a bed-n-breakfast and had sold most of the original acreage. In 2003, they sold
New Buffalo itself to Robert, a retired doctor from California who had “missed the Sixties”
because he was in medical school and could not drop out. Determined to become the hippie he had
not been, he resolved to revive a communalist tradition at New Buffalo and maintain the place as
an educational, spiritual and agricultural place. Bob renovated New Buffalo during the first few
years of his ownership, and by the time I arrived in 2008, much of the major renovations had been
completed, though the project of reviving New Buffalo was still very much in process.

Figure 7. My living quarters at New Buffalo, from 10/09-09/10. This is the east most room in the east wing. It was
formerly a kitchen and a milk room at various points in the duration of New Buffalo-as-a-commune.
This room is one of the units made available to long-term residents of New-Buffalo-as-intentional-community, in
trade for cash or labor hours. Photographs by the author.

In the fall of 2009, I moved to New Buffalo for fieldwork and lived there until the fall of 2010,
trading my labor for rent, eventually picking up part-time work in a local hippie artist’s gallery off
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the Taos Plaza and a few house cleaning gigs for children of hippies (and their friends), now grown
with families of their own. In the summer of 2010, I began archaeological work at New Buffalo
with a crew of undergraduate and graduate students from here and Barnard, and during the months
of June and July, we excavated the pit house, a hippie dump site, and three of the hippie tepee
campsites. During the summer months, I organized a speaker series with former residents and
current neighbors, around topics such as medicine and midwifery, music, education, etc. The goal
of this series was to bring people out to New Buffalo during excavations, to see what the research
was about and talk about it more, and to learn more from different people about common themes
of communal life, at New Buffalo but also in some of the other communes of the area. As
excavations progressed, the artifacts piled up in my wing of New Buffalo, and we made a few
display areas for visitors.

Figure 8. New Buffalo Archaeological Project (from right to left: A1: The Pit House A2: The Dump Site
(Photographs by author)
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Figure 9. New Buffalo Archaeological Project A3: The Teepee Campsites
(Photograph by the author)

Though each of the three areas were peripheral in some sense to New Buffalo’s main communal
space, they were important sites of communal activity then, and importantly for us, were not zones
of on-going New Buffalo activity. Their temporal limits matched nearly exactly the time-frame of
New Buffalo-as-commune. These three areas – the pit house, the expedient trash dumpsite, and
the ephemeral tepee campsites – were selected in the hope that as different living spaces and
activity sites, they would provide a diversity of artifacts that would give us different windows into
the experience of New Buffalo-as-commune. Our rationale was that the pit house and the tepee
campsites would provide associated finds crucial to understanding 1) the materiality of New
Buffalo life – and therefore some window into what we might call a hippie materialism; 2) the
ways in which spatial and material orders of things were created at New Buffalo and influenced
experiences there; 3) what things could be understood as part of a utopian effort at New Buffalo;
4) which things could be useful for better understanding the roe of different Native American
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models and forms of Indian Play at New Buffalo; and 5) if there was a way to tell a narrative of
New Buffalo from its things first, perhaps even its things alone (though I am not sure this – from
its things alone – is possible or desirable, at least for my project). We also hoped the trash dump
site would be crucial to understanding a flow of objects at New Buffalo, providing information
about daily life practices, ideals, experiences, etc. from the materials left behind once all was said
and done.

I Remember…: New Buffalo-as-a-Remembered-Space

Figure 10. The driveway up to New Buffalo, at dusk. 2010. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 11. Summer Solstice 2006 Notebooks. From a notebook in the Circle Room, Buffalo Room at the 2006 Summer
Solstice Party, for people to record their memories of New Buffalo. These two pages, with illustrations say: “I
remember...” and “I remember its crazy parties and good time...” Photographs by the author (2010).

New Buffalo has been a place of many things over the years, to highlight a few – a commune, a
bed-n-breakfast, and now an intentional community – and yet in each of these major manifestations
of the place, it has been a remembered space. New Buffalo-as-a-remembered-space is perhaps
more apparent in its bed-n-breakfast days, when the idea was for people to come re-live the sixties,
or, a sixties they missed out on. As an intentional community too, the place is very much a
remembered one, through the efforts of Bob Fies at the commune, the frequent visits of people
interested in the place, its history, its current status, and through the gathering of former New
Buffalos on its grounds. It is possible too that during the communal years at New Buffalo, it was
also a remembered space – as people circled away and circled back, as people moved out and on,
and even as other arrived, remembering that someone had mentioned to check this place out. That
the place today can co-exist as an active community and as a remembered space is indicative that
this potential was there from the beginning, that remembrance incorporates the present as much as
the past.

In 2006, Bob explicitly called upon this aspect of remembrance at New Buffalo, when he placed
two notebooks in two rooms for the Summer Solstice celebration that year. In the inside jacket of
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each he had written “New Buffalo Living History” at the top of the page, following this with
“Kitchen” for the notebook in the kitchen and “Circle Room, Buffalo Room” for the notebook in
the main room, the circle or Buffalo room. At the bottom of the same page on each, he wrote:
“This moment creates the future and was prepared by all who came before”. The moments of
remembrance, the recordings of memories that he initiated with each of these notebooks, figures
the memories as constitutive of the present moment, but also of future present moments. Or, to
think of it a little differently, this moment of remembering figures the future (and future present
moments, possibly also of remembering). In each case, the present and the future were “prepared
by all who came before”, as he put it. With one very simple line, Bob created a direct point of
access to the role of remembrance at New Buffalo, and how such remembrances shape New
Buffalo. I write “shape” because each memory of New Buffalo impacts the future of the place, not
just as a remembered place, but how it continues as a lived place, and what living there is like. I
furthermore write “shape” because each memory shapes the past of New Buffalo according to its
parameters, limits and logics (or non-logics, as is more accurate). Thus the shaping of New Buffalo
is always in the present tense when memory is concerned, and New Buffalo then is a place that is
very much a space, configured in “this moment” of memory and remembrance (and too,
forgetting), shaping it through the three temporalities we are most familiar with: past, present, and
future.

A few people took Bob’s notebooks up on their offer, and jotted down their memories, creating
this moment, and in this moment, the future, but also, the past. Each memory records some event
or happening at New Buffalo and while is explicitly about the past, each is also telling about the
present, which memories stand out, which ones they choose to write, perhaps enmeshing threads
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and fragments of memories into a passage. The room in which each notebook is present seems to
help frame the memories within it (the former New Buffalos did not rebel against the label, and
seemed to go along with the prompt). That the room plays an important role in recall is not
surprising, nor is it surprising that it helps frame which memories are written down in the pages of
the notebooks provided. Do these memories arise to the fore of their minds in their own kitchens?
In other arenas of their daily life? Do different memories arise while they are at New Buffalo,
walking through the circle room, buffalo room and up the three or four steps to one of the wings
of single rooms, looking out towards the courtyard? Questions and issues of the materiality of
memory will be addressed in the chapters that follow, particularly the next one (on Methods). For
now, I want to return back to these memories, as the New Buffalos wrote them, some thirty years
later:
“So many memories of this kitchen – Maureen swabbing off the table & telling all &
sundry that the soup today is “…some good soup.” Blond Larry chopping up vegetables,
English Jane standing her toddler Sarah up on the table – the time I came over – wounded
in spirit from (Morning Star*) – to take a bath & I was soaking in the bathtub & heard the
Beatles song – Here Comes the Sun – as a ray of sun came thru the bathroom window –
and the light returned…” (from the Kitchen notebook)
“I remember “Walking To New Buffalo”. Halloween, 1975. I walked from Talpa, dressed
as my hero and look alike T.E. Lawrence of Arabia, in my robes and braided (gold)
burnoose w/ dagger in my belt, wearing sandals, into town. I was shot at 3 times (I could
hear the bullets whiz by my ear (Like Bees) – I sat on a bench in Tao’s Square next to a
Taos elder, wrapped in his blanket. He looked at me, and asked, “who are you supposed
to be?”. I responded, T.E. Lawrence of Arabia”. He paused a moment before responding
“OK”. I was on my way to the New Buffalo Halloween party. I got a ride up from the
Square by Clarice Kopecky, Arty’s Mom. It was dusk and the surrounding sunset glow
created a mystery-filled ambiance as devils and angels and butterflies and cosmic clowns
came out of the woodwork, appearing like a hive of dancing mirages to fill New Buffalo
Kiva as the stars came out. Over 300? People stomping and dancing to the rhythm of the
music as the kiva filled with smoke and laughter. At dawn, when the party ended &
everyone gone, my twin, Allen & I cleaned up and did the dishes! Brian Carli Hart 6.21/06”
(from the Circle Room, Buffalo Room notebook)
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“I remember… Walking up the dirt road to New Buffalo on a fall day in 1971 after
hitchhiking from Oakland, coming to Taos on a hunch and a dream. Pepe and Artie were
standing around in the parking lot and they said we could stay a night or two. We did, we
stayed the fall, the winter, the next spring. I remember the dark kitchen where everyone
hung out, the huge wood burning stove where we cooked all our meals. It had a water well
on one side – that’s were our hot water came from. Once a week I had to cook for 20 or 30
– whoever happened to be there for dinner. The first time was a disaster – I tried to make
beans in a giant pressure cooker, but I’d never done such a thing – I opened it before the
pressure was out – Exploding beans all over the vigas and latillas, and on my face! I
remember my first Peyote Meeting Thanksgiving 1971 – Little Joe and John Gomez, Teles
Goodmorning – old men even then from Taos Pueblo, colorful ribbons in their braids.
Hiking several times a week to Black Rock Hot Springs to bathe. Planting corn in the
Spring. New Buffalo the beginning of my life’s journey in New Mexico. Catalina Pontiac
(Woodall)” (from the Circle Room, Buffalo Room notebook)
“I remember somebody tying up a drum in the circle room, singing peyote songs while
some other people were taking acid and playing music outside. I remember people walking
around naked on the roof and David Pratt (from (Morning Star*) saying – “Watch the
spirals in the air”) It was a midsummer night party to end all parties.” (from the Circle
Room, Buffalo Room notebook)

Figure 12. * - There is a particular star that each of these anonymous authors drew in their writing, to indicate Morning
Star. Photograph by the author, 2010.

Here, I am exploring New Buffalo primarily as a remembered space. This is not an account of New
Buffalo as it was or even so much as it is, but is rather an analysis of the place itself as it has been
remembered. In many ways, New Buffalo is a space of memories and remembrance. In the last
decade, it has been a space of revived Summer Solstice celebrations – a tradition that lasted for
twelve years at New Buffalo-as-a-commune. These Summer Solstice gatherings are often in part
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a time for people who used to live at New Buffalo to reconnect and catch-up. Often a lot of
reminiscing occurred as people wandered throughout the buildings and courtyards, eating,
smoking, laughing, and talking. In the years I have been at the Summer Solstice (2008-2012),
Robbie Gordon could be found in a circle of rotating musicians, playing his mandolin more
masterfully than the year before. The mirth and joy beaming from his brow, not a speck of sweat
as he carried hours of music and laugher along. These Summer Solstice gatherings at New Buffalo,
during what have come to be called the Bob Years, are not replications of the Solstice parties from
years prior. They are not copies of those originals, though they do refer back to them. In many
ways, these gatherings are citations of earlier “crazy parties”, citational of “the good times” that
were had at New Buffalo, citations of the experiences people recalled, gathered together in the
space once again, catching up with people they haven’t seen in at least a year or more29. These
Summer Solstice gatherings in some ways enact memories while not fully re-enacting the events
and experiences that made the memories in the first place. These gatherings become a time and a
place to revisit and remember, memorializing more than remaking events that once were.

That these gatherings are not replicas of past parties is due in part to the age and current life habits
of those in attendance. The long sixties has long since passed in many ways, and what are carried
through to today from that era are often referred to as its legacies and lessons, though gatherings
like this one and the people who show up also constitute the what that is carried through. Aside
from the younger generation of “neo-hippies” and students working on either the New Buffalo
project or the Rio Grande Gorge project, the crowd at these gatherings is made of those who “were

29

Here I am using the notion of citation as used by Jones in Memory and Material Culture 2007: 70 when he describes
the use of citation in literary practice, that citation both refers to and revitalizes the work being cited. This will be
taken up more in a later chapter.
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there” when New Buffalo was a commune. They are older now, the youngest of them in their 60s,
the oldest in their 80s. Many too have passed on in the intervening years, and some in the years
since I began the project. In some cases, memorials are held at New Buffalo, to mark their journeys
(here I am recalling the memorial for John Kimmey in 2011). These memories, memorials, as well
as the Solstice gatherings, and even New Buffalo as a space itself, are crucial to New Buffalo-asa-remembered-space. In turn, New Buffalo-as-a-remembered-space is crucial to histories of the
area, of the long sixties, of whiteness in America and of histories of counter-cultures and
experiments in alternative social worlds. Place is a powerful component of memory30 and the
ephemeral, spontaneous, and impermanent quality of much of the long sixties means that there are
few such places wherein such memories can be accessed, activated, reconstituted, or revived. That
is, though we may no longer think of memory as a thing that is contained31, it is an embodied thing,
one that does not exist without experiences, referents, and language through which to communicate
it, observe its meanings and note its implications. New Buffalo-as-a-remembered-space is
important in that it is one of the few surviving communal sites of the long sixties32 and one of the
few places where memories of the communal long sixties thrive in the day-to-day of the space.

That New Buffalo exists as a remembered place, in contemporary time and space, has much to do
with the intentions of its current proprietor, Bob Fies. During his tenure at New Buffalo, he has
sought to preserve much of the place’s past. He has described a feeling of longing for a sixties that
he missed out on; his heart with the hippies, he did not drop out and pursued a successful, straight
career as a doctor. Now retired, he had hopes of reinvigorating New Buffalo, buying not only the
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See for example, Basso, K. Wisdom Sits in Places (1996)
See Jones Memory and Material Culture 2007
32
In Taos County alone in 1969, there were over 25 communes; by 1970, there were under five.
31
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land and the buildings upon it, but the narrative and the meaning of the place itself. Investing
hundreds of thousands of dollars into the place, Bob sought to re-create New Buffalo in some way,
though not exactly to replicate the commune that it once was. He has imagined the place as an
educational and spiritual center, an intentional community that grows its own food. At one point,
in 2011, he sought out co-investors to live at New Buffalo and buy into a share of the place. Though
many of his plans have panned out in unexpected ways over the years, he has succeeded in
maintaining a connectedness to New Buffalo’s past and this connectedness in part affords the
memorials, solstice gatherings, and even renewed long term residency of at least one former New
Buffalo. His desires for the long sixties attracted him initially to New Buffalo and contributed to
his investment in the place33. That New Buffalo exists has much to do with its former residents,
many of whom have remained connected to and interested in the future of the place even after they
had departed from its hearth34.

But what kind of memory am I talking about? What kind of remembrance? Historical? National?
Official? Collective? Popular?35 When I am discussing New Buffalo specifically, I am in the realm
of the popular, which as Kammen points out, usually refers to ordinary people. In this case, I am
taking the New Buffalos as ordinary people. Though we could say they are not ordinary and though

33

I should note that there is a covenant attached to the New Buffalo deed that lays out what the land can and cannot
be used for. It is fairly specific, as I have been told and therefore would like sell to an equally specific buyer able to
meet the demands of the covenant. As I understand, it would be very hard to buy the property and re-develop it as
apartments, rentals, or any such other sort of arrangement.
34
This is evidenced in the 1980s when a few men lingering at the commune began talking at the local bar about selling
the commune and taking the money to start a new one in either Mexico or Oregon. Word got around and former New
Buffalos began to get in touch about what could be done to prevent this. As I’ve heard, the place was never formally
declared a 501(3c) by the federal government. It was declared a non-profit by the state of New Mexico, but a for-profit
by the federal government. That rendered its non-profit status null and void and this was what enabled the Klein’s
(Rick and Terry) to eventually re-claim New Buffalo (with the help of a state trooper to clear out the remaining few,
who were threatening to sell the commune out from under its deed).
35
For a clear statement on the differences between each of these types of memory, see Kammen, Michael The Mystic
Chords of Memory 1993
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they might protest at being labeled ordinary, in the face of the other options, popular comes closest.
When I am discussing the long sixties, I am drawing upon notions and senses of both historical
and collective memory, the latter of which Kammen notes is often that of the dominant civic
culture36. When I refer more broadly to the American context in general (as when I am discussing
work ethic, utopia, authenticity, even plastic), I am touching upon what we might consider to be a
constellation of these forms of memory, historical, national, official, collective and popular. This
is not say that each form is equal or carries out equal influence over the way in which Americanness (and America) is imagined, how counter-cultures factor into this sense of America, and how
the imagined and the real37. This constellation of forms of memory, can be ascertained through
various dimensions which give it shape: the material, the social, the spiritual, the psychological,
the emotional, the mental, the cultural, the transactional, the linguistic, the experiential, the
subjective and objective. If we follow Andrew Jones’s claim that memory itself is not contained
in objects, just as perception is not contained in eyeballs, then we perhaps can consider memory
to be a matter of interpretation, much as Geertz once wrote of culture; the dimensions that
characterize, structure and describe each (memory and culture) are dynamic and emergent, arising
in the moment of a conversation, with discards of decades ago newly present, on the table, next to
Iris’s book, mingling old thoughts and new realizations, affecting or not the stories of New Buffalo
that are held, are told, are remembered. I will return to memory in a more thorough way in the
following chapter.

36

37

see Kammen, Michael The Mystic Chords of Memory (1993)

Here I am using the term “real” in opposition to the imagined. That is I’m using the term in a popular, lay sense, in
the sense that what is perceived and understood as real is that which one experiences, abutting up against the imagined;
that which explodes or reinforces perceptions, dreams, and hopes. The real then is entangled with material and
immaterial constraints and characteristics, but it is grounded in the tactile, the experiential. This is the sense in which
I am using the term “real”.
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The Long Sixties: The Counterculture and New Buffalo
New Buffalo occurred as a place within a very specific moment in American history; it is a moment
often simply called The Sixties, though some have taken to calling it the long sixties38. The sixties,
or the long sixties, as I will continue to refer to it here, as the adjective seems to better encapsulate
not just the temporal sense of the epoch, but the dimension of the epoch in popular imagination,
the long sixties was many a varied thing. I say thing in the singular because of the popular,
historical, and scholarly tendency to lump together the multitude of things (things in all senses)
into this phrase, meant to refer to culturally so much. Todd Gitlin suggests that reductions of lived
experiences, decades of moments and activity and things, into simple catch-phrases and soundbite nuggets is absurd and renders clichés out of the past39. He notes with succinct reflection that
the long sixties, the phrase bracketed off as such: “the long sixties”:
“which in popular parlance has come to stand for a single seamless whole, an entity that
presidential candidates and talk-show guests are pressed to take a position on. They must
have been either wonderfully high times or else a catastrophe anyone was lucky to have
survived. They were das of unbridled idealism or rampant destruction, youthful exuberance
or degeneracy, more intelligence or stupidity. They must have been an unsurpassed time
of righteous revolt or an abyss from which only the triumph of Ronald Reagan rescued us.
All the myths, left or right or neither of the above, today serve in part as alibis, rationales
for the slogans of the present, relieving us of the need to understand the complex tendencies
at work in the present and the obligation to do what can be done here and now.”40
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DeKoven 2004; Slonecker 2012. A New Dawn for the New Left: Liberation New Service, Montague Farm, and the
Long Sixties. Palgrave MacMillian. New York, NY. 2012
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Gitlin, T. The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage Bantam Books. New York, NY. 199: xiii
40
Gitlin, T. The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage Bantam Books. New York, NY. 199: xiii-xiv
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He observes that the myths of the long sixties, reduced as all that effort, activity, and world of
things have been to a singular, meaning-impoverished term, obscure the complexity of the present;
I would note that these myths do so because doubly, they also obscure the complexity of the very
past they are meant to canonize or demonize. The longs sixties then becomes a convenient trope
or referent in the present that slowly erodes any sense of its reality, from thoughts to things. There
is no single story of the long sixties, no single version of what it was like, what it was all about. It
was political. It was creative. It was a conglomeration of movements that sometimes overlapped
and other times remained in separate spaces. It was psychedelic. It was energetic, frenetic even. It
was sexy. It was freedom. It was constraint. It was war. It was marching against war. It was running
from police and their batons. It was dancing in the fields of Bethel, NY at the Woodstock music
festival. It was smoking dope. It was wearing love beads. It was producing light shows. It was
building communes. It was searching for meaning through non-Abrahamic spiritual traditions. It
was searching for meaning in the mystical traditions of Abrahamic spiritual traditions. It was
playing primitive. It was putting flowers in police gun barrels. It was dropping acid and finding
Jesus. It was doing yoga and negotiating consensus. It was burning draft cards and bras and blunts.
It was quitting work or college and working group therapy, gestalt practices, and for one’s own
redemption, salvation, or simply, joy of being alive. It was bliss. It was paranoia. It was dropping
out, tuning in and turning on. It was political. It was escapist. It was difficult. It was urgent. It was
attentive and ignorant. It was theatrical. It was serious. It was protest. It was healing. It was an
awakening. It was an uprising. It was an outrage. It was outrageous. It was colorful. But in the end,
it all tends towards the monochromatic41 as answers are sought and the complexity, contradictions,
histories, and narratives of the time are pared down into simple containable shells, quite like 140

41

Gitlin, T. The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage Bantam Books. New York, NY. 1993: xiii
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character-count tweets of hashtag trends on Twitter. Now it is a story, a lesson, still a catchphrase.
It is memories. It is history. It is historical and it is archaeological.

The long sixties walks with us largely as memories – socially and culturally maintained, though
also personally (for some of us) and privately cultivated. Even the objects and photographs
associated with the long sixties are perceived not as contemporaneous or as contemporaries,
though they share time and space in our present. It was an analog time of underground newspapers,
magazines and comic books, of word-of-mouth organization, of hitch-hiking, commune-living,
and gathering together in groups to meditate, practice yoga, love, eat, protest, and dance. Placed
next to contemporary movements arising out of trends and campaigns online via Twitter, Facebook
and other social media outlets, the long sixties appears like an ancestor, its posters, buttons, and
songs as relics preceding an internet of things and words, like hashtags, status up-dates, click-tosign petitions. The long sixties may still be hot, here and yet, historical as Gitlin and Farber
contended42. But as a past they refuse to exit the present, histories whose colors infused (tie-dyed?)
into the fabric of American social life, refuse to fade with time.

Numerous publications have been devoted to understanding the long sixties and its legacies and
impacts upon American culture. Though not always framed as a discussion about feedback loops,
it is clear that the events, people, activities, and things of the long sixties have fed back into the
hegemonic cultural entity they resisted and afforded an alternative to. Scholars, counter-culturists,
cultural revolutionaries, hippies, flower children, Rainbows, radical leftists alike have documented
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As of the 1990s at least – See Gitlin, T. The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage Bantam Books. New York, NY.
1993 and Farber, D. The 60s: From Memory to History. University of North Carolina Press. Durham, NC. 1994
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in words, images, and films, their perspective, their take on the long sixties.43 These range from
historical interpretations44 to sociological analyses45 to journalists’ documentation46 to memoirs47
to journals48 to published photographic collections49 to oral historical accounts50 to films51 to
collections of essays52 to spiritual tracts and metaphysical psychedelic philosophies53 to
unpublished records54

to ethnographies of the Rainbows and personal accounts55and

archaeological reports56. These interpretations, analyses, collections, representations, memoirs,
narratives, histories, reports, and images shape the way in which the long sixties continues to be
remembered, and the way in which we imagine it all was. There are many such records that could
be added to the list, indeed the one I have noted here is specific and just a taste. All of these records
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Before I introduce this list, I want to note that the texts below are but a sampling of what is out there. These are
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are themselves singular stories and together, create a collage-kaleidoscope sense of what a bigger
picture, polychromatic story might look like. To this collection then, I add my dissertation.

Importantly, I add a consideration of an aspect of the sixties that often gets sidelined, or relegated
to the background: some of the things that constituted the object-world (and social world therefore)
of daily life at one long sixties commune, New Buffalo57. The story that I tell is an interpretation
of the long sixties as they are remembered at New Buffalo. It is an interpretation of the way in
which a place in the long sixties continues to be remembered, and how it’s abject and forlorn things
(now archaeological artifacts), interact with these memories, remembrances, and recollections. In
the chapters that follow, I work with artifacts and New Buffalos statements to re-collect, remember their memories and what these memories might mean for our present – the persistent
relevance of the sixties as Gitlin and Farber have so duly noted.

What follows below is a story that can be told many ways. Indeed, the chapters herein contain the
divergent directions this narrative could go while also creating a convergence of threads carried
throughout. This is one story among many of a counter-cultural site in America’s sixties, the era
of hippiedom as Miller has anointed the epoch. The site is New Buffalo commune and the story of
it presented here is not necessarily linear, nor is it necessarily conclusive. It is more interpretative
than representational. It serves not to stand in for all communes of hippiedom, but rather, as a
starting point for re-considering these communes categorically, and in their specificities. For if the
specificities of New Buffalo tell us anything, it is that they seem to grow in correlation to the
number of conversations about the commune; they are specific while simultaneously unfixed to
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their specificity. Yes, it is true that the original parcel of New Buffalo land purchased with Rick
Klein’s money in 1967 exceeded one hundred acres. However, the exact number of acreage varies
according to communal residents, oscillating between one hundred and three and one hundred and
six. A visit through the property records and deeds would perhaps turn up an exact number,
however, the disorder of disagreeing memories is more interesting to my project, and the narrative
here. To what extent is memory changed, when the land becomes one hundred and six or one
hundred and three acres? Does this small, perhaps insignificant aspect of a recollection of New
Buffalo fundamentally change the shape, the dimensions, or the quality of the memory playing out
in conversation in the present? Would knowing a fact, like the exact acreage at the time of
purchase, make a meaningful different to any New Buffalo?

The same set of questions could be applied to other numerical figures that surface in the spoken
recollections of the commune. The number of adobe bricks built in the first year, for example,
tends to oscillate between 11,000 and 20,000; the number of people who lived at the commune;
the number of trips to town that were made in a week’s time; the number of vehicles at the
commune; the number of peyote meetings held at New Buffalo; the amount of money that flowed
through the communal coffers and the amount that went to pay various taxes and bills; the number
of harvests that were successful. To these I would add similar sets of questions: the number of
people who lived in the pit house; the number of teepees on the land; the number of municipal
dump runs made in a month’s time; the number of people who went to fight fires and how often
this occurred; the number of candles made at New Buffalo; the number of parties held there; the
number of times in which New Buffalos had positive interactions with their Hispanic neighbors;
the number of times they ate prairie dog meat; the number of times they visited Taos Pueblo; the
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number of laundry loads they did; the number of times they decided to encourage a member to
leave; the number of people who arrived looking to stay; the number of people who arrived looking
to visit; the number of people who arrived looking to look; and so on.

The point is this: When it comes to how New Buffalo is remembered, when it comes to the identity
of the place as it is re-told and re-constructed through memory, and when it comes to the place as
a memory, these exact points are not the more interesting constituents of memory or characters of
the story. The discrepancies between the exactitudes, the disorder of the evidence and the
agnosticism about the contradictions, here in these moments is where the story is enlivened,
enriched, and invigorated. Disorder is perhaps one of the more persistent orders at New Buffalo,
divergence just as frequent as convergence, and through it all, a persistent perspective (a noted
ambivalence) on the contradiction of opposites the very source of living, or at least, of living
memory of New Buffalo. Was it one hundred and three or one hundred and six acres? How many
thousands of adobe bricks made New Buffalo a home, a hearth, a commune, a refuge, a living
surround58? What kind of artifact is a hippie artifact? And if it is “of hippie issue”59, then would
not we know, would it not be hippie? Was it problematic to shop for food at Safeway? Did this
invalidate the New Buffalo project? Was it problematic to use old motor oil to harden dirt floors
at the commune? I will address these questions, and others related to them, stemming from them,
in the following chapters. In considering New Buffalo, and the memory of living there, the memory
of the place, and the different statements, objects, photographs, and texts that have come to the
surface throughout the project, I am reminded of a few lines from Wallace Steven’s Connoisseur
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of Chaos, which seem to me to be worthwhile bearing in mind when thinking about New Buffalo
– why it is remembered as it is remembered and how. The lines are as follows:
I
A.   A violent order is a disorder; and/ B. A great disorder is an order. These/ Two things
are one. (Pages of Illustrations).
III
After all the pretty contrast of life and death/ Proves that these opposite things partake of
one,/ At least that was the theory, when bishops’ books/ Resolved the world. We cannot go
back to that./ The squirming facts exceed the squamous mind,/ If one may say so. An yet
relation appears,/ A small relation expanding like the shade/ Of a cloud on sand, a shape
on the side of a hill.
IV
A.   Well, an old order is a violent one./ This proves nothing. Just one more truth, one more/
Element in the immense disorder of truths./ … A great disorder is an order. Now, A/
And B are not like statuary, posed/ For a vista in the Louvre. They are things chalked/
On the sidewalk so that the pensive man may see.60
These lines resonate with New Buffalo for many reasons. The New Buffalos were themselves
connoisseurs of chaos, in the way that their lives at the commune embodied a series of
contradictions61. They had no blueprints, no architectural plans, no social map, and yet they were
thorough and methodical in building New Buffalo. And yet, not always careful or knowledgeable,
they stumbled through the years of building the commune, of trying to farm the land, of finding a
way to live-in-the-making, rather than society’s dictate to “make a living”. Yet still, they were
making a living, though not one legible to the social worlds from which they arrived (and We
cannot go back to that62). Perhaps we can expand this small relation and think of hippies more
broadly as much as connoisseurs of chaos as the counter-culturists and cultural revolutionaries
which they self-identify. The (dis)order of the day was a violent one – seemingly endless war in
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Vietnam, crackdowns on protests in America’s streets and on America’s campuses, political battles
to ensure disenfranchised Americans remained as such (efforts to resist Civil Rights, the rise of La
Raza and the Chicano movement, as well as AIM, and on-going harassment of queer
communities), and the insistent momentum of consumer capitalist materialism which was not only
about the production of commodities, but the destruction of other cultural and natural resources in
order to produce those goods. The (dis)order of the hippie movement was not received by
American mainstream society as a great order but rather as an amusing chaos that had the potential
to threaten the prevailing social order of the day. However, Stevens reminds us that neither A nor
B, disorder nor order, are fixed, are “statuary” but are rather propositions sketched out in the world
for all to see, to apprehend, to interpret. There is no objective position held by either, only a shifting
of states, a movement of perspective, and squirming of facts escaping our minds, scaled in
experiences, interpretations, received wisdoms, and an immense disorder of truths.

When sifting through the memories of New Buffalo, as they were told to me, order and disorder
shift, expand from small relations, and, it is my attempt here to chalk some of them out, for the
pensive among us to contemplate, observe, interpret and see. There is nothing statuary about the
memories of New Buffalo, nor, it seems as I will discuss in the chapters to follow, about the objects
that made up the living of life at New Buffalo. These memories are neither fixed and if any are
truths, they are one among many. Likewise, the propositions I commit here in ink (only somewhat
more permanent than chalk, though less than stone), if are true, are only relationally so and
certainly, some among many.
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Counter-Culture//New Buffalo Commune
I will be arguing in the course of this dissertation that New Buffalo commune was an important
site of utopianism and of a different sort of work ethic, both of which intersect interestingly with
notions of authenticity, bound up in practices, beliefs, and forms of appropriation and citation, and
material culture, the abject discarded objects from the living of life at New Buffalo.

The kind of community New Buffalo was and continues to be, plays a significant role in the
undertaking of this project. The site itself has historically been a site of intentionally created
community. Perhaps it has always been an intentional community – a place where people live
together towards an agreed upon purpose63. The founders of New Buffalo can certainly be said to
fit into this definition. Since 2003, the site has been formally named an intentional community by
Bob Fies, its present proprietor, though in reality, it is often unclear which intentions are agreed
upon, and what solidarity of purpose gathers the residents under New Buffalo’s roof. Depending
on how we broaden or narrow our scope, we could say that in fact at times, New Buffalo is more
like a bus station where people are stuck or waiting for the next ride to come into town. Or it is a
haven for people fleeing the oppressive, assimilative logics of consumer capitalism and here they
can coexist in contradistinction to the demands of society, bound together not by a common
purpose to farm the land, or create a spiritual center, but by a desire to live in a social body that
allows them to live out their trip. Of course, neither of these extremes are permanent characteristics
of the place. In my year at New Buffalo, I saw people arrive hopeful to participate in community,
or, to escape some other community, only to leave New Buffalo in a matter of days, weeks or
months, because of disillusionment with the place and what they hoped it promised. I also
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witnessed people arrive, with similar hopes and desires for community, and stay, creating and
participating in the cultivation of that kind of community.

However, no single form of community has lasted at New Buffalo since 2003 as the place has not
consolidated into any singular manifestation of community, more specific and with determined
purpose. It does remain, at the same time, a place where the hope and dreams of such community
seems possible, within reach, and just beneath the surface of the beauty and potential of the site,
perhaps even, its owner. It is perhaps too simplistic to suggest that land ownership and private
property prevent New Buffalos from realizing its potential as a community, and not only because
there are other examples that insist on the contrary, for example Lama Foundation (near Cristobal,
NM) and The Farm (near Manchester, TN). It is not that it is impossible to create community on
the basis or inspiration of a single person’s ideas or dreams, but rather is perhaps it is more difficult
to create the conditions for willing buy-in on the part of others. To this we could add the ability to
change as a group, and as individuals, according to new needs, desires, and shifting circumstances,
for example, economic, social, political, climate, etc. Perhaps New Buffalo commune was
similarly an ebb and flow of community, intentional at times and ad hoc at others. There is some
sense of this if one read’s Kopecky’s journals closely as he records many of the people who came
and went, or pays attention to the mention of “no women at New Buffalo when I arrived” kinds of
statements made by former residents. The gloss of the label “commune” no more smooths out the
reality of the place as a commune than does the endurance of the label “intentional” cohere any
experienced sense of community.
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Whatever we consider the degree of intentionality in either New Buffalo as a sixties commune, or
as a twenty-first century community, it was a social entity set apart from larger, more conventional
and traditional, long-established and genealogical communities. In other words, that New Buffalo
was a community intentionally set apart from American society in a broad sense, it is an ideal
context in which to understand themes like utopianism, work ethic, authenticity, and material
culture, which interweave in the fabric of American society writ large as well. That is, New Buffalo
exists at a manageable scale, through which to examine and assess issues that occur in varying
manifestations, in the society to which it imagined itself as other. It is not a control sample,
however, as that is a bit of an unworkable contradiction in terms – a hippie commune as a control
sample through which to understand larger questions about the workings of American society. And
yet it is an insightful context. On some very basic level, the New Buffalos, along with their countercultural compatriots at other communes, were re-exploring the fundamentals of what we might
call “culture”, even “society”. That is was a social experiment is known to hippies and scholars
alike, and it was taken seriously as such64. My dissertation serves in some ways to remember these
discussions, and re-remember or recover what might we see differently, nearly fifty years on. What
might we notice about the practice of culture from the view of counter-culture, about the role of
culture from the experiences we can observe and attend to of counter-culture, and how does our
interpretation shift according to how, and with what, this remembrance occurs?

When we invoke the long sixties as “the sixties”, we tend to discuss the counterculture as a singular
entity. Do we conceive of a ‘culture of counterculture’? Is there a singular counter-culture that
opposes, challenges, and provides an alternative to a singular culture? When we discuss American
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culture and consider it’s arising and subsiding countercultures, to what extent do we reduce each
into an entity for the sake of brevity or simplicity of scope? Is it not true that the hippies were
seeking an alternative to a dominant culture in America, which we often refer to as simply,
American culture65? In their search for alternatives, did they not draw upon other American
cultures, considered less dominant (in the sense of the broader national imagination, as regional
dominance holds less sway when it comes to discussing American culture as the dominant culture,
particularly the one that the hippies were disillusioned with – more to the point, hippies were
disillusioned with white American culture), for reasons related to their hyphenated status (indeed
Kammen refers to hyphenated Americans entering the fray of heritage66)? Which culture(s) were
the hippie countercultures counter-posing?

I ask these questions because it is difficult to treat American culture as a consummate whole,
though it is appealing for its simplicity and ease it provides in conversation, even scholarly
discussion. At times, American culture as a phrase seems synonymous with American tradition,
which as Kammen points out is difficult though not impossible to apprehend with accuracy and
precision because “traditions are, indeed, susceptible to change or demise”67. Kammen links
tradition with memory, suggesting that each reinforce each other (in a myriad of interesting ways).
He asks a question that is particularly relevant here to understanding the culture-counterculture
distinction, as well as New Buffalo commune: “Have Americans been more or less inclined than
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others to invent traditions?”68 Viewing this question from Hippiedom, one might concede that
Americans are inclined to invent traditions – though more so than any other citizenry a point that
sends us beyond the scope here. One could arguably look at the dominant culture that many in
Hippiedom were seeking an alternative to and call it equally invented, as it was certainly in part
both reactionary in terms of social politics and optimistic in terms of its burgeoning economic
abundance. In fact, Kammen seems to suggest that Americans have a history of inventing
traditions, outside of any consideration of whether or not they do it more than others.

American culture then, to the extent that we can usefully use such a phrase, is equally invented
and changing. The concept of culture, anthropologically speaking, currently now exists as concept
thought of in the plural rather than the singular69, that is that there are cultures rather than a single
culture to which all social groups are differentially oriented. Despite this broad and seemingly
generous definition, if void of any actual markers, characteristics or distinguishing features – what
are we looking for when we seek out culture? What do we expect? How do we expect to identify
it, locate it, and then, understand it? What kind of thing is culture, or what kinds of things are
cultures? These are not new questions, but persistent ones – there is no agreed upon definition of
what culture is, for anthropologists or archaeologists70. Barnard and Spencer assert that this lack
of definition is part of what keeps the discipline going, relevant and important.

When we consider what makes a culture distinct from a counter-culture, it is useful to remember
what Yinger wrote in his seminal text Counterculture: The Promise and Peril of a World Turned
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Upside Down, when he defines counterculture “briefly here as a set of norms and values of a group
that sharply contradict the dominant norms and values of the society of which that group is part.”71
As one might expect of the term, counterculture then is set against culture, not necessarily as an
opposite, but as a contradiction, as a challenge. Countercultures arise from within cultures
themselves and thus can be viewed as a response to cultures, or to aspects of cultures. If we
consider culture to be, as Geertz has noted, primarily a semiotic thing, a thing of interpretation,
then perhaps we could consider countercultures as a variation on the referent, indexical of
disagreement or dissatisfaction or of difference of another kind, and iconic in their departures,
from norms, from cities, from expectations, from rules, from order72. Countercultures do not exist
sui generis but arise in direct responses to cultures themselves, acknowledging the original
reference – culture – but doing so in a different way, from a different perspective, demanding
different things of it. In some way, countercultures are themselves citations of the cultures from
which they spring, they are unexpected but not always unsurprising (upon reflection) and always
are in reference to the cultures they exist in contradistinction towards.

In as such, countercultures are often considered a form of cultural critique – certainly this is one
way of looking at hippiedom in the sixties. As some New Buffalos have commented, they were
not interested in the expectations of American society, in the goals they were supposed to have,
the ambitions they were supposed to follow – their ambitions, their skills, their dreams were not
legible or not valuable, as they put it, in American society. Listening to New Buffalos talk about
life during the sixties and living at New Buffalo, I realize that in their memories they are
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articulating a philosophical position, which some forty, almost fifty, years ago was but perhaps
more an impulse, a reaction, a gut-feeling. In the process of talking with me about their memories,
their experiences seem to crystalize into philosophies, in part as a way of making sense or
explaining, and in part because this is one way memory works. It is a way of creating order in the
immense disorder of truths. What I have noted as contradictions that New Buffalos seemed to live
with more readily than readily than we may be able to accept, could be considered an immense
disorder of truths. This disarray, these contradictions of living life at New Buffalo – for example,
adhering to eating ‘rice and beans’ as the New Buffalos once told Dennis Hopper when they
declined his request to film scenes for Easy Rider at New Buffalo, in exchange for fully-catered
meals and all the dope they could want, and at the same time sneaking off to Celso’s for some zuzus (sweets in the hippie register), or attempting to grow their own food, but shopping often at
Safeway in town – seem to erode the efficacy of their cultural critique. Somehow a lack of purity
in the critique of culture makes a counterculture appear like a plastic gemstone next to the diamond
of culture – it clouds in color when exposed to the sun over the years, becoming opaque in some
places, the surface scratches hold dirt with impossible tenacity, and the shine of the plastic when
new, fades in a depressing, dreary way, revealing a matte luster lacking in so much luster that even
dried leather looks luscious in comparison. Somehow contradictions within the counterculture
render their contra- position to culture plastic, false, failed and untrue73. It would be easy to suggest
that New Buffalo failed because it never was able to be truly independent of the culture that it was
countering, because it did not survive more than twenty-five years74, because it was a disorder
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within an attempt to create a new order from an older one. All of this, proves nothing, as Wallace
might tell us. Is proof really the point here?

I want to return to the question I posed earlier: could we consider that there is a ‘culture of counterculture’? What would this mean? And here I do not mean the phenomenon of a subcultural or
counter-cultural element being taken up (co-opted) by the dominant cultural system. That the
sixties did quickly become commoditized and that aspects of the sixties and hippiedom where
taken up into the prevailing, hegemonic cultural system of America is true. We need only to recall
and re-locate the Morning Star (East) hippie patchwork skirts being sold at Bloomingdales that
New Buffalos would tell me about. Counterculture, as a response to culture, is perceived to
articulate a fringe, a margin, an outlier. If this too is a culture, and I think it is, then it is culture on
its own, not because it is absorbed by a more dominant cultural entity. That is a culture of
counterculture can exist distinctly from (though not entirely separate or independent of) a culture
of culture. Referring back to Ivanovic’s notion that culture is both process and product, we can
read the culture of the counterculture of the sixties as both: culture (or counter-culture) as process,
and in some ways it is also culture (or counterculture) as product. And this last thing –
counterculture as product – happened fairly soon after the sixties counterculture developed, with
journalists, reporters and photographers documenting the happenings, the communes, the events,
the people, the sites – disseminating their reports, descriptions and images in the culture more
broadly. The dominant gaze of the mainstream culture consumed the counter-culture – and very
quickly commoditized it, as articles such venues as Life Magazine rendered the counterculture
akin to a lifestyle, an interesting fashion one might adopt or try out. Just acquire the right goods,
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as depicted here. Hippiedom as a commodity transforms substance into superficiality. As an
example of a counter to this, at one point, New Buffalos published in mainstream papers (as well
as put the word out to the hippie currents and underground) that if people sympathized and cared,
then they would not come visit75.

To consider alongside the question of whether or not we assess there may be such a thing as a
culture of counterculture, we can consider that in the long sixties, each commune is a location of
culture of counterculture unto itself76. Not in any pure or untouched way; indeed is there ever a
society that is pure or untouched socially by other entities? Benedict would remind us that this is
not the case77. Rather, I mean something nuanced, which is that if New Buffalo is any indication
of the specificity of a hippie commune, then it is very likely that each commune has specificity
enough to make it resistant to whole, categorical, summary group attribution. The sixties was a
time of diverse efflorescence of counterculture and though we tend to call it all under the label
“the sixties” it is difficult to maintain this unity once details appear. In this regard, the
counterculture appears much like culture – a matter of interpretation, a matter of process, product,
and a matter of plurality.

To get to the details, New Buffalo was a counterculture commune. It was not a crash pad, though
many visitors seem to have used the place as such. It was not a collective or cooperative. It was
not a group-marriage, nor was it a camp or even a protest. It was a commune, in some ways very
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much in the words of Moss-Kanter, where adults unrelated to each other lived together in common
effort towards a sustained purpose. It was communalism resonate in the observations of Zablocki:
“desire for community on the level of the primary group rather than the nation-state. This may
explain why the need for tribalism is a major theme of hippie life and literature” (300). Zablocki
goes on to note that it was a kind of pioneerism, rather than a primitivism, that allowed hippie
counterculture to exist in the abundance of America (305). Whether he is correct or not (and we
may never know), it seems that at New Buffalo there was combination of these impulses – the
pioneering and the primitive – and a quick look at Morning Star (East), even New Reality
Construction Company (both within miles of New Buffalo) – reveals the potential of some
combination of primitivism and pioneerism.

Sociologists in the 1970s took a great deal of interest in hippiedom. Some of the more prominent
– Zablocki (1971), Moss-Kanter (1972), Melville (1972) – argue that the formation of community
is the way out of the failures of then-contemporary American society and the way into a better
society. Kanter frames community as a utopian endeavor – for her, the community building that
challenges status-quo and prevailing social orders in America (throughout its history as a nation)
is the community building of utopia. What each of these scholars has in common is a view that the
hippie project was a project of creating community as an anti-dote to American post-industrial,
affluent and alienating society. For each of them, this project of creating community – of making
communities – was a utopian one. They link it either to the tradition of practical utopianism in
America, or as part of a manifestation of utopianism in the concrete physical world. Making
community as a response to society, or as Miller puts it, an alternative to a dominant social order,
has been framed in the scholarship as a utopian impulse, and the making aspect of it produces
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utopia in adobe, salvaged materials, wood, stone, earth, sweat, and trial and error. For Zablocki,
Kanter and Melville, the communal efflorescence of the sixties-era was one of not just dreaming
utopia but building it as well. Miller (1998) holds a very similar view – returning to discussions of
community building (literally) as a form of living differently, living against the grain of the status
quo and in accordance with other principles.

Figure 13. New Buffalo Commune Now and Then. From top left to bottom right: Darryl Wilkinson planting in the
New Buffalo Center garden, 2010 (Photographic Credit: Annie Danis); Unnamed New Buffalo planting in the fields
1969 (© Dennis Stock); Paco Salas, Galen Boone, Lindsey Catherine Cornum in the New Buffalo Center Kitchen
preparing lunch after a morning working in A1 and A2 of the New Buffalo Archaeological Project in 2010
(Photographic Credit: Annie Danis); Unnamed New Buffalos playing chess and preparing for the evening meal at
New Buffalo in 1969 (© Dennis Stock).
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In some ways, communalism continues at New Buffalo, despite the fact that the commune no
longer exists. There remains an expectation that those living at the site will contribute to various
aspects of the building and grounds, as well as the social scene. During our archaeological season
at New Buffalo, we spent some days pitching in with community labor, either in the gardens
helping with the planting (as pictured above), or preparing for the annual Solstice celebration and
party, making food, cleaning the commune and setting up tables and chairs. Every morning during
the season, I continued one of my regular New Buffalo chores, taking care of the chickens, as I
had been doing for months now. I helped collect the eggs, some of which Bob sold to help
contribute towards the upkeep of the chickens, and some of which all those of us living at the
commune were able to then eat. There was something so satisfying about having two fresh eggs
for breakfast every morning with my coffee, a post-chicken-chore ritual I missed during the field
season, as I chased down oatmeal with the coffee instead.

The kitchen has always been one of the thriving spots of communal activity at New Buffalo (as
seen pictured above). Though it is true that the space insists upon communalism – it is the only
real space to cook at New Buffalo – whatever thread of communalism that could carry from year
to year weaves itself through this space, the meals prepared and shared here, or simply the
conversations had as people move through the commune, from the toilets to the showers, the fridge
for those fresh eggs, cups of coffee, bottles of beer, mugs of tea in hand, perhaps posting an article
of interest on the fridge, or marking of a communal duty on the whiteboard. The kitchen insists on
a continued communalism, but it also invites it. Pictures of the kitchen before 2006 reveal a warm
and cozy (if tight and dark) space, with a wood stove and cast iron about, large wood tables and
cutting boards, cloths draped over rising dough, or root vegetables to keep them lasting longer. It
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was truly a hearth of the communal home. The kitchen now is a bright space, ceilings lofted high
above the professional chef’s stove and stainless steel countertops and butcher block cart in the
middle of the room. There is a calming lightness and airiness to the space that somehow invites
one to sit and stay awhile though admittedly not in the way that a hearth draws one into its warm
embrace. The kitchen now is more of a hub of activity, a meeting place for those living at New
Buffalo, and the room with the best Wi-Fi signal. Unless I had made cornbread, it was unlikely
that anyone would find fresh baked bread or pie, as was more likely when New Buffalo was a
commune. Arty noted often in his journals the aromas of bread that would fill the room, wafting
gently beyond its adobe walls78; Larry Wolken and Aquarius Poul recalled with particular delight
the bread that New Buffalo women seemed to always have made79. But it is not just the physical
space of the kitchen that has changed, nor the fact of bread, or lack thereof, but the communalism
of New Buffalo itself. The communalism that exists at New Buffalo today is different from the
communalism of the New Buffalo Commune, and this is not surprising, as time, people, practices,
and even architecture change. It is perhaps even less surprising when we consider that the kind of
communalism that existed at New Buffalo during the long sixties was also different from the
tradition of American (utopian) communalism and from other sixties communalist forms.

Communalism, in the form of community founding, has long been a feature of the American social
landscape80. The nation-state before it existed, was a collection of communities of different
European settlers, who had arrived to the “New World”81 in order to fulfill some dream, escape
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some other nightmare, or some combination of both82. Hundreds of thousands of Africans brought
to this “New World” experienced the dystopian face of the utopia, creating community despite the
devastating effects of slavery on their own communal, kinship networks. Moreover, America itself
was already a place of community, home to numerous Indigenous communities and Nations, which
suffered devastation through European settler-colonialism. However, the tradition of American
communalism is overwhelmingly understood as grounded by the various sectarian and dissident
communities of the 18th and 19th centuries83, communities of Americans though at times,
communities of immigrants, such as the Bruderhof84. It is remarkable that some exclusions from
this tradition of American communalism persist, notably that Native American communities are
often excluded from studies of the communal tradition85. That some of the very communities which
contributed to the imaginary of a fertile world open to the possibilities of utopia would be excluded
from the tradition thus, is perplexing, though perhaps not surprising.

It is telling that one American communal tradition excluded from the literature, most explicitly by
Pitzer, are “tribal Native Americans, either during the early days of European contact or in modern,
New Age-influenced incarnations” (Pitzer 1997: 11), without giving a reason why. This is striking
because in the very next sentence he writes that other Germanic groups have been excluded
because their “inclusion would have overloaded the Germanic component of the book” (Pitzer
1997: 11). Would the inclusion of Native American communities have overloaded the book with
examples of American traditions at odds with narratives, histories and understandings of what it
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means to be American, or what is included in the word American? Would the inclusion of Native
American communities have challenged the legitimacy of any other American communal effort?
Can we really discuss an American communal tradition, reference a major social component of
this tradition, and overlook it?

I find this omission telling in what it says about what is considered to be constitutive of American
tradition and American utopianism, about which I will have more to say later in the dissertation.
For now, however, let’s note that the particular kind of communalism and utopianism that is
discussed often excludes indigenous Americans and begins with colonialism, or as referred to here,
European contact86. My goal here is not to belabor a seemingly petty point against Pitzer, but rather
to note the point for later consideration. There is value to the project Pitzer and his colleagues have
here begun, and to the ongoing work Pitzer suggests is necessary and important for understanding
the utopian and communal tradition within American society. Indeed, Yinger reminds us too that
“countercultures are not simply bizarre and marginal sets of standards and activities, but
important elements in the process of social change. Their influence may be creative or
destructive. Failure to take them seriously, to study them comparatively and in depth, is to
squander the creative and to increase the destructive potential”87.
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Perhaps one day “future editions of this study will include some of these critical missing analyses
and others worthy of consideration” (Pitzer 1997: 11). Certainly, the limitations of the printed text
make it impossible to include every single manifestation of a utopian and communal American
tradition. However, the issue here is specific in that excluding Native American communal
traditions from a survey on American communal traditions makes a bold statement about what is
American, and outlines a particular politics that reinforces a dependency of utopianism on
colonialism, settler-colonialism and imperialism.

Even as scholarship about communalism in America and intentional communities more broadly
tends to exclude Native American communities (past and present), a certain romanticism about
them continues to flourish in the American imaginary, particularly visible still in places like New
Mexico88. Though none of the New Buffalos would have likely acknowledged at the time, nor do
those still around put it in these terms, it seems through their form of interaction with members of
Taos Pueblo, and complicated interplay of citation and appropriation of Native American cultural
markers (both practices and materials) that New Buffalos considered Native Americans (in a
general imagined sense and a particular-to-Taos Pueblo-sense) to be authentic in their making of
communities. More authentic than the communities from whence they arrived to New Buffalo. By
their own account, Taos Pueblo was respected by New Buffalos as a model and inspirational
community, and in practice therefore it is possible to suggest that communalism at New Buffalo
began more with their perceptions of community at Taos Pueblo, than it did with the tradition of
American communalism.
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The history of American communalism could be viewed as a particular history of American
nationalism, or, we could view the history of American nationalism as a history of American
communalism. The establishment and building of the American nation-state relied upon narratives
of utopia, senses of community, perceptions of manifest destiny, and the exclusion of Indigenous
communities and peoples. This is not to say that utopian narratives or experiments were nationalist
in form or kind, nor that communities like the Bruderhof, the Amana Inspirationists, or the
Harmonists were nationalists. Rather that the narrative of the American communalism includes
and excludes the same groups, in the same way, as American nationalism continues to do. Though
a certain imaginary of community has long had a relationship to the development of the American
nation-state, the tradition of communalism in America is not only or entirely a tradition of
nationalism. The American communal tradition is also a tradition of the exercise of certain
freedoms, wills, desires, dreams, and efforts to realize these dreams and desires.

But what is communalism? In short, it is the practice of making community89. Communalism as a
form of community-making historically involves establishing security, solidarity and survival for
the given group engaged in communal and cooperative living90In the sixties, the communalism
was observably different, despite the fact that the desire to form communities is decidedly quite
old91. Many note that the hippie communalism of the sixties has a lot in common with
communitarians and communalists in the earlier part of the 20th century92. A prominent feature of
sixties American communalism was the commune, and in the counter-culture, no single commune
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was the same.93 Moreover, there was “no single model of community”94. Even within a single
commune, there was no single operative model of community as we can see at New Buffalo, where
consulting the I-Ching was combined with work yoga, peyote drumming practice and ceremonies.
In the sixties, at many communes, including New Buffalo, communalism was about creating a
space “as a de-alienating context”95. Melville suggested that the rural communes of the sixties
were the best examples of this newest form of American communalism, a communalism that
sought to do away with human alienation and re-structure society anew:
In many respects, this is exactly what the communes are, experiments for the recovery of
human potential. In their eclectic gathering of cultural bits and pieces – combining Zuni
ceremonials and yoga meditation disciplines with Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic domes
and Esalen-developed group-sensitivity techniques – they frequently look like a class
project in a freshman anthropology course. But they serve one critically important
purpose: The commune movement is the most serious attempt to revive ideas and social
forms which have been all but submerged. At their best, the communes are an attempt to
raise new possibilities, to formulate an alternative society.96
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New Buffalo in the eyes of the anthropologist and archaeologist

Figure 14. Fieldwork at New Buffalo. From left to right: Alfred Hobbs and I at his favorite spot, the bar of the Taos
Inn; Excavations at New Buffalo, A1: the pit house. Galen and I are working the screens, scanning and collecting
artifacts. (photographers unknown).

As I analyze New Buffalo-as-a-remembered place and I am doing this primarily through the
artifacts we recovered there, and my own interpretations of their stories, recounted to me over
numerous meetings. It should be clear from the outset that the claims I make about the New
Buffalos (and about hippies therefore more broadly) are my claims, not their own recollections or
memories. I build my claims from their statements. In the following chapters, I make arguments
about the role of work at New Buffalo, the place and nature of the utopianism there, and the kinds
of Indian play in which the New Buffalos engaged.

In the chapter that follows, I discuss the methods I used in conducting research at New Buffalo,
focusing particularly on the artifact-oriented interviews, in which I brought New Buffalo artifacts
to interviews with former residents and visitors to the commune (i.e. people who didn’t live there
but had occasion to go there from time to time, such as David Cordova who is from a Hispanic
family in Arroyo Hondo and would spend time at New Buffalo, though he never lived there, and,
Arsenio Cordova who was the state social worker/case manager for the New Buffalos and other
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communes in the area, who would make occasional, regular visits to the commune and would help
the New Buffalos and others with their food stamps applications). Memory figures as a second
center of gravity in this chapter, as I explore the role of memory in the re-telling of New Buffalo,
the role of memory as it shapes the sense of New Buffalo as a space, as a commune. The
relationship between what New Buffalos remember and what they experienced is not a clear one,
and in this chapter I look at how memory has helped create a new shape for New Buffalo, new
dimensions of the place as a remembered space in addition to the place as it once was as a
commune. I look at how the artifact interviews reveal the ways in which memory works and is
dynamic in the present. I end the chapter turning from the memories of New Buffalos to the objects
themselves and the implications of doing archaeology at New Buffalo. I end the chapter with
questions about authenticity and heritage, threads which I pick back up on in the chapters that
follow.

In the chapter on plastic, I discuss a history of plastic as a material, centering mostly on its
applications in America. I review this history because the language used to discuss plastic at
various points of time reflected not only how the material was perceived by the general public, but
also because this language intersects in interesting and at times, awkward ways with realities of
plastic. These realities informed by experiences thus shaped a new language in which ideas, senses,
and meanings of plastic become alienated from the material itself. Plastic as a word covers an array
of meaning informed or inspired by various physical characteristics or applications of the material,
but which are used to describe and create significance for things unrelated to the material itself.
Plastic begins to stand in for inauthenticity, one of the promises of the material that it could imitate
the rare, the precious, the valuable, became the very grounds upon which the sense of the material
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came to stand in for in authenticity because plastic could produce in copious amounts, copies of
the rare, the precious, the valuable. I examine this relationship between plastic and its meanings
through the plastics found at New Buffalo, and how former New Buffalo residents responded to
these. I also consider plastic as an emergent artifact class in archaeological contexts, as the past
increasingly incorporates plastics of the sort that we encounter more and more. While some forms
of plastics have been around much longer – certain kinds of rubbers, nylons and the like – other
forms – the polyesters that make up the Nike® Dri-Fit ™ tracksuit that I wear to Bard Women’s
Soccer matches, the plastic case around my iPhone®, the plastic containers in which my to-go
Thai food is placed, the plastic milk containers that end up in the mixed materials recyclables bin
and the fleece pullovers made of 70% post-consumer bottles, in the drawer of my dresser, the
plastic credit cards, id cards, library cards, metro cards, sneakers, sandals, grocery bags, zip-ties
around paper lawn bags, paper coffee cup lids, ball point pens, Warby Parker® glasses – all this
and more – these forms are staggeringly diverse in their composition (though at time the
differences may be minor, as generic copies work around patented formulas) and are increasingly
part of not just our re-use and waste streams, but our archaeological record as well.

In the chapter on work, I propose a concept of a hippie work ethic, based on my work with former
New Buffalos and their objects. Though many New Buffalos do not contest that a lot of work was
put into the commune, and that the commune was known as a work commune relative to the
neighboring communes in the Arroyo Hondo Valley region – New Reality Construction Company,
Morning Star (East) and Lama Foundation – the kind of work that New Buffalos did was not the
same kind, or in the same way as their working class Hispanic neighbors. However, to claim that
the New Buffalo did not work would be to misrepresent their efforts out on the land. Rather, I
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make a case for expanding our ideas of work and what constitutes a work ethic and to note that the
kinds of work the hippies did were not always legible as work and certainly were not always
considered productive, in whatever elusive sense we mean when we employ that term. Their work
certainly also incorporated a lot of alternative, unconventional and even downright joyful and
playful components that challenge our notions of what is included in a work ethic and what is not,
particularly when it comes to the ideal of the American work ethic. When it comes to the American
work ethic and the image of hippies in the collective, social memory (whether that memory is from
direct experience or inherited from social norms, rules, and the memories of others), the hippies
are not considered to have had or much respected any kind of work ethic. The commonly held
view is that hippies shunned traditional work values in favor of self-exploration and self-enjoyment
and that in their rejections of American consumerist, capitalist and war-making they were also
rejecting American values of hard work.

Work is complicated. What sort of ideas about work do we assume when we examine the activity
itself? Does hippie labor to build a commune literally from the ground up not count as work
because it is not a contracted construction crew building a city block, a suburban housing
development, or a new art museum? Are hippies not considered workers because they labor for
themselves and not under a foreman, for a company that seeks to exploit their efforts for greater
profits? Is hippie labor not work because it is not “noble” in some sense? Is it because this is not
the labor of the hospice worker, the museum volunteer, the stay-at home mother or father, the high
school teacher in an inner city school, the college intern lobbying for a human rights or
environmentalist group, the GED instructor, the adjunct professor? Is hippie work not considered
work because it does not participate in the system of labor demanded by capitalist economy,
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because it does not produce services or paper or smiles or cash transactions? (to be sure, New
Buffalos did engage with capitalism though mainly through selling art – candles and silverwork –
to people in Taos and Santa Fe. Some held jobs in town, and others contributed money their
received from family members (either to take a plane from ABQ home, or, as in the case of at least
one person at New Buffalo, to ensure that she never returned home again (as I found out from the
social work who managed New Buffalo’s food stamp case). Is hippie work not work because it
seems like play? Because it seems like the kind of labors one does when one retires after years of
paying into the system? Is hippie work not considered work because their efforts failed so much
of the time (and if so, is this not a slippery metric to use?)?

I would like to caution about indelicate assumptions that exist about certain communities over
others, which help frame how we think about work and play in social contexts. We verge on a line
of reasoning that should give us pause when we claim that some work is not work because of who
is doing the work. In my research I focused on the New Buffalos and New Buffalo and did not
speak broadly with the Hispanic community of Arroyo Hondo, so I cannot attest to their opinions
about the work of New Buffalos and what I am here calling a hippie work ethic. However, my aim
here is not to argue a kind of equivalency of work, or to suggest that hippies were working class.
Rather, the point is that hippies worked and that this work is interesting to consider in terms of the
work ethic(s) we assume to be American.

In the chapter on utopianism at New Buffalo, I note that this notion is only recently (within the
last few years) come to the fore for New Buffalos. At the time, the place was not considered a
utopian community, nor was it considered to be part of the broader history of utopian communities
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in America – some New Buffalos have said as much. However, in recent years, as New Buffalos
sort through and write down their memories (and many have), utopianism is an angle that they
take, a view on the place, in their reflective analysis. My interest then in utopianism is not so much
to locate New Buffalo in the tradition of American utopianism (indeed I think it is a somewhat
uncomfortable and not altogether seamless fit), but rather to explore the potential of utopianism –
should we want to identify it at New Buffalo – that the commune perhaps offers, now in thinking
back about its legacy. It may be that many utopias are considered a utopia at the time of its being
(for the utopias that are actual experiments in the idea), but that only in analysis later on, through
memory and the passage of time, do the utopian possibilities peak through. While some utopian
communities of the previous centuries certainly aimed at utopia fairly explicitly, this is not the
case with all utopian communities and certainly is not the case with New Buffalo. I argue that it’s
potential as a place of utopianism, and the kind of utopianism it affords, are worthwhile thinking
about as one of the communes’ legacies.

In the final chapter about authenticity and Indian play, I make the case here that though Indian
play did exist at New Buffalo in some of its more classic forms. I suggest that we might re-think
the kind of play New Buffalos were doing. I argue here that within a framework of citation rather
than appropriation, we might be able to understand the forms of bricolage and play that were not
appropriative at New Buffalo, and the role of citation vs appropriation in constituting authenticity.
I also argue about the authenticity of artifacts as archaeological and the way in which notions of
each can present a nearly impassable contradiction when assessing the validity of the idea that
there are hippie artifacts, for the New Buffalos themselves. In a few cases during artifact-oriented
interviews, it appeared that the idea that their objects could be archaeological caused my
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interlocutors and I to have very different reads and analyses of artifacts. Rather than trying to insist
that my read is the correct read, I explore the space in which all the reads are correct.

In this chapter as well, I want present that there is an urgency to this kind of project, and the
considerations I present here. This archaeological project is not really contemporary and not
really yet historical – though it is far closer to being historical with each passing year. In fact,
New Buffalo is probably best thought of as a historical archaeological site. And its members and
former residents are increasingly no longer present with us. Since the start of my project, people
have passed on. This is a reality of the community. And it is a reality that makes archaeology
with the community urgent.
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Chapter 3: (Re)Membering New Buffalo: How Far Out We Were and How Far Out They
Thought We Were…And…They Were Right97

Figure 15. A New Buffalo March morning at dawn. Looking east towards the Sangre de Cristo mountains Photograph
by the author, 2010.

Notes from the field:
I was up before the sun this morning, to Skype with Sophia before she left for Ramallah from
Athens. I watched it rise and then, after about two hours, I fed the chickens. Later in the morning,
I spent about two hours breaking down tree limbs for firewood. It can get a bit lonely here at times,
but I am getting used to it. Today while I was working, I could hear the leaves hit the ground. It is
so quiet out here in this part of the country; I can hear the transport trucks rumble a mile away on
the state road.

It’s a frigid morning, colder just before the sun peaks around the Sangre De Cristo’s. I pull myself
out of bed and step quickly into the cold pair of jeans draped over my desk chair. Slipping on a
fresh t-shirt, a worn fleece and my youngest brother’s old ski jacket, I open the door to my adobe
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room – four walls with two small windows (one facing north, one facing east) and no source of
heat save a small space heater I plug in for a few hours every day. I step up to the sun room and
into my boots, pre-tied. Out the east door, I crunch through the snow-drifted gravel driveway, up
to the shop to prepare the chicken mash. By the time I’m done feeding the chickens and collecting
their eggs, the sun has been up for nearly 30min. I trundle into the kitchen to clean the eggs and
store them in the fridge – saving two for my breakfast.

That rooster really never let me sleep in. He would start crowing and the hens would start clucking.
The sooner I could get out there with their food and water, the sooner they would be quiet. Because
of this, everyone would know how timely I was or was not with my morning chore. I tried to be
as timely as I could as often as possible, as I knew Joe, the nearest to the coop, did not enjoy the
sounds. On clear nights, the stars string the sky in patterns I could never imagine recognizing
repeatedly, for they seem to change nightly, though I know these changes are largely imperceptible
on a nightly basis. The mountains really do turn pink on most sunsets and watching the weather
change on them is dazzling. The air is so quiet that loudness can be heard over a mile away and
the smell of sagebrush fills one’s nose every time it precipitates and warms up. The sun really does
shine a lot and even into December there were days when I wouldn’t need a jacket to do my outside
chores. Some call this place magical. Others talk about the hum. Still others think of it as a
sanctuary. Others note its arts scene. Others are preoccupied by aliens and extraterrestrials. While
others have never spoken English and have watched a century pass through this place. And amidst
all this, I slowly prepare.
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New Buffalo in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012. I have not been back since 2012. I hear from Joe that
there are now two families living there, each with a few children. Although one family may have
already moved as he told me the plan was they would move out this summer. Apparently it became
clear within the first two months at New Buffalo that they would leave in one year’s time. When I
was living at New Buffalo, many people came and went. When I arrived in the fall, there was a
young man living there, and at some point Tomás arrived. Joe was there as was Bob. Drunk Dave
had left, and Chris was living in the apartment. But I rarely ever saw him. Pabla had left. The
young man, Skye was his name if I recall correctly, left before the winter. Chris also left. Tomás
left after he finished some work around the place, mostly repairing and maintaining the adobe
structure. Joseph and Shelley arrived before the winter. Andrew and Michelle visited them at some
point. Joseph and Shelley stayed until the spring. They broke up. It was a somewhat messy affair
and let weird vibes linger around the place.

Figure 16. Feeding chickens at New Buffalo. Photograph by Sophia Stamatopoulou-Robbins, 2010.

Everything changed in the summer of 2010. The Columbia field crews arrived to work on the
Gorge project and on the New Buffalo Archaeological Project. I was co-directing excavations that
summer and organizing a speaker series to span the summer months. I was up for twelve to fourteen
hours a day. It was invigorating and exhausting. The place was humming with activity as I still got
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up every morning to take care of the chickens before going out into the field with the field crews.
We worked all morning, breaking for lunch, and continuing into the afternoon. When we finally
opened excavations of the trash dump area, the crew working there would spend all morning
pulling out buckets of artifacts. As the area was so dense, it made little sense to screen, so,
everything went into buckets, to be sorted by hand at New Buffalo. The sorting and cleaning took
all afternoon, as there was so much material.

Figure 17. New Buffalo Pencil. Photograph by the author 2011.

The artifact that captured my mind came from this meticulous sorting – small pencil98, a few
centimeters long. There is something about this one artifact that seems to speak volumes about life
at New Buffalo, in that someone kept this one pencil, and kept using it. It has a whittled end and
there is a smudge of an eraser left. It no long erases as the dirt and grime of the last few decades
have been wholly absorbed into its pink rubber. Is this an artifact of a throw-away culture? Is this
an artifact of an anti-materialistic community? Is this an artifact of an anti-consumerist group?
Would you find this pencil in any collection of hippie paraphernalia?
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Photographs from top to bottom: the author feeding chickens at New Buffalo in the morning before excavations
2010, photograph by Elizabeth Angell; the pencil from the artifact collection, photograph by the author.
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When I first began working at the now New Buffalo Center, the then New Buffalo commune,
many former residents shook their heads with laughter sparkling in their eyes, amused and slightly
curious about the idea of treated their former home as an archaeological site and excavating it.
What did I hope to find? I was told that I would find little but more likely, nothing, at New Buffalo
or any of the communes really (Morning Star, New Reality Construction Company, Lama
Foundation, all just north of Taos), as communards at these places, and the people who visited
them, really had few possessions and would not have left the ones they had behind. I was skeptical
of this answer from the start, all too aware of the fact that humans have long been leaving detritus
and discards behind. Something of the human condition has always included this aspect of discard
and disuse and I had no doubts that the people of the sixties were not all that different in this regard.
But I would keep this opinion to myself, nodding my head with a smile at the comments. Former
residents would also make jokes about being old enough to be considered worthy of archaeological
study, often in mock-offense, as a way of alleviating what could be an otherwise socially offensive
statement. I would often counter, with an irrepressible smile and only in half-jest myself that in
fact I was trying to participate in an update to the discipline by examining more recent pasts. Then,
more seriously, I would share with them that my interests were in what archaeology could tell us
about the sixties that had so far not been told.

What things of the sixties were important components of countercultural life? What legacies of the
sixties are still legible in its things? Literally, what was the material composition of the
countercultural lifestyle of the sixties – and why might this inquiry matter? That very last question
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was until recently difficult to answer, as I had not found a satisfactory way of explaining why I
cared so much about the things that made up the sixties.

It is not that sixties things have not received attention; they have. A Smithsonian curator tracked
down Ken Kesey’s bus Furthur, which was found corroded, decaying and abject, reclaimed by
plants and small forest animals. The idea was to curate the bus in the Smithsonian, but its
restoration needs were unanticipated, and beyond the budget. The curator noticed a signboard
made by Kesey and it was in much better condition. That piece ended up in the museum, and a
website was set up by one of Kesey’s relatives and former Merry Pranksters to fund the restoration
of the bus99. The bus had been left, like Morning Star (East) to melt back into the earth. We built
this not to last as Joe quoted a former New Buffalo, passing through the Circle Room, Buffalo
Room on his way back to his studio. Curation and duration appear then to be concerns of those of
us who were not there. There are exceptions to this of course, for instance, the ongoing community
at Lama Foundation near San Cristobal, NM and Steve Gaskin’s The Farm, near Manchester, TN.
Curation and duration are very much a part of these communal places, and this further reiterates a
point made in the previous chapter that each sixties commune was its own world different in its
own right, and difficult to keep together within too specific a category.

This issue of ‘too specific a category’ plays a little less straightforward in the world of sixties
objects, items, and things most broadly. Some of the more prominent and flamboyant things – Ken
Kesey’s bus, Big Brother and the Holding Company posters, images of Bob Dylan, the music of
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Article on this event in the Smithsonian Magazine online here:
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/peopleplaces/magical-mystery-tour-2807514/. And the website to fund the bus is
here: http://furthurdowntheroad.org/index.php/history/furthur-the-bus-then-now/
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Jerry Garcia and the Grateful Dead, the corner of Ashbury and Haight streets in San Francisco,
peace signs, long hair, dope, light shows, Woodstock, yoga poses, acid, beads, feathers, flowers
and flower patterns, color itself – constitute a narrowly familiar set of Sixties memorabilia that are
something akin to what could be called a collective cultural heirloom. More saliently here, they
constitute a narrowly familiar set of objects that ground now-typical ways of narrating, describing
and recalling the Sixties, in a process of re-telling and even re-visiting that past that makes it
familiar already in the contemporary present. These things then are part of constituting what I am
suggesting we can think of analytically as a third category to the categories of the familiar and the
un-familiar as discussed by Tarlow & West (1999), Graves-Brown (2000), Buchli & Lucas (2001)
and even Harrison & Schofield (2010) with regards to the material culture of the contemporary
and recent past, and the relationship of this material culture to archaeology as it still stands. The
premise in these works is that archaeology is a way in which we render an unfamiliar past familiar,
on the one hand and that archaeologies of the contemporary invert this process, rending that which
is familiar (a recent though historic past) unfamiliar, in order to better understand it.

I kept objects the front-and-center focus of my work – during two, three and five hour-long
interview sessions with former communards and affiliates of New Buffalo, while reading New
Buffalo-authored books about life at the commune, during the excavation season, after
excavations, when I cleaned, organized, photograph, took notes and drew artifacts, and during
post-excavation artifact-oriented interviews with former New Buffalos. The things of life at a
sixties commune were in part what compelled my research in the first place – what is the
materiality of a sixties counterculture commune? What is the materiality of New Buffalo? Would
different narratives of New Buffalo arise through an attentiveness to its things? How would
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artifacts from the commune play with memories people maintained? What artifacts would have
remained at New Buffalo after nearly fifty years? There is a poetic interest in the way in which
objects and memories together linger, remain, can be maintained, and can be neglected. The abject
object is perhaps to amnesia what the heirloom item is to memory. Likewise, the abject object
resurfaced may resurface memories through the act of viewing, holding, and contemplating the
artifact; as if a type of key to a puzzle that incorporates the interplay between bodies, mind, sense,
recall, speech, emotions, impulses, nostalgia, desires, smiles, and all that kept quiet behind
twinkling eyes, monosyllabic utterances, and long stares off or at the thing in hand. As Jones has
argued, memories are not contained in objects, and that memory works in an active participation
between people and things100. In the post-excavation artifact-oriented interviews, I could observe
the ways in which an activation of a relationship between objects from New Buffalos pasts and
memories from their pasts came together in the present, sometimes rearticulating stories and
thoughts, and, at other times newly articulating stories and thoughts. I will return to this in greater
detail below.

Metrics are but one way of knowing, one way of producing knowledge. They are but one truth in
an immense disorder of truths, as the poet Wallace Stevens might remind us. Let us then consider
the perspective of the poet. With their fingers on the pulse of humanity, the poet is native to the
human condition in a way that the social scientist is yet to be, though perhaps yearns for in some
undisclosed way (revealed on occasion through the publication of journals kept in parallel to field
notes, notably those of Malinowski.). If hippies have the potential to make anthropologists
uncomfortable, it is in part because they took the perspective of the poet over our own; they went
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about being native to living in a way that we can achieve only by degree. The dictates of the
scientific aspect of our forays into the social introduce an obstinate objective that we remain at a
remove, so as to claim an objective authority. Through this distance we objectify the objects and
subjects we study and with whom we live. This distance is an artificial parallel or reproduction of
distances that may occur within the worlds we enter, yet ours is imposed from without, arriving
with us as an invisible yet ever present suitcase, there next to the one we brought. However, as we
see at New Buffalo, the perspective of the poet was not the only one prevalent. As connoisseurs of
chaos, the New Buffalos were also citational101. The collected, enacted, performed, took on, shed,
adopted, adapted, absorbed, were absorbed by, and played with cultural practices, social habits,
and traditions familiar and unfamiliar. To be citational requires one to maintain a certain amount
of distance, as certain degree of objectification akin to the sort that social scientist seek to maintain.
It is this kinship with the anthropologist and the poet alike, this uneasy alliance of perspectives
that seem at odds with one another, that perhaps makes those of us within the discipline (or the
discipline itself as a collective, group entity) uncomfortable in a way that the New Buffalos
themselves would likely not have been. Nearly fifty years after the founding of the commune,
reflecting on the replete contradictions with which they lived appears not to vex visibly their
versions of events, their memory of what New Buffalo was, meant, and still means.

Throughout the course of my research, I was asked on occasion why I was undertaking an
archaeological and anthropological study of a sixties commune. Perhaps my most persistent
inquisitor, Iris Keltz, asked the question in pointedly curious ways aimed at understanding the
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not replicating a source, or, drawing attention to something significant or important in a source without fully copying
or replicating the source. See Jones 2007.
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differences between my project and the book she published about New Buffalo. She had
interviewed a number of former New Buffalos, combed through the Taos News Archives for
articles relevant to stories she was collecting, and collaborated with photographers like Lisa Law,
who permitted use of her images in the publication. The end result was a book containing stories
by New Buffalos and other hippies themselves, edited by Iris for a narrative flow, and interspersed
with news accounts and photographs that documented the context around these personal memories.
During artifact-based interviews with former New Buffalos some ten years after her book hit the
shelves, many would often take out her book and place it on the table. In the middle of examining
nails, bits of fuzz, plastic toothbrushes, a tricycle seat, a Washington State license plate, a Bank
Street College Library card, beer cans, bullet casings, pennies, plastic beads, the occasional shoe
or moccasin, we would make space for The Scrapbook of a Taos Hippie and together, thumb
through the pages, looking mostly at photographs, though pausing over a passage of text. Nearly
every single artifact-based interview included Iris’s book on the table together with New Buffalo
minutia. I mentioned this to Iris, as we looked through the artifacts I had hauled over to her house
in Taos, and she gave a small laugh, bemused. I had often told her that one of the differences
between my project and nearly every other study of the sixties prior was that I was interested in
the material things of the hippies – the objects that were part of daily life that in many ways shaped
the space of living at New Buffalo. My interest in New Buffalos stories and memories began with
their things.

However simple the beginning questions of my project were, they quickly did not remain as such;
“the plain sense of things is not easily apprehended or recorded...the plain sense of things is never
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plain for long102. The simple question of what was New Buffalo like, it terms of its things, its
materiality – what was the materiality of New Buffalo commune – was itself a question after the
plain sense of the thing. Surely such a question could be answered by looking through the
photographs of Lisa Law, Roberta Price, Dennis Stock, or Larry Wolken. This would give at least
four senses of the thing, New Buffalo in its materiality. However, photographs are things
themselves – two-dimensional captures of three-dimensional circumstances, enclosing time,
action, objects and subjects within the frame of the lens, within the bounds of the exposure, and
within the interest of the photographer behind the machine. In the age of mechanical reproduction,
photographs dutifully render our desire to record moments, scenes, events, life, creating a
reproduction we can visit again and again, a prosthesis through which we can access a thing that
has since changed, and once existed. Photographs only show us so much and only what their eye
(rather the eye of the producer or artist) wishes us to see. Materiality is objectified in the act of
taking a photograph, and then again with each viewing of the photograph. We are removed, a step
at a time, from any sense of the thing itself. Not quite a copy of the original, the photograph collects
the original, translating it not only from a multi-dimensional thing, but a multi-sensorial thing, into
a dual-dimensional thing, a dual-sensorial thing. If we print them out, we can see and touch the
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Figure 18. Craft and Labor at New Buffalo. Photographs from left to right: image of the wooden door at New Buffalo
between the East Wing and the Circle Room, Buffalo Room, by author in 2008; image of New Buffalo men making
adobes 1969 © Dennis Stock

two-dimensional image of the hand-carved buffalo head door at the commune, the men in the fields
making adobes. And yet, we cannot see or touch the things which these images contain, bounded
within the confines of only two dimensions, only two senses. The photographic record of New
Buffalo moreover makes present some aspects of New Buffalo and makes absent others: I know
of only one image of a peyote ceremony at New Buffalo, though many New Buffalos have recalled
a number of ceremonies at the site. Many recall the sound of the drum, either during ceremony, or,
in the afternoon, as the New Buffalo peyote boys would practice. Next to the smell of bread baking
in the New Buffalo kitchen, the sound of peyote drumming figure large in New Buffalos memories
of life at the commune. The photographs make absent the materiality of these memories. Our
archaeological work at New Buffalo did not turn up any drums, or any bread tins – however, in an
indirect way, the artifacts that were recovered, did turn out some of these memories.

These same things, left behind and forgotten, help account for what the photographs, news reports
and sociological studies leave out. The archaeological project recovered not only an interesting if
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mundane array of artifacts, but offered an extended moment in which some New Buffalos reflected
on their experiences at New Buffalo, what they all meant and what they all could mean. It opened
up a fresh look into well-worn stories and the possibility for different interpretations of the counterculture, and the legacies and lessons of the sixties. Moreover, as hippies continue to age, a number
have already left this world and in their passing, stories and memories have departed as well.

However we imagine time to operate, it is clear that we have yet to overcome its forces. Collecting
the stories of people who lived such experiential, creative and interesting resistance to the world
they received and desired otherwise from, is all the more imperative as time takes them from our
lives. Put simply, their stories are valuable things of our cultural history. After we closed the 2010
excavation season at New Buffalo-as-an-archaeological-site, and I began the process of analyzing
the New Buffalo artifacts and interviewing former New Buffalos with them, about them, two
things became clear: one, that there was more plastic in the New Buffalo archaeological record
than I had anticipated, and two, that this was of concern for future archaeological projects. It is
somewhat unique for archaeologists to be able to discuss with the very people that left or produced
the artifacts we study, and so it is great to have the opportunity to talk with people about their
things, for these conversations sometimes reveal to us things that our analysis cannot.
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Figure 19. Buried Memories. Photograph by Elizabeth Angell in 2010 – one of the two vehicles buried out back behind
103
the main communal buildings, near the base of the south slope that climbs towards the acequia madre .

As this chapter is about the methods I used in my research it is also about materiality and memory.
The archaeological work provides us with a glimpse into a slice of what the material world at New
Buffalo included. One of the methodological contributions I have made with this project is the
combination oral historical work with the artifact interviews. It is important to do this kind of work
now, while a number of the New Buffalos are still alive and able to talk about their experiences at
the former commune. As the sixties proceed into history further and further, the people of the
sixties are receding, passing along from this world. As they pass along, so do their memories. One
of the other methods of this project is to foreground how it is we come to remember the sixties,
through what means these memories are revived, cultivated, and maintained.

As the sixties recedes deeper into history, as its people pass along from this world, and as their
memories go with them, the potential for the mythical to overtake memory, history, even contested
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The Klein’s and others who helped them clean up New Buffalo in the 1990s piled these remaining vehicles with
New Buffalo refuse and detritus and buried them into the arroyos to deal with the trash and give it somewhere to go,
and to preserve the integrity of the land, in a way.
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experience increases (as memories, histories and narratives often do not exactly align, and the
empirical aspects of any present become increasingly irrecoverable in their totality as time moves
along). In what follows, in this chapter and all the rest, are not claims about the empirical reality
of the sixties, or even of New Buffalo, but rather explorations into how New Buffalo is
remembered, and how the memories of it (and the sixties) are created, maintained, and part of the
present. This is an analysis then of a remembered place, through the relationship of artifacts,
memories, and amnesias. In the following discussions of my methods, hopefully some of this will
become clearer.

The archaeological work, alongside the ethnographic work, and the delving into memory through
the artifact-oriented interviews, provides some sight-lines into the pictures of New Buffalo
throughout its twelve-year manifestation as a commune, and the broader cultural context of the
sixties counter-culture in which it was oriented. It is certainly not the entire picture as much of
New Buffalo’s materiality has been dispersed over the years, and, buried in a couple of vehicles
in just where the property begins to climb towards the acequia madre, just south of the main
buildings and courtyard. In the 80s, Rick and Terry cleaned up New Buffalo and filled a couple of
vehicles that remained on the property. They then buried these vehicles in the arroyos out beyond
the goat shed, south of the courtyard. A future project at New Buffalo could excavate these vehicles
and sort through the materials within these quiet, hulking time-capsule-like artifacts. Such a project
was beyond the capabilities of our work at New Buffalo in 2010.

Throughout my research, I drew on both anthropological and archaeological tools. I lived for
eleven months at New Buffalo between 2009 and 2010, as a form of participant-observation at the
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community. Though the character of New Buffalo as a community now is much different from
New Buffalo as a commune then, there were some resonances, as I found out reading through
Arty’s journals. Living at New Buffalo gave me a deeper familiarity with the property than I would
have gained living elsewhere. I integrated into the daily rhythms of the place, walked its grounds,
up and down all the steps, moved through the restored main building and spent cozy winter
afternoons in the maintained but un-restored outlying buildings, where Joe continues to live. The
experience of sharing facilities and living spaces with many other people, to whom I was not
related, echoed a similar quality of New Buffalo-as-commune. While New Buffalos may have
once gathered in the Circle Room, Buffalo Room or in the Kitchen to socialize, keep warm, eat
meals, and the like, people at New Buffalo now gather in the Circle Room, Buffalo room for
occasions – regular pot-luck dinners and meetings, events that Bob or New Buffalo is hosting –
and in the kitchen, people still gather to eat, but more frequently, to absorbed into their various
screens and worlds on the internet. The kitchen has one of the strongest internet signals at the place
– the mudroom at the front entrance as well.

While at New Buffalo, I traded my labor for rent, and so would clean the place, take care of some
plants in the east wing near my room, help with the green house and the gardens, chop wood,
organize the wood piles, help Bob organize his food stores, spruced up and re-organized the entire
library at New Buffalo, and took care of the chickens. Bob’s collection of books in the New Buffalo
library became an excellent archival source for my work. I realized after about six months that
living at New Buffalo had an effect amongst former New Buffalos that I had not anticipated. While
making phone-calls to set up interviews with former New Buffalos, I would mention that I was
living at New Buffalo. A number of people would want to come for a visit at the former commune
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and many were impressed that I was living there. It seemed that being a resident, even for what
felt like a brief period of eleven months, lent a kind of legitimacy, even authenticity, to the project
and my participation in it. Perhaps too, this extended therefore to their own. In any case, living at
New Buffalo became a kind of credential that set me apart from any number of journalists, film
makers and casual visitors seeking information about New Buffalo or the sixties in Taos. I noticed
less reticence to meet, an eagerness almost. It was as if living at New Buffalo and not just studying
it enfolded me into a community of people with whom I could share an experience. But perhaps
more importantly, living at New Buffalo afforded me a degree of insight, a sensibility of place,
and an attentiveness to daily rhythm there that resonated with their own experiences and memories.
This was perhaps as close to participant-observation with the New Buffalos that I could achieve.

Prior to the archaeological season in the summer of 2010, I had thought that we would excavate
three distinct areas of the commune: 1) the pit house, at the south edge of the west field, 2) a couple
of campsites/teepee rings along the south rise of the property, near the acequia line, and 3) the area
of the first outdoor kitchen, underneath a large juniper tree, east of the goat shed. I learned through
walking the site with Terry that fall that the area had been razed at least once, if not a few more
times. The possibility of an excavation turning up any material there seemed bleak and after talking

it over with Sev (my advisor), we decided to scrap the idea and identify a different third area.
Though I was fairly convinced that excavations would turn up artifacts, contrary to what many
New Buffalos would tell me, it seemed a better use of time and resources to identify areas with
higher potential. Excavating the vehicles was beyond budget, so I began making periodic walks of
the property, reading Arty’s book, and talking with former residents. In the spring, I was in the
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habit of taking a morning walk down to the gorge and back. Not long after I began this routine,
one of New Buffalo’s neighbors, Philenore, began to walk with me. One morning, after asking
more about my research, she mentioned that she and her husband Bob (Howard, not Fies) believed
they had a hippie trash deposit on their property. She thought I might be interested in that and was
a little surprised when I said, yes actually I was very interested. Later that morning I dropped by
her house to look at what she was talking about. Near the current fence line with New Buffalo,
there was definitely a scatter104. I snapped a few photographs while she told me how she and Bob
had discovered it. They had dug a line to lay electricity out to Bob’s workshop and dug up a bunch
of trash in the process. She said they bagged what they could and took it to the municipal dump.
They thought at the time it could have been from New Buffalo commune as some items seemed
particularly hippie. I said I hadn’t heard of anyone dumping on New Buffalo property. But, it was
not an impossibility. I asked if she and Bob would mind if we excavated the area. She said they
would be delighted for us to remove some more garbage off their property. I went back to New
Buffalo and looked up the product image history of Pepsi, as one of the surface scatter objects was
a Pepsi can. The style dated to the 70s. Paired with the other noticeable object – a moccasin – it
seemed very likely that at least some of this garbage was from New Buffalo, or, if not, then the
same time-frame. The three areas for excavation that summer were now: 1) the pit house, 2) the
campsites/teepee rings, and 3) this trash deposit.
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Images of two scatter artifacts on next page. They were part of the surface scatter of what remains of the trash
deposit area west of New Buffalo, now on the private property of the Howard’s.
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Figure 20: Crushed can and Moccasin. New Buffalo Archaeological Project A2. Photograph by author, 2010.

During the excavation season, these three areas became designated A1: the pit house, A2: the trash
deposit, A3: the teepee/campsites (of which we excavated three). We surveyed the extant areas of
A1 and A3, flagged artifacts and documented them as isolated finds, and recorded their provenance
with the Total Station. We mapped the entire archaeological site with the Total Station, to create
an overall map of the site105. The excavation areas A1 and A3 were surveyed before a grid was
laid over the area, from a sub-datum oriented from the primary site datum, in the west field. Each
unit in the gridded area was two meters by two meters. The excavation area A2 was initially laid
as a sample trench one meter by three meters, oriented north-south on the slope. The area of A2
was highly disturbed and the boundaries of the scatter were not clearly defined. We plotted the
trench in what appeared to be a dense area of surface scatter. As we began excavating the A2
trench, it became clear that there was no stratigraphy (likely due to the disturbance of laying
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This map, once produced, could be added to the New Buffalo library, and the collection of property maps that Bob
has in his office.
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electrical line nearly ten years prior). The trench was indeed dense with artifacts and this combined
with the lack of stratigraphy led us to alter our approach. We designated the entire of A2 with the
same filed number, Fn31, and created a system where by buckets were filled with artifacts in the
morning and then were sorted through by hand in the afternoon. The density of the artifacts would
have made screening inefficient. So the A2 team would spend the afternoons carefully sorting and
cleaning the mornings finds. Much of the dirt that went back into the buckets, to be added to the
site fill, came from the artifacts themselves.

Areas A1 and A3 were much less dense in terms of artifacts per square meter. In these areas we
excavated to define spatial dimensions of the associated domiciles – the pit house walls and floors
in the case of A1, and the footprint of the tent or teepee in the case of A3. We called levels when
there was an artifact change or a soil color change. Each unit in A1 consisted of four levels,
including the surface level, with a couple achieving five levels including the surface level. While
conducting survey in A1, we identified an additional area for excavation which we designated A1
S2 (Structure 2). This area was thought to possibly be an archaic pit house, but test excavations in
the three one meter by one meter units laid out here revealed that the site was most likely a
campsite, as it contained artifacts resonant with what we were finding in the Pit House, and what
we would later find in A3106. In A1 and A3, each unit level and feature107 was given a field number
1 through 81 (the final field number for the summer). While walking back and forth from the site
every day, we would occasionally turn up artifacts. These were categorized as part of the New
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In A3 T1 (Tepee 1) we recovered nearly the exact same metal tent stakes as found in A1 S2. It is possible that A1
S2 was in use in the 1970s when New Buffalo was still a commune. When I mentioned A1 S2 with some of the former
commune residents and visitors, they did not seem to recall if there was a campsite there ever, at all. Artifacts from
A1 S2 included a few beads, a penny, and tent stakes – objects that are consistent with finds from A1 pit house and
A3 T1.
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For example, ash deposits, like those in A1, Units 3 and 5&6 and A3 T1, were designated features and given the
next sequential field number.
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Buffalo General Context, as they were outside the bounds of A1, A2, and A3. Towards the end of
the 2010 summer, Bob had a couple of small sheds built on the northern most and the western side
of the main building, a two-story structure that housed toilet rooms and a storage room on the first
floor, his office space on the second. Digging the foundation for the sheds produced two artifacts

Figure 21. Toys. From right to left: Luke Skywalker and a plastic rifle, each recovered from NBAP A1 General
Context (from the commune but not one of excavation areas). Photograph by the author, 2010.

– a plastic toy gun and a plastic Luke Skywalker figurine – which were also added to the General
Context set. Two artifacts – a hatchet and a leather-punch – which are also part of the General
Context set were discovered elsewhere on the property, remained in the possession of the finders,
who allowed me to photograph each.

Following excavations, artifacts were cleaned and placed into plastic bags, with information
regarding the artifacts provenience (Area #, Unit #, Level #, Fn#, and date) recorded on the bags.
The A2 materials were bagged and boxed according to material type and given the designation of
Fn31.

When I left New Buffalo in September 2010 for Dixon, to house-sit at Sev’s, I relocated all the
New Buffalo artifacts with me for analysis. I spent the next eight months sorting, resorting and
organizing the artifacts, photographing each of them, making detailed notes and drawings. I
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selected artifacts from each of the excavated areas to use in artifact interviews as I could not haul
the entire collection with me to each interview. Moreover, people were less inclined to visit me at
the Dixon house to view the artifacts and talk with me about them. This reiterates the power of
place of New Buffalo; it continues to draw former residents back. Whether or not we think about
New Buffalo as housing memories, or providing a connection to the past, it seems to serve as an
important multi-dimensional character in the way in which memory works for former New
Buffalos, including how, when and where they want to share their memories. There is perhaps
something about an association with spaces that resonate not only with memory production, but
reproduction and performance. Dixon resided outside of such spaces as their current homes, cafes
in Taos, and New Buffalo, and was a place of no meaningful associations for New Buffalo108.
While in Dixon, I collaborated with artist Joe Frustaci of New Buffalo to repurpose some of the
artifacts as sculptures. The idea was to re-think these objects both as artifacts and as discards, and
to reconsider the ways in which we display, associate, organize and curate them. His sculptures
were part of our Theoretical Archaeology Group (Berkeley 2011) session on the sixties and
archaeology, and served as the basis for re-thinking the materiality of archaeological collections
of contemporary/historic artifacts. I will return to this a little later.

New Buffalo Artifact-Oriented Interviews//Memory
The use of objects in anthropological research is not new, the history of a material side to
anthropology can be dated to the disciplines founding figures – Lewis Henry Morgan, Malinowski,
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While in Dixon, Mike Kitts and Morning Star Rose did agree to visit me there and look through the artifacts at their
leisure. It was not Dixon that drew them, but their relationship to the things of New Buffalo, and, their curiosity about
what it was we had discovered. While everyone had a degree of curiosity about what we had recovered from the
excavations at New Buffalo, a pattern quickly developed wherein I would bring artifacts to them. What this says about
place is perhaps very indirect, but it strikes me as interesting that New Buffalos were more willing to visit or consider
visiting me at New Buffalo, or in Taos, than anywhere else.
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Boas, Benedict and Mead, just to name a few. Early ethnographers (and ethnologists) often
examined social practices, habits, conventions, activities and institutions through various, specific
and defined things –for example, Malinowski’s detailed discussion of the Kula Ring among
Trobriand Islanders of the Pacific (in an area that includes what we now know as Papua New
Guinea) was grounded in detailed notations about canoes forged from trees, in which people
trading the shell necklaces and armband constituting important and significant material
components of the social system of the Kula Ring109. The use of ethnographic methods in
archaeological research is likewise not knew, as ethnography has been understood as a means of
adding detail to the past through analogic comparison (this view largely reigning in the 1960s and
1970s when New Archaeology was coming into its own as a methodological and theoretical
development in the discipline), though now, ethnography is not just the ‘handmaiden of
Archaeology’ (to borrow and change the phrase from Ivor Noel Hume (1964) 1968, when he wrote
describing how archaeology had been in relation to history with regards to the development of
historical archaeology that was also just coming into its own as a field within archaeology at the
time) but is rather often now part of archaeological projects, ranging from those that are
community-based and collaborative to those that are of recent and contemporary pasts110.

While early proponents of the field of Material Culture Studies argued that the common ground
connecting archaeological endeavors through and within time was materiality111 – things in their
literal sense – it is clear that materiality, is actually a common ground between anthropology and
archaeology as well. Materiality is in the end a human-induced production and as each discipline
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endeavors to understand the human condition, in, throughout, around, within and of time, it is
perhaps of little surprise that things reverberate within the two fields. Gould & Schiffer note that
ethnographies are often filled with things112 and early ethnoarchaeologists also noted that while
ethnologists and ethnographers did pay attention to things in the courses of their studies, they did
not do so systematically113. Harrison & Schofield argue that the development of modern material
culture studies and the rise of ethnoarchaeology (and more importantly to them, its critique, in the
form of post-processual or critical archaeology and the thinking that about archaeology’s
relationship to the present and the past) formed the pre-conditions for and were simultaneously the
pre-cursors to archaeologies of the recent and contemporary past114.

All of this is to say that though it seemed surprising to many former New Buffalo communards
and other Taos area communards that an archaeologist would be interested in their material culture
as part of and a means to better understanding their (counter)culture, from a disciplinary
perspective, examining this liminally-present, almost-historical group of people by attending as
much to their things as to their memories, narratives and lived experience, is not surprising nor out
of the ordinary. In fact, the archaeologically-anthropological and anthropologically-archaeological
approach that I took to my subjects and objects of study of the Sixties is in some part what Harrison
& Schofield might have intended to include when they wrote “we might think of the archaeology
of contemporary life as a form of ‘archaeoethnography’ in which the contemporary world of
material and cultural relations forms the object of study”115. But my project also took shape,
methodologically speaking, in a way well-stated by Yannis Hamilakis, taking a bit of a different
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stance on the combination (and analytic power thereof) of archaeological and ethnographic
methods and approaches to research projects, suggesting that what he calls “archaeological
ethnographies”, “are designed as such from the moment of a project’s inception rather than being
a late add-on to a largely conventional archaeological agenda116. From the outside, my project was
both designed as an archaeological ethnography117and an archaeo-ethnography118, even though at
the time of its inception (in 2008), neither of these ways of thinking about archaeologies of the
recent past119 had yet been given a name and discussed as such. By their definitions, these two
terms – archaeological ethnography and archaeoethnography – describe fairly well the
methodological framework within which I conducted my research.

Figure 22. Pop tabs, tobacco tin, three toothbrushes. Artifacts from NBAP A2. Photographs by author 2010-2011.

The idea for the artifact-oriented interviews then sprung from the anthropological tradition of using
objects in ethnographic research and the archaeological tradition of centering research on the
material culture of social groups. I organized a select sample of artifacts to bring to the postexcavation interviews. It was impossible to bring the entire New Buffalo collection to each
116
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interview. I selected artifacts from A1: The pit house, A2: the trash deposit, and A3: the teepee
campsites. Artifacts from A1 and A3 were sorted into bags by Unit#, Level# and Fn#. The artifacts
recovered from surveys in A1 and A3 were by themselves in bags labeled accordingly. Artifacts
from A2 were sorted into material types – glass, non-tin or aluminum metals, plastic, fabric, tin,
aluminum – and within these sets, were sorted by function – hygiene, bed springs, beer cans,
sardine tins, soda pop tabs, plastic cutlery, motor oil tin, tobacco

Figure 23. Car plates and tricycle parts. Artifacts from NBAP A2. Photograph by the author, 2011.

tins, shoes, personal items like pens and eye-glass arms. Some artifacts, like the tiny pencil, the
Bank Street College library card, the tricycle seat and the Washington State license plate – were
separated out as interesting, singular finds. I maintained a mix of banal (green glass shards, plastic
shards) and interesting (the library card, toothbrushes, the license plate) in the mobile sample I
took to interviews. The sample changed very little, though on occasion I would bring along an
extra bag from A1 or A3, or some artifacts I had recently been working with, or artifacts about
which I had developed new questions and interest. I return to these examples in the chapter on
Authenticity, but I want to quickly touch on them here.
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***************************

Figure 24. Fuzz. NBAP 2010 A1,U1,L1 Fn3. Photograph by the author, 2011.

Carefully place in a small, clear plastic bag is a small clump of fibrous, lint-like fuzz, partially
cotton and partially synthetic. Dried dirt still clings to the threads of the fuzz, even after the initial
cleaning of the artifact, before it was sealed into its coin-pocket120 sized plastic bag for future
storage and preservation. The artifact belongs to a subset of artifacts from Area 1, Unit 1, Level
1 (Fn3) and I had pulled this bagged subset an included it as part of the representative and mobile
sample collection I had been using for the artifact-oriented interviews I had been conducting,
following-up on the excavations at New Buffalo during June and July of 2010. Today’s session
with Robbie was not different in terms of the artifacts I am showing to him and his accompanying
crew of current West Mesa ‘family’, or as he has taken to calling them, members of ‘New’ New
Buffalo. However, as I passed the gallon-sized bag of all the artifacts found in this level, the small,
coin-pocket sized bag containing a tuft of lint-like fuzz, sparked instantaneous attention. Within
seconds, the group is telling me that this is an ancient bud seed. Somewhat perplexed, I respond
with a stumbling string of filler words, trying to find an inoffensive way to suggest another
120
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possibility before finally stating that I think it’s a piece of fuzz, like from the interior of a stuffed
toy, doll, or animal. The group was quiet for a moment, everyone’s eyes straining to get a better
look at the object now in question (though no one seemed to want to pull it out of the bag, as they
had with other object, after I mentioned it was okay to handle the things with their hands), the bag,
passing between Robbie’s hands and his comrades’ hands. Again, within seconds – fingers
pointing decisively and delicately at this clump of dirt on the artifact, that tangle of threads there,
creating the blurry contour of a spherical shape, naming this specific kind of coloration – all telling
me in a series of voices, that these things are indicative of the fact that this artifact is definitely an
ancient bud seed.

Struck by the insistence and detail of the arguments before me, I am pondering, brow-furrowed in
puzzled-rumination over the situation, the evidence before me – no longer the fuzz, but now, an
assertion about this thing, rendering it an altogether different and alternative identity. I still think
that the fuzz is just fuzz, I say finally, but concede that perhaps, it is instead, (or also?) and ancient
bud seed. With sincere seriousness, I jot down a note to myself about the moment, making an
additional note to pay attention to what other artifacts cause unexpected or similar such responses,
and join in again the chatter about the other artifacts, now being passed around in the group.
Discussion continues about all the artifacts, in good spirits, for another hour or so.
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Figure 25. Six-pointed Candle. NBAP 2010 A1,U1,F1 Fn23. Photograph by the author, 2011.

This was not the first time that an artifact had stood out as a particular kind of artifact to people to
people with whom I had been showing and discussing these things. Another moment occurred on
an evening when I was visiting Peter in one of his nursing home rooms, in Albuquerque. He had
just had dialysis that day but insisted I still come by and pay a visit since I was in town. So I hauled
my mobile exhibition over from the home of Beth (with whom I had already spent three hours
talking about the artifacts, New Buffalo, the Sixties and more) – three reusable Smith’s grocery
bags and a Rubbermaid plastic bin, all stuffed full of artifacts from New Buffalo. Wheeling
everything into the room on a borrowed hotel-luggage caddy, I pulled artifacts out for Peter to
examine. As he was exhausted, he spent much of the time laying on his back, occasionally looking
at the artifacts I was showing him, but more often than not, telling me about “the past” in general
– about women, children, men – and as he meandered through his own grand narrative of the past,
I increasingly felt I needed to return on a day when he hadn’t had dialysis, as I could tell my visit
was exhausting him as much as he was enjoying my company. I began to move more quickly
through the artifacts, as I noticed he was also paying less and less attention to them, until the sixpointed candle121.
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was not set properly, never burned properly and so ended up in our collection of artifacts.
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Figure 26. Six-pointed Candle. NBAP 2010 A1,U1,F1 Fn23. Photograph by the author, 2011

Fully intact and resembling a three-dimensional Star of David, the candle seemed to have been
unused, except for the wick which was smudged and hardened into the slightly melted concave
cup of the tip. Robbie had said on a separate occasion that the candle probably never functioned
properly, and that’s why we found it during our excavations. He and others confirmed that the
candle was very much in the style of what people were making there at New Buffalo, under the
direction of Arty Kopecky – in fact some even said it looked like a Kopecky candle. Yet Peter got
excited about the candle for a different reason: he told me I needed to take it immediately to Santa
Fe as it was an ancient Jewish artifact and it needed to be in a museum. Stunned, I stood there and
asked him if he wasn’t sure it wasn’t maybe made by hippies, or “hippie issue” as he had a habit
of saying about hippie materials. He emphatically told me it wasn’t, and began talking about the
history of crypto-Jews in northern New Mexico and again said I ought to take it to a museum as it
was an important artifact. I asked him if he thought its shape had any relationship with a recent
fact I was learning, that many of the communards at New Buffalo were American Jews – he told
me in great seriousness that that had nothing to do with this candle. I nodded my head, and said I
would consider taking it to a museum in Santa Fe and we moved on to the remaining artifacts,
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quickly wrapping up the session. He needed to get his rest and now it was well after dark and I
need to drive three hours and thirty minutes back to New Buffalo, in Arroyo Hondo.

A few weeks later, I visited Peter again, on a day in which he hadn’t had dialysis and brought the
same selection of artifacts. He commented that I had shown these to him before and I
acknowledged that this was true but that I was working to ensure consistency in my approach to
interpreting and understanding these objects. We discussed them all again, and he was much more
attentive to each thing. When we got to the candle, he again thought it was an ancient Jewish
artifact. This time, I pushed him a little more on the fact that it was also a hippie artifact. He did
not agree but eventually conceded that it was similar to what the hippies made and could possibly
be a thing of hippie issue. We moved on to other artifacts and at the end of the session he told me:
“You know what the great thing about science is? You can look at the same thing many times, and
come up with different conclusions”.

In each case, each artifact obtained two distinct and exclusive possible identities – however, in the
interpretation of these artifacts, it seemed that perhaps they really were as modern as they were
ancient. By my interpretation they were modern, but by the interpretations of two former
communards, they were ancient. Was this a need to see archaeological artifacts as familiar, and
thus as older than one’s lived experience? Was this a need to distance one’s lived experience from
a deeper past, or a need to make a connection to it? Was each instance a case of an artifact being
all-too-familiar and thus becoming utterly ‘other’ and unfamiliar? Once viewed as ‘other’ and
unfamiliar did each object become familiar again categorically as the unfamiliar? This is not a
simple familiar, unfamiliar, familiar pattern, but rather one in which what is familiar (a New
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Buffalo hippie-issue candle), becomes ‘other’, unfamiliar (an ancient Jewish artifact) and thus, a
different kind of familiar (the same candle, rendered as an exotic artifact is thus familiar as the
unfamiliar). If the artifact is exotic, or is associated with an exotic society, spatiality, and
temporality, it is its state of unfamiliarity that allows an outside observer to connect with it. But as
Siegel points out, this state of unfamiliarity produced by a sense of ‘the exotic’ is tenuous, and
often it is a form of familiarity that intrudes upon the connection with the outside observer, the
museum visitor, and makes the thing familiar and therefore, in this context, lacking in any
connection to the person viewing it122.

Were these two artifacts, the fuzz and the candle, too familiar (or immediately thus unfamiliar and
familiar) and in need of being re-familiarized through a process that placed them in an unfamiliar
temporality – the ancient past – and located them in a familiar spatiality – the contemporary present
(not necessarily excluding knowledge of the past, any past), in order to interpret them? Or do these
moments also bring up issues of validity and authenticity of the artifact and its context? These
examples highlight an interesting way in which artifacts interrupted the more standardized,
familiar and habitual way of re-telling the Sixties, and did so in a way that though did not offer an
alternative narrative of the Sixties, definitely offers an alternative narrative of the process of
interpretation I am undergoing with New Buffalo, it’s things and its former residents and affiliates.

As these above ethnographic moments demonstrate, my approach to the artifact-oriented
interviews was one of sharing the interview space, of sharing the interpretive space, opened up by
the sharing of objects. The artifact-oriented interviews occurred in living rooms, nursing home
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rooms, dining rooms, my workspace at Dixon, and the courtyard of New Buffalo, not in a
laboratory, in an exhibit, or some other overt research and educational context. The power dynamic
of each interview was not purely in my hands, for the New Buffalos wandered through their
thoughts and memories as they meandered through the artifacts before them. Even when I tried to
keep to the questions I wanted to get through, or return focus to the artifacts on hand, the space of
the interview was such that it felt more organic to relinquish this control, and follow where they
took it. DeLeon & Cohen call this giving over control to the interviewee, suggesting it creates a
trusting and equal environment between interviewee and interviewer, which important to
successful ethnography123. In my experience, trust seemed to be gained through living at New
Buffalo, and perhaps it was reinforced in the shared space of the artifact-oriented interviews, in
which I was not attempting to control outcomes, the course of the discussion, nor even
interpretations of artifacts. I offered my opinions and input, but was more interested in creating an
interview space in which the artifacts would prompt or, as DeLeon & Cohen simply put it, “trigger
for memories that might otherwise remain buried or actively excluded”124. That the New Buffalo
artifacts were not previously part of the narrated stories, the oft-told memories, of New Buffalos
seemed to position them well to punctuate these well-rehearsed reminisces.
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***************************

Figure 27. Moccasin. From NBAP 2010 A2. Photograph by the author, 2011.

Taylor says he’d love to make up a story about moccasins, at around, just about two minutes after
we sit down to look through the artifacts I brought to the Taos Public Library for one of our
meetings. That was a deer I ran down and strangled to death…as I’m sayin’ that, seems I
remember some kind of leather tools around – I don’t know where though. Taylor says
leatherworking was a common thing around that time. He tells me of the positive parts of NB as
he recalls them: people passing through would show someone what they knew (a skill set, etc.);
there was a lot of help and instruction. He remembers endless opportunities (for learning) though
he doesn’t remember specifics. Taylor comments that I help him remember positive things about
New Buffalo because he remembers negative things usually.

***************************
The method of artifact-oriented interviews was thus to place artifacts at the center of the
interview, using them as talking-prompts125. The objects I used were decidedly abject, artifacts
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methods and how I used New Buffalo artifacts,
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which by and large no longer retained any directly explicit and memorialized meaning for the
New Buffalos viewing them. They were not memorabilia kept after life on the commune, but
were discards from life in the commune. While some articulate with familiar and recorded
narratives of life at communal New Buffalo, others drew out new and different narratives and
reflections upon the communal enterprise of the prominent rural hippie mecca of the Sixties. In
some sense these artifacts did not have forty-five years of layered and changing attachments and
memories. They were abrupt arrivals into, and, departures from memories that have been
maintained and memorized in the forty-five years since they were formed. The New Buffalo
artifacts emerged through excavation as renewed if forgotten-about objects of the New Buffalo
commune, entering into the circulation of ideas and memories about the commune through the
artifact-oriented interviews. There they were, in bags on the tables and in the hands of New
Buffalos, undeniable but un-remembered.

***************************

Figure 28. Washing machine agitator fragment. NBAP 2010 A1. Photograph by the author, 2011.

I began the conversation explaining to Iris the excavations – the dump in A2 in particular – and
then the A3_T1_T2_T3. I begin: What do you want to see first? Whatever? Iris responds, Well, I
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uh, yeah – all of it, any of it… So I say, I’ll start with the Tepee areas first. And Iris continues, as
I seem to have entered mid-sentence, …on something that you’re curious about or you think is the
most dramatic find or that you are anxious to have me respond to. My eye is drawn to that plastic
thing here. We are about three minutes into the interview. I adjust, Let’s start with that. It came
out of the Pit House, near the floor. She asks, What’s your take on it? I respond, Agitator – it’s
from a washer machine.

We discuss the washing machine agitator piece and Iris tells me about the hand-cranked washing
machine she remembers. The conversation winds from washing clothes to wearing clothes (or not)
at New Buffalo, to rules felt and unspoken, to gendered divisions of labor. This discussion lasts
about fourteen minutes, until she says So let’s look at the material world. What my ancestors…
(chuckle)…left behind…my tribe…

Figure 29. “The Love Sherd.” NBAP 2010 A1. Photograph by the author, 2010.

After about ten minutes of looking through other artifacts, I pull out ‘the Love Sherd’. Iris offers
that perhaps it was used to bake pies, because it is shallow. Then she says it doesn’t look like it’s
ever been in an oven, and I agree. Iris notes that it is handmade and I begin asking if anyone made
pottery at New Buffalo. She puts it like this, that’s the thing about New Buffalo, if you wanted to
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be a potter then you could be a potter. She remembers knowing potters, but not anyone who made
utility pottery. She remembers weavers and maybe a potter. At around the thirty-seventh minute,
I am pushing the question of where people acquired dishes, etc. Iris responds You know, there were
always dishes, there were always dishes of food, but the thing is, it was not important to be
matching. Nobody cared about that. So whatever you would find, odds and ends, bits and pieces,
here and there and it didn’t matter.

Nearing an hour in, I make the comment that Memory itself can be treated as an artifact. Iris is
curious if the stories I’m digging up will be different than the stories in the {her} book. Well, we
shall see, is my response.

***************************

As the above snippet from an artifact-oriented interview with Iris Keltz indicates, sometimes an
artifact would catch the eye of a New Buffalo, there among all the bags and boxes containing the
set I had brought. In this example, the washing machine agitator had no particular significance in
the memories of Iris, though it did bring to the fore memories about how laundry was done and
New Buffalo and by whom. In this sense, the agitator was not specifically meaningful – it did not
seem to elicit stories of Iris doing laundry, or of any particular instance of using such machines in
the domestic labors of the commune – rather it held general meaning about an activity that occurred
then. The agitator became an entry point into the world of objects I had brought to Iris’s Taos home
that afternoon, a way into the potential for these New Buffalo objects to interact with a New
Buffalos memory of the world and experience of living at the commune. The very fact of the
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artifacts in Iris’s home may have prompted her to consider objects she did remember with some
kind of meaning. She mentioned for the first time in any of our discussions a rake that she became
quite keen on showing me. In this sense, the artifacts led her to not necessarily entirely previously
undiscussed or apparently newly rekindled memories of New Buffalo, but rather, a moment of
insight into the material world that had been overlooked to some degree before: she added what
could be described as a hippie heirloom – this handmade rake – to the discussion126.

The entire artifact-oriented interview with Iris provides an interesting comparison to DeLeon &
Cohen’s methods and findings. In a similar way, I let the New Buffalos select where to begin in
the collection, with what artifact we would lead with. This often occurred as I was setting out the
artifact bags for them to look at and through. Something would catch their eye – a moccasin or the
washing machine agitator – and we would begin there. Those who were able to come see the
collection in its entirety, while it was still at New Buffalo in August and September of 2010, or
while in Dixon during the winter and spring of 2010-2011, were able to select from more than the
selection I had already made. In some sense then my method was a modified version of “autodriving” interviews with objects127. In another sense, the approach I used differed in that the
artifacts had not been “important or pertinent to the discussion”128 of New Buffalo, or of the
memories associated with New Buffalo, New Buffalo as a remembered space. Rather, the artifacts
were abject, discarded and tossed in the trash – not saved, not kept, not now memorabilia,
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heirlooms, or even objects that once had specific and overt attachments to the people whose lives
they populated, the people I had been interviewing.

***************************

Figure 30. Scissors, Buckles, Jewelry File. From left to right: scissors from NBAP 2010 A1, buckles from NBAP
2010 A2, jewelry file from NBAP 2010 A1. Photographs by the author, 2010.

Scissors, another jewelry file, some buckles. All throughout is the neat sound of plastic and things
rustling and clanking. And our cups on the wood table in Rick and Terry’s home.

Figure 31. Ceramics. NBAP 2010 A2. Photographs by the author, 2010.
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Terry says Oh after I pull out the bag of ceramics. And then she says, no. Some of the pot sherds
I found out over there Terry says. Look like those? I say. Terry continues, not like these glass
ones, but some stuff looked rough like this, not like these enamel pieces. There’s this one…, Polly
Schaafsma. She’s an archaeologist. She said the pot shards we were finding were fairly recent,
like of Indian origin, but not very old. She said that it was common for people to build on previously
ruined sites so we think there was an Anasazi site there.
We put the ceramics aside.

***************************

Figure 32. Pieces. From left to right: Harmonica harp piece, a chess piece, and a pipe piece. Photographs by the
author, 2010.

At Herb’s (now Midtown Market and Lounge) waiting for David Cordova for our interview.
Footloose is on the bar speakers. Awesome J Thinking about last night at Terry’s – the pottery
bag excited her because it reminded her of ancient shards. The harmonica component caught her
eye though she didn’t know what it was. Also the chess piece caught her eye but she didn’t
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recognize it at first. The pipe piece – there was some debate about if it could have been used to
smoke up with. The belts she thought were children’s belts. Note marked 6.15.11.

***************************

David is considered a hippie guy. I guess I call myself a hippie; people call me a hippie. Peace is
the main thing; strive for peace. Then, long hair. David went to HS in ABQ and graduated in 1969.
In 1970 he moved back to his grandfather’s house (in Arroyo Hondo). There was hatred towards
the hippies then and there because the hippies were and were representative of a change – a change
of culture. David feels totally blessed. The lasting impacts on society? OF? YEAH OF COURSE.
Music for one (David was at music events at NB). What happened to the Spirit of the Sixties? And
we all shrugged, no one knows. David doesn’t like guns and was not impressed by the toy plastic
gun. He LOVES the hippie artifacts with a serious mirth.

***************************

Figure 33. Rings. NBAP 2010 A1 and A3. New Buffalos often asked if I found their ring. No one claimed the only
three rings we found, pictured above. Photographs by the author, 2010.

The New Buffalo artifacts, if forgotten or if not part of particular memories of New Buffalo as a
space – as in when Terry remembers finding Native American ceramic sherds after viewing and
handling the bags of New Buffalo sherds – they are not random nor are they outside the parameters
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of life at New Buffalo. These artifacts, and other objects not included in what we excavated,
comprised the background of daily life at New Buffalo. Not necessarily in the state they are
currently in; perhaps if the sherds were intact objects and not sherds, Terry may have recognized
the object. Perhaps it would have been not so abject, not so unremarkable, unlike the Native
American ceramic sherds she recalls finding while living at New Buffalo. From time to time,
someone would in half-jest ask that if I found, say a ring during the excavations, to return it to
them. During excavations, we recovered three rings – a gold mesh ring, a stone-inlaid silver ring,
and a plain silver ring – yet no one to whom I showed these rings claimed or recalled them. My
approach was to let the artifacts do much of the work in the interview, letting them guide each
New Buffalo through the materiality of New Buffalo, the discards of commune life rendered
archaeological. The artifacts then became a different sort of guide through their memories,
enacting or activating memories left dormant and dusty, the multidimensionality of the interview
space and its things. Like the ‘walking probes’ of DeLeon & Cohen’s study, the artifacts “walked”
New Buffalos through the world they remembered and thought they recalled, through New
Buffalo-as-a-remembered-commune129.

***************************

I ask Robbie, as we begin, How do you think about all this being archaeological? He replies,
Funny! Because the tables have been turned…now we are studying us (we used to study Trobriand
Islanders). He sees archaeology as the pursuit of intellectual honesty, that it is useful despite its
materialistic outlook. Can’t tell a spirit from a pot sherd, unless it says “love” on it, like the one
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you got there, he quips. Jokes and Magic occur on the part of Great Spirit at New Buffalo according
to Robbie. This he notes, just after we spot a soaring plastic bag, before the interview gets
underway.

Figure 34. “The Love Sherd” in the field. Photograph by Elizabeth Angell, 2010.

“The idea that artifact-as-memes can be viewed as extended phenotypes returns us to the problems
with the notion of external symbolic storage with which I began this volume: artifacts are
conceptualized as mere storehouses or banks for information, their material properties play little
part in the transmission and evocation of knowledge or memory. The concept of memes
constitutes, par excellence, an example of the reification and objectification of culture; culture is
here literally viewed as a substantive entity which acts of its own volition. In practice, the
discussion of artifacts as cultural phenotypes returns us to the modus operandi of culture-history
as artifacts are now mapped as units of information extending over time and space. However,
unlike culture-history, material culture is no longer the expression of commonly held ideas and
beliefs; rather, ‘the key to tracing traditions and understanding how they are maintained and why
they change is to put the artifact (or other) tradition at the center of our investigation, not people’
(Shennan 2002: 266, original emphasis). This proposition seems to do damage to the people of the
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past because their social relations are absent from our analyses; equally it damages the role of the
artifact, because, as I’ve argued, the material properties of the artifact are also absent from analyses
as artifacts become mere vehicles for the transmission of information.” (Jones Memory and
Material Culture 74-75)

Presence. Absence. Memory. Amnesia. Forgetting. Remembering. Imagining. Laughing. Things.
In his Memory, History, Forgetting, Paul Ricoeur discusses at length why some historical events
are deeply, or “overly” remembered, whereas others are not. He theorizes a dance between the acts
(and activity) of remembering and forgetting, noting that the tensions between these two drives
the perception of experience and the production of narrative. His discussion generally revolves
around what Kammen would consider historical memory, and what Connerton might call
“collective memory” and what Jones might note as a common experience of the past, wherein it is
differentially emphasized across time130. The examples Ricoeur thinks through compare different
historical atrocities across time and space, however the idea of some histories being overremembered while others languish can be applied to the history of the sixties. While certainly the
stakes are less intense, in terms of the ramifications of remembrance131, some narratives of the
sixties are over-remembered while others are given little if any attention. The impact of preferential
memory and selective story-telling on the understanding of sites such as New Buffalo, and by
extension the sixties more broadly, is noticeable when things – in the case of New Buffalo, actual
artifacts – step into the foreground of the narrative, even if only briefly. Memory for Ricoeur
appears as a manifold problematic in how it relates materialities and temporalities and in how it
seems to be indispensable and non-disposable for the purposes of history. Ricoeur points out that
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forgetting is crucial to remembering, and despite the limitations and potential problems of memory,
it has a certain kind of functional friction in the everyday existence of humans. There is a useful
utility to this relationship between forgetting and remembering.

Thinking about this friction or tension between what is remembered and what is not, it seems
related to the problem of the cartographers in the Borges story. When trying to produce a map of
the Empire, they create a map in such detail that it ends up covering the Empire in a literal sense132.
The excess of detail created a replication that encompassed entirely the thing which it tried to
represent. Exactitude of detail risks replacing Empire with its representation133, or in the case of
memory, risks replacing experience with the repetition of endlessly recalling it. This repetition of
endless recall, of memories so exact as to map over experience, calls to mind another Borges short,
“Funes, The Memorius”. Ireneo Funes, having been flung from a horse and becoming crippled,
develops his memory to such an extent that it would seem it replaces thought itself: “To think is
to forget a difference, to generalize, to abstract. In the overly replete world of Funes there were
nothing but details, almost contiguous details”134. Before his death, Funes’ could reconstruct entire
days, quoted as remarking “My memory, sir, is like a garbage disposal”135. Like a garbage disposal,
a landfill, a trash deposit. What if we considered all garbage disposals, fills, and deposits (or
depositional contexts) as memories, to play with the inverse of this line from Borges? In many
ways, archaeology began with an approach quite like this: that within depositional contexts are
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memories, coded in materials, waiting to be revealed from stratigraphy, buried in the depths of
time and dirt.

In his book Memory and Material Culture, Andrew Jones moves through the ways in which
archaeology as a discipline has approached the relationship between artifacts, meaning, and
commemorative practice. His description of long-standing perspectives on memory that conceive
of it as contained within artifacts, which are durable (those that are). Stored this way, they are
preserved, waiting to be read, interpreted, their meaning extracted from within. Conventionally
then, this is how culture is theorized to be passed along and maintained136. This idea surfaces in
some ethnographic contexts, wherein memory is theorized to be contained in objects, which
participate in the creation, reproduction, and maintenance of social life137. In some ways, perhaps
unsurprisingly, it seems that memory does essentially function this way. In a section on the
relationship between memory and disposable things, Hoskins notices that disposability affects
social relationships. Whereas non-disposable objects (and in Hoskins’s text these are rendered as
‘traditional’ objects) are able to be re-incorporated into the social once broken or damaged, the
objects of modernity, are not recyclable within the social. She notes that a green glass bottle cannot
be re-made or repaired in the same way that a gourd dish can be; thus the life-cycle of objects is
altered by their object (abject perhaps?) alterity.

It is modern objects like this green glass bottle that we recovered in the archaeological context at
New Buffalo. The artifacts we recovered, even the ones that were perhaps re-purposed for
something else, ended up as discards. At least one material type – plastic – is extremely difficult
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to re-subsume into another object and cannot be reincorporate into the earth. Often plastics are
incorporated socially as “recyclables” after their use-value expires. Is recycling a yogurt tub
comparable to repairing a clay plate? What about the yogurt tubs that do not make it into the
recycling stream? At New Buffalo, these artifacts formerly dislocated from the material and social
worlds, discarded and left, were renewed into a particular social and material world – that of the
archaeological and anthropological research at New Buffalo – and emerged into the field of
memory, as three-dimensional pasts made present, past-present made continuous with the presentpresent. We might think of the issue of disposability or recyclability of objects in relation to
Gertrude Stein’s idea of the continuous present. In it, everything begins again and again and again
– time, meaning, objects. Plastic, durable as an archaeological object (it does not biodegrade), also
punctures this present, in that plastic resists beginning again and again. It cannot be recycled
endlessly, and once it reaches its final reuse, the remaining materials (chemical compounds, byproduct) cannot begin again and again – they are in many ways matter out of place, as we return
to Mary Douglas’s concept, again. I want to leave plastic to the next chapter. For now, let’s return
to memory and these objects.

Jones makes the point that the transference of artifacts or techniques is not an indication of
transference of culture. To bolster this point he cites a discussion in Thomas’s Entangled Objects:
Exchange, Material Culture, and Colonialism in the Pacific on the import of guns to the Marquesas
Islands. Thomas notes that the guns were brought into Indigenous understandings and practices,
and did not usher in an importation or adoption of European values, or even understandings and
practices associated with the guns and their uses. The point Jones wishes to reiterate is that culture
is not transmitted through objects, nor obtained through them, nor contained in them. Instead, he
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suggests that objects in arrangements, or relationships, express culture. This resonates with his
point that practices which include material culture, create a way to remember such that “memory
and the person are thereby imbricated or enfolded in practice”138. In theorizing the entanglement
of memory and material culture, Jones argues against reified, closed-systems approaches to
cultures. He combines an Actor-Network-Theory approach with a semiotic one in which to
describe how commemorative practices participate in the dynamic tradition of (re)inventing
cultures, which he views as open-systems. Jones makes the case that objects are not just symbolic
things that can contain memories, but rather are more active in co-producing the memories with
which they are entangled, person, place and thing. For Jones, the agency of an object, as itself and
as part of a network of sorts (as he follows Latour, Callon and Law, and ANT here), is inextricably
bound to the role an object plays in memory, memory-making and memory-forgetting. It is the
agency of a given object that affords it to impinge and it is the agency of the object that makes it
not simply a container vessel of meaning, but rather a constitutive party to meaning-making.
Objects then are dynamic, as they survive as the event of the past in the present (Prown in Jones
2007) and as they do more than simply mark the past, or re-surface as the signifier of the past. The
dynamism with which Jones associates objects occurs because of the way in which objects
encounter and interact with subjects. These encounters and interactions produced meanings
through interpretations, interpretations which are co-produced through thing and person, as
“people do not remember in isolation, nor do objects” (Jones 2007: 26). The encounters and
interactions, the dynamics, create the space for memory to exist as interaction and intersection of
people and things – and both the creation of this space and the activity that occurs within it is
interpretation.
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Memory, he argues, is dynamic and rather than reifying culture, reinvents it (modifies it) through
practice, through enactment, through performance: “systems of differences are produced and
reproduced by the performance of activities which engender an active process of remembrance”139.
The performance of remembering narratives of New Buffalo seems to reify the narratives, but the
inclusion of material culture seems to enact re-interpretations, or at least, re-considerations of New
Buffalo as a remembered space, of the memories themselves. If theories on memory have moved
beyond mnemonic devices and container-analogies, in the world of New Buffalos, memory
appears to have moved in a circular way around itself – narrative discourse of memories and
circulated photographs by a few people who published their images of the time, reproduce New
Buffalo as a remembered space in over-remembered, familiar ways. The aim of introducing
artifacts into the practice of memory at New Buffalo was to interrupt this habit and to call to the
foreground those memories which have lingered in the back ground, in the garbage disposals, in
the dirt of the commune.

It seems then for Jones, the relationship between memory and things is a semiotic one, in at least
two ways. This relationship itself is semiotic – “it is useful to think of objects as indexes”140 – and
it is semiotic in that this relationship is part of and produces that which we name “culture”. As
with other archaeologists141, Jones has found the semiotics of Pierce to be quite a useful tool in
theorizing and understanding the role of material culture in the production (and reproduction) of
culture the interpretive process of meaning and meaning-making. There is a resonance between
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recent and contemporary up-take of semiotic theories (Pierce’s in particular) in archaeological
analyses and the concept that culture is itself semiotic142. The shift from processual to postprocessual practices of theory in the field of archaeology has largely focused on an interpretive
approach to material culture and culture143. This interpretive approach has been phenomenological,
semiotic, philosophical, and de-centering of humans or focusing on non-human agents and the
broader networks in which interactions are thought to happen144. Increasingly, culture and material
culture have become less stable categories within archaeological theory. Within practice, these
categories remain more stable and more fixed, in part because practices have not yet incorporated
the theories, in part because practices are habitual, and in part because current practices produce
data that is comparable through time across many archaeological digs. As the categories of culture
and material culture go through the changes within archaeological theory, moving away from rules
and laws and towards experience and interpretation, our narratives become a different kind of
interpretive project.

Memory too is an interpretive project; what to recall, what to forget, what to forget so as to be sure
we can recall. Were we able to recall everything, we could recreate entire pasts in the present, at
the expense of the present itself as the past like the map of the Empire in Borges’ story would
encompass the present entirely. Each present moment then would be an exact replication of a past
one – but would it be past any longer, now that it is in the present? And in its exactitude, does any
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citation145 potential give way to the repetitive reproduction of an origin, total appropriation
hollowing out the meaning and value of the thing appropriated – here, the present. Memory exists
in the interplay between materials, people and timescales, between selective and inclusive
retaining of information, between differential performance and enactment of aspects of the pasts,
surfacing as narratives, dispersed as unremembered events, meta-discards of experience. In some
practical ways, memory is narrative, material and discursive. Without the specific people and
things, stories could be difficult if not impossible to access. Perhaps this is one way in which
recycling and renewal happens despite the human proclivity to create, make, alter, change, modify
etc. Perhaps this is some equivalent of adobe melting back into the earth – stories melting back
into the earth – or as Janet Hoskins noted, broken gourd vessels buried and then sprouting new
gourds146.

*************************************

Memory, Experienced, Sensed…

…In textures familiar to anyone who has excavated any site – soils and their grains, laminates and
their silky, silty slender lines, the moisture of organic and carbon rich dirt and that stuff we call
“sterile”, lacking in any archaeological feature, artifact or notation. I felt the edges of artifacts,
rough with dirt and obscured in their uncleaned state – unknowable in many ways, only just
familiar to the hand, apprehending the thing for what it is. Gently and decisively, my fingers
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explored along all the possible surfaces and edges of the artifacts, crumbling dirt to the side,
touching for the first time in forty years, these edges full of promise. There were moments of
feeling things felt before, things literally felt in another life.

It was not just with the artifacts, during excavation and again during analysis that I was able to feel
things felt before. Often there were days while living at New Buffalo, when at the end of the day,
reflecting upon the events that had taken place over the many long hours, or debriefing with Joe
over a chilled beer in the safe-space of his room, I would realize that the familiarity I felt buzzing
in the background of the day was the familiarity of having read about days like this in the journals
of Arty Kopecky. Some days it felt as if New Buffalo was now a theater and each day had already
been scripted as a short play, based almost exactly on the narrative outlined in the journals, and
unbeknownst to the actors orchestrated from a singular beginning point – Bob – to a near perfect
rendering of one of these journal entries, forty-some odd years later. Then I would feel it as
relieving humor.

Memory, Experienced, Sensed…

…As chirps of crickets and the buzzing hum of cicadas, the low rumble of thunder as it tumbles
through the clouds above, stretching across the sky but not covering it. As the wind when it would
whistle-whip through the courtyard, or whisper through the trees at dusk. As the rooster crowed,
literally. As the trowel moved through the soil, the subtle shift in its low chimes as the soil changed,
or as it clanked against a surfacing artifact. As the crackling of voices, aged with experience,
digging as deep into time as their memories would allow. Then, frequently, as the pauses and
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silences of thought, the patience of the pause, the sound of the moments when nothing was said at
all. I will never know all the memories that flow in their minds, through their souls and smiles. I
will never know the thoughts they kept to themselves. I will never know what those pauses were.
But I heard them, and in them I was patience, hearing what patience sounded like. In the excited
chatter of the story-telling, the rambling lines of the tale-being-told, and the anticipatory breath of
the next sentence – there, in the folds of their voices, I heard what they wanted to say. There, in
the folds of their voices, I heard what they were willing to say. I heard, in the folds of their voices,
familiar, unfamiliar and too-familiar things.

*************************************

Familiar//Unfamiliar//All-too-familiar
What started out as a project that seemed contemporary in nature, has become more historical over
its course. In part, my interest at New Buffalo has primarily been its participation in the historical
happening of the sixties. While the current moment of New Buffalo is fascinating, and shaped the
context for my participant-observation while living there, it interests me most in how the present
moment plays with the past. Life as it is organized (or disorganized) at New Buffalo today is
citational in some ways of life at New Buffalo when the place was a common. During the winter,
I read through Arty’s journals a couple of times and I remember speaking with Joe on at least one
occasion about this. I found him at work in his studio. The warm adobe gently radiating heat back
into the small room, the smell of his paints and clays mixing with the light wood smoke coming
from the small stove in the corner. His radio was always on, playing music or a talk show.
Knocking on his door, I would wait in the cold. Upon opening it, a welcoming wave of warm air
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would rush around him and greet me. I would ask if this was a good time to interrupt him. That
day it was. I came in, perhaps with a couple of beers for is, as I sometimes would pick up a six
pack of his favorite kind as a treat. I mentioned I had been reading Arty’s journals and had been
experiencing a bewildering feeling of familiarity with some of his descriptions. Joe was amused
but not surprised. The cyclical nature of life at New Buffalo, despite a different year, a different
cast of characters, a different broader social context (read: American social writ large) came as no
mind-blowing piece of news. That the past resonated in the present to the extent that an entry from
forty-five years prior felt familiar to me as if it happened yesterday, because of something that
occurred the day prior.

While a familiarity of experiences is more difficult to assess, a familiarity of objects is not at all
surprising since the things of New Buffalo are part of a material culture of mass production,
catering to slowly homogenized needs and wants slammed through by the rise of advertising and
a principle of supply and production necessitating a demand, because a profit needs to be made to
justify the making and the thing made. In short, capitalism and mass-production of goods makes
these objects of the Sixties, these artifacts of New Buffalo, familiar to me. There is some truth in
that. Though there are visible differences between Pepsi soda cans then and now, Black Label
Carling Cans then and now there are enough visible similarities to render these artifacts
immediately as familiar objects. Likewise, other artifacts like shoes, sweaters, even underwear,
unused condoms, cassette tape ribbon, birth control pills, plastic yogurt containers, travel chess
pieces, a pencil pens, parts of a drawing compass and a plastic Luke Skywalker figurine, are almost
illegible in their differences – they could have easily been included in an assemblage of artifacts
from my own life. It is not just that these objects are part of a society that tends to consume such
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goods and an era known as “modern” or “late modern” in which there is the technological and
industrial capabilities to make such goods that render them familiar to me. It is the means through
which I obtained access to them – my research – from my training as an archaeologist, to my living
at the former commune, to spending time with and talking with former residents, and at times,
anyone who had something to say about the Sixties, that afforded a familiarity with these things
that did not exist before.

In the context of my research at New Buffalo, rather than making these artifacts (which were
familiar) unfamiliar, I am arguing here that the artifacts were made too-familiar147. Archaeologies
of the contemporary past have been acceptingly described as making a familiar past unfamiliar
and thus flipping an older archaeological foundation on its head – that archaeology makes the
unfamiliar familiar through its methods, practices and theoretical approaches to the past. However,
it seems to me, as I am write-up my initial thoughts and conclusions from my first research project,
that this relationship of archaeology to the familiar and unfamiliar is not just a dual one, but that
there is a third piece that can be added – the all-too-familiar – which rather than tipping things
head-to-toe, toe-to-head, spreads them into a tripod formation, adding another angle or dimension
to the ways in which archaeology apprehends and renders worlds.

This idea of the all-too-familiar seems to me to explain some of the resonant past in New Buffalo’s
present, this feeling of things happening now have happened before. But it also describes a certain
causal popular and intellectual stance towards the sixties, which I have described in the preceding
chapter: that we know about the sixties and it is not an unfamiliar decade even for those of us who
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never were there. We were never there, and so we remember; in order perhaps to balance out what
has become a sort of catch phrase: if you remember you weren’t really there. If you were really
there, then you wouldn’t remember; it you remember, you weren’t really there. There is a
playfulness to this catchphrase, and it is not necessarily a truism, rule, or serious metric by which
to assess if a person participated in the sixties or not. But it is interesting to consider a complicated
relationship between experience and non-recall on the one hand, and non-experience and memory
on the other. This of course as the inverse of what might be expected, which is that one remembers
the experiences one has, and would not be able to remember that which one had not experienced.

Implications of Archaeology at New Buffalo
This will conclude the methods chapter. The following chapter on plastic will begin with a bit
about the Materiality of New Buffalo. Then it will move into a discussion of plastic. It will end
with a consideration of the non-material uses of the term plastic. Based upon a flexible and
convenient understandings of the term – plastic as in fake and inauthentic, and plastic as in
malleable and manipulated – as they relate to New Buffalo and the sixties more broadly. The idea
of a plastic hippie confronts uncomfortably the idea of a Playing Indian hippie – ideas of plasticity
of culture and plasticity of form not really enmeshing here. If a plastic hippie is inauthentic, what
constitutes plasticity of hippie-ness then?

Gathered anywhere else in any other way, these items would have ended up in the nearest
municipal dump or landfill. When one looks at the New Buffalo artifact assemblages, one sees a
slice of the material world of the former commune. It is not only a matter of perspective however,
though perspective play an important role both in interpretation and in assessing the value or
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implications of such work as doing archaeological research of a former hippie commune. The
multidimensionality of human life – that it is comprised of practices, discourses and things –
requires that approaches to knowledge about and understanding of the human condition, in all its
manifestations, need not (we could say, should not) exclude the material world which plays such
an important role in the shaping and experiencing of human life. For archaeologists and
anthropologists this is not a new concept, as scholars in these fields have long attended to the
material worlds that are part of the social worlds of people. In part what makes the research at New
Buffalo somewhat different and important is that the New Buffalos and the hippies are a different
kind of ‘other’, disciplinarily speaking. While bewildering, the exoticism of the hippies/New
Buffalos is contained within an understanding that the hippies/New Buffalo came from familiar
social worlds, their tribalism and primitivism borrowed from peoples viewed as more authentic in
regards to these characteristics. What we might think of as ‘other’ about the hippies appears
manufactured up against the classic sense of ‘the other’, in early anthropological and
archaeological literature, and pervasive still in popular thought148.

Sociologists, political scientists, historians, at least one anthropologist149 were interested in and
documented the hippie movement of the sixties, in some ways treating the hippies (and New
Buffalos) as others in this classic sense. However, this conditional kind of other-ness, makes it all
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the more important to consider why archaeology and anthropology should take as subjects/objects
for study and analysis, groups such as hippies, New Buffalos, Rainbows, suburbanites, etc., the
very social groups that constitute or come from assumed American-ness, the neutral categories of
American social worlds, the various social groups that are part of the umbrella term “American”,
in which “White” acts as the silent, assumed qualifier that has long not needed to be spoken. That
change has long been in the works, and as whiteness studies and current movements such as
#blacklivesmatter, there is a need to understand the social and material reality of those whom have
long been perceived to constitute the neutral category of (white) American. Anthropology and
archaeology are two disciplines well-positioned to contribute to this discussion, in scholarly and
popular discourse. Projects such as this one here, are a step in that direction.

For Bob, archaeology at New Buffalo was part of a vision he has been trying to manifest for the
place since he bought the property in 2003 – that the site of the former commune may become an
educational and spiritual center. An archaeology of the former commune and my research into the
remembered experiences of New Buffalos contributed to a deep exploration of the history of the
place, as a means of connecting its past to his visions of its future. For many of the former residents
of New Buffalo, the archaeology of their one-time former home had been amusing and interesting.
For some it has revived memories that had tended to play silent fiddle to the common tales told
about life at New Buffalo. For others, it had the potential to revive memories they sought to keep
a distance from, to never relive, re-hear or recall again. For me, the archaeological project at New
Buffalo became increasingly exciting and with a seemingly ever-expansive potential, especially
with regards to the contributions the project can make in the fields of archaeology, anthropology,
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and American studies, as well as material culture studies, but perhaps also in terms of American
life in some actual sense, some experiential sense of that phrase.

The implications of doing archaeology at New Buffalo are interesting and have the potential to
foster changes with the way things are done in the discipline. Whereas in most archaeological
contexts, material types such as metals, ceramics, bone and stone comprise the majority of the
artifacts, in the New Buffalo context, plastics and other synthetic materials contributed in
surprising quantity to the majority of the artifacts. This is somewhat new for archaeological
contexts, especially ones that are fast becoming classically historical contexts – New Buffalo is no
longer so much a site of the contemporary past as it is the site of a historic past. Historians,
sociologists, political scientists, journalists, and people in general, of all generations, view the
sixties as a chapter of history, an historical event. While academics, journalists, former hippies and
popular culture itself have documented, recorded and over the years, published images
(photographs and films) and texts (analyses, commentary, journal articles, poems, memoirs, even
novels) which maintain the past-ness of the sixties. This even while linking the sixties to the
present, through academic and popular discourses, generating a present-ness of the past, or a
persistence of the sixties. Is this persistence a simulation of the original happening? Is it a simulacra
of the sixties? A mirage? A memory?

That which persists, which we may call legacies or heritage, persists through a form of
remembering, a kind of memory that as Jones has noted is not contained in objects, not transferred
through things. Rather it is in moments, in activity, in the coming together of objects, people,
event, activity – it is here where memory is articulated and emerges. Memory is an active process
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of making. While one can argue that the print culture of the sixties, and the photographs and films,
even the music, are material aspects of the sixties, the actual objects and things of the era have
been less attended to by academics, journalists and lay people alike. There are a few exceptions to
this general pattern: a curator at the Smithsonian took an interest in Ken Kesey’s bus, Furthur, and
wanted to curate it at the museum. Upon locating the bus, he realized that its restoration was
beyond what he expected and had budgeted for, however, he saw a billboard that Kesey had
painted, in much better condition. He curated that piece in the exhibit instead. There are objects –
from political buttons and posters to pop-tab hats and ty-dye clothes – that are considered to be of
sixties vintage, and can be acquired online (through e-commerce sites such as Etsy, Ebay, and
Craigslist) and viewed through collection books (such as Moss 2003). However these objects of
the sixties differ from those that might be found in any archaeological assemblage in that they
were kept, and held some significance or importance. In other words, they were not left behind to
melt into the earth along with the adobe structures of places like Morning Star (East) and New
Buffalo. Considering the sixties from the viewpoint of the archaeologist, and from archaeological
work at site such as New Buffalo, presents a different angle from which to understand this past,
and to understand its relationship to the present. As it turned out, the archaeological project at New
Buffalo has highlighted a need look at the discipline from a slightly different angle, namely that
of plastic. I will discuss this more in the next chapter.

What we might pause to consider here is the archaeological heritage the New Buffalo artifacts
participate in, that is, what becomes of artifacts in their archaeological afterlives? What is the
material heritage of archaeology as a discipline? The New Buffalo artifacts, banal discards
resonating more with landfill detritus than cultural heritage items, do not seem to be undeniably
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destined to be curated in a museum. As they began to pile in boxes and bags, within the mudded
walls of my room at New Buffalo during the excavation season, it became quite clear that there
was something slightly dissonant about their status as archaeological object. They appeared as
such, were collected in the context of archaeological research and were being treated as such, yet,
as Bob, Philenore, Terry and Rick had done nearly a decade prior, they were easily also an
accumulation of life experience to be dealt with as waste, buried and removed from sight/the site.
These objects are not typical archaeological artifacts and the issue of curation has been present
with the project since its inception. Bob has expressed desire in keeping and curating some of the
artifacts at New Buffalo, but he has not expressed interest in keep them all. Moreover, it is unclear
what museum or institution would take interested in expending energy and resources to house
these artifacts. Perhaps there would be an appeal for New Buffalo artifacts at a place such as the
Smithsonian.

The issue of what to do with these artifacts of New Buffalo spurred an ongoing conversation with
Joe (an artist who has lived at New Buffalo for some ten odd years (not all consecutive) about the
pragmatic ethics of curation. Should archaeologists be generating more material culture in a world
already super-saturated with materials? What about material culture which has no clear place to
go? Are New Buffalo’s artifacts ‘matter out of place’?150

What accountability might

archaeological need to contend with, as a matter of ecological and environmental responsibly
engaged research, as historic contexts increasingly will contain modern materials – such as plastic?
Is it possible to re-introduce archaeological artifacts into environmentally responsible life-cycles,
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at any point in the object’s afterlife as an archaeological artifact151? As Joe and I discussed the
curation possibilities for New Buffalo artifacts, we turned to art.

“That is one purpose of art. It brings confidence to its creators. Those who make things know who
they are. They have been tested and found competent. Then art exhibits value. The artist’s creations
act in the world, embodying the complexities of culture and shaping relations among people,
between people, and the environment, between people and the forces that rule creation.”152

Art coincides with memory in interesting ways, as it plays a role in how memories are shaped,
when they appear and through what (influenced by the artistic medium). In my interviews with
New Buffalos, Iris’s book (a textual collage piece, an art in the sense of its writing, composition
and narrative arch) would often be placed on the table. Pushing aside artifacts, New Buffalos would
flip through the pages until they found a picture they were thinking of, or a passage that had come
to mind. Similarly, Lisa Law’s photographs have become a resource in the maintenance and
(re)production of memories of New Buffalo (and the sixties more broadly). Her work has been
curated too at the Smithsonian, and participated in a broader collective memory of this culture of
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counter-culture. A few times during interviews, people referred me to Roberta Price’s book
Huerfano, drawing on her narrative and photographs as they walked through their memories. Peter
Rabbit, among others, referred me to Peter Coyote’s Sleeping Where I Fall; Taylor Streit directed
me towards Bill Whaley’s pieces and the writings and reflections of John Nichols. The frequent
turn to artistic forms as memory aides, or participants in the exploration of memories, strikes me
as different from the now-prevalent analogies associating memory with computers, data-recall,
and digital storage. These analogies participate in notions of memory as contained within things,
or as a container of sorts. In practice, the New Buffalos did not seem to rely so much upon memory
vessels – not even the artifacts as containers of until-now forgotten memories – but on a rich
discursive and participatory habit of coordinating or triangulating memories with images, objects
and artistic or experiential forms around them.

During the course of artifact analysis and artifact-oriented interviews, it seemed that there could
be a way to explore the relationship of objects to memory through art. This quickly became less
about exploring the memories of New Buffalos and more about doing something different with
archaeological materials and challenging the more normative and dominant modes of the
archaeological approach to analysis of material culture but also its interpretation we created a
carefully designed art project with the New Buffalo Archaeological Project artifacts. In some
respects, this sort of curatorial artistic experimentation is more resonant with how New Buffalos
treated objects at the commune – repurposing them for something else. We decided to
allow/commission Joe to create a series of sculptures from select artifacts from the New Buffalo
assemblage. I chose only artifacts from A2: the trash deposit, as these were from all the same
context, the same Fn#. The artifacts I chose were either a sample of a larger set, for example: a
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couple of grommets from the entire collection; a handful Carling Black Label can from the set; a
few bed springs from the pile packed into a couple of boxes; non-diagnostic shards of glass; a few
Styrofoam chunks, or, they were samples of material category types, such as: unidentifiable metal
objects, fabric strips, a large rubber disc/gasket-type object, two metal buckets (standard orange
Home Depot™ size), metal lids and automotive or mechanical related metals. I made detailed
notes and descriptions of all the artifacts chosen for the project, and took multiple photographs
from multiple angles to record them. I also recorded the art project in process. Six sculptures in
total were created from the artifacts set aside for the project, and at least two of them related
explicitly the New Buffalo archaeological project and archaeological nature of the materials –
“buckets of rain” and “the photographer”. The other four – “guitar god”, “three graces”, “the heart
and the machine” and “red warrior shield” – referenced the sixties and the zeitgeist of the time.
The “red warrior shield” played both on the hippie/New Buffalo fascination, appropriation and
citation of Native American culture, while also acting as a touch of a reference to the plentiful rock
art in the northern Rio Grande valley. The difference between these two practices – cultural
appropriation and cultural citation – will be taken up in a later chapter – but I would like to take a
brief moment to explain how I am understanding this difference as it relates to New Buffalo and
the material culture of the commune.

In his discuss of the role of material culture in practices of remembrance, Jones theorizes memory
as an active, multi-dimensional habit or practice, noting that people and societies use objects to
situate themselves in time, space and memory. He suggests that the material qualities (quantitative
and qualitative) of objects work to “signify qualitative temporal differences…these systems of
differences are produced and reproduced by the performance of activities which engender an active
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process of remembrance. I described this process as something akin to literary citation in which
the citation of a work both refers to and revitalizes its significance”153. I want to suggest here, and
throughout this dissertation, that we consider the citational practices of New Buffalos and hippies
more broadly. Not all New Buffalos were appropriative of Native American culture in their
practices – not everyone was a wannabe at New Buffalo154. Some New Buffalos had a different
relationship to their admiration for and inspiration by Taos Pueblo and Native Americans, a more
citational one in which their habits and practices referred to Native American ones and which
referred to New Buffalo desires to live according to non-western-American models. In their
citation of certain kinds of Native American cultural objects and practices, the New Buffalos were
perhaps participating in a revitalization of not these practices within Native American cultures
themselves, but a revitalization of a form of respect for Native American cultural objects and
practices which had been neglected by American popular culture, the mainstream. Because of the
feedback loop between counter-culture and culture, this kind of re-invigorating of the respect for,
merits of, and model for a different kind of American-ness, one not so alienating and socially
destructive, worked its way into the broader American imagination. Here however, is when citation
bleeds into appropriation, as citation is a detail-oriented, emotionally and psychically intelligent
practice opposite of cultural appropriation which blunders its way through social exchange, and
often renders the exchange one-sided. What then, if we thought of the sixties as citation or of the
counterculture as citation?

What if we took citation as metaphor and thought of the counterculture as a practice of citation,
referencing and revitalizing past experiences, moments, ideas, and practices? In this sense then,
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the sixties counterculture is not only potentially citational of Native America/Indigeneity (for those
that were not culturally appropriating) but also citational of various American traditions – of
utopianism and building utopian communities and, as Kammen reminds us, the act of inventing
tradition155. These kinds of citations do not necessarily replicate that which they cite (indeed no
citation is a replication of the original) but rather establishes a relationship, a dynamic, an interplay
with the original.

Figure 35. Art and Archaeology. Art made from New Buffalo artifacts by resident New Buffalo artist Joe Frustaci.
First row, from left to right: “Buckets of Rain” (with artist Joe Frustaci); “Three Graces," “The Photographer”.
Second row, left to right: “Guitar God”; “Red Warrior Shield”; “The Heart and The Machine”. Photographs by the
author, 2011.

The above pictures show the six sculptures in their present, completed stages. Joe and I discussed
the values and detractions of working with only the patinas of the artifacts, the colors that remain,
or applying paint to the sculptures and incorporating non-artifact materials. We agreed that for
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now, the existing patina and condition of the artifacts used in the sculptures would not be modified.
The artifacts that Joe did not use were returned to the collection, and I made a notation in my
notebook regarding their transference back. Joe modified only the form and shape of some of the
objects, playing with their patinas and color schemes, and applying a gloss over the finished
sculptures in part to project the and in part to accentuate their tones and hues. Part of the point of
the experimentation was to present the artifacts in a different way, to be viewed and thought about
differently that they were in the artifact-oriented interviews, and even in the photographs I had
been taking, on felt fabric with a meter-stick for scale. As raw material art, the artifact sculptures
maintain a tension between art piece and artifact, between conventional modes of curation (in both
the art and archaeological senses) and re-purposing (in a different sort of artistic sense, and,
resonant with a New Buffalo/hippie sensibility about materiality)156.

So what can these art pieces do for us as archaeologists? What can they narrate about the Sixties,
about hippies, about communal counterculture, about New Buffalo? What do they suggest about
the life experiences of this time? What does these art pieces suggest about the practice of
archaeology, but especially about the ways in which archaeologists produce knowledge from the
data it also produces and then the ways in which archaeologists curate, preserve and archive
artifacts? How do these sculptures, as an experiment in curation, also modify or alter the ways in
which memories about New Buffalo and the sixties have been performed, enacted and maintained?
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How does perception, presentation and curation relate to collective, personal, historical and
individual memories of New-Buffalo-as-commune and New Buffalo as a remembered space?

Archaeologies of both the contemporary past and the historic past are producing collections and
assemblages of modern material culture, there is an issue of the material we as archaeologists of
this time period (and really any other) are adding to the world. We remove discards from what we
call their final resting place, or more scientifically, their provenience and context. We tag them,
bag them, analyze them and then box them. As archaeologists, we produce a special kind of object
in the world. As such, we share an obligation and have a responsibility – perhaps both also special
– to attend to these objects, this materiality. In bothering with these questions and bothering to
experiment with an alternative mode of curating, or doing something with objects of excavated
modern material culture, I suggest we consider the curatorial form that this attention takes. I will
concede that more contemporary and recently historical contexts, and perhaps contexts that are not
explicitly contentious are better suited to experimental forms of curation. I am not suggesting that
all archaeological projects experiment with research design, implementation, analysis and
curation. This would not make sense in every single case, and may make sense for only a certain
type of project. It would seem, at a cursory glance, that projects with contexts and objects
considered to be mundane, quotidian, and familiar are better suited to experimentation. As
Harrison and Schofield remind us, it is precisely the objects of the everyday that define us, who
we are, even more so than the objects associated with more punctuated moments, events and
occasions (2010). Perhaps then one could argue that we should be less experimental with the
objects that inform our sense, understandings and memories of life as the everyday-lived thing we
all do. I would argue that the choice to introduce some experimental methods into a research
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project lies in the hands of the project, constrained or freed by the research goals, the implications
of the work, the stakeholder community, and the questions being asked – why the work is being
done. In exploring the role of memory at New Buffalo and how objects play a part in the memorymaking of the former commune, it seemed that there was good reason to introduce a bit of
experimentation – how do different presentations of artifacts effect memory?

Jones reminds us that memory is context-dependent157, and this statement seems to have been
supported by my work with New Buffalos and New Buffalo artifacts: a hippie candle out of context
appears as also an important crypto-Jewish artifact; a moccasin amidst bags of other artifacts at
first draws a blank, but its leather draws out a memory of leather-working; the space of New
Buffalo brings to the fore recollections of bread-baking, or zu-zus in the kitchen; objects reobjectified as archaeological artifacts (rather than good purchased for some personal or communal
use) appear to complicate New Buffalo-as-a-remembered space. Many people, upon viewing the
artifacts, did not recall so much plastic existing as part of daily life at the commune. Many then
noted that environmentalism hadn’t become a ‘thing’ yet – environmental consciousness had not
been a discourse that most hippies/ New Buffalos were tapped into at the time158. One person
recalled that they had used old/used motor oil to seal and harden dirt floors at the commune, in
lieu of animal blood, which was the traditional method for such a task. I expressed with some
surprise about the health effects this would have potentially had on New Buffalos, and their
children. The mused that they had not really considered the ramifications of such repurposing,
trailing off on that thought while we spoke. In conversations about New Buffalo in the context of
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an archaeological project, perhaps new perspectives on how the past is remembered were opened
for some New Buffalos.

If we consider the use of archaeological artifacts in ethnographic work as somewhat different from
the use of ethnographic objects in this work, and we might want to consider this for a moment,
how does the context or perceived constitution of the thing change the way in which ‘the
remembered’ is, well, remembered? Baudrillard has suggested that “in order for ethnology to live,
its object must die; by dying, the object takes its revenge for being “discovered” and with its death
defies the science that wants to grasp it”159. He makes this as an observation after the Tasaday
peoples of the Philippines were returned to “the depths of the jungle, where they had lived for eight
centuries without any contact with the rest of the species, to their primitive state, out of the reach
of colonizers, tourists, and ethnologists”160. He contends that the anthropological impetus for this
return is akin to the realization that archaeologist working with the material culture of ancient
Egypt have had – the effect of scientific observation contributing to the disintegration of the
object/subject of study. Exposure seems to correlate with destruction; is memory (disciplinary
memory? Collective memory? Institutional memory?) a way to mitigate this destruction? To
prevent it somehow?

Baudrillard seems to have his doubts about the potential of memory to somehow not interfere with
the destruction of objects/subjects of study, of exposure. Instead, he perceives that reproductions,
which facilitate certain kinds of memories, collective, personal, and historical, render both the
original and the reproduction artificial, false, less than. Memory thus seems limited in its ability to
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rectify a distinction between the real and the imagined, the artificial and the genuine/natural,
instead perhaps reinforcing a blurring of the lines between these. It is this sort of blurring, in an
experienced reality, that Deloria and others are concerned about in the analysis of the impact of
cultural appropriation by white Americans, like the hippies and New Buffalos. They see this blur
between the real and the imagined happen via reproduction and appropriation, to the point that the
meaning of the original – Native American cultural practices, habits, objects, rituals, things – is
rendered useless in the presence of a new non-distinction between the copy – the hippie – and the
original – the Indigenous person. Other copies – museum exhibitions, representations of Native
Americans and Indigenous peoples in films, ethnographic photographs – can all similarly seem to
create an exact replication, but unlike the case of the Lascaux caves that Baudrillard discusses, the
replication is seldom exact and seldom reflects the dynamism of cultural life. Even as an inexact
replication, it can come to stand in for, and replace, any reality, real, experienced or recollected.
The artificial renders the real just as artificial, and may even come to replace it, with complicated
ramifications both in the present and in the future. Kammen discusses this phenomenon when he
writes about the role of personal experiences at sites of national heritage – like Colonial
Williamsburg in Virginia – and how the replication begins to stand in for the real, but also, for a
real imagined nostalgia of a past that did not exist. Next to this artificial past, the present itself
looks inadequate, false even. The narratives of New Buffalo can sometimes achieve a similar effect
– the well-known and oft-told stories about the commune can begin to stand in for divergent
memories, even other memories. Artifacts from the commune interrupt this repetition leading to
replication and potential dominion. As fresh, unaccounted for characters in the story, they provide
at least a pause, a space for contemplation and consideration, and perhaps an evaluation of
memory, what New Buffalo has become in memory.
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Archaeological artifacts, previously not part of any circulation of stories, any formulations of
memory, are particularly important in providing a kind of check-and-balances to the way in which
memories are made, reinforced, maintained and come to perhaps supersede that which they are to
memorialize.

I want to return to Ken Kesey’s bus, Furthur, and the attempt to curate it at the Smithsonian. It is
a specific artifact, evocative of specific narratives of the sixties and fits seamlessly within a history
of the sixties we already know, and, in some ways have already decided its capacity and limits.
Much like the late Hopper’s Easy Rider or the collections of photographs by Lisa Law (of such
dignitaries and icons of the sixties as Bob Dylan, Wavy Gravy, and festivals like Woodstock) or
popular re-appropriations (and misappropriations) of all things sixties – from fashion to bubblelettering to music to ideas about freedom, drugs, sex and rock ‘n roll – there are certain materials
and artifacts that are ‘authentically’ of the sixties. I do not take issue with this point, nor deny it –
in fact these artifacts robustly enrich the narratives with which they articulate – but I wish to build
on what we know about the sixties (and why, and why we should pay attention to other things of
the sixties) by challenging these pre-determined narratives and assemblages that compose preconceived notions of what the heritage of the sixties is, and isn’t. The assumption I have found, is
that the heritage of the sixties is decidedly NOT material, but rather spiritual, ideological, political,
and even utopian in nature. However, should there be any material aspect to the heritage of the
Sixties, the authentic things are the icons of the Age of Aquarius – love beads, patchwork skirts,
Ken Kesey’s bus, Lisa Law’s photographs, or even a poster advertising a show for Big Brother
and the Holding Company, etc. – whereas less authentic, or even ‘inauthentic’ things include the
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forgotten, tossed out detritus of daily life, even from some of the most prominent places of the
sixties, like New Buffalo commune.

Interestingly enough, the artifact assemblage of New Buffalo shows something else might be the
case, that possibly, the material aspect of the heritage of the sixties is deeper, more extensive, more
varied and with astounding and perplexing (and at times paradoxical) meanings. Whereas the
familiar objects of the sixties easily fit into a register which touts a specific set of legacies of the
era, these other artifacts of the sixties, too familiar in the sense that 1) former residents
acknowledge that such objects made up the background in which the experiences of life in the
counterculture took place and 2) they blur the distinction between the counterculture and the
mainstream culture of the sixties, suggest altogether other legacies of the era – legacies not in
conflict with the ones currently known (in music, leftist (and rightest) politics, fashion,
relationships, etc.) but in provocative addition to them. The New Buffalo artifacts are somewhat
jarring in terms of the cultivated sense of sixties heritage that has pervaded not just the memories
of former counter-culturists, but of society as a whole. What is an authentic sixties artifact, and
authentic material heritage of the sixties?
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Chapter 4: Plastic Hippie in an Artificial Paradise161

Figure 36. Buttons. NBAP 2010 A2. Photograph by the author, 2010.

My camera clicks rapidly, the sound of a digital shutter robotically reminiscent of its more
mechanical forbearers. I keep track in my head how many frames I have captured, of the artifact
on the felt below the lens, until the number exceeds about thirty. At this point, there is nothing but
stillness between my eye, the lens, the click of the shutter and the artifact on the felt, as the camera
captures and stores digital images. The SD card acts more as a prosthetic memory bank than a
participant in the multidimensionality of memory. Of the many images captured within, a number
of New Buffalos have no corresponding memory. The artifacts and their photographs mirror each
other in a quiet stillness, memories inaccessible inside each. Memories often also inaccessible in
conversation with New Buffalos, at New Buffalo and in the context of each other. These objects
were not collected or used to be remembered and it is perhaps that they are forgotten that the things
which are remembered – cradleboards, rakes and bowls (all wood-based items) – can be precisely
that, remembered. The discards I am sorting through, left behind and now recovered as artifacts,
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are emerging into memories of New Buffalo, sometimes spurring other memories, or, encouraging
details of memories that are already familiar. These artifacts are also potentially emerging into the
American (cultural and counter-cultural) imagining of New Buffalo and of the sixties162. Of these
artifacts, the plastic artifacts163 are the most surprising. Plastics are increasingly part of the pastness of modernity, the past-ness of progress. They are durable in that they do not biodegrade and
though they do break-down materially, they cannot be absorbed into the earth, or into anything
else, without a lot of determined work and specific technological processes (removing them from
waste-streams and into recycling streams).

My camera continues to click, capturing images of plastic that is nearly fifty years old, the odd and
unwanted commemorative materials of the ‘progress’ of the twentieth century. After a while, I
decide to stop and count through the photographs in the digital viewfinder of the camera, recording
the number in my composition notebook. I remove the artifact presently being photographed, clear
off the felt and replace it with another, aligning the metric stick accordingly. The background felt
is sometimes blue, sometimes black, and occasionally white depending on which color provides a
better contrast for the given artifact that rests upon it while I photograph. Corroded metals leave
flakes of rust on the fabric as I move and replace artifacts. Sometimes, dirt cascades out from a
crevice missed during cleaning. Every artifact bears some patina of time, even though these have
only been through roughly forty years in deposition.
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Figure 37. Comparing patinas on artifacts – plastic and wooden – from New Buffalo (NBAP A3). From left to right:
a plastic pen shell and a wooden pen shell. Photograph taken by the author, 2011.

The plastic artifacts, and plastic components of others, bear the mark and wear of time differently.
Peculiar to some extent to the chemical and molecular compositions of each kind, their signs of
degradation are gradient similar to the ways in which these materials and objects are new, for
archaeological records and the material worlds they inhabit. With just a touch of water and a
toothbrush, some of these plastics, like an orange disposable knife, achieve near newness. Yet
some of these plastics, like produce bags, practically disintegrate into miniscule crumbles,
powders, and flakes at the slightest contact with hand, lab table, or felt.

Carefully I slip the produce bags back into their Ziploc® storage bag, the ink of their decorative
labels relentlessly falling off with every delicate movement of my hands. I find the artifact bag of
food-related items and pull out the shards of three plates, two saucers and one dinner plate.
Melamine dishes she had told me, I think to myself as I place these on the felt to be photographed.
Melamine, because they would last longer than ceramic or china ones would. This is the only
mention of plastic among all the New Buffalos that no one seems to dispute, nor to really uphold.
But Mary Mitchell Gordon insisted with her unhesitating certainty when I had inquired about the
presence of plastic on the areas communes, in relation to a “plastic utopianism” I had been reading
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about. More often than not, in conversations with New Buffalos, a kind of quiet settles in around
mentions of specific plastic items, paired with a similar, almost resigned sigh, when I or someone
else suggests that, of course, children’s toys were often plastic. In fact, plastics in the
archaeological record of New Buffalo comprise the third most populous material type.

But plastic was not desired or sought after at New Buffalo; it was not a material or substance or
object championed by New Buffalos. It was handy, as in the case of melamine dishware. It was
part of the background of life at New Buffalo, as an accessory to trips to Celso’s down the road
near the mid-point of Arroyo Hondo, or trips to town for groceries. It arrived with visitors who
came to New Buffalo, passing through or looking to stay on beyond a few nights. In many ways,
it was perhaps inevitable, the inclusion of plastic in life at New Buffalo – not because people at
New Buffalo were particularly poor in being fully self-sustaining or uncommitted to their anticapitalist, anti-consumerist stance. Rather, plastic was indelibly a pervasive part of American
society by the late 1960s and had been since the end of World War II164. As a material, a substance,
and a metaphor, plastic embodied the characteristics of the American society that many hippies
and counter-culturists had taken refuge from when they rolled up the gravel driveway of New
Buffalo commune. The plastic optimism and plastic utopianism being pushed onto the post-War
American public by the plastic industry were not shared in by the New Buffalos, though a
definitive degree of plastic utilitarianism was present at the commune. If plastic was not a part of
communal life at New Buffalo (ideologically, spiritually, and even emotionally), what was it doing
there physically, silently, indelibly part of the commune too? How do we understand the
overwhelming presence of plastic in the archaeological assemblage at New Buffalo, its
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overwhelming absence in memories and stories of life there, and its complexities as a material of
interest at New Buffalo commune? To begin addressing these questions, it is worthwhile to start
pulling at plastic, defining the contours of its history (in America) as both material and social
metaphor.

The Persistence of Plastic: “Ubiquity Made Visible”
Roland Barthes, in his essay “Plastic” for his Mythologies (1972, essays written between 19541956), writes of the plastic after observing at a tradeshow:
“So, more than a substance, plastic is the very idea of its infinite transformation; as its
everyday name indicates, it is ubiquity made visible. And it is this, in fact, which makes it
a miraculous substance: a miracle is always a sudden transformation of nature. Plastic
remains impregnated throughout with this wonder: it is less a thing than the trace of a
movement.”165
As a substance, plastic is chemistry’s contemporary alchemy166, literally the synthesis of chemicals
(initially phenol and formaldehyde), pressure-pounded and heat-induced, “transforming the
original crystals into a multitude of more and more startling objects” (Barthes 1972: 97). Naturally
occurring predecessors of what we commonly call plastic – rubber, tree saps and resins, shellac
(resin from insect secretions) – in their capacities to be shaped and molded, defined the movement
of the substances comprising plastic. Plastics, as the material we generally think of and encounter
in our daily lives, were commercially available as of 1868, when John Wesley Hyatt created a
celluloid from mixing “pyroxylin (made from cotton and nitric acid) with camphor”167. Shortly
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after that, in 1909, Baekeland developed phenolics, or phenolformaldehyde plastics. Through the
1920s, plastics production continued and grew to include “cellulose acetate, ureaformaldehyde,
polyvinyl chloride, and nylon”168. It wasn’t until the following two decades that the synthetics
industry really took off, due in large part to WWII and the need to replace other, long used
materials such as wood, glass, leather and metals, which were not easy to come by and whose
supply was limited. During the post-war years, “development accelerated after the war, and
continues at an ever-faster pace today”169. While there is a veritable plethora of plastic types and
forms, what we encounter today in the US are generally plastics from two major categories:
thermoplastics or thermosets (also sometimes known as thermosetting plastics). In the US,
thermoplastics have come to represent 87% of plastics produced by the industry, while thermosets
represent 13%170.

Plastics, as a material, are defined in basic terms as the following: “Plastics are petroleum-based
synthetic materials whose main constituents are carbon and hydrogen…the essential ingredient of
every plastic is a high-molecular-weight polymer, a long chain containing thousands of repeating
small molecular units”171. The word itself is often attributed to the Greek πλαστικος which means
approximately the capacity or ability to be moulded or shaped172. The word seems to have long
been applied to the process of mudding and dabbing/daubbing structures with muds, clays or
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plaster173. As the creation, manufacture and production of plastics increased, the ability of the
material to metaphorically and physically be shaped, moulded, and manipulated seems to have
transferred the word as a noun form to cover the growing number of flexible things. The word
plastic moves fluidly between its use to signify a form, or a thing and to signify a concept, or a
sensibility. The notion of plasticity seems to long be part of human observances and participations
in the material world, and while I suggest here some origin points – the etymology of the word,
the first commercially viable plastics in the US – these are but base-camps from which to explore
the vast and complicated world of plastics.

My interest here in plastics at New Buffalo is in the ways in which plastics appeared at the
commune, how they appear in the recollections of New Buffalos if and when they do, how they
move through the memories of New Buffalos, what new interpretations or analyses they might
engender, both of New Buffalo and the sixties counter-culture, and finally, what we are to make
of their strong presence in the archaeological record. As various art historians, architects, and
historians have noted, the post-war era saw a boom in the plastics industry, unlike growth in the
century of plastic-production prior. There are many intersecting reasons (social, technological, and
economic) for this exponential rise in abundance and diversity of form and kind174. The influx of
plastic into the everyday lives of Americans in the 1950s and 1960s produced a subsequent influx
of the material in American waste-streams175. It would follow then that we would see an influx in
the archaeological record as well. The frequent presence of plastic in the New Buffalo artifacts
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reflects this influx to some degree, in my opinion, and as such, gives us pause to consider how we
might include this material category. However, the implications of plastic and how the material is
treated and dealt with are inextricably bound to ecological and environmental concerns. That is,
our methods seem to need to account for environmental and ecological best-practices as it is no
simple matter to re-introduce past plastic in the material culture of the present, even as an artifact.
Compared to the amount of plastic (measured conventionally by weight) discarded and winding
up in the Texas-sized floating mass in the Pacific Ocean – known as the Great Pacific Garbage
Patch176, the amount of plastic that archaeological projects have and will produce, is but a drop in
the bucket. I argue that this does not lessen our responsibilities to the material (and the world
context in which we resurrect it), and rather we might consider developing methodological
approaches that have an eye towards environmental responsibility, alongside as non-invasive and
targeted excavation techniques already being used177. It is equally interesting and imperative in
my mind that it would be worthwhile developing methods for analyzing and understanding plastics
in the archaeological record. I want now to return to the “trace of a movement”178 of plastic at New
Buffalo between it physical presence and its social meanings, the plasticity of the thing and idea
itself. As we following such movement, we may bear in mind the observation of Enzio Manzini,
when he noted that “the material culture that constitutes our everyday environment is a result of a
compromise between what is ‘possible’ and what is ‘thinkable – in other words, between
technology in its most advanced state and the ‘ideas’ that are generally acceptable by the mass of
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the populace, i.e.: culture.”179 Sparke suggests that this formula – the space between and including
the ‘possible’ and the ‘thinkable’ – is useful for explaining the human-made things with which we
live. Plastics seep and creep from the ‘possible’, the ‘thinkable’, to the present and the real (despite
the association with inauthenticity), and into the ‘imaginable’. And into the future, with just one
line, as the oft-quoted movie reference goes: “I just want to say one word to you. Just one
word…Plastics”180.

Although process to modify naturally occurring plastics had occurred prior181 to the founding of
what we might want to call ‘modern plastics’ (that is, the plastics produced in the late 1800s), it
was not until the rapid and proliferating development of produced plastics that plastic achieved its
sensibility as a movement, in the sense that Barthes refers. Celluloid is the first documented
synthetic or produced, plastic, invented in 1869 (by John Wesley Hyatt), followed shortly by the
invention of Bakelite in 1907 (by Leo H. Baekeland)182. The names of these two early plastics,
Celluloid and Bakelite, offer an insight into the early purposes of plastic – Celluloid as “like
cellulose” suggests a substitutive function of the material, while Bakelite, suggests an imitative
function of the material (the use of nomenclature conventionally applied to naturally occurring
minerals) and both, in terms of their invented statuses and much-lauded advertised applications,
suggests an innovative function of the substance183. Yet Celluloid was made of actual cellulose
(initially cotton cellulose) and Bakelite consists of actual crystalline and gaseous organic
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compounds, though both were created in the service of substitution184. From its inception, plastic
was both “a material that often pretended to be something it was not” and “less a thing than the
trace of a movement”185. It was a concept made concrete and a thing evasively conceptual, its
transition through the various known physical states (gas, liquid, and solid) emblematic of and
endemic to its shape-shifting possibilities. It was, and increasingly is, a substance that cannot be
apprehended without simultaneously conjuring form, application and metaphor in the same
instance of its existence.

Figure 38. Plastic plastic. NBAP 2010 A2, a plastic packaging which once held a vinyl poncho. Photograph by the
author, 2010.

The newness of plastic was startling, certainly for the chemists involved in creating plastics and
finding ways to interpret and describe them in the late1800s-early1900s, and certainly for a general
public increasingly exposed to plastic as the industry moved into the arena of consumer culture by
the mid-1900s. This newness of “ubiquity made visible” is perhaps now worn, as the perception
has shifted, and that which was once deemed miraculous, which was once bright and full of the
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future is now worn, dull, tarnished186. This shift in perception has been noted as a change in the
prevailing meanings of plastic, and the associations of both the word as an adjective and as a
material, a noun: “the cultural meanings that plastics have acquired over the course of this century
are, however, varied and complex”.187 What began as a material that could imitate luxury goods,
was economic, and viewed as part of technological and medical progress, became to be viewed in
less a generous light. The ubiquity of plastics worked against the earlier associations of luxury and
quality, for as plastics flooded market places and the world of things, they were cheapened.
Following WWII, plastics became associated with ideas and experiences of “‘inauthenticity’,
‘cheapness’, ‘low quality’ and ‘bad taste’” –188 this as compared to other materials such as stone,
wood, and ceramics which were viewed as craft materials and of better quality. The association
with cheapness and inauthenticity has lingered with plastics ever since. In the 1960s, some
designers sought to find an ‘authentic form’ in which plastics could be expressed and appreciated,
and be authentic.

Figure 39: Plastic comb in pieces. From NBAP 2010 A2. Photograph by the author, 2011.
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Plastic was hailed as a democratic substance, a thing through which humankind could materially
achieve democracy, in a way not possible in a world bound to Nature’s elements189. It was
proclaimed the harbinger and host of a new utopianism, a plastic utopianism, which would release
the world from its archaic materials manacles and offer more than a modicum of control over
natural forces that had long subordinated humanity190. An age preceded only by that of Stone,
Bronze and Iron, the Plastic Age191 of the mid-20th century promised a revolution from which
humanity would not want to return. Yet for all the accolades and miracle-making, doubts, second
thoughts, and critical uncertainty lingered at the threshold of this gate into the new material reality,
which once crossed, grew into on-going challenges faced not just by the industry, but by the
world192.

Plastic, once produced, proliferated in its polymeric forms, as well as in the crystalline and gaseous
compounds used in their creations. Initially, uses of the newly manufactured products from the
various plastic substances, were mostly limited to industrial applications (valve parts and fittings,
electrical insulation and other components such as bushings, and other “miscellaneous industrial
parts”193. The industry expanded, competition in the field of plastics exponentially increased, and
the need to find (and create) new markets for the materials (especially following World War II)
became incessant, if not urgent194. ‘Plastic’ quickly transformed into the term not only to describe
a material class of goods, or a material category, but to describe everyday items – it became a
household name as the industry and market expanded. A good example of this transformation is
189
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one form – Tupperware – which has come to stand in for all plastic food-storage containers in the
home195. The challenging rapidity with which plastic permeated an increasingly popular (in the
sense of a non-industry specific, lay-person populace, namely here, the broadest American public)
public, was foreshadowed early on in the announcement of Bakelite. As Baekeland began to
promote Bakelite, two things immediately emerged about the substance: 1) a definitional quandary
that highlighted a certain unpredictability about plastic, which in turn bolstered an early sense of
magic and miracle about the material; and 2) related to this definitional quandary, the challenge of
fulfilling potentials and avoiding the pit-falls of construed false promises196.

Ambitious in granting Bakelite (and plastic) sure footing in the material world, Baekeland and
early plastics enthusiasts poured effort into demonstrating the material advantages of plastic,
noting its superiority to shellac and hard rubber (substances it was aimed at replacing) (Meikle
1995: 45). As early plastics such as Bakelite and Celluloid were promoted, a tension arose between
celebrating the material’s capacity to imitate and its ability to be evaluated on its own merits, as
people sought to establish its authenticity from the beginning. This tension, between the
inauthenticity and authenticity of plastic, remains an on-going challenge not just for the industry,
but also for American popular culture as well. Can the inauthentic also be authentic? Can it become
authentic? Is the simulated object, the mirror-object, a citation of the original it imitates? Is it
evocative of the original, does it materially serve to commemorate the original? Can plastic be
authentic in its inauthenticity, this characteristic thusly authenticating its existence?
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Pushing beyond appeals to empirical observations and claims to authenticity, the nascent
utopianism through which plastics were initially being framed, appealed to sensibilities beyond
that of the chemical and physical science of the matter. Anything seemed possible with plastic197
– any form, any object, any project – and the implacable difficulty with which definitions of plastic
types, forms, substances, and materials began to draw contours of a category, provided fertile
ground in which the substance could transcend its own material confines. As much as Baekeland
and other chemists (e.g., later, du Pont, etc.) were aware of the finitude of the production of
synthetic polymers and what these substances could in turn produce, they were aware of the
necessity of creating needs in consumer bases, industrial and popular. Plastic was a material
miracle made accessible, not one manifest only in texts and tomes of religious orders, reliant upon
faith in the utterly unknown as the outline of its shape. It was not a failed alchemy of wishes
(medieval dreams of turning lead into gold), but was rather a “transmutation of matter”198. When
plastic was touted as a “material of a thousand uses”, its limitations were sidelined as the positive
potentials were raised in profile199.

Barthes was not far off the mark when he wrote:
“At the sight of each terminal form (suitcase, brush, car-body, toy, fabric, tube, basin or
paper), the mind does not cease from considering the original matter as an enigma. This is
because the quick-change artistry of plastic is absolute: it can become buckets as well as
jewels. Hence a perpetual amazement, the reverie of man at the sight of the proliferating
forms of matter, and the connections he detects between the singular of the origin and the
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plural of the effects. And this amazement is a pleasurable one, since the scope of the
transformations gives man the measure of his power, and since the very itinerary of plastic
gives him the euphoria of a prestigious free-wheeling through Nature.” (1972: 97-98).
Early praise and promotion of plastic echoed these sentiments and utilized similar language to
create effects of understanding what plastic was and was useful for, emphasizing a mastery over
Nature, the improvement upon medieval alchemy, and the ability to produce substances on par
with the Substances of Greek philosophies of Plato and Aristotle200. As plastic became a word (and
thing) more commonplace in industry and lay-person vernacular, understandings of what it was
and what it could be used for become increasingly unclear, fantastical and overly simplified. This
frustrated everyone involved, but the combination of a scientific field developing faster than
definitions could be hammered out for anyone, with the promotion of and discussion surrounding
these materials, effectively bottle-necked plastic to signify at once the myriad concepts,
applications, utilities, and substances that created a vastly complicated and diverse terrain of
materials science, material realities, produced objects and goods, and soon, social meanings and
metaphors.
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Age of Plastic//Cosmos of Plastic

Figure 40. Beads. From NBAP 2010 A1. Photograph by Elizabeth Angell or Annie Danis during the 2010 field
season.

When Barthes suggests that “in the hierarchy of the major poetic substances, it [plastic] figures as
a disgraced material, lost between the effusiveness of rubber and the flat hardness of metal; it
embodies none of the genuine produce of the mineral world: foam, fibres, strata”, he does so to
drive home what he perceives as the price of plastic201. It is not price in terms of a financial figure,
monetary value, or an economic factor, rather, it is price in the sense of cost to its own materiality
and the material world itself. He notes that plastic is the negative reality of “the major poetic
substances”, that it is thing which occupies the negative space of substances as Substances, and
matter as Matter, as the greatest virtue of its own plasticity doubles as its greatest vice. Citing the
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flaws of plastic as lacking in genuine characteristics and qualities (“neither hard nor deep”), its
state of purgatory (“lost between the effusiveness of rubber and the flat hardness of metal”), its
condemnation as “a ‘shaped’ substance’, its garish capacity retains the aggressiveness of color,
Barthes marks plastic’s own flexibility as flawed as it is miraculous202 (1972: 97-98). As a
seemingly final stake in the heart of the issue Barthes delivers this blow: “Plastic has climbed
down, it is a household material. It is the first magical substance which consents to be prosaic.”203
Not only does plastic confound itself as grace and grotesque in the same instant, flexibility is
eternal enchantment and fatal flaw, but it aspires to the quotidian. Its aims in imitation, substitution
and innovation are scored at the minutiae, the daily, the domesticated, and the pedestrian. And in
a turn perhaps truer to plastic than to Barthes musings on the material, he decides that “it is
precisely because this prosaic character is a triumphant reason for its existence: for the first time,
artifice aims at something common, not rare”204. This success is the double to the aforementioned
failure by the same name: “something common”.

As Barthes views it, the consequence of this new material, plastic, is that in its infinite (-seeming)
bounty, its vast array of capabilities, illustrious and crippling though they are at once, its ultimate
innovation is to replace Nature and abolish the hierarchy of Substances205. As it embodies all
material possibilities thus, it becomes them. As plastic then engulfs the material world, it “is wholly
swallowed up in the fact of being used”206. It is a material made with the sole purpose (“pleasure”
according to Barthes) to be used and encompassed within its utilitarian destiny is that to become
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the material world itself – “the whole world can be plasticized”207. If Barthes can be understood
to have a bemused and finally somewhat negative sentiment regarding plastic, he is not alone in
imagining what possibilities might coexist in a plastic utopianism. This idea that the whole world
could be plasticized resonates with the rising importance and inevitability of encounters with
plastic. We are in a Plastic Age, as Daniel Miller suggests, a time when “sculptors may be
entranced by the qualities of wood and stone, but they are just as entranced by the qualities of
plastic. A mobile phone is just as obvious a subject for art as is water”208. He goes so far as to
imply that plastics have ushered in a plasticity in what can be considered inspiration for poetry,
drawing an equivalence between texting, and the substance of texts, with a daisy on a mountain
slope209.

Miller’s primary concern is for how plastics work, move, and are a part of human lives, his
observations on the transition of material hierarchies (from ‘craft’ materials such as stone, to this
graceful and grotesque material, as Barthes would have it, plastic) based on his own ethnographic
fieldwork210. What he calls the Plastic Age, in reference to the predominance of plastic as a
material in the lives of people, we could also consider a Cosmos of Plastic. This, to build on his
observations about the role of plastic, inspired by Bachelard’s “A Cosmos of Iron”211. Bachelard
writes:
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“The Cosmos of Iron is not an immediately accessible universe. To approach it one must
love fire, hardness, and pressure. It is recognizable only through creative acts nurtured with
courage.”212
In a Cosmos of Plastic then, we can imagine this passage from Bachelard to read, with
substitutions, like this:
“The Cosmos of Plastic is not an immediately accessible universe. To approach it one must
love heat, chemistry, and pressure. It is recognizable only through creative (and inventive)
acts nurtured with courage.”

It took a certain commitment to heat, chemistry and pressure to produce Bakelite, a definite
dedicated creativity and a curious kind of courage to go beyond Bakelite. Barthes takes note of the
kind of materiality Baekeland and other chemists experimented with: the plasticity of plastic and
the plastic nature of creating it. These notes and real experiments, the plasticity of plastic, make
visible not just ubiquity, but “a mysterious inner patina”, which in iron, “comes out in the forge
under the blows of the hammer” and in plastic, arrives from the forces of pressure, heat and the
chemist’s persistence213. In what Barthes notes as the “flocculent appearance, something opaque,
creamy and curdled” and the aggressive, chemical side of the concepts of color214, is what we
might observe as this “inner patina” made visible. Thinking of plastic as such, it might make sense
of reactions against plastic utopianism, such as Norman Mailer’s railings against the cheapness
and tackiness of a thing that was never meant to grow old, yet could not age gracefully through
any “natural” process215. We are back again to Barthes’ lament of plastic as the “disgraced
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material”216, the irreverent Substance, and in keeping with present New Buffalos perspectives’ on
the plastic artifacts overwhelming the discards of their former daily lives at the commune.

What is this Cosmos of Plastic insofar as the counter-cultural orientations and aims are concerned
at New Buffalo? What of this plastic cosmos that does not simply allow us to ponder it at a
meditative distance, but rather confronts and confounds us daily, irreversibly substantive and
insubstantive at the same time, part of possibly (nearly) everything with which we come into
contact? What of this plastic cosmos that is accessible by expert and lay-person, if in different, yet
overlapping ways? What dreams (or nightmares) linger within plastic, that call to us from the
depths of times not our own, aspirations unfamiliar to our practices, and hopes distantly related to
our futures – in this Age, this Cosmos, where regressions and returns are not possible, what burbles
forth from plastic, unexpected, unintended, and yet undeniably present? Or put a different way,
since plastic is substance, material, and concept, yet more a movement than a substance, and an
artificial thing with its own authenticity, how do we understand its presence in the material world,
comingling with our own?

Let us imagine Plastic, as it has become domesticated217, to become plastic or even plastics. In
fact, let us return to the plastic utopianism of the 1940s in America, to help us gain some grounding
on some of these musings on the substance, whether we believe plastic to be a Cosmos or disgraced
material.
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Plastic was certainly not just in the background and in the nitty-gritty of life at New Buffalo, but
it “became a household material during the years between the world wars”218. It was a conditioning
material for both the characteristic consumer culture rejected (mostly in principle, and erratically
in practice) by the hippies and back-to-the-land agrarians of New Buffalo (and in the counterculture more broadly) as well as the plasticity of meanings gleaned from the Plastic Culture of the
Plastic Age. Plastic embodied the kind of consumer culture taking shape around it and including
it; it persisted as an emblem of modernity in some senses and increasingly grew controversial, as
people disagreed about and were disappointed by definitions dissonant with expectations that did
not align with realities (limits) of plastic in its multitudinous forms. Moreover, cracks in the
utopian veneer were beginning to hint at more dystopian possibilities of the seemingly endlessly
proliferating polymers.

Veteran thermosetting plastics – Bakelite (whose primary consumer item was pipe stems) and
Celluloid (which began seeming “old” by consumer standards) – dominated the scene of plastic
products until the early 1940s but, in short order, new thermosetting plastics (urea formaldehyde)
and early thermoplastics (also known as thermosoftening plastics) such as cellulose acetate and
polystyrene, joined the cast219. These polymers, permanent fixtures in the expanding territory of
plastic(s), ushered in the Plastic Age and brought to the fore a mounting confusion about how to
classify plastic – “as an extension of natural materials or as an intoxicating disruption to the natural
order”220. A cosmos of plastic? A disgraced material? In 1940 Fortune magazine attempted to
make sense of plastic for a broader, lay-person, consumer base, depicting the new class of materials
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as a continent “Synthetica” with countries named “Petrolia”, “Casein”, “Phenolic”, “Cellulose”,
“Vinyl”, and “Urea” to name a few. The image includes nearby islands “Rayon” and “Nylon” and
the goal was to familiarize Fortune’s readership with the relationship of the chemical components
of various plastics, the different and distinct kinds of plastic as well as their more common brand
names221. This was one image and explanation of these new emerging materials. It emphasized the
qualities of inertness, durability, and dependability that plastic could embrace and provide in
product-form. It was an exercise in rendering new materials familiar: “the map of Synthetica firmly
rooted plastic in the extractive materials culture of the past”222.

In the same issue, Fortune had included an entirely different rendering of plastic – one more
whimsical, ephemeral and evocative of a material lightness and non-dependence, to which plastic
was the key223. This same material, just pages before shown to be grounded, rooted, and connected
to familiar materials dependences was now being depicted as the form of freedoms – from the
heaviness of inertia, the weightiness of durability and the seriousness of dependability. There was
a brighter promise, floating about plastic shown as such, and indeed, (Meikle 1995: 66). It was an
opposite vision of polymeric possibility and both “The Map of Synthetica” and “An American
Dream of Venus” were “two extremes of actual responses to plastic”224. These two renderings of
plastic, exercises in explaining and familiarizing an increasingly broader audience (and consumer
base) with an increasing number of types, forms, substances and possibilities, bolstered the
burgeoning plastic utopianism within the field (of polymers chemistry) as well as with what was
becoming the Plastics Industry, and, many in the broader American public (a utopianism that
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conditioned in part the zeitgeist of the 1950s that preceded the counter-cultural response of the
1960s and 1970s).

As plastic inundated the material world, it inundated the lives of people caught up in and bound,
purposefully through the activities of industry promoters, advertising of plastics, the narrations of
plastics as miracle materials, and the simple fact that more and more items on any given consumer
market – not just industry specific ones – were made of more and more types of plastic. Barthes
insight that the world could be plasticized did not mean that it would be entirely. Certainly a
dominating material force, plastic did not, and has not, eclipsed other materials. However, the
materiality of plastics, the properties of plastics, and even, a Cosmos of Plastic have become a
reality of everyday life since 1940225, shaping it, conditioning, composing it – even conditioning
and shaping responses to it (these affects and effects of plastic). The condition of contemporary
life that Miller notes, that “the vast majority of human beings alive today deal almost entirely with
artefacts far removed from any claim to be natural substances”226, was produced through the
emergence of the Plastic Age, which still holds considerable dominion today (though arguably
we’ve moved into a Digital Age, and, equally argued, we could be within the parameters of
coexistent dual age, Plastic and Digital together). In short, plastic is irrefutably part of material
culture, and as Miller notes, recently has been given the same attention as conventional members
of material culture have been before it – stone, wood, glass, ceramic, bone, etc. From this
perspective then, it is not at all surprising that even at a hippie commune, where an overt effort to
“return” to older and more perceptibly natural forms and materials defined the practice of daily
life there (or rather defines the memories of the practice), that we encounter a plethora of plastics.
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Plastic New Buffalo

Figure 41. Check; Checkmate? Image A Chess piece from A2, New Buffalo Archaeological Project, 2010.
Photograph by the author, 2010.

Image A: A black, broken, scratched but shiny, full-sized chess piece – ABS (Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene), Acetate or Acrylic (polymethylacrylate), thermoplastic – as the piece is
hollow, indicating it was likely produced from a mold, or even more likely, an injection mold (the
cheap, easy, and quick way to produce thermoplastic/thermosoftening plastics227). At some point,
tenite, a cellulose acetate (with the ability to be injection molded) began to be used (and continues
to be used) to make chess pieces in the US. While a chemical analysis would undoubtedly reveal
the composition of this polymer object, it can be roughly narrowed down to these three types.
Without conducting such an analysis, we could suggest cautiously that the chess piece is a
thermoset plastic, tenite – a cellulose acetate.
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Figure 42: Piled plastic. Image B, From left to right: collection of plastic silverware, from A2, New Buffalo
Archaeological Project 2010. Photograph by the author, 2011; Beach plastic art from the article in the National Parks
Magazine “Washed Ashore” article in Summer 2012, Vol. 86, No. 3.: http://www.npca.org/news/magazine/allissues/2012/summer/found-objects.html Photograph “Toy Shovel and Plastic Tabs” published in the article courtesy
of Richard Lang and Judith Selby Lang.

Image B: A collection of plastic silverware, lies scattered across the fabric of the royal blue felt
beneath it, some of the colors, faded from time and the plastic bearing the wear and tear of
deposition, as well as slightly marked with a patina not of its production, but of its discard. Looking
down at the scatter, in the afternoon light of late summer, chilled by the frigid temperatures of the
lab, I pause before arranging the piled chaos into measured order. What I see reminds me of an
article in a National Parks magazine titled: “Washed Ashore: Plastic becomes art at Point Reyes
National Seashore”228. It discusses the art project of a couple on the west coast who comb the
beach for plastic, collecting the interesting and the colorful among the detritus. Returning to their
studio they compose quietingly beautiful works of art. The plastic silverware, composed in its own
way, just as I had let it fall on the fabric, suggested images of their work I had seen while reading
the article. I decided to take some photographs of the plastic artifacts as they lay there, and then,
photograph them in the manner I had been doing with all the other artifacts, neatly arranged on the
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felt, in a linear, geometric order that clearly displayed every item. Remembering that these artists
organized and re-categorized plastics into colors, shapes, and kinds, rather than types, classes, and
scientific orders, and recalling that New Buffalos would have more likely noticed the sensory
aspects of these pieces of silverware (though the degree to which they noticed these objects were
plastic may never be known), I took notice – yellows fading into creams and whites, greens more
boldly vibrant, though bleached-out a bit, but not nearly as much as the blues, a couple of pinks,
looking pastel and quite like the color I detested as a child. All were a particular smooth to the
touch, and in the faint scratches of some, I could feel tiny grains of dirt and dust that had escaped
the toothbrush bristles during cleaning. Letting them drop from a distance of about two hands from
the lab table top, they made a perceptibly clear, sharp, short-noted “clink”ing of a clatter when
they hit the hard, though also synthetic lab table surface. I noticed in tiny molded letters, these
plastics were marked “Clinton, Mass Made in USA229”.

I wrote out each image differently to make a point about the way in which plastic figures into how
New Buffalo is remembered as a commune, how plastic figures or not into the imaginary of New
Buffalos about their experiences (and realities). Did it matter for New Buffalos if the plastic chess
piece was ABS or tenite? Did it matter to them as they moved through the artifacts, contemplating
the various plastics, glass fragments and bottles, metals, fabrics and the like? Does it matter to
them now, as they maintain their memories of New Buffalo, continue to maintain it as a
remembered space? Would it have mattered how the plastic silverware would have sounded on the
lab table? Would it have mattered the shapes the pile took as I sorted through the colorful plastic
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utensils? Does either description affect their memory of New Buffalo, their habit of remembering
New Buffalo? I cannot claim to have the answers to these questions.

The presence of plastic at New Buffalo has come as a surprise to many New Buffalos, when
showing the artifacts to New Buffalos during the artifact-oriented interviews. The way in which
plastic is made meaningful, in the memories of New Buffalo, and the way in which it is reflected
upon by New Buffalos, it is less the thing itself and more the idea of the thing – a sense of plasticness, whose presence New Buffalos sought to limit and avoid. The plastic is prevalent in the
archaeological assemblage seems to suggest it existed in the background at New Buffalo. The
surprise expressed at viewing it amongst the objects recovered from site is indicative that it has
perhaps remained in the background, and receded from memory even further. The surprise upon
viewing plastics as part of the New Buffalo artifact collection reads as a puncture into a kind of
ubiquity that was invisible (certainly in the mind’s eye as it processed thoughts, memories, and
recall, seeing the past through these various lens). In the artifact assemblage of New Buffalo,
plastic emerges as a different kind of ‘ubiquity made visible’, plastic-ness in its physical form,
lingering, parallel to memory, a different player on the sideline of the pitch.
*******************************
Notes from the field: ON PLASTIC: “they even found some at New Buffalo, did you hear that?”
Miki Long exclaimed, from different room in her house, as I arranged some more artifact bags for
her to look through.
*******************************
We have been looking through the artifacts for roughly forty minutes when Iris comments, no
Styrofoam, no plastic, no paper plates, you know… Well, I say slowly, well, we did find
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Styrofoam... And Iris picks her way around this, well that wasn’t every day, like, never. I never
saw that in the kitchen. Iris attributes the Styrofoam to New Buffalo’s solstice parties, or a special
occasion, or something…And you know, she continues, you know Styrofoam lasts forever. So. So
we continue to look at the artifacts, together without a word. Styrofoam lasts forever in the sense
that it will not biodegrade, though it might break down. The cup we are looking at bears the patina
of time in that way that you wouldn’t want to drink from it, but you wouldn’t think it could be
almost fifty years old. As we are looking, still silent, I mention that I had been hearing that people
grew marijuana in the pit house. To this, Iris responds that people may have used Styrofoam cups
as starters for plants. I had thought this too, especially since we found both Styrofoam and plastic
plant container fragments in the pit house. Iris says that she thinks people would have used
Styrofoam or even egg cartons. I make a note that we found egg cartons in the trash deposit, though
it would be hard to tell if these were ever used to begin to grow plants.

George Robinson doesn’t remember plastic being an issue; he doesn’t remember anyone making
a big scene about it. He notes that during the first wave of New Buffalos, there wasn’t a lot of
plastic in the New Buffalo world. The material culture of the place was mostly metal and wood
implements. George is certain that people would have considered plastic to be junk. He does
comment that some plastic has duration. There was a Big Wheel – a plastic tricycle – that he notes
was not junk. It outlasted all the other tricycles at the commune, especially the metal ones. The
durability of some forms of plastic contradicts the commonly held perspective that plastics are
cheap, disposable, and not meant to last.
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The play between the durable and the temporary, moves through various notions of plasticity at
New Buffalo, material and metaphor alike. Joe commented to me on one occasion, that New
Buffalos have told him that they built the place not to last. Residents of Morning Star (East), with
whom we visited the site in 2009, also commented that the place was to melt back into the earth.
These communes were built with a kind of plasticity in mind – a flexibility to return to the earth
at some point. This plasticity is markedly different from the plasticity of plastic, which even when
repurposed, oddly become less flexible in their applications over time. For example, when
Morning Star (East) and New Reality Construction Company230 were razed, Goat John of New
Buffalo began to collect the adobe bricks that remained intact in order to build a goat shed. Others
recall similar salvaging of adobes at New Buffalo and at Morning Star (East) and New Reality
Construction Company for other building projects. With a slip, these adobes could be
reincorporated, repurposed into new construction. With maintenance, they could continue in their
capacity to provide structure and shelter, alongside newer bricks. Plastic yogurt tubs, like the few
found in the trash deposit at New Buffalo, similarly can be repurposed, to store food, nails, etc.
Yet how does one maintain plastic? There is no slip that one can work with to preserve and
reinforce the integrity of the object. As the object ages, it begins to ossify in a strange way, the
flexibility escapes the confines of the material and it hardens. When finally tossed, it hits the dirt,
and here its inflexibility is perhaps all the more striking. Unlike an adobe brick, too crumbled to
reuse, the plastic will not melt back into the earth, becoming soil again. It may melt, leach, or seep
chemicals, but even at the molecular level, it will not return as the carbon and hydrogen atoms that
once made the polymeric object.
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both communes located in Upper Hondo, near Arroyo Seco, on the private property of Michael Duncan/Jonavah
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Figure 43. Plates. From right to left: ceramic plate from A1 and melamine plate from A2, New Buffalo
Archaeological Project 2010. Photographs by author, 2011.

Though it is plastics durability, its decline from flexibility to inflexibility, is part of what preserves
it so well as an archaeological material, this durability was a characteristic sometimes appreciated
at New Buffalo. Mary Mitchell Gordon commented that ceramic and porcelain plates had a higher
tendency to break, this because of their material properties. She noted that the melamine plates at
New Buffalo were a more durable dishware; the plastic material could withstand frequent, casual
and rough daily use. This was a different sort of valuable durability. The durability of mud, of
adobe was valued for its plasticity in form and function; the durability of some plastics were valued
similarly in form and function, but more for their rigidity than their flexibility, their ability to
withstand intense and frequent use, the many hands, bodies, and pressures exerted against them.

As George Robinson and I are talking on the phone about New Buffalo, he mentions that he
considers himself a spiritual hippie. I bring up an idea about plastic hippies (meaning tourist
hippies, or hippies-for-the-summer-session). He tells me that he hasn’t heard of “plastic hippies”,
but that in the sixties there were what they called “weekend hippies” and “superficial hippies”. He
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says that the first wave of New Buffalos made it clear that “soft hippies” weren’t accepted, and, it
turned out that soft hippies didn’t want to stay around the commune long.

What I had been thinking about as ‘plastic’, he seems to remember as ‘soft’, ‘weekend’ and
‘superficial’. It is the association with artifice that is behind what he would call soft and superficial
and what I would call plastic. This sense of artifice about the person, their motivations, their
intentions, which derives from a sense of artifice encapsulated in plastic. As the above discussion
of plastic emphasizes, artifice and the ability to imitate, were once touted as positive aspects of
plastic. Plastic made the mundane luxurious – it could imitate leathers, ivory, bone, marble,
diamonds – and it made the expensive affordable. At the same time, it cheapened not the luxurious,
the prestigious and the rare, but itself. While it may be difficult for the human eye to discern
between zircon and diamond, it is easier to discern between plastic diamond and diamond. The
word ‘plastic’ or ‘imitation’ became a qualifier that preceded the object – imitation leather, plastic
gem stone, etc.231. That plastics cheapened the objects they were, were imitating, and were trying
to be is indicative of a sensibility arising out of the physical characteristics and effects of the
material. These carried over into speech, thought and into meaning – plastic came to describe also
something inauthentic or superficial.

This then is a move from considering not only plastic at New Buffalo, but also, plastic-ness. At
New Buffalo this move of the meaning of plastic into the metaphorical was not totalizing. In fact,
as people would talk with me about plastic and their memories of it232, it seems that their developed
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sensibility around the word included references to material objects as well as more immaterial
feelings or phrases. Larry Wolken commented that there was no plastic out there. He noted that
the word was like a slur, that’s so plastic or, Ew, that’s plastic. He noted that the kitchen and
cookware were all made of cast iron; no one had a clock and perhaps the kids’ toys were made of
plastic. He quickly points out that there weren’t a lot of kids’ toys, and then says, no, I don’t think
there would have been plastic toys. He continues that even if there were plastic kids’ toys, someone
would have made them disappear in not too long a time. The shift between metaphorical meanings
of plastic – the word as a slur – and material meanings of it – the presence or not of plastic, and if
so, then it would be in the shape of kids’ toys, but any such toys would quickly be disappeared.
Perhaps the inauthenticity of the material, and of the forms it took, were related to the alienation
New Buffalos felt, the alienation they sought to ameliorate by living at New Buffalo. Their
memories of mud, parties, adobe, wood runs, and baked goods perhaps include plastic in the
background, unspoken about now as it was not thought about then. The artifacts then provide an
interesting intrusion, a peeking through of the abject, the unrecognized, the silent inauthenticities
of New Buffalo.

Plasticity of Playing Indian//Plastic (Superficial) Hippies
Following this move to the metaphorical, these metaphorical meanings for plastic and the world
of alienation the word participates in, I want to explore the ways in which plastic, inauthenticity,
an alienation arose, little glimpses into these worlds at New Buffalo through the commentary on
the objects, and the surrounding commentary that they produced. While the New Buffalos moved
away, literally and figuratively, as best they could from the alienations of American society, they
turned towards other models. In the course of our conversations, many New Buffalos commented
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to me that Taos pueblo was a model, that Native America, the Peyote Church, a sense of
primitivity, simplistic living, and land-oriented lifestyles were all models for their experiences at
New Buffalo. A few people spoke of utopianism as they remembered the motivations and the
practice of creating New Buffalo as a commune, community, and a social space. While a fairly
straightforward critique of their turn towards these specific models is that of appropriation, it seems
from a certain ambivalence on the part of some, a certain non-attachment that the term
appropriation does not account for all the ways in which ‘other’ or non-hegemonic American
models for social life were experimented with at New Buffalo. Not every New Buffalo was deeply
interested in Native America, the peyote church, or Taos Pueblo. While a number do talk
frequently of the old Peyote men of Taos – Little Joe Gomez and Franky Zamora are named most
often – many others do not. Some recall these members of Taos Pueblo teaching them how to
survive in New Mexico; others comment that it was New Buffalo’s Hispano neighbors that taught
them to make bricks, cultivate the land and who helped them recover and rebuild from the fire in
1969233, all this despite Hispanic concerns about the influences of hippies on the youth in their
communities. Others simply do not recall members of Taos Pueblo showing anyone at New
Buffalo anything specific. They do recall a sharing of ideas about certain kinds of work and
crafting, between locals (Hispanic and Indian) and the New Buffalos (hippies).

It should come as no surprise that there is no consensus on the models that where the most
inspiring, nor should it come as a surprise that memories of these models differ. The point I want
to make is that some people appropriated, others seemed to behave more in the pattern of the
bricoleur of Levi-Strauss that is they cited from these same models and more, such as Zen
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Buddhism and karma yoga. Those that seemed to be citing, seemed to be less interested in
replicating native-ness or primitive-ness, and rather more interested in learning how to live in the
un-alienated way that they assumed Native Americans and Hispanics in the Taos area did, or once
did. Perhaps even in their citational practices, the New Buffalos were romanticizing about unalienated life in the models they sought out. I want to consider the differences now between
appropriation and citation as plasticity, superficiality and inauthenticity are concerned.

Simulacra, Simulation, Plastic Indians, Plastic Hippies, Hollowed-out Meanings
Alfred recalls when hippies began arriving into Taos, recalling a time when hippies showed up on
Upper Ranchitos Road. Some neighbors called the owner of the property saying You better come
home, there’s Indians in your house. People thought Alfred Hobbs was okay until he brought
hippies around in town. There is a lot to unpack here: the perception of the hippie invasion; the
concern about the kind of alterity the hippies brought to the Taos social landscape; the problematic
racial reference to Native Americans. Considering here the plasticity of identity, the apparent
plasticity of social categories and social worlds, this slippage between hippies and Native
Americans, in the observations of locals who are neither, is important to note. That is, in the read
of hippies as Indians, the meaning of each category is blurred or made fuzzy. It is this fuzziness
that Deloria is concerned with, when he considers how post-modernity and appropriation threaten
to unmake meanings, and the ramifications this has for Native Americans.

Was a New Buffalo playing Indian a plastic hippie? There is something hollow or hollowing about
cultural appropriation, especially when an empowered and enfranchised individual or group mines
another, un-enfranchised and disempowered community (or communities) for inspiration,
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practices, beliefs, approaches, and material culture. There is something artificial and problematic
about the end results of appropriation, like in the case of the hippies confused for Indians in Upper
Ranchitos. Here, clear categories – hippie and Indian – are re-made as “fuzzy categories”, this
blurring allowing two different prejudices against two different groups perceived to be somehow
marginal, other, lesser, and threatening, to seep into each other. The neighbor’s lack of distinction
between hippies and Indians could be read as the success of hippies in appropriating Indian-ness,
as much as it could be read as a discriminatory and prejudicial expression against both. In either
case, the fuzzing together of two distinct categories (distinct relative to each other at least) raises
the question very explicitly about the plasticity of hippies, and the plastic-ness of their enactment
or embodiment of their inspirations and cultural approaches.

As an aside, before we continue to explore the plastic-ness of cultural appropriation via Indian
play and the idea of hippie plasticity and plastic hippies, I want to pause and note one thing about
concerns about appropriation. At times, critiques of cultural appropriation seem to rely upon fixed
or static notions of culture. However, there is a power dynamic that is part of cultural appropriation
which does not operate in the same way, if at all, in other forms of cultural exchange. In fact, it is
a stretch to call cultural appropriation an exchange, in that the process is very one-sided. We return
now to discussions of culture raised in the previous chapters, but here, we do so with an eye
towards the ways in which New Buffalos and hippies invented traditions, created culture, and used
material culture in the process. Their own plasticity is fraught with the plasticizing of their own
efforts, rendering them as appearing as inauthentic at times. I want to turn to these questions of
culture, authenticity, cultural appropriation vs cultural citation, and authenticity in a moment. For
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now, I want to return to the recollections of one former New Buffalo, who spoke perhaps the most
about hippies playing Indian.

During one of our Taos Library sessions, I began asking Taylor about the concept of the “Noble
Savage”, if New Buffalos were familiar with it, and how their understandings of Native America
influenced their experiences at New Buffalo. As we discussed, the conversation turned to
appropriation, as Taylor noted there was a good number of wannabees at New Buffalo, definitely
definitely wannabe he emphasized. I asked, like in what way? He responded, wannabe Indian
mostly, and that probably almost turned everyone else off too because you know they tried to talk
Indian…he trailed of as his phone rang. After finishing the call, he turns to me, with a look
wondering where we left off, and so I say, wannabes, and. He jumps back in and responds, Big
time. I can’t remember who they were… Hippies? I ask. Mmhmm, yeah, he responds. I continue,
hippies? New Agers? He quickly cuts in, There were no New Agers then. I back off a little, oh,
okay, okay as he finishes the thought, I would say. There was wannabe though. There was wannabe
big time. He’s emphatic about this. I try to clarify, Would you say not all wannabes were hippies,
or… And he responded, I’d say so, yeah, or I mean that’s all the people I guess we knew was you
know, now, like how you would go to Santa Fe… and he cites Kevin Costner in his cowboy hat and
boots as a different kind of wannabe. He continues, people who were trying to live like some kind
of, like somebody else. But that was a big factor and I think that’s like what you are looking for.
This is the connection you are trying to make and I’d say that’s what it is. There was a lot of people
who were pathetically trying to be, you know, Indian or something. I don’t know what else they
would try and be, but certainly that. Taylor says he blocked this part of the sixties out. He’s a bit
disgusted by this Playing Indian thing that went on, but he cannot remember who participated in
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it. He comments that it didn’t seem to be so prevalent at New Buffalo. He becomes quiet, and so I
ask did wannabes show up to New Buffalo, or were people at New Buffalo wannabes? He enjoys
this question. He begins to tell me how he was on what he calls the official greeting crew at New
Buffalo. He says that while he was there most of the people who came up to the commune where
people of the road, or, they were dropouts or people wanting to drop out, but he says, I don’t
remember, I don’t remember much of that. I ask, were wannabes also people doing the hippie thing
around town? And Taylor responds, No, definitely no. He gestures towards the rest of the library,
from the study room we are sitting in and says Go in there an' pick up a stack of books about
people who were wannabes, about DH Lawrence and Mable Dodge and all that you know. But I
just don’t remember any individuals like that. I ask him what he thinks the difference is between
a hippie and a wannabe. He laughs through his nose, that’s a good question there! I push the
question a little bit, how would you, how would you distinguish between a hippie and a wannabe?
He responds, I don’t know if there is such a thing as a wannabe hippie. There was a lot of wannabe
Indians. I continue, now there might be such a thing as a wannabe hippie. With some thought he
says, Uh, I would say there is. I continue, but back then, maybe not… Yeah, he says, back then you
just took some acid and all of a sudden you were a hippie. Naw, maybe not, um, what’s the
difference between the two? He lifts the question in his voice, as he finishes the thought, no,
somebody would definitely want to have this fantasy world, or maybe, maybe just trying to envision
themselves in the life – which I do a lot because I spend a lot of my time outside and I read about
that a lot but I wouldn’t say that I fantasize about it. He begins to tell me about how he’s impressed
by the simple ways in which people have long lived, making life out of the materials they find
around them. He notes that some people could make a living just within the confines of the library
patio, and that impresses him and inspires him. He returns to the idea of wannabes in Taos and
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reiterates that there were some wannabes, that there were always some around. He notes There
were genuine people who had the good sense and strength to adapt/adopt things from different
places, but there were people who tried to adopt a whole different persona for you know, whatever
reason like Kevin Costner walking across the plaza in Santa Fe, so. I ask, Did some wannabes
include wannabe as native?... Wannabe as native? he says, Oh yeah, sure. I continue, ... Or were
others searching more for what they’re own past native-ness would have been, this kind of looking
for your roots sort of thing? He responds, yeah, I think if you run into a person like that, then it’s
not so much wannabe, it’s like a little more genuine thing to it. I remember seeing at, well geez, I
got nothing to do with any of that but maybe I’m sure that there were people that did, or, did it in
such a way that had some class to it but. I slip a question into his pause, Do you think a lot of
hippies wanted to be tribal? Taylor contemplates this, Um (pause), yeah, something like that, um
yeah. That’s kind of a thing you heard a lot. Just gotta go way back to think about that but you’re
getting to the issue there. Yeah before things started to crumble that was a word that was used a
lot and it was probably somewhat of a reality: talking of this thing like someone visiting, had
something to offer, taught you how to make moccasins or something – that was the tribal phase
that was pretty appealing. So. But I do feel that I was pretty fortunate to see, you know, even though
I’m around there, that particular place for a year I was very much there at the cusp of the fall of
Rome. Taylor got distracted by a plant he’s been wondering about; he thinks it is asparagus. This
brings to mind his thoughts on hunting-and-gathering and how living at New Buffalo drew out a
resourcefulness, a kind of hunting-and-gathering way of being in him, I still remember the places
asparagus grows over in Ranchos, so, that’s something that’s still a part of my life. That’s the best
thing to come out of that period…it didn’t necessarily have to do with being Indian or anything.
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Wannabes in the sixties, wannabes at New Buffalo, and things that had nothing to do with being
Indian or anything at all. Taylor is perhaps one of the only New Buffalos to talk about wannabes
at the time. Others like Gail Russell, Kerim/Kemal and Robbie Gordon, talk about New BuffaloTaos Pueblo relationships within a framework of friendship, family, and affinity – of bringing or
cutting wood for winter, cooking or bringing food, sharing in the peyote ceremonies at New
Buffalo, talking about life and caring for each other. It could be that the wannabes Taylor
remembers did not stay long at New Buffalo, but continued on along to other hippie communes
and scenes, touring the counter-culture, passing through. Wannabes would then seem to be plastic
hippies, superficial hippies, or soft hippies. Wannabes, in their quick ad-hoc assemblage of Indianlike appearances are not remembered to have been part of the building of community at New
Buffalo, of developing (or trying to develop) relationships with the Hispanic community of Arroyo
Hondo and the Peyote men of Taos Pueblo. These plastic-hippie-wannabe-Indians do not come up
in the New Buffalo lore; though perhaps their detritus surfaces along with the remainders of the
New Buffalos – the authentic and inauthentic comingling in the archaeological context, the dirt of
depositional context, the quietness of material culture from the past.

If we think of the New Buffalos as participating in the invention of tradition, and we might, and
that this required work, as we will observe in later chapters here, then the plastic-hippie-wannabeIndians do not really factor in as major players. Ruth Benedict once wrote, in a discussion about
traditions and cultural patterns that “the same process happens on a grand scale when entire peoples
in a couple of generations shake off their traditional culture and put on the customs of an alien
group.”234 This would seem to describe the hippie process of inventing tradition with some
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accuracy, though she wrote this line some thirty-three years preceding the phenomenon. However,
though she suggests that cultural change, or even total cultural change, is perhaps an expected
phenomenon, she implies a certain directionality and trajectory when it comes to how this change
happens, how culture or tradition is (re)invented. Let us look closely at the following passage as it
remains relevant for New Buffalo:

“For this reason the use of primitive customs to establish origins is speculative. It is possible to
build up an argument for any origin that can be desired, origins that are mutually exclusive as well
as those that are complementary. Of all the uses of anthropological material, this is the one in
which speculation has followed speculation most rapidly, and where in the nature of the case no
proof can be given. Nor does the reason for using primitive societies for the discussion of social
forms have necessary connection with a romantic return to the primitive. It is put forward in no
spirit of poeticizing the simpler peoples. There are many ways in which the culture of one or
another people appeals to us strongly in this era of heterogeneous standards and confused
mechanical bustle. But it is not in a return to ideals preserved for us by primitive peoples that our
society will heal itself of its maladies. The romantic Utopianism that reaches out toward the simpler
primitive, attractive as it sometimes may be, is as often, in ethnological study, a hindrance as a
help.”235

Following Benedict here, one might suggest that the hippie project is flawed and unhelpful in its
returning, romanticism, and utopianism. She does not elaborate further on this point about the
flawed nature of romanticism, and so we are left to ponder the question: why? Perhaps because
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she believes in the separation of the anthropologist and subject, the maintenance of a kind of
objectivity in the research process. This would be unsurprising as she considers the field (primitive
societies) a laboratory (some better than others). However, she could also be referencing a notion
of time, deeply held in what she calls (and what has generally been called) western society, which
is that it moves forward and not backward. That no amount of movement backwards will
ameliorate the present, nor prepare the future. This is contradistinction to the intention that Bob
wrote in the notebooks he placed at New Buffalo in the Summer Solstice of 2006: “This moment
creates the future and was prepared by those who came before it”. This sentiment, this intention,
is not a linear one of progress, but a co-creative one of co-existing temporalities that move
according to many other vectors and characters. When Benedict admonishes “romantic
Utopianism”, she may be passively participating in a then-prevailing line of thought that future
orientation is what will move society along and repair what damages persist. She may also be
actively writing against any decided turn to the past, particularly to a romanticized (perhaps
misremembered?) past in order to shape the future. Though making an argument about cultural
relativism, this paragraph alludes to a dissuasive argument. That is, she seems to suggest that
modern culture should not mingle with primitive culture and attempt to return to it, that the kind
of borrowing she concedes has been part of the human condition from the very beginning should
be halted. Thus, perhaps she really sees primitive cultures as actually unchanging/unchanged, or
ideally unchanged, she can make claims about what culture is, and with objectivity and a certain
kind of cleanliness: these cultures haven’t been sullied by western civilization. We could think of
this interpretation as application of Mary Douglas’s theory of dirt and purity (and their regulation)
as applied to the culture concept, rather than as a factor of the concept of culture (or cultural
difference).
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Why might a social group seek to invent tradition, seek to change culture? What is the impetus
behind such a move? Does change automatically inauthenticate what follows? That is, are there
any invented traditions considered to be authentic, and how do they differ from inauthentic ones?
How does the transition between the authentic and the inauthentic look? Who or what does it look
like? Where might it occur? Kammen notes that human societies have long invented traditions,
and that, it seems to be especially an American tradition to invent traditions. The hippies and the
New Buffalos then seem to be participating in very American a thing – the inventing of tradition,
of culture to meet needs and desires yet unfulfilled. For the hippies, and for the New Buffalos,
some of these desires were very specific – and one notable such desire that we encounter in
academic analysis of the sixties and in conversation with New Buffalos themselves, is the desire
for non-attachment. Melville made an observation in the 1970s that “The essence of the counter
culture’s critique is that in a society so engorged with things people become an extension of, or at
best servants to, their possessions.”236 This non-attachment has characterized the kind of
materiality at New Buffalo, the kind of materialism of the New Buffalos, and seems to include
plastic. Characteristic perhaps of New Buffalos, this paradox of plastic surfaces with surprise but
without apparent issues or problems in their recollections of life and experiences at New Buffalo.
Does the disposability of plastic align with a desire for non-attachment, to live a life unencumbered
by things? In some ways it does, and in other ways it does not.

Melville’s line on the essence of the sixties encapsulates a counter-cultural perspective on the
material world, one which surfaces in the recollections of New Buffalos, perhaps more so when
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talking about New Buffalo as an archaeological site, and looking at the artifacts themselves. As
Marilyn once noted to me, they were not interested in accumulating objects or things: The
qualifications for being part of the counterculture…you must be discontent with consumer society;
you must recognize there is a higher purpose to life than accumulating more and more stuff; you
are looking for another model, a utopian community or something that offers people the chance to
grow themselves, recognize their full potential and higher selves…. The current way society is set
up is that people are set up to compete with each other and to be alienated. She quoted Casey
Hayden as saying it’s an alienated world to describe what she recalled as American society at the
time. George Robinson and Larry Wolken both implied a similar disinterest in materialistic
acquisition and accumulation while living at New Buffalo. George noted that everyone lived in a
society that wasn’t working; felt that there must be a better way to live – and he (GR) didn’t really
have a strong philosophy beyond that. Larry commented that as he was approaching graduating
college in Boston in 1969, in the spring, I was totally burned out – none of it made sense to me.
He said that Drugs had opened up people’s minds. New ways of doing things “like we took the lid
off of everything”. Larry said that pot gave a different lens to life – life and social values that you
must have and must follow (pot gave a different lens to these). Bill Reid noted that whatever things
one did arrive with, one was expected to share with all at New Buffalo: you were supposed to leave
what you brought. While this sharing ethos is often described as “what’s mine is yours, what’s
yours is mine”, we could also think of it as a way of side-stepping the attachments to material
objects which engenders the kind of extension, or servitude that Melville comments about in the
above quote. The obsession with things decenters an orientation towards other humans; by
becoming extensions of things or servants to things, humans are thing-oriented, thing-appended,
thing-obeying, and thing-serving. When Moss-Kanter discusses the parenting strategy of some
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communes, patterned off of practices on some kibbutzim in Israel, she notes that the concept was
to undo or discourage parental attachments to their biological progeny. All the children of the
commune or kibbutz lived and slept in the same building and were cared for by all the adults, with
a weekly time allotment for biological parents to spend with their biological children. The concept
was to disrupt the bonds of nucleated families, which would potentially pull the kibbutz or
commune apart, as familial needs could supersede community needs. In this way, people would
not be extensions of their biological unit, nor would be servants to it, but rather, remained part of
the community, commune, kibbutz, collective, etc.237. There was no such approach to child-rearing
at New Buffalo, as biological parents would often live in one of the rooms or teepees with their
family. In fact, New Buffalo’s first residents were predominantly families and couples, with the
occasional single person. This pattern fluctuated over the twelve year life span of the commune,
but it is crucial to not that the principle of non-attachment did not extend into the family unit. To
be sure, sometimes families left New Buffalo in a move to prioritize new and arising familial needs
that were not adequately or satisfactorily being met there.

It is interesting, if perplexing, to consider the philosophical attitude toward things at New Buffalo
and within the counter-culture in general. The sense that things could indenture a person played a
role in the social alienation New Buffalos fled, and other hippies sought to shed. If things were
part of a social and material world that alienated people from one another, then it seemed logical
that one would deprioritize things, in order to seek out and establish human connections again.
While perhaps a reductive materialist philosophy in its simplicity, they felt an intense correlation
between the drive to acquire and the distance between people.
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And yet, things are a distinctive human quality which make up our wordless experience238. Things
then have the ability to create a distance between people or close that distance – it would all depend
on the systems of significance, the experienced meaning of the things.

Olsen notes that when we engage in remembering we are simultaneously forgetting that what we
are remembering is part of us: ““Forgetting” is an inauthentic way of relating to the past (and
present). We forget that the past is part of our present being and, by doing so, open up the past as
“a field of recollectables” or as something to be consciously reenacted (Inwood 2000: 156;
Andersson 2001:17). It makes the past past – the very condition for remembering it”239 . Olsen
contrasts Heidegger’s ideas about remembering and forgetting (a recollectable past) with
Bergson’s about “habit memory” – or simply put, bodily memory – the memory that comes from
doing things240. Whereas re-collectable pasts require a simultaneous gaze upon and parsing out
from of temporalities (activities and engagements), that is, a making of the past separate from the
present as we remember the past and therefore estrange its relationship to the present, Bergson’s
notion of “Habit memory” instead continues the past in the present through acts of doing241.
Bergson views the past as not “recalled” but as lived on in the present242. Memory then is
habituated as a practice of realizing the past in the present (and the future), thereby reducing
estrangement across states of time and creating an authentic way of being in the world. Memory
then also involves material culture, and is maintained through enactment or embodiment in
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relationship with material culture. A similar observation has been made by Andrew Jones (see the
previous chapter) and by Ivor Noel Hume, in his discussion of the material culture of historic
America. Hume discussing original glass and glass produced to appear to be antique – he notes
that original glass can be discerned through its method of manufacture, so glass that was made
around a bubble that was rotated will have imperfections related to this technique that cannot be
replicated by adding similar imperfections to plate glass is it lies in its plastic state (as Hume calls
it). In this sense, authenticity (or originality) is linked to an act or an activity, rather than to an end
or a result.243

What does all of this have to do with plastic at New Buffalo? Plastic intervenes upon memories of
New Buffalo, memories maintained by New Buffalos. As a material type, it calls into question the
authenticity of New Buffalos – were they authentic as counter-culturists? Where they inauthentic
as wannabes (those that were)? Do plastics become any more authentic once they are
archaeological? Were plastics ever really inauthentic? Were superficial hippies inauthentic? To
return us to plastic-ness at New Buffalo (as opposed to plastics), let us consider the following
passages from Baudrillard’s System of Objects:

“By now functional substitutes for virtually all organic and natural materials have been
found in the shape of plastic and polymorphous substances: wool, cotton, silk and linen are
thus all susceptible of replacement by nylon and its countless variants, while wood, stone
and metal are giving way to concrete and polystyrene. There can be no question of rejecting
this tendency and simply dreaming of the ideal warm and human substance of the objects
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of former times. The distinction between natural and synthetic substances, just like that
between traditional colors and bright colors, is strictly a value judgement. Objectively,
substances are simply what they are: there is no such thing as a true or a false, a natural or
an artificial substance. How could concrete be somehow less ‘authentic’ than stone? We
apprehend old synthetic materials such as paper as altogether natural – indeed, glass is one
of the richest substances we can conceive of. In the end, the inherited nobility of a given
material can exist only for a cultural ideology analogous to that of the aristocratic myth
itself in the social world – and even that cultural prejudice is vulnerable to the passage of
time.”244

“The point is to understand, apart from [how] the vast horizons opened up on the practical
level by these new substances, just how they have changed the ‘meaning’ of the materials
we use. Just as the shift to shades (warm, cold, or intermediate) means that colors are
stripped of their moral and symbolic status in favor or an abstract quality which makes
their systematization and interplay possible, so likewise the manufacture of synthetics
means that materials lose their symbolic naturalness and become polymorphous, so
achieving a higher degree of abstractness which makes possible a universal play of
associations among materials, and hence too, a transcendence of the formal antithesis
between natural and artificial materials. There is thus no longer any difference ‘in nature’
between a Thermoglass partition and a wooden one, between rough concrete and leather:
whether they embody ‘warm’ or ‘cold’ values, they all now have exactly the same status
as component materials. These materials, though disparate in themselves, are nevertheless
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homogenous as cultural signs, and thus susceptible of organization into a coherent system.
Their abstractness makes it possible to combine them at will.”245

In his System of Objects, Baudrillard seems to lament a change in object meanings and he describes
this beautifully through comparisons he makes between the technical object and the traditional
one, the traditional form and the functional form. Traditional forms had meaning – moral meaning
– and functional forms are secularized. Traditional objects were bound up with human labor and
effort whereas technical ones are divorced from human labor and effort and rely rather upon only
the minimal formal gestures. Baudrillard describes poetically how tools did not change for
thousands of years because the power and labor behind the tool did not change – it was animal
driven (human, then human and animal). Only when the technical became introduced did it change
and with this, a lessening of the human involvement in real or actual tasks, as actual human labor
was replaced by mechanical processes (now including electronic processes). Baudrillard describes
from a slightly different perspective, the kind of society hippies found themselves in in the sixties
– and the kind of society from which they were moving away – and so it makes sense then that
they worked the way they did at place like New Buffalo. They worked in that way, without modern
tools and conveniences not just because they were naïve about country-mountain living, but
perhaps more importantly, because their human labor was literally making manifest the task,
through the tools, through their effort. Work was actually integral to New Buffalo because it
afforded connections forged through expended effort – it tied hippies to actual work which tied
them to a reality that was not indecipherable in the way of not knowing the intricate workings and
power of a modern machine. If life was indecipherable, it was enchanted in its indecipherable state
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– was wasn’t known was rather unknown and this unknown was part of what was known and was
intended to be, unknown for that was the nature of the unknown, its being as unknown. But what
was known was known through work and work then clarified what the enchanting unknowable
was and this, this was connection to reality – this was a real reality they could live with and believe
in – not the reality of the America their parents’ generation had dreamt of and tried to create.

If Jones reminds us that “the material world provides a framework for remembrance, it is the social
practices in which artifacts are engaged which determine how remembrance is socially
experienced and mapped out…Objects are crystallized intentions, the physical memories of former
actions”246, then plastics are the memories of former actions in at least three sense. Each plastic is
the physical manifestation of the memory of its production, of its polymeric origin, of the history
of the material (and the industry and market). Each plastic artifact is also the memory of some use
some individual or group experienced with the object. Finally, each plastic artifact is also an
association with a more ephemeral, metaphorical association of the word, that of superficiality,
artifice, or inauthenticity. Plastics then are durable at New Buffalo both materially and
mnemonically; the signify practices, including a kind of materialism as well as practices of cultural
citation and appropriation. They signify durability and disposability. In the archaeological record,
they appear to continue to embody each of these characteristics. The endurance of the material is
interesting alongside the endurance of the sixties’ legacies, narratives, and memories. However,
these endurances are parallel courses, crossing only occasionally.
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Does plastic at New Buffalo indicate that perhaps, hippies were as much “wastemakers”247 as the
average American, not participating in a sector of the counter-culture committed to wasting-not
and resisting consumerist capitalism248? It would be tempting to answer “yes” to this question, as
the amount of discards excavated at New Buffalo was fairly staggering for the small portion of the
entire former communal site examined. This tempting “yes” would also support arguments that
New Buffalo, and communes like it, with explicit anti-capitalist goals and anti-consumerist
rhetoric ultimately failed, and expose hippies at these places as somehow inauthentic even in their
own efforts at alternative living. There are some points of hard reality and reason within the
tempting “yes” answer, but this answer does not even begin to address the material culture of New
Buffalo, nor its significance in telling any narratives of the counter-culture there, from the discards
up. Plastic, as the most prevalent artifact and the most iconic of “inauthenticity” would seem to be
irrefutable evidence, yet, it is precisely plastic that allows us to not stop at so-called proof, but
quest into the other possible reasons it is remains. If we take arguments seriously, such as the one
outlined by Miller that we ought to attend to plastic as we have attended to stone, and if we consider
thoroughly the argument made early on about plastics, following the announcement of Bakelite –
that plastic, for all its abilities and purposes to imitate, substitute and innovate, can stand judgment
on its own merits, then we are obligated not to stop at the known assumption and connotation of
“inauthenticity” when it comes to plastic249. We are obligated not to stop here, with regards to
plastic as part of material culture, and we are obligated not to stop here, with regards to plastic as
a concept of social significance. What could be authentic about plastic and what would this
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authenticity mean for identities built around and in contra-distinction to it? This is the point of
departure for thinking through the plastics at New Buffalo.

What then, do I mean by Plastic New Buffalo? Though there are fragments and finds of plastic
heavily throughout the material culture of the discards of the former commune, it certainly was no
Monsanto House of the Future, nor was it an architectural feat of plastic inflatables250. If New
Buffalo is related to the plastic utopianism that took root in the 1940s, and saw an increasing in
educating and convincing a broader consuming American public that plastic was what they needed,
what they wanted, and was the way of the future, then this relationship is one of carving a negative
space (again, I mean this in the artistic sense of the word – as in negative space of a sculpture or
contour-drawing, not negative space as energetically opposed to positive space, in some other
social sense of the word) in this utopianism. Promoted within the plastic utopianism of the 1940s
through to the present date, was an increasing encouragement for consumers to consider plastics
as disposable, now that a strong enough case for plastic being durable, dependable, hygienic, and
superior in other ways to more traditional materials of the natural world. Thus, what we might
want to consider a “culture of disposables” or “disposable material culture”, certainly a cultural
attitude oriented towards disposability as acceptable, was shaped as the Plastic Age took shape and
began to shape American culture around it, within it, and through it. The concept of disposability
in the plastic industry was tied to notions of plastic producing freedom – freedom of movement,
freedom to be unencumbered by the material world. This encouraged sense of disposability
promoted an early notion within plastic utopianism that plastic produced a sort of material (based)
democracy – in aspiring to the quotidian, it proliferated expensive and inexpensive equally, all
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within the promise of plastic as a superior substance. Inflatable architecture, arising in the same
moment as Fuller’s geodesic domes, gave space and place to the freedom of movement and
material democracy of plastic, purportedly part of the countercultural repertoire of back-to-theland, anti-consumerist, anti-capitalist communes in Southern Colorado, literally in the same
geography of the car-top dome structures251. Plastic inflatables and geodesic domes of junked cartops reportedly shared in the principles of the same counter-cultural efforts, suggesting that plastic
utopianism was a kindred spirit to the utopianism of Sixties counter-culture at places like Libre or
Drop City (or even New Buffalo – though there were no geodesic domes at New Buffalo). How
was this possible? Something seemed a little off.

Drop City is one of the earliest Sixties communes (founded in ’63 or ’65) and is known primarily
for being a community of artists who built domiciles out of cut-out car-tops salvaged from local
Southern Colorado junk yards. Libre, a commune founded by R.K (the donor of the capital used
to purchase the land, build New Buffalo and get the commune started), in a similar spirit as New
Buffalo – with similar principles, aims, and pragmatic philosophical approaches to alternative
living252. None of these three communes featured plastic inflatable domes253. The ephemeral,
portable (freedom of movement) architecture of choice was not plastic but canvas, as residents
erected and lived in teepees at both Libre and New Buffalo. In large part, this choice of architecture
was part of a broader and deeper practice of emulating Native American (loosely, though
sometimes closely, interpreted) ways of living, and not every rural commune of the sixties can be
said to be part of the “playing Indian” phenomenon254. This aside, even at rural communes where
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“playing Indian” was not a formative factor in shaping communal living, plastic inflatables, or
even polyurethane foam (which could be sprayed onto a covered structure and once dry was as
tough, insulating, shell, creating hobbit-like houses)255 were not resources drawn upon at these
sites. For all the plastic discards at New Buffalo, there were no remnants (not even in the shreds
and tapestries of memories in the oral histories) of plastic inflatable architecture or polyurethane
foam domes. To this degree then, New Buffalos (and the people of Libre and Drop City as well)
did not participate in plastic utopianism, nor the culture of plastic dominating American life at the
time, even creeping into the alternative to hegemonic American culture. This absence of one of the
prominent forms of plastic utopianism suggests that this plastic utopianism had no footing in the
communal counter-culture of New Buffalo, and tentatively, the greater northern New Mexico and
Southern Colorado areas. Furthermore, it suggests that the presence of the kinds of plastic in the
archaeological record at New Buffalo do not necessarily betray the New Buffalos principles, but
are indicative of different process at work, both in plastic and in the counter-culture at this
commune.

Plastic Authenticity/Authentic Plastic
Is plastic authenticity the same as inauthenticity? Can plastic claim any authenticity unto itself, as
a category, as a concept, as a class of substances, as each individual substance, as a social
connotation (plastic smile, plastic personality, plastic food, etc.)? Can “plastic” and “authenticity”
have a relationship other than an assumed opposition? It is a difficult argument to say “yes”, but it
seems, that “yes” is the argument worth making, especially with regards to the plastic at New
Buffalo.
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One of the ways in which plastic was frequently both reviled and reveled in was in food,
specifically “zu-zus/zoo-zoos”, or sweets. Plastic zoo-zoos/zu-zus were any sweet made with
refined sugar that came wrapped in plastic, which one purchases as the artificial food product it
was – different from the zu-zus/zoo-zoos that were baked at New Buffalo (cakes, pies, breads,
etc.)256. Plastic food was not a permissible part of life at New Buffalo commune, not overtly and
not principally. However, plastic food permeated life at the commune – arriving after visits to
Celso’s in Arroyo Hondo, trips to Taos, or in the hands, pockets, and bags of visitors hoping to
literally sweeten their request to stay at New Buffalo by providing this contraband in the
counterculture. New Buffalo was built on principles and ethics that reviled the stuff, but it was an
indulgence that nearly everyone participated in – and remnants of plastic food brings certain
knowing smiles and pleasant memories of their acquisition and indulgent enjoyment (interviews,
notes, artifacts themselves). Soda cans, Snickers® bar wrappers, a sherbert container lid, are some
of the few plastic food plastics (well, excluding the cans) that linger in the record. Were hippies at
New Buffalo purists about their principles? No, and empirically not. Were they somehow
inauthentic then in their own counter-cultural project for having indulged in the saccharine
sweetness of plastic food? As Houriet noted, it was hard to break a habit so ingrained – plastic
food – as all hippies had grown up on it. Plastic food was not alienating to New Buffalos, even if
it was to their principles. But indulging in it (plastic food) did not alienate them from their own
project – rather plastic food and its consumption at New Buffalo complicates their project, but as
well, the distance between their visions, dreams, and stated principles and beliefs, and their
practices, habits, and efforts at realizing an alternative to the only way of life deeply and ingrained,
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familiar. The practice of a hippie materialism, visible through the plastic discards, remembered in
stories of plastic food complicates the theory of hippie materialism assumed in sweeping
statements of the Sixties. Not that New Buffalo’s specific material world changes entirely the
material culture of the Sixties, but provides a concrete point of contestation and a fertile ground in
which counter-culture materiality can be re-thought, to some extent, from New Buffalo discards
up. Plastic and plastic-ness play with the plasticity of memory, the plasticity of citation. In their
own ways, each reinforce what is authentic or inauthentic about them. What were plastics citational
of at New Buffalo? Perhaps of the difficulty of a pure social experiment. In memories of New
Buffalo so far, plastic seems less striking that plastic-ness, which stood for the superficial, the
inauthentic. Plastic-ness then pulls together citational objects and habits, which New Buffalos
recall avoiding, or at least trying to unlearn and reinvigorate in themselves other less plastic habits
(though not always fewer plastic objects). The tensions between the authenticity of the culture of
the counter-culture, the inauthenticity of plastic/plastic-ness, and the plastic practice of playing
Indian/primitive (and hippie, for some), and the question of which citations and citational practices
are authentic or inauthentic, are tensions that will continue to be discussed throughout the
dissertation.
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Chapter 5: The Work Yoga of New Buffalo Commune
“It wasn’t perfect…but I always did the work” Aquarius Poul

Work was (and still is) a key feature of life at New Buffalo. This runs counter to most accounts of
New Buffalo in particular and of the Hippies in the America more broadly. It has for years even
sat in the background of narratives by New Buffalo themselves. While former residents discuss
work to some degree and acknowledge that New Buffalo was more of a work commune than it
was a spiritual one, the oral and written, and even photographic narratives of that place and time
reflect work as neither a primary feature nor a prominent memory. What I discovered was that,
with adequate attention to both the material remains of the commune and the oral-historical
narratives that they provoked, work’s significance to New Buffalo becomes highly pronounced.
This will allow my project to suggest ways in which work can be rethought into histories of
American counter-culture, and this counter-culture in particular.

This chapter is, in part, a theory of work – a hippie work ethic. Analyzing work at New Buffalo
has helped pull together different narratives of New Buffalo to add to the existing corpus, and to
offer a new, somewhat more respectful, angle to the goals of the New Buffalos. A number of
former residents have made it clear to me that one thing they have appreciated about my research
is the academic treatment of their past as a past that they feel is theirs. To do this for them is but
one small expression of gratitude on my part. I aim as well to demonstrate through a discussion of
work at New Buffalo that it may be useful to examine the ways in which work in the counterculture offers an alternative to work in the mainstream. Doing so can among other things
complicate our understanding of a traditional American (Protestant) work ethic.
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The Work Yoga of New Buffalo commune
On crisp afternoons, as the sun would descend into the pale warm glow of golden orange before
the purple and navy of night that would envelop Arroyo Hondo, and pink would tint the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains to the east, I would stand in the courtyard at New Buffalo and watch. Joe referred
to this as one of the best shows you could see, along with the equally stunning sunrises and the
incredible immensity of the night sky. Though some forty-seven years separate my sightings of
sunsets at New Buffalo and the lingering gazes it’s former communal residents, there is an
enduring power of that view, and the place from which it can be had. Mercedes Larry knew too of
this power of the sunsets at New Buffalo, how they left him slack-jawed and standing still in the
silence of the courtyard in the afternoon, noticing that the stomach ache he had since kindergarten
was gone. Nothing short of captivating, the sunrises and sunsets visible from New Buffalo
certainly were an element in the power of place at the commune, as a fundamental part of its “living
surround” as John Livingston has noted257.

This “living surround” initially drew counter-culturists to New Buffalo, to the land itself. New
Buffalos talk about the land almost as much as they talk about anything else. For many of them,
the work they did took place very much in and through this “living surround”. It is not new or
novel to note a relationship between place and labor, between space and work. However, place
and space figure largely in the way in which a hippie work ethic at New Buffalo evolved and
emerged. The pace of work at New Buffalo was also a strong feature in a New Buffalo work ethic,
and this pace was tied to the activities, or, the doing of the work itself, as it was to the place, where
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the work happened, and why. All of this is to say that at New Buffalo, work was a part of daily
life, a part of a daily experience of living on that specific land, in that specific communal space.
The experience of work at New Buffalo was particular to the place as a commune, but the kind of
work that was being done at New Buffalo, the character of the work and the way the doing of it
was happening, was happening at places like The Grow Hole (in NM), and at Morning Star (East)
(in NM), Lama Foundation (in NM), The Farm (in TN) and many others of the rural communes,
where people were trying to carve out alternative ways of living.

What is the relationship between a given environment and the kind of work that it seems to afford?
What is the relationship between a place and the kind of work that seems possible, appropriate,
and fulfilling – why did the land, as in back-to-the-land, draw out certain forms of work, certain
ethics of work? It seems a question answered many times over258 but it is a thought worth lingering
upon, for the relationship between land and work was quite fundamental to the kind of utopianism,
the kind of alternative living that people were doing at New Buffalo and at other communes. I will
discuss in greater detail the utopianism of New Buffalo in the following chapter. As it turns out,
there is an interesting relationship between work and utopia, certainly at New Buffalo, but also,
one that exists in various other manifestations of utopia. Before I address utopia at New Buffalo,
I want to write to understand work at New Buffalo. Work as a practice, work as it related to New
Buffalo as a communal place, in a difficult geography, and work as particular to counter-cultural
spaces.
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Practice and place are indelible features of work that we do, for these are central features of our
experiences of daily life.259 Yi Fu Tuan asked in his seminal Space and Place: The Perspective of
Experience, “Given the human endowment, in what ways do people attach meaning to and
organize space and place?”260 Yi Fu suggests that three themes come together to address the
question, designating the themes as biological, relational (between space and place) and
experiential (multi-scalar knowledge of the world around us).261 I suggest that at New Buffalo,
work was a way of attaching meaning to space and place, perhaps more than play. I do not suggest
that New Buffalo is particular in this, but that considering not only the character of the hippie work
ethic, but its role in shaping communal and community life there. Through work can places be
made, and through work was New Buffalo made, and made meaningful. Practices, the doing of
work, “offer the best way of understanding the promise of work: they [practices] show what it
would mean to ideally fit our work, and they make sense of the sort of devotion to work
characteristic of our work ethic”262. Part of the appeal of New Buffalo as a place was the promise
it held – and for many who arrived there and stayed there, this promise included work. It was not
only that New Buffalo was a world apart, where counter-cultural and alternative-seeking people
long sought to remake life anew263, but it was that this place afforded work people felt as more
fitting to them, their dispositions, ideals and devotions – more so than any of the places from which
they arrived. At New Buffalo, the “living surround” was experienced as much through the place,
the place it seemed could “cure the malaise of modernity”264 as it was through the work itself, the
doing of making this place.
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Before we continue much further, I want to note that New Buffalo was a work commune but it
was not a work camp: the work that occurred at New Buffalo was a mix of the banal and the joyful,
though much of the work was physical in some sense. There was little in the way of intellectual or
bureaucratic work at New Buffalo, little in the way of the forms of work familiar to residents in
the lives they shed when they arrived up the gravel drive. Part of what made New Buffalo a world
apart was the element of freedom felt at the commune. Freedom of this sort is more akin to the
freedom felt in play265 than the freedom felt in work. Part of what was magical about the space of
New Buffalo was the freedom people felt to play, and play was itself an inescapable component
of the hippie sixties. Certainly a lot of play coexisted alongside a lot of work at New Buffalo –
some of it more serious, some of it less.

Work and play are seemingly opposed266, and certainly, when it comes to discussions of work and
play in the sixties, play receives overwhelming emphasis. Neither work nor play are particularly
human activities, each observable in the animal world267. While Huizinga suggests that work is
secondary to play, Marx suggests that human labor is part of what alienates humans from
immediately experiencing living – in different but related senses, work seems to draw humans out
of something more natural. Marx might agree that work is obligatory268, especially in the sense
that living takes a certain kind of effort. However, the obligatory work that he, Durkheim and
Bryne refer to is not the work of living, but rather the work of making a living. This is the rational
265265
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activity that stands akimbo to play, the irrational activity seemingly more natural and inherent and
opposed to an obligation269. Play appears “everywhere as a well-defined quality of action which is
different from “ordinary” life”270. Play in this sense is not opposed to ordinary life but it different
from it, outside of it even271. It is perhaps out of the ordinary – it gets us out of the ordinary – and
is also extra ordinary – it is wonderful to experience. Play ebbs and flows between its more serious
moorings and its less serious harbors, its specificity contingent upon temporality more than
materiality – that is play is specific in terms of time and space272. This specificity seems abundantly
true when we consider the forms of play that characterize the hip communities of the sixties, even
reaching into the New Left273.

More pertinent to New Buffalo, it was seen as a space outside the ordinary, a space of freedom
beyond the realm of real life that existed in cities like New York and Los Angeles, even the HaightAshbury district in San Francisco. It was a magical place – a place where Daddy Dave would spin
around and snap his fingers and say “Here it comes” and within forty-five minutes, up the road
would arrive whatever it was people had asked for. It was a place where to understand its charmed
state “all you had to do, as you know, you know, was stand in the courtyard at sunset”, as George
mused. It was a place where “this guy would slap down mud, lay a brick and belt out “Far out!”
each time as he helped build, Laird said with a chuckle. It was a place where people could get
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straightened out, as Mike Kitts and Alfred Hobbs each observed274. It was a place where people
could learn “little things like how to peel the inner skin off peapods to eat the peas”, Blonde Larry
quietly stated. It was a place of healing, “where you could make a difference, learn to work with
your hands and be trusted”, as Mercedes Larry remembered. It was a place at a distance from
modernity, a place a distance from the exigencies of real other places in America. And yet, it was
perhaps more real, in some sense because at play and work wove together the fabric of social life
at New Buffalo when the place was a commune. The appeal of the place was the freedom to play,
and the desire to stay created an appeal to work – “The New Buffalo crowd was not the HaightAshbury crowd hanging around doing nothing”, George explained.

For many of the new and arriving hippies, Taos and its surroundings were a place in which they
felt they had space to express themselves, to play, to be, and to live. The place had a kind of
magnetism275. Many described a physical, spiritual and emotional need to stay for some time and
to experience what drew them there. Much of this magnetism had much to do with Taos Pueblo
“the world’s oldest commune” as one person had written on the back of a postcard to a friend,
urging them to come to Taos. Indeed, Taos Pueblo is considered to be the oldest living community
in the United States276, though only a few New Buffalos and others of their peers would have called
or considered it a “commune”. Another draw to Taos was its perceived distance and difference
from the rest of the United States. Many noted once they arrived they felt they had left the United
States. For most, the magnetism was also as much about their own affective states as it was Taos’s
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distance or Taos Pueblo, and for many the combination of Taos’s distance from the places they
arrived, and the space to play, was a powerful, intoxicating one that was not easily overcome. Yet,
the sense of openness and freedom felt to be available in Taos was also felt as a constraint on local
Hispanos and Pueblos, many of whom were quite unhappy at this second Anglo invasion. New
Buffalos and other communalists put the word out that if people were committed to the movement,
they should stay away unless they intended to stay and contribute277. While tens of thousands of
hippies never did descend at any one time, as was the worry about town, thousands still came
through over the years and Taos (and New Buffalo) as Taos was becoming increasingly a tourist
destination, and New Buffalo a kind of “alternative” one.

New Buffalo existed as a commune from 1967 until about 1979-1980. Thousands of people passed
through, on their way to other sixties scenes and as part of their own complete hippie experience.
A smaller number, in the tens, stayed and put in the sweat equity it took to make New Buffalo a
hip destination – a place where “every hippie in the world wanted to live” as Janet and Dennis
Long told me. The summers were flush, as hundreds of people came in and out of New Buffalo,
and saw increased numbers of teepees and other campsites on its grounds. The winters were leaner,
as the brutal form they could take and the comparative scarcity of resources took its toll on
residents and deterred potential hangers-on. It took thousands of adobe bricks to build New
Buffalo, hundreds of hours, all of the hands that could help, and plenty of spirit – foolhardy,
persistent and determined. People drawn in the promise of play committed their efforts to the work
of creating the space in which their play could manifest. Commitment to work is the basis of a
work ethic – it is the internal motivation (determination, if we channel Weber here) to do what
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needs to be done to get work done278. If determination by the first people at New Buffalo resulted
in doing the work that created the space, a New Buffalo work ethic resulted alongside this work.

There was always plenty to do. There were wood runs to be made, fields to irrigate. Work parties
of ten to twelve guys. Mostly George organized the work and everyone understood that you had to
work or leave. The deal was, if you worked every day you could stay. No work, no stay. One day
George said: lemme see that I-Ching. Then, he tossed it as far as he could. He said: the I-Ching
says it’s okay to make bricks today.279

New Buffalo was a commune where to stay you had to work, where vehicles were brought back
to life to make trips to town, where acequias (irrigation ditches) needed maintenance, where adobe
and wood were raised to make twelve sleeping rooms, the large Circle Room, a kitchen, pantry,
and a six seater-outhouse. It was a place where Goat John cared for his goats in their shed, where
Kerim cared for the cows, pigs and chickens in the barn, where Arty and others dipped candles in
the library, and where Justin Case and Blonde Larry rehabilitated and rebuilt vehicles in the rough
garage. Fields were planted unconditionally every year, whether they produced a harvest or not
(and when they did not it meant getting one of the vehicles going for more frequent trips to town
for food stuffs). New Buffalo was a place where shelter could be found in the pit house, any of the
adobe rooms, or the loft in the main Circle Room, camping on the land, in one of the hogans,
perhaps even a rundown vehicle. Even discards had their place at New Buffalo, landing in the
unofficial dump area, doing double duty filling in deep arroyos threatening to erode the land further
and faster.
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New Buffalo as a hip community of counter-culturists had little to do with consumerism and
capitalist ambition. As Marilyn put it,
“We weren’t going to accumulate a whole lot of things. It wasn’t going to be a two car
garage on a split level ranch house in the suburbs. It’s not what we wanted. And then throw
in the fact that we were having our babies at home, that no, the hospital wasn’t the best
place to have a baby at all. We could do that, we could help each other. And also with
dying, that we could be there for each other in that passage too”.
It was a space being cut and hewn and mudded and burned and re-built again, a space ebbing and
flowing with people and objects of all kinds (from plastic to peyote to peels of onions and oranges,
pounds of nails and piles of bottles, tins, and cans) as slowly this new accrual of experience and
developing knowledge, where those whom we call “the hippies” began to make the space that
place we call New Buffalo.

All of this making of New Buffalo took a significant amount of work. As much as it was a magical
space, and a place where anyone could wander up the road and be accepted as part of the group,
New Buffalo was a site where “karma yoga”, or “work yoga”, harnessed the feeling of raw magical
material and shaped it into an actual place where being-as-you-were was possible. From the
beginning New Buffalo was a commune where work happened, where tensions between
spiritualists and the karma yoga group were strung fairly tight and where you could be asked to
leave if you did not work. As much of the building and early work to make the fields agriculturally
prosperous took place early on in the first years, work was the rule and to break it was to break
with New Buffalo.
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“Karma yoga was work yoga”, Robbie noted. George, Larry and Bill echoed this exactly: karma
yoga was work yoga, and work was the thing you were doing if you were at New Buffalo in the
late sixties. “Max was the only person at New Buffalo who could get me up in the morning to
make bricks”, Robbie said. On one occasion, Bill asked Daddy Dave “when does anyone here take
a break?” “Break?!” Daddy Dave responded with a touch of incredulity and gruff-joy, “we work,
baby!” That’s when Bill says he began to wonder “what had I gotten into”. “The place was already
split”, he said, “between those who were into prayers and those who were into karma yoga (work
yoga).” Robbie remembered that Steve, one of the prominent spiritualists at New Buffalo in those
first few years was asked to leave by a majority decision. He was into meditation, not karma yoga.
This was not uncommon then, as George also noted that “when people came to New Buffalo and
were not interested in working, the first wave usually let them know to leave. Buffalo Bob was
one (if not the only) exception. He wanted to party all the time and he did not leave, so the first
wave tolerated him.” “The New Buffalo crowd was not the Haight-Ashbury crowd hanging around
doing nothing”, George explained.

Curt and Polly observed that building New Buffalo was the glue that held them (New Buffalos)
together. This building was not abstract only, as in the building of relationships among people. It
was in the physical, the mud, the dirt, the adobe. It takes a certain call to unity and a certain
willingness to unify (participate) to build an entire home literally out of the earth. Dirt had to be
dug, mixed with water and straw, and stomped. Forms had to be built, and filled, laid in the sun to
dry and then taken apart to release the bricks. These then had to be laid, mudded, laid, mudded,
laid, mudded; and each time that guy would yell “Far out!” And each morning Robbie had to be
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roused out of bed to help make more bricks. The rule became that if you wanted to stay, you
worked. “I never worked so hard in my life as each of those summer”, said George Robinson, “and
in the winters even”. “We worked like dogs”, he re-iterated.

Mike Kitts also said that work kept New Buffalo together. He noted that it was kind of a spiritual
commune but that really it was a work commune. He said that many people lasted only two or
three weeks. Of all the people coming to and through New Buffalo, most only made it work for
them less than one month. He said that in the nineteen months he stayed at New Buffalo, about
two thousand to two thousand and five hundred people passed through the place. According to
Mike Kitts the summer population was about fifty to sixty people and the winter population would
dwindle to eight to twelve people.

Out of every ten people I spoke with about life at New Buffalo, roughly eight of them brought up
work at some point in our conversations. Sometimes work was mentioned explicitly – as in that
simple but surprising four word response “Break? We work baby!” Sometimes work was
mentioned not by name itself, but by naming other tasks, while perhaps musing on the topic, or
simply describing a memory. When Larry remembers the bread, the smell of the bread, how good
it was and how the women used to crank it out – he is sharing a pleasurable memory, and one that
describes work. This work began with the wheat, and the planting of the wheat after having
prepared the ground. To make bread you need flour; Larry remembers when he and George took
wheat to a neighbor’s hammer-mill to grind it. The neighbor ground the wheat for them. However
a farmer had just used the hammer-mill to grind extremely spicy green chiles. The wheat was so
spicy it could not be used and the New Buffalos had to throw it out. After that, the options were to
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risk wheat to the fate of the hammer-mill, to grind it themselves with a hand-operated grinder, or
make the trip into town to buy breads or bread ingredients from Safeway or the Co-op; all options
which required work beyond the usual task of turning wheat into flour.

Work was not just work at New Buffalo either to build the place or maintain it, or maintain the
needs of its many residents. Work as a way of life at New Buffalo was also an effort to build trust
and good faith in the Arroyo Hondo community. In many ways, New Buffalos built alliances with
their Hispanic neighbors through work – participating frequently in ditch cleaning days, which
were important days of communal work for the entire village community. Showing up and working
on the ditch with the same Hispano men against whom they played volleyball and football at New
Buffalo was doubly important for New Buffalos: they were doing work that was visible and doing
work that was part of a tradition of the area. In the same vein, Marilyn recalled men from New
Buffalo bucking hay and said that efforts like bucking hay were important in building better
relationships with the local, largely Hispanic, Arroyo Hondo community. Work in this way was
two-fold – it accomplished a task that needed to be done and it helped ground the New Buffalos
in a familiar way with their neighbors, wary and worried as they were about the effects of the
partying and self-indulgent reputation of ‘Los Hippies’. Other efforts with similar if inadvertent
consequences included: Mike Kitts butchered meat for New Buffalo’s neighbors; Others
frequently mentioned wood runs; Mary and Roger talked about how women’s work never ended
at the commune; George and others remember with fondness the smell of bread, the fruit of many
a woman’s labors in the New Buffalo kitchen. Mike Kitts was upfront in stating that it was not just
work that held New Buffalo together: it was women’s work in particular. The role of work at New
Buffalo was often slipped into discussions of things considered valuable at there, as Janet and
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Dennis Long listed during an interview: “Being able to: dance, make adobe, split wood, have two
kids (for welfare), being nice, selflessness – these were all REAL Good.”

The value of work differs according to the values of those who do the work. What was valuable
work at New Buffalo was not necessarily valued work in regular mainstream American society.
As Kerim once put it to me “I know how to assist in the birth of almost every animal on a farm. I
have skills that were part of the education of living at New Buffalo; skills that are not valued in
the US but are still valued in the 3rd world”. Though he did not say directly, Kerim was talking
about how work was valued, and the kind of value that work can produce. At New Buffalo (and in
the 3rd world) the work that Kerim did was valuable, and it produced a kind of value in turn, a kind
of good that did nothing to accumulate wealth in terms of capital, but rather did everything to
further life at the commune. Work can produce a good that is internal to the practice associated
with that kind of work – this good however is external to the practice, and can only be created
through the practice280.

The good that work can produce, is in relation to a tension between for whom is the good made
and possibly, for whom does it benefit. There is always some work that needs to be done, and
always work that is not fulfilling to do281 - but for whom is this work that needs to be done not
fulfilling to do? This premise is based on a perspective that is held within a broader social, perhaps
even a normative one. Muirhead uses this idea of work that needs to be done that is unfulfilling to
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bring up “the tension between what societies need and what individuals deserve”282. He goes on
to say,
“Social fit (the alignment of our aptitudes with the tasks society brings into being) and
personal fit (what individuals need to develop their capacity and potential) are not easily
reconciled. Work as a practice is a way of describing what it would mean to ideally fit our
work- but it omits any consideration of social fit, and thus offers only a partial account of
work’s justice. … The Protestant calling did not depend on work’s being interesting or
rewarding, only on its being useful – and therefore pleasing to God. But we cannot so easily
deduce the intrinsically worthwhile from the useful. A religion of work is no substitute for
religion.”283
Part of Kerim’s statement gets at the fit of work – the social fit and the personal fit, and the tension
differences in these fits can bring. Emphasizing one fit over another, or prioritizing one fit over
another, can change the nature of any ethic associated with work. The Protestant Work Ethic284
prioritizes social fit over personal fit. Work that is valued in society then is work that useful (in
the sense of being of pleasing utility to God285), and any other quality of the work – rewarding,
interesting, fulfilling – is but secondary and even inconsequential. At New Buffalo, this was turned
on its head to some degree. What I am here calling the hippie work ethic is both similar to and
different from the Protestant work ethic286, the American work ethic. The notion of useful work is
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endogenous to both ethics; however what constitutes useful work, what characterizes useful work,
indeed what is useful about work is different.

There is a bigger relationship between the utility of work and its desirability, that is, there is a
bigger relationship between the usefulness of work and whether or not it is desirable (or satisfying)
to do. As I mentioned above, it is a social given that there is a category of work that is unfulfilling
and undesirable to do287, and any number and kinds of work activities can be included into this
category, dependent of course upon the social and cultural context. Within American mainstream
culture and the American counter-culture of the sixties, desirable and undesirable work were
categorized in near opposite ways. Laboring through college to land an office job in a cubicle in a
large corporation was as undesirable to New Buffalos as toiling in the rocky soils of the northern
New Mexico high desert, hoeing furrows and seeding by hand, or using a tractor that needed near
daily repairs288, in an effort to produce any food crops at all was to non-New Buffalos from the
cities and suburbs of America.

Unlike the American work ethic, the value of work at New Buffalo was not tied to a morality.
Work was tied rather to a sensibility of participating in one’s living surround, of being part of the
living in the living surround. However, the notion of useful work held at New Buffalo, though
what was considered useful was not necessarily considered productive (in an economic (capitalist)
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sense) nor efficient (i.e. not part of a narrative of progress). Doing work by hand, such as tilling
the rocky, arid soil, without sophisticated technologies, and even doing work that served no explicit
economic purpose, such as dedicating days to building and mudding a decorative arch connecting
the main building with the outlying western room block was useful it what it provided emotionally,
mentally, and psychically (perhaps personally) for people at New Buffalo.

Even if purposeless work is useful – like at New Buffalo – it still appears (and perhaps is) a certain
kind of privilege for a group to engage in work that is economically unviable in a broader social
context. While New Buffalos did work, and work hard, their work seemed in vain and naïve to the
local community. This mattered because the work ethic of the New Buffalos was perceived as an
affront to the working aspirations of the local Hondo community. New Buffalo residents arrived
from social and economic means and forewent that privilege to toil in the rocky soils of the valley.
The local Hispano community in Arroyo Hondo was comparatively far poorer, where people eked
out a subsistence based living; it was a community of few means and little economic privilege.
The arrival of hippies to New Buffalo was a descent of the Haves into a land of Have-nots;
imparting an ethos of leisure rather than a more familiar ethos of effort, of striving associated with
work as productive, progress-making, and economically contributive and bettering.

It is a complicated thing to simultaneously not be contra to American society289, but to also not
buy into American society – to willfully and voluntarily drop-out, simplify, and move down the
ladder, so to speak. The voluntary aspect of the hippie panorama – the decision to move into
poverty – was in many ways at odd with many Americans, and not just the families and social
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circles from which the hippies arrived. Many Americans who live the socio-economic realities of
poverty – Black, Latina/o, Native, for example – were involuntarily (through institutional and
structural forms of disenfranchisement) where the hippies were arriving290. This was a tension
palpably felt in northern New Mexico, this conflict of values tied to particular versions of the
American dream. Yablonsky suggests that the voluntary poverty of the hippies is a signal for us to
examine what it is about American life that turned many of its most privileged to seek out a lifeway that was on-par with its least privileged. He acknowledges that disenfranchised communities
in America would rightly be agitated by privileged white kids refusing their privilege, and notes
that this is cause to reexamine American society, its dreams, goals, and achievable futures291.

In Veblen’s account of the development of leisure as a social phenomenon, he notes that there is
noble work which stems from honorific employment and ignoble work which stems from debased
employment292. Leisure then is the ability to abstain from ignoble labor and demeaning or debasing
employment, and the ability to accumulate wealth as consumption. Veblen’s theory of leisure is
one of “non-productive consumption of time”293. He states that “time is consumed nonproductively (1) from a sense of the unworthiness of productive work, and (2) as an evidence of
pecuniary ability to afford a life of idleness”294. According to the conditions that he outlines, the
hippies of the sixties would constitute a leisure class, relative to the conventional “straight” society
from which they arrived. In the eyes of many, from journalists for Time to their Hispano neighbors
in Hondo, the New Buffalos were perceived to consume time in non-productive, or, unproductive
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ways. New Buffalos themselves sensed what we could call a particular “unworthiness” of
productive work – work that they were tracked to carry out from their earliest days as school
children295. A number of them also came from financial means that could support (for a time) their
experiments in living in a social alternative to normative society. That is, they were able to support
what many outside New Buffalo viewed as “a life of idleness”296. However, the hippie way of
consuming time in non-productive ways was to engage in demeaning, demanding and ignoble
forms of labor, to shun conspicuous consumption and the accumulation of wealth (as capital,
money). The work the New Buffalos did may have been considered non-productive because it was
economically inefficient and was tangential to broader social wealth indicators such as the state or
federal GDP figures. Their way of life may have been considered one of idleness for much the
same reasons; rather than carrying out the expectations they were raised with, to contribute to the
economic status quo as servants for corporate masters, the New Buffalos (and other sixties
communalists and counter-culturists) turned their energies and efforts elsewhere. Perhaps more
than their peers, New Buffalos considered time to be a resource297, which work garnered. At New
Buffalo then, work earned time rather than money – time in the sense that work at New Buffalo
occurred at a different pace than work in the rest of society, and was ordered not according to the
confines of the clock, but to the cycles of the sunlight. Work in straight society, beyond the
courtyard of New Buffalo valued money (and capital) as a resource (resources) into which effort
and time were expended and manipulated to obtain, retain, and grow; work occurred to make a
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living. At New Buffalo, work occurred to obtain, retain and grow time – time to experience the
living surround, to experience life as a being, to experience living as living.

Veblen noted in the earlier part of the 20th century that “the leisure of the servant is not his own
leisure”298. Their refusal to participate domestic service or labor, was a refusal to participate in the
spiritual function299 or the notion of working as a calling300 of the daily grind in America. For New
Buffalos the spiritual nature of work in capitalism was as hollow as it was exploitative and they
sought to integrate the spiritual, the psychic, and the cosmic through work that pertained to and
afforded these aspects of living. In their own words, this was not an overt or explicit practice. But
their own words, articulating their memories alongside the artifacts from their lives at the
commune, emphasize a habit of work that was neither leisurely (in Veblen’s sense), nor moral (in
Weber’s sense of a calling, and work as pleasing to God), nor particularly contributive to American
society (following Veblen, hippies were poor servants301). Yet, the forms of work that the New
Buffalos engaged in – making adobe bricks by hand, in the traditional way, peeling logs with
adzes, tilling fields with a plow (and later a small tractor), digging and re-routing irrigation ditches,
collecting and chopping wood – were forms of work recognized by, and valued (even with pride)
by the Hispano neighbors in Hondo.

These forms were working peoples work, honorable and not looked upon derogatorily302. These
forms of work were inconsistent with people who were generally looked upon with hostility and
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denigration – how could these unclean people do good and hard (read: clean) work? This was but
one of the many paradoxes of the hippie panorama of the sixties. New Buffalos valued work that
was largely undervalued elsewhere in America and this sometimes ameliorated tensions between
the hip community and the local Hispano community. Not always, and not perfectly, but a tenuous
truce or alliance was sometimes struck over this shared value. On one level then, work yoga – the
doing of work, just the doing of it, made it possible for Hondo Hippies and Hondo Hispanos to
recognize a commonality. Hard work was work yoga was the way of living at New Buffalo. Work
as a way of life was familiar enough a pillar to ground what seemed like otherwise bizarrely placed
efforts – the doing of New Buffalo work yoga. Work yoga became the work ethic.

For New Buffalos work was not an end in itself. It was a means to other travels, not necessarily
other ends – or we could say work was part of a system of fulfillment that much like a mill wheel,
is continuously in motion – though for the hippies this wheel was psychedelic in nature and so was
not bounded to any one stream. Colorful and splashing, it rolled around and slapped paddles about
in the waters of wherever it meandered. So work was but one part of a larger process of fulfillment
– a larger work we could say. Yet while some work was part of a tapping into the psychic, cosmic
and even spiritual aspects of living at New Buffalo, some work was “a matter of keeping work in
its place”303, or a simply a matter of doing to fulfill a necessity. While work in hip communities
was to be engaged upon a principle of joy304, not all work was particularly joyful. Making bricks
could be a form of meditation or it could be banal labor. Here we return again to the notion of
undesirable work.
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Discussions of making work more bearable, or shortening the working hours of those engaged in
the least desirable occupations, has surfaced periodically over the course of the past two
centuries305. In making undesirable work more bearable (Morris) or at least making the conditions
of undesirable work more bearable (Weeks), work can be released from its centrality to identity
and given over (given back over perhaps?) to its main feature – which is an activity306. Work is
primarily an activity, which rearranges energy and matter in space and time307. Work at New
Buffalo featured as a doing – New Buffalos did not identify with their work as did their counterparts in “straight” society. Simply doing work at New Buffalo did not transform all tasks into
desirable ones, but it did transform people out of statuses as “workers”. Kerim recalled that he
would wake up around 4am and work with the animals at New Buffalo until around 10am, putting
in six full hours of work before most other New Buffalos awoke. He had a glimmer in his eye as
he recounted this to me; he did this work because he liked it. Arty would awaken around 9am and
upon encountering Kerim, try to get him to head out into the fields, or do some other task around
the commune. Kerim would respond with a No to Arty’s requests, noting to Arty that he (Kerim)
had already put in a full day of work. Kerim was not a worker at New Buffalo, though he did his
share of work at the commune. His work was a thing that he did; it was a doing, a practice in
disarticulating work from “worker”, and the obligations of this identity. The work that Kerim did
relocated it as a practice in happiness, or more simply, it was happiness.
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In the work-a-day world of New Buffalos’ counter-parts elsewhere in America, labor was (and
increasingly is) linked to happiness, or rather, a promise of future happiness. This promise of
happiness through hard work, shapes an empty utopian dream. It is empty because the happiness
is always contingent upon a future time that does not exist here, nor now. The element of happiness
exposes competing utopian hopes in the realm of work: workers “long for life in which work would
be either nonexistent or at least reasonably enjoyable” while employers look forward to a time of
workerless work, when technology supplants human labor308. While each hope envisions a world
without work, they do so via different means and promise a happiness distinct from that felt by
Kerim, and others at New Buffalo. Kerim’s happiness is part of the work that he does, un-alienated
from his effort and existing entirely in the here and now. Kerim’s utopia then is not a work-less
existence, but a work-full one – an experience of living that incorporates work as part of the entire
surround and not as antithetical to it.

Though it would seem that counter-culturists of the sixties, alongside Byrne, Morris and Weeks
would want to abolish work, it may not be necessary to abolish work altogether – in fact it would
be impossible, as living is but working. Happiness in work at New Buffalo was not coupled with
economic value; much of the work was in some ways uncoupled from economic value. Money
was still a necessary tool for the commune, and people engaged in work that generated money
(making Concho belts out of quarters, selling candles and milk in town, fighting forest fires), yet
there was a lot of work that would be considered redundant or useless in regular society. But at
New Buffalo, work was valued differently, it was valued not according to the accumulation of
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wealth (which involves efficiency, and submitting to unnecessary unpleasantness) – it was valued
rather according to the good it imparted upon oneself and the commune.

Sometimes this good was in monetary form. Peter and Robbie considered money just a tool. Its
primary function was to afford what New Buffalos needed. It wasn’t groovy, as Steve H and Ram
Dass309 have both put it, and it wasn’t the same as food, as Orion argued, but it came in handy and
was a necessary (if minimalized part of life). Mike Kitts said that people earned money at New
Buffalo through silverwork and jewelry making and the occasional part-time job. Mercedes Larry
mentioned that he received a stipend every month from his father, and so, when New Buffalos
wanted money, they would come talk to him. Aquarius Poul remembered that visitors who were
allowed to stay for a spell were often asked to donate money – not by himself, but by George or
Justin. Alfred referred to food stamps as Rainbow Money. When New Buffalos had money they
would pay the land tax310 or go to Selso’s to buy alcohol (and zu-zus). The first year of New
Buffalo was marked by abundant honey, peanut butter, and a tractor311. There was a nonpossessiveness about money that characterized life at New Buffalo – when the New Buffalos had
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it, they used it. Accumulation of financial resources was not a priority, perhaps most simply put,
because as a tool and resource it is fairly limited.

When I visited Aquarius Poul one night for dinner, his roommate Orion debated him about the
importance of silver. Aquarius Poul was collecting silver bars, because he figured its value was
more stable than the value of the dollar or any other stand-in, thus serving him better than paper
or cheap metal. Orion noted that silver would be useful for him, insofar as anyone else thought it
was in such a scenario, but the debate ended on his point that silver (or gold for that matter) cannot
be eaten. Even more than the limitations upon its value by the discerning beliefs of others was the
simple fact that silver was not commensurate with milk - it could not be converted into another
form of energy as such. Energy was more highly valued than money, but there was no purity
around money, for it was a tool at New Buffalo, much as the jeweler’s compass, the common
construction nail, or the penny, heat-altered to use as a button312.

There is a possibility that pennies were used not always in their form as money, but in their form
as raw material, for something else – buttons, etc. Similarly, some New Buffalos mentioned that
nickels had real nickel in them in the sixties, and that quarters contained real silver. Is it possible
that New Buffalos would use these coins as raw materials for jewelry-making and silver-working?
Perhaps, especially considering a Concho belt could fetch hundreds of dollars on the plaza in Santa
Fe, whereas a quarter or a nickel could only fetch a fraction of that in the form of some other good.
Perhaps money was both material and tool. This was not confirmed in any conversation I have had
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with any former residents, but is an observation based on two things: the resourcefulness of New
Buffalos when it came to work and the material world, and, the relative absence of quarters, nickels
and dimes in the archaeological record at New Buffalo. This absence could (and more likely is) be
explained by the fact that quarters, nickels and dimes would have been spent on alcohol, gas, zuzus, ammunition, nails, or other such items (such as we found in all three excavation areas)313.
Many would off-handedly remind me that money was worth more in the sixties than it is now and
a little of it went a long way. Whether or not coins were used as material for jewelry-making or
clothing repair, or as raw material rather than monetary resource, money at New Buffalo was
considered valuable insomuch as it was exchangeable for other goods and resources. It had no
intrinsic value but relative value – in the absence of the good or resource it could afford, money
could be used to acquire whatever was actually desired.

I bring all of this up because in the discussions of labor found in the pages from Marx, Durkheim,
Morris, Bryne and Weeks (to name just a few), money surfaces in the form of wages, and as part
of what alienates humans from their efforts. While New Buffalos were not agitating for better
working conditions or improved pay for workers, or even shorter work days, they were living out
a principle of non-attachment to money, despite its commanding power to provide for them things
they needed or wanted. At New Buffalo, money was not so tightly correlated with work, as plenty
of work occurred there outside of a labor-wage relation. This non-attachment, and this loosening
of the relationship of money and human effort, is interesting to consider in light of the continuing
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utopian dream in the wider world of work – to either abolish it [work] altogether or make it [work]
more pleasant, desirable and worth the effort314. The utopianism at New Buffalo was not that of a
work-free existence, but it was that of an existence that did not so heavily depend on a direct
engagement with waged labor. Indirectly, New Buffalos relied upon the waged-labor of others:
Mercedes Larry relied upon the waged-labor of his father, for example, or as Aquarius Poul and
Alfred H note, tourists and visitors would be asked to donate money to New Buffalo during their
stay. New Buffalos relied upon the waged-labor of other New Buffalos, like Sandy and others who
made and sold candles on the plaza, or Pepe R who would sell silver Concho belts in Santa Fe.
However, these endeavors were not the emphasis of work life at New Buffalo and were rather
subsumed into the work-a-day world that characterized the commune; a work-a-day world that
was largely work considered non-productive in the eyes of much of America.

If work at New Buffalo can be considered, from one perspective to be non-productive, it is
precisely this, its non-contributive nature towards larger economic systems, and its productivity in
terms of the internal good it provides for New Buffalos and the commune itself, that make work
at New Buffalo humanized indeed. That work should be humanized is part of many literary (and
social/political) utopian tracts315. Arguments calling for work related reform, issuing demands
around income levels and working hours, as well as improving the types of work that are most
base316, “could of course be dismissed as “merely utopian”… [but] What if the utopianism of these
demands is not a liability but an asset?”317 When Weeks writes this, she echoes an early call to just
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such a re-formulation of humankind’s labors and efforts, nearly 120 years earlier, Morris wrote
“yet it is not difficult to conceive of some arrangement whereby those who did the roughest work
should work the shortest spells”318. The utopianism of such demands to think through new ways
to order human activity or participate in the work of living acknowledges the artifice of work – an
artifice Schrecker makes abundantly clear when he declares work to be that which benefits
society319 and Durkheim (and others) lament as but obligatory, unbearable servitude320.

“Finally, we should not overlook the fact that even the most routine jobs have their claims. When
work does not qualify as a practice in the ideal sense, it may yet carry internal goods – even if
these only come in moments and glimpses. The ideal of a practice asks that we remain alive to
these moments and not prematurely dismiss their possibility. It cautions us against accepting too
complacently the view that work is all discipline. Still, work is never without its discipline. The
distance between the ideal of a practice and the lived experience of work suggests that work’s
discipline is what will be felt most keenly. It is through this discipline that work reveals our
dignity.”321

New Buffalo was a commune, as a place of refuge from a society which many at New Buffalo
agreed was off, wrong, and needing mending. It was a space worked into a place where a hippie
life was possible in a “New Buffalo way”. This “way” is marked with humor in stories, for example
the one about grinding wheat in the same mill following chiles and having to toss out all that grain
(and work). It is marked with objects as well like the hundreds of nails recovered during
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excavations. These nails once held together adobe brick forms and other components of New
Buffalo constructions and are part of a New Buffalo materiality that is a testament to work which
shaped life at New Buffalo. This “way” is inscribed in the architecture of the former commune.
The dignity of the discipline of the New Buffalo work ethic reveals itself in traces, contours, and
objects, all related to the activity of doing work.

The main building is still intact and in us. It is comprised of a large, semi-subterranean circular
room – the Buffalo Room, the Circle Room – off of which two wings of three rooms that each run
east and west, and a kitchen, toilet room, shower room, a pantry that all form the northern extent,
and a small library, marks out its southern reach. Outside, bordering the courtyard to the west and
south of the main building are two room blocks, also of three rooms each. Beyond this just a few
yards, the former garage shed where two massive poles joined by a stout, thick third, once used to
lift engines out of vehicles for repair, still stand though are no longer used for that purpose. A few
more yards beyond this point, is the old goat shed now being used as a storage shed. Further,
beyond this, nearing the road that cuts above New Buffalo to the south, is the former barn now
converted into a house and residential property independently owned. Our own archaeological
work at New Buffalo adds to this architectural inventory and to this testament to work – three
campsites, a pit house and a trash dump filling in a deep arroyo.

Though the buildings at New Buffalo hold within them in their shape, function and persistence the
work and effort it took to make them, they are but one material manifestation of hippie labor. The
other occurs as artifacts. Out of 3,582 artifacts from the area of the Pit House and its immediate
vicinity, 665 are construction-related: nails, screws, prongs, bricks, amounting to roughly 18.5%
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of the artifacts being work-related. By a different count, including these construction-related
artifacts as well as creativity-related artifacts: beads, threads, yarns, leather fragments, ceramics,
and eye-glasses, then 1,822 of the 3,582, or roughly 50% are work related. Artifacts from the
campsite areas and the area of the trash dump fall into a similar percentile range indicative of work
at New Buffalo. These are between roughly 33% and 50%.

What do I mean by work-related? In this case, I mean any artifact that was used to facilitate a task,
or that was used as part of a project. While beads are not involved in the same kind of work as
adobe brick-making or vehicle maintenance, to bead is still to work. This is not to say that beading
was not enjoyable; much of the work at New Buffalo was joyous, even as much of it was tedious.
So as far as “work-related” objects are concerned, I simply mean any artifact that was associated
with an activity or action that required human effort – work – to attempt, accomplish, or see a
project to fruition.

What were the relational and experiential ways in which ‘The Hippies’ at New Buffalo “attached
meaning to and organized space and place”322? What drew the counter-culturally inclined to New
Mexico in the late Sixties? Why did Taos become a hub (and home) for many of those whom we
call ‘The Hippies’? I think two things are fundamental to answering these questions. The answers
to these questions are as diverse as the reasons New Buffalos give when asked: Why Taos? What
drew you here? For many their experiences of Taos and New Buffalo are ill-fitted to clear-cut
answers for seemingly simple questions. For many New Buffalos, distinctions of space and place
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at New Buffalo were permeable. Work mediated their relationships to New Buffalo as both a place
and a space.

The meanings New Buffalos attached to space and place were almost ineffable, certainly visceral,
and in many cases have transcended time because they recall these meanings even today. There
was the magical majesty of the land, land that New Buffalos felt close to, felt viscerally in touch
with (if not always in tune, or even fully knowledgeable). There was the magnificent distance from
places they had come, places they wanted to escape, change, and for some eventually return.
Certainly, the pre-Hippie context of New Buffalo, Taos, and northern New Mexico was a kind of
magnetism for people in search of not just a place apart from a society they saw as corrupt and in
need of change, but a place where possibility to create the kind of living that John Livingston has
called actual living, “living with one’s living surround”323. The land was not the only element
endowed with an undeniably attractive pull as many former New Buffalos quickly talk about
people. Their experiences of New Buffalo as place and space are inseparable from their
relationships with their Hispano neighbors, the old peyote men from Taos Pueblo, the Pueblo itself.
Perhaps most importantly, if not explicitly noted, their relationship to New Buffalo is inextricable
from the people of New Buffalo who were there, shaping space into place in those first years from
1967 to roughly 1971.

The other such “how” was the work the place required. Tuan stated that “undifferentiated space
becomes place as we get to know it better”324 and Wallace Stegner wrote “but whatever their
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relation to it, it is made a place only by slow accrual”325. In both cases – slow accrual of a place
into being and the transition of space into place through knowing (which includes “doing” for
Tuan) – places are made through effort, work, labor. For Stegner, “slow accrual” actually refers to
people and their relations. But pairing his words with Tuan’s, we can expand “slow accrual” to
include work, effort, objects, buildings, and imagination. Differentiated work at New Buffalo
included making meals, cleaning the kitchen, making bricks, mudding walls, chopping wood,
caring for animals, trying to make the land yield produce, digging the acequias, repairing vehicles,
making jewelry, candles, repairing clothes, making money on odd jobs in town or by selling
jewelry and candles, making children, making families, making community. All this making was
work. However, crucially, this was work not necessarily divorced from the joy of expending
energy and effort to bring something, some dream, into being. All this making made the
undifferentiated space at the end of the acequia into the place of New Buffalo, where slow accrual
has over the generations shaped New Buffalo into New Buffalo.

Life at New Buffalo was undeniably worked. To a large extent and without much exception, you
had to work in some way to be there. Work, even when it led to throwing out wheat too fire-hot to
make into bread, made the place of New Buffalo into the space that many remember it as: a space
of healing, of learning, of building, of getting together. Work made the space of those 106 (or 103)
acres into the place, New Buffalo commune. Work allowed the place to continue to be a space
where people could find their way up the gravel driveway, pitch in and make a difference, whatever
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that was to each one of them, to the group at New Buffalo then, and to the place that has been and
continues to be, slowly accruing.

“The dignity of work comes less from its ideal promise than from the way we show, through it, a
determination to endure what is difficult for the sake of discharging our responsibilities and
contributing to society. It is less the source of our happiness than the illustration that we deserve
happiness. Through work, we reveal our tough-minded commitment in the face of conditions that
cannot bend exactly to our will. When this commitment brings a partial triumph over an
unaccommodating world, work illuminates something of the dignity that resides in us independent
of the character of our work. It expresses a kind of defiance, for we willfully ignore the ultimate
resistance of a world we yet try to shape.”326

There was a kind of joyful, playful and serious defiance in the will of New Buffalos to the world
they tried to shape at New Buffalo. Relative to the society from which they fled, there was a
defiance to the shape of the counter-culture they created through their work, which was both
recognizable as work and yet, perplexingly also non-productive. Perhaps it was the dignity residual
in the efforts of each New Buffalo that accorded some peace and kinship across social boundaries
in the Hondo Valley. And yet, it was the non-recognition of New Buffalo work that perhaps
accounted for the lingering and persistent sense that the New Buffalos, like all those whom were
called “hippie” were privileged drop-outs, living off the work and earnings of others, soiling the
lands and communities into which they arrived. As such, football games and bar fights were the
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forms of play that negotiated complicated relations to work in the Hondo Valley, by New Buffalos
in particular.

I want to end the chapter by reflecting upon the ways work shapes a place. Here at New Buffalo,
work was shaping not just a commune out of the very earth of the valley, but a utopia out of the
very doing of this work – the work of shaping. Work was a way of doing, and as it shaped utopia,
utopia became a way of doing. New Buffalo therefore become a worked space of utopia, through
the efforts and labors of the New Buffalos themselves. Work, as play, was specific to New Buffalo
– specific to the commune as both a space and a moment in time. Huizinga suggests that play is
non-materialistic in nature327 and implies that work therefore (being opposed to play), is
materialistic in nature. The materialistic aspect of work seems undeniable when considering the
theories of work (and play) developed in the fields of politics (political theory) and sociology – we
need only to return to Marx, Weber, and Durkheim to be reminded of the intense relationship work
has to the material world. Yet this relationship is specific in that it is mediated by money (capital),
and the transformation of value such that anything from human effort to objects themselves can be
commoditized.

The materialism of work is chained to these processes by which goods, resources and energies are
transfigured through a complex system of value- and meaning-making, and exchange, into capital.
Work amasses wealth; it accumulates things. The New Buffalos were engaged in work that was
counter to this materialism. Part of what makes work, and work ethic, at New Buffalo so interesting
(and instructive) is that the principle of detachment that was part of the hippie zeitgeist, was applied
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to work as well. Hippie work occurred in relation to materialism – and even participated in the
kind of materialism that waged-labor and capitalism foisted upon human effort. But the
materialism of hippie work diverged in that what was accumulated was not always material in
form. New Buffalo work accumulated dignity through doing, a utopian place through effort, and a
space where slow accrual came to mark out a counter-cultural home – a place where living in the
alternative was acted upon without much ado. Does work have a non-materialistic nature? At New
Buffalo, this was possible; this was realizable as part of the utopianism that both defined and was
carved into the space of the place as a commune.

This discussion will grow with the next chapter, which considers utopianism at New Buffalo. Work
and utopia are closely linked, as most utopias incorporate ideas (some more general, others more
delineated) about the ways in which work operates and contributes to the utopia328. Even where
work is not a main feature of a particular utopian formulation, its absence is, conspicuously. In
experimental utopias, work is without exception, necessary to the realization of utopia through and
within the experience. Existing in quiet, background ways, various forms of work are simply
givens when it comes to utopia – for no utopia was ever made without effort. Ideas and ideals
concerning work and utopia are fundamental characteristics of America – many of the early
European colonies were premised on some variation of work and utopia in tandem. We could
perhaps consider America itself a large, complicated on-going experiment in utopia; a place where
people attempt reproductions of an original utopian form, pursuing through work, some promise
of a better reality. Baudrillard in his essay on America contemplates American culture as “artificial
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paradises”329, where possibility, ephemerality and banality are part of the dominant form of the
American culture, “born of a rift with the Old World”330. Out of this rift emerged the utopian
colonies that continued to create America in the shape of the paradise these colonists saw possible
in its territories. As of the sixties, utopia still seemed possible within America. Work, effort,
distance and gumption were the tools that could create places like New Buffalo, where living the
alternative was possible. Unlike their colonial utopian predecessors, in the sixties, people were not
re-thinking the relationship between work and utopia, but were rather, re-doing this relationship.
As Yablonsky has noted, “The hippie movement is a spontaneous evolution. It was [is] not a
“heavy” worked out plan”331. Through hard-working folly, the accrual of effort and desire at New
Buffalo shaped the place into a utopia. It was a utopia that was worked at; New Buffalo was a
utopia in the doing of it, beyond the making of it.
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Chapter 6: Doing Utopia at New Buffalo

New Buffalo as Utopianism

Figure 44. Bell. From NBAP 2010 A1 U4 L2 Fn15. Photograph by the author, 2010/2011.

There are two bells in the artifact collection from New Buffalo (2010, pictured above). One of
them was recovered from the floor (level 2) of the fourth unit in the pit house (designated Area 1,
or, A1). The other was recovered from the first level of the first unit of the first teepee/camp site
excavated on the south slope behind the commune (designated in Area 3, or, A3).

While compiling a close study of all the artifacts, I drew the bell from the pit house (A1). Artifacts
were clustered into boxes and piles according to their provenance, and at the table, underneath a
lamp, my work-station was basic – a notebook, some pens, pencils and a sharpener. Off to the side,
I had set up a photography station, with a large flat cardboard box, on top of which I would lay a
black, blue or white felt, depending on the artifact or the time of day, which affected the light in
the room. Before making a drawing, I would examine the artifact closely, learning it’s details and
committing them to memory, briefly enough to correct for the mistakes my hand would make, reinterpreting what my eye saw, from the artifact to the page. The photographs look more interesting
lined-up with each other, but the drawings, they were more three-dimensional, and revealed a level
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of detail that my camera lens could not capture. I did not draw each and every object, but often, at
least one that was representative of the group, or had details (embossing, stamping, molding, etc.)
that needed closer attention. Looking back through my photographs, notes, and drawings, I search
for artifacts that resonate with utopianism at New Buffalo. In some way, they all do – they were
all part of the utopianism that existed at the commune. Yet so many of them are mundane,
unremarkable, and not obviously part of living a present with the goal of realizing the future in the
here and now.

And yet: Common nails? Plastic bags? Fragments of Styrofoam cups and potted plant containers?
Bullet casings? Pennies? A doll head? Bugler tins and lids? This is what utopia looks like fortyeight years on? In a way, yes. If utopia is a place in time, and these objects are from then and there,
then yes, these are the artifacts of utopianism. If utopia is an impulse, a spirit, an activity – a doing
of these sorts – then yes, these are the residues of those events and actions, the things that were
done then and there. This is the material culture of a utopian culture that was part of the
counterculture. This is the counterculture as utopia-culture, revealing culture to be counter-utopia.
This was not the chemical utopianism of the scientists of early plastics, making from nature things
that were unnatural and celebrated in their inability to be reabsorbed into the material world from
whence they were derived332. This was the plastic utopianism of the sixties counterculture, flexible
and enduring, responding to an increasingly plastic world and, in some ways, absorbing the
unassimilable. These artifacts, residues of efforts both playful and serious, to create an alternative
way of living, are unremarkable in their material facticity, yet are telling in their patterned
presences and absences at New Buffalo. Lingering long after the living of utopian communalism
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at New Buffalo, these artifacts resonate with a plasticity, a plurality of the paradoxes that went into
the doing that called utopianism into existence at the commune. After all, experimentation of the
sixties communal sort is a kind of social plasticity, part plastic in its imitations of primitivity, other
spiritual and cultural traditions, and part plastic in its ability to offer a freedom (no matter how
temporary) from the tyrannical inevitability of the older orders333.

Would Mercedes Larry look back at Indian play and say “ew, that’s so plastic?”? Was it seen, or
experienced as plastic? Was it idealistic? Touched by utopia, or, part of creating utopia itself? Are
hippie-made and worn leather moccasins actually plastic? The seed beads, do they do double work,
both actually plastic and part of a plastic practice? Do all the nails suggest something false or
cracking about the work done at New Buffalo? And are all of the actual plastic artifacts utopian,
or co-creative in New Buffalo’s utopianism? Was the counterculture actually counter to utopia?
Do these hippie artifacts define a material culture of sixties utopianism, such that we could speak
of it as utopia-culture? What is a utopian material culture? Of the two bells, I choose one and after
careful study, begin to draw.

My fingers move along the edges of the metal bell, petal-like where its rounded ends curl towards
the center. I can feel the subtle unevenness of the degrees of each bend of what I call the leaves of
the bell and the gaps between them. The design imprinted on their surface is bumpy underneath
my touch. I make my way to the chipped loop, or eyelet, at the top, where a thread, string, or cord
could be passed through attaching the bell to anything, or simply, around a neck or a wrist. I let it
rest in my hand and feel the weight of the tiny ball inside, noticing that the heaviness is located
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there, the center of gravity of the bell. I hold it by the loop at the top and jingle it, listening. It
makes a light, high pitched sound, which I record on my Tascam DR 03. At another point in time
Taylor had held a bell by its eyelet, and jingled it. We listened to the sound, his eyes transfixed in
some other place, some other time. The reading room in the Taos Public library where we often
met, was silent but for the light sounds of the bell, notations of thoughts to which I had no access.
But a smile appeared on Taylor’s face, his eyes still affixed afar and a time apart. In the jingle rang
utopia, a utopia he often could not find in his own writing, which as he put it, was realistic. The
sunsets at New Buffalo, the gentle and fuzzy romanticism of the hippie years in Taos, the ease
with which memory can sand down the rough edges of experience, his eyes were clear of the heady
fog that mystified a time he remembers as difficult, rough and at times, down-right unromantic:

When I was living in Laredo Texas, right after New Buffalo, I moved and worked in the oil
fields. That’s one thing about that lifestyle, it really sets you up for some fine work
afterwards…fightin’ fires, (chuckle) oil fields, you were pretty well fucked as far as decent
employment, I mean, and that kinda goes back to my point, that, you know, I didn’t come
from college, I didn’t have that to fall back on. I was only in college for a year or so. You
know, so (long drawn inhale) is…Yeah, I think that there was a real difference between the
college people and the non-college people. The college people were, well, they were living
out an experiment (laugh) and they knew they were going back to something, er, perhaps,
as we spoke. That’s who that that was. It’s almost, yeah, like being in a relationship with
somebody that you know is gonna be leavin’. So, but then there was others of us, like myself,
who were, you know, just in it neck deep, you know. Uh ‘cause that was our life. And that
was much the life of Taos then too, you know. Something I think for you to, yeah and I don’t
know if this falls into your, you know, sphere, sphere of work, is just the basic life around
Taos. I know I wrote something about you know that there was a fully developed drug
culture that was, that you moved inside of, that was, way out of, you know, uh the radar, of
the world, the police. I think that people like myself who never went to complete college,
or some of us I think, always have a certain, I don’t know, attitude or something – Opinion?
– about that. And maybe some of its envious, I don’t know, could be. But, when I look back
at it, there was some kind of distinction between the two, I think. Right, yeah, there was a
certain kind of intellectual – lofty, sort of, perhaps – take. You know whereas a lot of the
people, like myself, the funky ones, and I’m just thinkin’ of, you know, I’m just seein’ curly
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hair fallin’ down and bare feet shufflin’ across the dirt, just kinda lookin’ you know, to eat,
and uh, you know, get laid, get high, the basic elements. You know, I think, which that uh,
that whole situation certainly – that’s what’s interesting about New Buffalo and that whole
thing because it really got reduced to that; Really got reduced to the basic elements.
Because we were poor. I mean, poor poor poor. Sooo. Somehow for me, I never felt like I
had any options or something, I don’t know, I mean I left there and I was never (chuckle)
much of a participant when I was there, but I never really thought of leavin’ or goin’ back
to college or anything, I never thought of any of that. At all. But um, it was a very, yeah, it
brought you to a very base place. AND, which brought out a lot of really ugly traits in
people, for sure. Uh, all that poverty. You know, being in there above our heads, made
people very, afraid. Afraid. That’s uh afraid. And you put a bunch of marijuana and LSD
on top of that and you get insanity.
You know. Uh. So. Yeah, we were on our own. Didn’t have nothing. Especially after the
founders left out there when I was there, like George and I think I was there when George
left. So. Yeah it’s interesting thinkin’ of this. Tryin’, unraveling it kind of. Yeah I don’t see
it as a very positive thing at all. Shewf. It’s kind of one of those life experiences you
probably learn a lot from, but. Oh, Pretty traumatic. You know, and the stuff that went on.
There were some difficult times for sure. … When you got nothin’ to hold onto (laughter),
you grasp for straws! That kind of thinkin’ that I’m doin’ there – what am I tryin’ to say –
is that um, I mean, this is true NOW. It’s everywhere you look. That everywhere you look,
that rather than grabbing onto the reality and swallowing it and living with it, you grasp
for something else … much easier to do. And, with the benefit of marijuana, you know, it’s
almost like something you can (laughter) physically grab onto, you know, it’s really
powerful. So yeah there was a lot of that, um. And youth too. Yeah. “Somebody’s going to
provide, something’s gonna fall in place.” And there was the poor people who were more
practical and said, “Well no, we have to go to town and get food stamps. We have to get
this fixed, we have to do this and we have to do that”. And um, I was, I just see myself as
bouncing around, almost, personally, like (chuckle), never my feet, never landing anywhere
and I’m not believing in anything, really. But there certainly were, thank god, there were
people responsible, you know. Or relatively so, and what a job they had. Because there
were so many of us that weren’t. All we wanted to do was get high. And we did.
So. But, we’d use the – somebody would hand you the axe and you’d go chop wood – that’s
what I did. That’s about as uh, what’s the word I’m searching for – not a statement at all,
it’s not (chuckle) very profound to chop wood. Right. It’s like, you know (thunk thunk on
the table) puttin’ your nose down, doin’ your part but, don’t make my part very much or
very responsible, or you know. Yeah there was quite a few of us like that and then there
would be very few people that would really take the bull by the horns, you know like, like
you have to do when you’re a real adult.
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Resentment. Just, thick as a knife. You could just cut the air with the resentment, and the
hard feelings that fell with in between, (chuckle) different factions of people, the
responsible crowd to the irresponsible crowd, and uh, various different things you know I
think there was, I think that as I recall and I don’t recall as well because I don’t recall the
individuals so well. Sigh. I may be wrong about this, but I think, that when I was there, the
hierarchy was pretty much in shambles. And I was the shambles. And a lot of us were
shambles. We were like, you know…I mean it was people like Larry, Blonde Larry has got
an amazingly small amount of press. In Iris’s book or wherever I read. Kopecky’s book, I
think, I don’t think he got that much, and he carried the place on his shoulders. Very quiet,
extremely reliable and capable, but in such a mild mannered way. That, he just didn’t get
the press that everybody else has got, you know that other people perhaps have got. But
from when I was there and I know for a long time afterwards, he was the go-to guy. Just
like you know, this bottle of water is something you need, well you needed Larry around
because he is our sustenance, and, there was probably a couple other people, but you know,
thank god for him being there, for instance when I was there. So he was a guy who was
obviously a misfit as a child or something and talked kind of, I don’t know, unnaturally or
something and was you know, seemingly a real wounded person or something like that. I
think most all of us were. Which is my great contention like with Iris; She says oh we were
all on missions to spread a bunch of fairy dust and I’m like oh we were a bunch of crippled
fucked up people who filtered to this spot. Now I don’t say that for the founders or anything,
I think that’s, so yeah. Yeah there was people like Larry, oh and I’m tryin’ to remember
who else.
Yeah it takes all sides I guess to make a picture, but, yeah.334

But in this moment, with this bell, he’s silent in the here and now, smiling in the here and now. If
we can catch a glimpse of utopia in action, then we catch it in these moments that begin without
any notice and once over, evaporate into the ephemera of conversation in a small reading room at
the back of the Taos Public library.
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Taylor Streit Transcript from interview recorded on 26 March 2010. At the Taos Library. I will unpack more of
this quote in the following chapter on authenticity. I want it here because it is a good example of how Taylor put things
in his own words, and to demonstrate the way in which this kind of “rap” session (this particular cadence and way of
speaking was called “rapping” back in the day – not as in the hip-hop term, but more as what we might think of as a
rant, a secular sermon, or an informal lecture-type of speech), Taylor, as with many of my guides, would jump from
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sense in which New Buffalo was not considered a utopia, according to the many aspects Taylor brings up here. The
rest of the chapter will lay out the contradictions and tensions of New Buffalo’s utopianism.
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Utopianism is difficult to define though it would seem we can determine with rough certainty what
is and is not utopianism335. The following section will set out some provisional definitions, and
sketch for us how utopia/utopianism can be broken down into a few categories, and which ones
are meaningful for the kind of utopianism evident at New Buffalo. For now, however, suffice it to
say that utopianism is both a text and experience based tradition, whose articulation is assumed by
some to be a western phenomenon, though by others, to be more universal336. Part of this
assumption depends upon what is considered a utopian form and impulse, and, a utopian
imagination. Utopia/utopianism generally takes shape according to three vectors: those of time,
space, and activity, and can be understood through primarily three forms: literary, theoretical, and
experimental.

Future oriented optimism, geared towards some notion of a greater good, establishing an order that
does not yet exist but is better than anything that has come before it, the realization of Eden, a
return to Acadia, the preservation of some pure and primordial connection to a place and way of
living unencumbered by the Industrial Revolution, Capitalism, Late Capitalism and PostIndustrialism – these are the contours of Utopia. Yet the details, planned minutely or not, can
reveal the dystopian double, holographic-like as we turn the picture before us. Dystopia looks
eerie, haunted, dangerous, and threatening. A shadow crossing over the golden fields of grain and
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purple mountains majesty, washing in the light of gray a promising landscape that now suggests
something gone wrong337. Dystopia is not Utopia338, insofar as we know it, and where there is
utopia, dystopia inevitably follows339. While utopianism is a near synonym for a particular kind of
social-political optimism, in our contemporary moment, utopianism is considered an unrealistic
optimism. To call someone utopian is to scoff at their dreamy-eyed perspective, their naïveté in
matters of social, political and economic movers and forces in the world, and to deride their
optimism for the future as only that of wishful thinking. Dreaming and imagining are two of
utopianisms key characteristics, perhaps the characteristics that thread a connection between its
many fabrics. In the dreaming, in the imagining, the spirit of utopianism abides. In the
implementation, the putting of pen to parchment, typeset to paper, beam to post, nail to stud, adobe
to wall, axe to timber, hoe to soil, and plan to hand, does the impulse of utopianism twitch with
life, vibrant and generative.

How was utopianism implemented at New Buffalo? In the beating of the peyote drums? In the
making of adobe bricks? In the furrowing of fields, the re-channeling of ditch water for irrigation,
the tending of animals, the dipping of candles, the grinding of wheat, the making of bread and
coffee in the morning? On Egg Day breakfasts340? Chopping wood, on wood runs or at the
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commune? Working on fire crews? Doing any kind of work yoga? Utopia existed at New Buffalo
in each of these moments, whether they felt utopian or not, because each of these moments is shot
through with the utopian spirit and impulse. There are these two bells. There is the bell that Taylor
spaced-out with, wherein utopia alighted briefly somewhere between his smile, his memory, and
the sound of the bell, the light, high pitched tingle. There is the bell that I drew, whose shapes and
spaces I lingered upon, whose sound I also drew from inside its purposefully hollow-center. No
spirit of utopia alighted anywhere between my own listening to the sound and thoughts; no impulse
flickered through my muscles, save the desire to draw in detail this little bell. It seemed important.
I had not known at the time that Taylor would ring one of them. I had not known through this bell
I would glimpse Utopia, as quickly as a blink could mistake it for just an old hippie reminiscing.

By now it is clear that Utopia does not reside in the bell, not in its shape, sound, or tactile qualities.
It is also clear that the bell does not call Utopia, nor is it from Utopia. And it is clear that my own
silent ringing of the bell does not summon utopianism to the here and now. It was the particular
combination of Taylor, his memory, the bell and its sound, which revealed an instance of utopia.
Key to this was that Taylor rang the bell. While action is another prominent feature of utopianism,
it has long sat second to time and space341 as the dominant features. Not all action is related to
utopianism. My own ringing of the bell offered no glimpse in, no sighting of utopia. Much as all
squares are rectangles, yet not all rectangles are squares, all utopias are doings, yet not all doings
are utopias.
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Though New Buffalo was a place of doings, it was not always utopia. This is both in part because
not all doings create utopia and in part because at different times, for different people, New Buffalo
was and was not a place where one could experience utopia. If Sir Thomas More’s Utopia can be
critiqued as representing a static order, the utopia of New Buffalo was dynamic, fickle, and even
fleeting. Would many New Buffalos have considered the commune a utopia/utopian place during
those twelve years between 1967 and 1979? Mary has often reminded me that the early residents
of New Buffalo never set out to create a utopia or a new society.
“We lived day by day taking what we needed from the world we had abandoned. We were
living on a hundred acres of our own land as hippies inventively consulting the wisdom of
Taos Indians, the Spanish locals, our experienced countercultural friends and books. We
had no preconceived thoughts of an idealistic outcome other than thriving beyond the edge
of society. We were in agreement and anyone in dissent moved on.” (Mitchel Gordon 2014:
1 letter of correspondence).

While she calls these early years the utopian ones, she does so from a particular remove; Mary was
among the early New Buffalo residents and left a few years into the commune period. She married
another of the early ones, Robbie, in a ceremony at New Buffalo. That New Buffalo was utopian
was not intentional, as she noted in her letter to all of us who had contributed to her book “Utopia
at New Buffalo, ’67- ‘69”342. It is important to bear this in mind, as we proceed to wander through
the utopianism of New Buffalo – the New Buffalos did not identify as utopians, nor did they
identify their life-world at New Buffalo as utopian. Most of the forty former residents I spoke with
did not even discuss New Buffalo within the framework of utopia. Yet, there is something
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distinctly utopian about the twelve years of New Buffalo Commune. There is also something
undeniably unconventional about the kind of utopianism that New Buffalo was, to borrow the
observation from Hine (above). This was not utopianism of a doctrine, a belief system, or a
blueprint. This was utopianism of adobe, of peyote, and of myriad for of work from the banal to
the sublime. New Buffalo was what utopianism looked like, dropped out, tuned-in and turned-on.
New Buffalo was a version of utopianism in and of the sixties.

Utopianism: Some Definitions
“Utopia is nowhere (outopia) and it is also somewhere good (eutopia). To live in a world that
cannot be but where one fervently wishes to be: that is the literal essence of utopia. To this
extent utopia does share the quality of a dream. To deny that would be to miss one of the most
powerful sources of its appeal. But were that all it was, were utopia no more than a waking
dream, we would have no more than a passing interest in it.”343

What makes a utopia a utopia? What is utopianism? Who are utopians? In this chapter, I am using
these terms to pare New Buffalo down to the impulse at the core of utopia, described by some as
inherent344 and others as imperative345 within humans and expressed in our societies. New Buffalo
was not utopian in every sense of this word, nor was it a utopia by every definition 346 of this
phenomenon. However, utopia occurred at New Buffalo; it was part of the daily activity of New
Buffalos and it was alive in their experiences of the many doings they were doing out in the middle
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of northern New Mexico’s high desert. What then was the kind of utopianism at New Buffalo? I
argue in this chapter that the utopianism at New Buffalo was located in actions as opposed to New
Buffalo as a place, and the sixties as a time. I further argue that utopianism at New Buffalo was
anti-colonial347 and somewhat oblivious to the impacts (even dystopic) it had on New Buffalos
and the many local social communities New Buffalos found themselves intertwined with (whether
they liked it or not). To get a sense then of why I argue utopianism at New Buffalo was specific,
and of the character that I interpret it to be, it is prudent to first get a sense of how utopianism is
understood in scholarship.

In the previous pages, I noted with some expedience the vectors and forms utopia takes: time,
space, and activity; literary, theoretical and experimental/experiential, respectively. I want now to
return to these vectors and forms in order to understand which are relevant for thinking about
utopianism at New Buffalo, in the long sixties348 more broadly.

While many scholars point out that Sir Thomas More coined the word utopia in his text, published
in 1516, by the same name349, some also point out that utopias pre-dated More’s Utopia, and that
utopias exist across space and time, within various cultures and societies350. The word utopia
derives from an ambiguity in a play on the ancient Greek prefixes ou meaning “not or no”, and eu
meaning “good”. More wrote this ambiguity into his term utopia and generally a utopia is
understood as a good place that exists nowhere (well, at least not here). Many consider dystopia
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to be the opposite of utopia, a bad place which can either exist nowhere, or exist in the place of
utopia, or exist here. There is no prefix pun to lend dystopia a similar inherent set of multiple
possible meanings, so it instead can take on these implications depending on how it is understood
to be opposite to utopia. Dystopia is not a true opposite of utopia however; it is rather another facet
of utopia. The many facets of utopia afford many perspectives on what exactly it is, though the
scholarship on utopia reveals that there is no real fixed definition of utopia. As such, utopia is
understood variably:
Ø   As a map of possibility 351
Ø   As histories of the present352
Ø   As an ideal community that is nowhere353
Ø   As social dreaming, a comparison of the present to the future with the aim of betterment354
Ø   As a method and the desire for something better355
Ø   As imperfection356
Ø   As ephemeral357
Ø   As a wish//form, a political literary tradition358
Ø   As a goal or vision incongruent with the present social reality359
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Ø   As an influential descriptor for dissident communities (now called intentional
communities)360

Looking at these different (though related) understandings of utopia, it is clear that time, space and
activity are prioritized variably across the spectrum. What then relates all of these senses of utopia?
As one way to answer this question, we could turn to Kumar’s contention that any utopia is
comprised of the following elements: desire, design, harmony, and hope361, which he notes can be
found in any utopian form. The only difference is the movement at work within a utopia, or, what
Kumar refers to as the inherent inventiveness that moves these elements (the four aforementioned)
within utopia, combining and recombining in ways that defy static or staid organizational forms362.
We might think of this inventiveness as what others have referred to as the utopian impulse or the
utopian spirit363. Another way to answer the question is to understand that each of the above listed
understandings define utopia according to a temporal, spatial, and activity frameworks, each
according to an imaginative impulse, a dreaming spirit, which then manifests as a text, a theory,
an experiment, or some combination thereof. At New Buffalo, utopianism manifests as a specific
kind of practice; practice is part of many, if not all, experimental utopias, as in the putting into
practice a specific set of ideas. However, these practices are geared towards a goal of realizing or
achieving utopian aims. At New Buffalo practices themselves are the utopianism, the simultaneous
work towards and realization of the utopian aim.
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A first encounter with utopia is often a textual encounter364, and the literary tradition is often
considered to follow from Sir Thomas More’s work, which set the tone for the genre. However,
many political theorists recognize that utopianism is fundamentally part of any political project365.
Rather than beginning a textual lineage with More, some begin with Plato and his Republic366.
This form of textual utopias constitutes is the theoretical form, and is somewhat distinct from the
literary form in that specific texts (novels, monographs) were not produced, but collections of ideas
(and possibly papers) and ideologies were. These theories have come to shape the discussion of
utopianism in politics, much as the kinds of early utopian narratives have shaped the novel form
and plot-structure. Utopian theory is often equated with the term “utopian socialism” and such
landmark theorists/philosophers include: James Harrington, Claude Henri de Rouvroy, Comte de
Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier, and Robert Owen (just to name a few). Some of the works that are
discussed as part of the literary form do double work as part of the theoretical form. Moreover, a
third cross-over possible and at times happens, as some of these theoretical forms have directly
influenced experimental/experiential forms367. At this point then, it might be useful to think of the
literary and theoretical forms of utopia as both part of a textual tradition, and the third form, the
experimental, as part of a tradition of practice, or of community-making368. This last form seems
to dominate expressions of utopianism in America. Utopianism as a tradition of practice, rather
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than a tradition of text defines what is considered the American utopian tradition369. I will continue
to loop back to this, but for now, back to the textuality of utopia.

Given that the textual tradition of utopia is literary, philosophical, and political in parts, the utopian
literature reads in part like a travelogue, in part like a fiction or fantasy, in part like a social critique,
in part like philosophical and political treatises, and programmatic outlines for establishing better
states, and in part like an ethnography of a place no one has been to before, and no one knows
quite how to return to again. In the literature, utopias are arrived at by a protagonist who has
traveled across space in time (More Utopia 1516, Campanella City in the Sun 1602, and Bacon
New Atlantis 1627370) or who has traveled through time itself (Bellamy Looking Backward 1889,
Morris News From Nowhere 1910371) and relays to the reader details and descriptions of the utopia
they have participated in and witnessed. Some utopias read like political theory (as in Harrington’s
The Commonwealth of Oceana 1656, Saint-Simon Fourier Own), like a detailed guideline for
establishing a utopian order, or state. Other utopias depict this world, at some point in the future
(as in Ernst Utopia 1976) while others imagine entirely other worlds in the universe, in a more
science-fiction vein (as in Le Guin The Dispossessed 1974, even Bellamy’s Looking Backward372).
Still others are reminiscent of early ethnographic writing, creating a consciously fictive
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ethnographic present373 (as in Gilman Herland 1915). As noted above, some of these texts inspired
utopian projects such as the Amana Inspirationists374, Owenites375, Icarians376, Fourierists377, and
Skinnerites378. Some of these projects, such as the Skinner-inspired Twin Oaks, are still thriving
today379. Twin Oaks was founded in the same year as Lama Foundation and New Buffalo (1967),
and of these three, Twin Oaks is the only one founded primarily on a utopian text, and along with
Lama Foundation (founded as a spiritual commune, according to a range of belief systems and
traditions), exists currently as a formal intentional community. New Buffalo remains. It was
founded neither according to an explicit utopian text, nor along explicit (if varied) core precepts,
and currently is an informal intentional community (though this designation is loose and debated).
New Buffalo thus remains as perhaps part of an American utopian tradition380 and also, perhaps
outside of it381. In any case, the utopianism at New Buffalo was different, and that difference starts
to appear even at this early stage of sorting out definitions.

Most New Buffalos were not reading any utopias, or really, according to some, much of
anything382. Aquarius Poul gave me a few copies of texts on the Essenes in 2010, on one of my
visits with him and over one of our dinners, Taylor discussed with me the Boo-Hoo Bible (Art
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Klep’s work) which was canonical (if we could say that!) for the Neo-American Church383.
Marilyn recalled reading the underground papers “like a fiend” to understand the counter-culture
and how to participate in it384, and noted lightly that she was aware of the historical precedent of
communalism and utopianism in America. When I asked people what they were reading, few were
able to recall anything at all. There was the I-Ching. But a copy of More’s Utopia? Or even
Skinner’s Walden Two? These and their kind were not being thumbed through at New Buffalo.

In the decades since New Buffalo ceased to exist as a sixties commune, a few former residents
have written a fair amount about their experiences there. Kopecky published his journals in two
volumes, and each reads very much like a journal, though with the polished feel of an editor’s
hand. Law has published interviews with various “heavies” of the scene, a divergence from her
more prominent (and published) work as a photographer. Her photographs, particularly of the
teepees at New Buffalo, and of Little Joe Gomez, were often referred to during my conversations
with New Buffalos. Keltz wrote an oral historical account of New Buffalo, drawing from the
stories of her peers, and adding a touch of narrative flow. Interestingly enough, Keltz’s book would
often be added to the table whenever I was showing New Buffalo artifacts to a former resident.
Something about the artifacts would jog their memories of something in her book, and they would
go find it, find the particular passage or image, showing it to me. The book would remain on the
table, and I always thought this interesting, as it too shared space with the artifacts, nearly as one
of them. Taylor penned a handful of articles for the Taos Horsefly, presenting a picture less-rosy,
and thus a bit more contentious. And Mitchell Gordon’s manuscript is currently in press, and is
also an oral historical account, of the first few years at New Buffalo, years which she refers to as
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utopia. She insists however, that the New Buffalos were not out to create or build utopia, they were
just out there trying to thrive on the edge of society, as she puts it385. Only now, in these last few
decades, have New Buffalos begun to produce texts themselves, that address utopia, if not
explicitly, then in between the lines. Utopianism at New Buffalo was as unplanned as the next
thing, and the next thing was often quite unplanned. Utopianism at New Buffalo was also
uncharted in the sense that it came about not through the study of previous utopian efforts, or the
reading of particular utopian texts, rather, if came about in the mundane, daily habits of living and
trying to thrive out there on the edges.

If New Buffalo’s utopianism was not a literary project, nor an experiment inspired by any specific
or particular literary text(s), then was it a political utopianism of the theoretical form? Utopianism
exists in the possibility to imagine and is considered to have been around as long as human
politics386, and is understood to be essential to politics387. As such, utopianism is also political
theory as much as it is narrative, critique and literature. Historically, the move from literature or
theory to practice or experiment is sometimes quite clear – as in the case of Moreover, sociologists
and political theorists mark out a utopian textual lineage from Plato and his Republic, to SaintSimon, Fourier, Owen to Marx, Engels and Kropotkin. The social theoretical form is often simply
called “utopian socialism”, as a way to trace the connections and influences in this arena. Bellamy
and Morris, even More can be (and are) included in this form, utopian socialism. Skinner and
Veblen are generally understood to be influenced by the compounded discourse on utopian
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socialism over the course the decades between the 19th and 20th centuries. Marcuse and McLuhan
were the counter-culture’s contemporaries, observing the way in which the New Left (and the
hippies to some degree), were participating in utopian socialism (or not). Utopian theory tends to
articulate clear goals and aims for utopianism, and often involves a political project that is creative,
dissenting, reformist, or some combination thereof.

New Buffalo was not intentionally a political utopia. Political utopian projects, indeed utopian
socialism, were not conscious or activated aspects of living at New Buffalo, certainly not according
to the New Buffalos then. Many scholars split the counter-culture into the New Left and the
hippies, the former being the political wing, the latter, apolitical. This is not really accurate, though
it is convenient. The hippies were not apolitical, rather, they were exercising a different kind of
politics. Theirs was an urgency to put into action the things others put into words first. If not an
urgency, then a politics of acting upon one’s inspiration, dream, or vision. Living at New Buffalo
was a politics of practice, rather than performance, process, or politics in some classic sense of the
term.

Utopianism, or utopian socialism specifically, gives us a political framework for understanding
what was political about living at New Buffalo, or a commune like it. Communal living was in its
own way a demonstration against the same things counter-culturists in the New Left were
mobilizing against, protesting and demonstrating in the streets of America’s urban centers. One
form of social critique is to literally embody that critique – in this sense, for example,
“disappearing” to a commune is but one practice of many (carrying or shouting an anti-war slogan
at a protest, burning a draft card, faking an illness or artificially inducing abnormal physiological
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responses during pre-service physical exams) used by hippies and counter-culturists alike,
articulating dissent, dismay, and disapproval of American imperialism and the war in Vietnam.

The politics of the communal movement certainly overlapped with the politics of the student
movements and protest movements, in part because the reasons people went out to the fringe edges
of American society were not always different from the reasons people went into the streets with
banners and signs. In part, too, the highly transient nature of the countercultural people of the
sixties many people who were protesting also visited communes or lived on them (this is clear
through the historical documentation but perhaps best told through memoirs by people at the time).
But the way life was shaped through these politics is markedly different – and not only through
the typical markers of geography, rural vs urban, crash-pad vs commune, class, race and political
orientation – but through the framework within which these politics were organized. Agrarian
utopianism, for example, shapes a life-way one way while a Marxist or Anarchist sensibility shapes
a life-way differently, even though there may be a common political ground supporting each way.
Moreover, the material markers of these life-ways shaped by shared politics but divergent
frameworks are different enough to matter. That is, the material remains and residues of New
Buffalo or a commune like it reveal to us artifacts and objects of a different sort than of say, a
crash-pad apartment in the Haight-Ashbury or New York’s Lower East Side. The material
differences between other rural communes is a different matter and cannot be addressed here. I
hope to survey all the commune sites in northern New Mexico to begin to speak to such a
comparison.
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Utopia as a concept then allows us to view New Buffalo as a political space. While New Buffalo
was not intentionally a utopian project (as Mary and others have stated), it can be understood as a
utopian effort, an act of utopianism because the commune itself has produced a utopian effect.
What do I mean by utopian effect? Namely that New Buffalo has on the one hand become a utopian
place (in the reflective thinking of many of its former residents – see Mary’s book), while on the
other hand, it was a place where the utopian spirit was possible. Indeed, a certain utopian impulse
conditioned life at New Buffalo, implicitly, and lingers there today. It is the implicit nature of
utopianism at New Buffalo that produces a utopian effect. As many who lived there, including the
founding members, have pointed out that utopia was never a goal, nor intentionally produced at
New Buffalo, it would be an error to here represent New Buffalo as a utopian project. It expressly
was not so. However, as a by-product of the intentions of the New Buffalo residents, the place
aligns with a utopian tradition in the United States and seems to have be a place where a utopian
spirit could flourish.

Moreover, though utopia is heavily a textual tradition, it is also definitively a practical and
experimental tradition. There are utopias that exist as social experiments, have impacted real-life
situations, and have shaped societies in lasting ways. Other utopian communities may not be based
on a previously existing work, but may be grounded in a specific precept or idea that is utopian,
or perhaps by a doctrine or set of principles that guide the building of said community – as in the
case of the Oneida Perfectionists388 and many of the religious sectarian utopian communalist
(utopian socialist) communities of the 19th century. And still other utopian communities do not
build explicitly upon or from textual sources, and instead are utopian in their effects, their habits,
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their practices – as in the case of many hippie communes of the sixties counterculture. New Buffalo
can be considered just such a utopian community389 though its utopian status is contested, and is
contingent upon specific times at the commune, specific experiences and specific people390. The
relationship of the concept of utopia as recorded in words, and the concept as practiced in
community seems to suggest that examining a history of utopianism can easily move between the
written and the practiced traditions.

By way of example of such a perceived ease of movement between the forms of utopia, I want to
look at how one utopian scholar, Pitzer charts this process. In two paragraphs he outlines a brief
history of utopianism that shifts seamlessly from a literary tradition to a series of nationalist
movements with palpably felt awful consequences, to a partly conceptual, partly practice and more
individualizing social development, to a computerized reality of the science-fiction sort (virtual
reality – the future for utopianism as he imagines it)391. For Pitzer, the narrative of utopia is not
form-specific. His narrative of utopia collapses all utopian forms into a singular history, eliding
the specificities, nuances, and important differences of these utopian forms. While the utopian
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impulse may appear to be as old as life itself, this impulse takes many shapes and is expressed in
many different ways with difference impacts upon reality, thus affecting reality differently. The
point really is that though all utopias share in common some articulation of a good society, they
cannot be placed into a linear history as part of the same human story. Utopia does not move from
the literary (good, benign) to the experiential (bad, dystopian) and then to the virtual (good and
bad in some combination thereof). Utopia is expressed through the literary, the experiential and
the virtual (perhaps) but there is not a single trajectory upon which we can trace its history.

Why is this important? There are a few reasons. One is that literary utopias were not literal
blueprints. More’s Utopia was a critique and commentary upon the shortcomings and failings of
English society and capitalism as he witnessed them in his life. His description of Utopia was not
a programmatic, diagrammatic or pedantic one – it was a means of illustrating his critique. Some
literary utopias have been used as blueprints (indeed any text can get taken up as a blueprint) –
Skinner’s Walden Two is one of the better examples of this, as are Fourier’s writings which
inspired the reformist communities of phalanxes in the United States392. While textual utopias can
influence or inspire experimental utopias, they do so only some of the time393 can think of literary
tradition as separate and different from the experiential tradition.

The experiential tradition is what others have called practical utopias or built utopias394. These are
utopias that either interpreted a text and built, literally, from it, or, built from an idea. These utopias
did not only exist in the mind, but were geographical locations, actual places (topos, as Yi Fu
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writes395) where people could live out the ideas. These inhere their own traditions, practices and
habits, which do not share the same trajectory as those cultivated in the literary tradition.
Sometimes, these built utopias, or elements of them, are re-absorbed by society, and become part
of the topos (now renewed); another utopia develops as a response and the cycle of topos to utopias
to topos continues.

The difference between utopianism as a literary or theoretical tradition (the textual tradition) and
utopianism as a practical one (or tradition of experience) is significant in how the concept is made
manifest in society. One is a thought experiment, the other, an experiment in living. The histories
of these two traditions overlap and are intertwined in some specific cases, as noted above, but, this
does not mean all the utopian forms can be collapsed into the same history, as Pitzer has written
it. Kumar reminds us, these are different kinds and cannot actually be categorized under the same
heading and to do so would be inaccurate396. In other words, those would “have assumed that the
literary utopia of More or Morris points in the same direction as the utopian theory of Owen or
Marx”397.

Of these two traditions, the textual and the experiential, of these three forms – the literary,
theoretical and practical/experimental – it is the second tradition and third form that are most
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pertinent to New Buffalo398. As George Robinson said, New Buffalo was a commune where people
figured it out as they went along399. Aquarius Poul observed that New Buffalo was a utopia, and
that it “wasn’t perfect, but I always did his part – I always did the work”400. Mary maintains that
at the time, New Buffalo was not thought of as utopia401, and George might agree with her, as he
pointed out that previous American utopianisms were not much discussed. Marilyn noted that
many people in the hip/hippie scene at the time were perhaps not aware of the deep historical
tradition of utopianism on both sides of the Atlantic402. But it is perhaps not so important to what
extent people thought of New Buffalo as a utopia, or to what extent they knew about the deep
tradition of utopianism in America – on either side of the Atlantic for that matter. Through their
actions they brought utopia into being, without calling it into being explicitly. It wasn’t perfect,
but, to borrow from Aquarius Poul, it was in the work. And the work was inspired, so let’s
understand the spark of the inspiration.

Experimental Utopias: Utopian Communities/Colonies/Settlements/Communalism
A good many communities in America have been called utopian. In the 19th century, practical
utopias popped up all over America, with different communities working out in real-time, real
places and with real things, the workings and makings of utopia. Combining narratives, theories,
philosophical or political tracts, and religious/spiritual teachings, these utopians set about creating
places where they could live and practice, where their utopianism could take shape, at their hands,
through their activities, and according to their wishes, wills and desires. These utopian
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communities included (but were not limited to): The Amana Inspirations, Rappites, Owenites, the
Oneida Perfectionists, Fourierists, the Bruderhof, Koreshan, and the Shakers403.

A general distinction can be drawn here, and is often drawn here, between utopias as thought
exercises, political programs (in their unimplemented state), critical narratives of a current social,
political and economic (even ecological) condition, essentially between utopias as text-based
worlds and utopias as practices, experiments, settlements, colonies, communities and the like.
Utopianism seems to be the term for practical utopias – that is, utopias that are enacted. It is this
third shape, utopianism, which we can consider here, relevant to the project at New Buffalo and
the sixties-era communal movement more broadly, is the practical utopia. We could perhaps refer
to this as the experimental utopia. However we call it – practical or experimental – this third form
is decidedly not textually based, but rather, grounded in experience, the experience of making
utopia. The utopias of this third form are utopias that can be visited, observed, documented,
photographed, and felt. Indeed, it is this form of utopianism that people like Fairfield, Hedgepeth,
Stock, Melville, Kanter, and Zablocki tried to describe and record404. It is this form that presents
itself as more difficult to include in the largely text-based tradition of utopianism in America405. It
could be that it is the difference in type, in form, that accounts for this difficulty. Utopianism in
texts – literary or theoretical in nature – is different from the kind of utopianism in practice – in
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daily life, complete with its paradoxes, contradictions and compromises. Practical utopianism is
not new to the American cultural landscape406, but the communes of the sixties were different in
that they were less easy to categorize because, simply, “most communes defy definition because
they are constantly changing and growing”407 . While it is frustrating that Pitzer omits the sixtiesera communal movement on the grounds that it is too rich and diverse, and Miller’s temporary
exclusion, suggesting that his next volume will account for this sixties and their role in the
American utopian tradition408 – it is not a fault of their scholarship or projects, in fact, is not fault
of any kind – rather, it is an issue of the forms. Or, as Fairfield bluntly observes, because the sixties
communes were always changing409. The rate of change and the kinds of change that occurred at
most of the communes was markedly different from the communitarian utopias of the Bruderhof,
the Amana colonies of Inspirationists, the Shakers, the Onieda, the Owenite reformers, the
Harmonists/Rappites, even the members of Koinonia – to name a few of the more prominent
historical and lasting utopian communities that have influenced and comprised the American
tradition. These communities were long-lived410, and a number of them initially originated outside
of America, though settled and colonized lands in the US411 (ex. Bruderhof, the
Harmonists/Rappites, the Amana Inspirationists, and the Shakers), in which members generally
followed an established set of rules, or doctrines (religious or secular)412, and usually a charismatic
leader/leadership. While each of these communities are different from each other, and are
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complicated in their own ways413, they are oft-studied together, as they share in common that they
were religious, reformist, and socially-dissenting in nature. The duration and endurance of these
communities – leaving the social, political, and religious persecutions they faced in Germany,
England and America – is strikingly different from the ephemerality of the sixties communes.

Practicing Utopia: New Buffalo
They pop up, fade, collapse or move on at a fantastic rate. Yet the efforts persist.
Hedgepeth & Stock 1972: 76

As the communities that preceded them, the various communes of the sixties were also religious
and socially-dissenting, though the utopian socialism that characterized the reformist communities
of the previous century was not a common trait of the sixties communes. Though we speak of the
sixties communes as a cohesive set, they were not held together by common beliefs, approaches,
perspectives, or activities – most communes were quite un-related in many ways to each other.
While the Amana colonies were un-related to the Bruderhof settlements, the colonies and
settlements of each group respectively were related to each other in direct ways, as a continuation
of the same project. Of the sixties communes, in general, there was no such cluster of relatedness414.
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Yablonsky argues that the hippie society was not fully a sub-culture or a contra-culture in the
sociological sense. He refers to a pure hippie world in which neither of these labels fit and suggests
rather that the hippie society attempts to tap into the framework that undergirds all human social
formations – through the tapping into and resonance of individual and group consciousness415.
This is an interesting thing to consider alongside Pitzer and Miller, who are writing a few decades
after Yablonsky, as it offers a third way into the issue of where in the tradition of American
utopianism the hippie sixties fits. For Yablonsky, it does not really matter that the hippie sixties
do not categorically fit into a particularly sociological category – he sees the entire panorama as a
society attempting to manifest cosmic fundamentals of social organization in the human condition.
In its pure state, Yablonsky points out that this is contradiction, paradox, and not limited to singular
categories. This allows the hippie sixties to be both part of a given human social tradition –
utopianism in America – and to diverge from it. The imperfection of the hippie panorama, the
hippie societies, and the hippie tribes is perhaps not a falling short of expectations or an inability
to breach limitations, but rather, a realization of the effort to transcend the social as it was – plastic
America416 - the reality of the pureness of the arena. That the pure hippie world was imperfect
resolves the quasi-implicit concern raised in Miller and Pitzer417: that the hippie sixties fit
uncomfortably (if at all) into a broader history of American utopianism and communalism. The
discomfiture of this fit could be understood as instead evidence for the imperfection-as-purity in
the hippie sixties, which Yablonsky writes (1968). New Buffalo was in many senses, a pure hippie

were not reassembled. The other way in which sixties communes were related to each other was in terms of the people
who lived at them, as people moved about from commune to commune, from commune back to American society,
and from American society to commune.
415
Yablonsky The Hippie Trip 1968: 23-24
416
“this particular plastic society called the United States” Stan Russell quoted in Yablonsky 1968: 24
417
Concerns about the difficulty of placing sixties utopianism in the American tradition
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world. It was rife with imperfections and yet rather than reading these as failures to achieve the
ideal (assuming the ideal to be static) we might better understand that world if we read these
imperfections as part of the purity of it all. The ideal was dynamic; the hippie utopianism was
impulsive, spirited, and energetic and the chaos of efforts to achieve the alternative American
dream were pure in their messy imperfections.

The sixties communes were broadly part of a social project with “the same general goal of molding
a structure for living that is constructive and creative and ultimately humane”418 and their
relatedness was notably loose, much looser than any prior communitarian, utopian social
experiment. As Fairfield, Hedgepeth, and Peter Mackeness experienced, tenure at any given
commune did not preclude one from arriving, staying, visiting or even living at any other
commune. As Peter Mac and others in the Taos scene have noted, living at New Buffalo was
different from living at Morning Star (East), at Lama Foundation, and certainly from trying to live
at New Reality Construction Company (which was a place rather hostile to newcomers, even in
the hip scene, and so, it was not usually a commune that featured on anyone’s rotation). It is hard
to imagine a similar bopping about from an Amana community, to a Bruderhof homestead and
then to a Fourierist phalanx. Aside from Nordhoff, who set out to document the various
communitarian utopian experiments of his time, it seems that people ascribed to a particular
community. Hedgepeth and Fairfield are admittedly like Nordhoff for the sixties (Fairfield
acknowledges this in his own account), however, this kind of mobility amidst the various
communities and communes was not possible for those not documenting the counter-culture, as
Peter Mac, Marilyn and others have commented.
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However loosely associated, and however quickly created and quickly crumbled, the persistence
of the communal movement harkens back to the persistence of earlier communitarian, utopian
experiments in living. It is in some sense the persistence of building community, of creating
community that appeals to scholars and journalists alike to link the sixties manifestation of the
utopian spirit to earlier, more historical forms.

Yet though the communes were similar to utopian colonies of previous generations of dissenting
Americans, the communes were also unfamiliar to this tradition (and many who participated in
them and lived at them, were unfamiliar with the deeper tradition of practical utopianism
articulating the utopian spirit in America, see Mary’s statement on this, as well as Marilyn’s). The
similarities between the communes as utopian enterprises and the colonies and communities of the
19th century as utopian places make it appealing to include, of course, the sixties in the history of
American utopianism. Yet, the differences, subtle though they may be, make for a profound
dissonance. I argue that this dissonance is not just because the sixties communes experienced a
greater variability in their durations, nor because they were organized loosely, without a reliance
upon text, doctrine or precept. Rather, this dissonance is present because the people of the
counterculture were articulating the utopian spirit in a way that emphasized doing primarily, and
importantly, over and above place-making.

It is the doing aspect of their utopianism that relocates the practice of practical or experimental
utopias in actual practices and activities. It is not that place was not important – the people of the
counterculture sought out places and spaces across America where they could experiment.
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However, the goal was not to build utopia, to make the dream into a place set apart from society
or one day turned into society. The goal was to live utopia – the emphasis of the hippie communes
was a way of living, an attitude of living, and an experience of living that was not dislocated or
unreliant upon space and place, but that gave prime importance and energy devoted to the activity
of living, of doing, or being what Stein considers the ‘continuous present’419.

The second subtle but profound difference between the communes of the sixties and the
communities of the 19th century, is that the hippies practiced openness and inclusion, often to a
fault and often to the detriment of some of the communes. This openness and inclusion articulated
itself as the concept of LATWIDN420 (at Morning Star in California), or, New Buffalo’s policy of
allowing anyone who made their way up the drive-way to stay421. Whereas the communitarianism
and utopianism of earlier communities in America were exclusive – one had to sign on to a
particular belief system, renounce connections or previous ways of living, and follow particular
rules – the communes of the sixties were inclusive. One merely had to show up and pitch in and
anyone could. Peter Mac and Mike Kitts commented to me on a few occasions that soldiers
returning from Vietnam would find their ways out to the communes, where people accepted them
– a marked difference from the protests and disdain they faced from people in cities across the
country, and from the neglect they experienced by the institutions that sent them to war in the first
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Stein “Composition as Explanation” (1925, delivered as a lecture at Cambridge in 1926).
Land Access To Which Is Denied No one (LATWIDN) Gottlieb, Morning Star, California. in Fairfield 1972 – is
this perhaps a proto-type for open source? An original open source or open access articulation?
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vehicle, money earned or received from family members, through a particular skill set needed at the time, or the ability
to pitch in and work in the fields, collecting wood, fighting fires, making candles, tending to the animals, caring for
children, fixing vehicles, repairing things around the commune, etc.
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place422. Alfred Hobbs also noted to me that the communes straightened out a lot of people – that
the State should have sent the communes checks for helping heal the psychologically damaged
who found their way out to the fringes423.

These two differences – that the doing of utopia came to define the articulation of the impulse in
the sixties, and the politics of inclusivity that existed at the communes – are perhaps part of the
reason why the sixties do not exactly fit the trend, or continue the tradition, of American
utopianism. For in these two ways, the utopianism of the sixties departed from convention, and
disrupted a traditional pattern of dissent. When Hine notes that in the sixties, people dropped
“colonies” from their utopian efforts, he notes that they were leaving the conventions of dissent424.
Towards the end of the chapter, I will consider what is important and provocative about the
different manifestation of the utopian spirit or impulse in the sixties – why it matters that doing
became a differently prioritized and differently important aspect of utopianism.
“We are forced, once again, to consider that utopian thought and utopian practice may
be different things, not to be judged by some presumed correspondence between them. They
share certainly the ideal of perfection; but the way they conceive that ideal, the manner in
which they work it out, follow the different principles different spheres of human activity.
Utopias are not written to be realized, not at any rate in any direct, literal sense. Their
ideal of perfection is theoretical; their writers may be quite indifferent to the problems of
achieving their goal in practice (which is not the same thing as saying that they are
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indifferent to the practice value of their utopias). Practical utopians similarly strive to
accomplish certain things thought impossible or foolish or naively idealistic by the
majority of their fellow men. Success for them may be measured not by how far they
match up to the ideal of theory, but by how far they may have shown the possibility of
living – even if only for a relatively short time – in ways that refuse the compromises and
corruptions general thought inevitable in human society. ‘Thought experiments’, the
invention of utopias in the mind and the imagination, are one thing; ‘experiments in living’,
the practice of utopia in small communities or whole societies, are another. Both have their
uses, and in either case these can be as much practical as theoretical. But what they teach
us will reflect their characteristic differences.”425

What I have emphasized in the above passage highlights what I believe to be the case for the New
Buffalos, and for all those whom we call hippie – well, in so far as we understand that movement.
Whether or not anyone at New Buffalo thought of themselves as utopians at the time, or thought
of themselves as participating in a utopian experiment – they were in fact doing just that. New
Buffalo was an experiment living. It was a practical utopia in this sense. It was not based on any
specific literary tradition of utopianism – rather it drew on upon whatever exposure to alternative
ways of living that the New Buffalos experienced. New Buffalo was established as a place to
practice this experiment in living life differently. It became a haven for all those who arrived in
this spirit. It was not a place of perfection – life at New Buffalo was very difficult – it was a
physically and emotionally demanding place. Utopia is itself difficult and demanding in that its
broadest and primary characteristic is perfection426. Utopian practice and thought together exist
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“utopian thought and utopian practice…they shared certainly the ideal of perfection” (Kumar 1991: 72)
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within the imperfections of this world. Achieving perfection, even aiming for it, is a fraught and
incredibly trying practice – there is very little that supports such an endeavor and very little that
encourages it.

The New Buffalos were engaged with some of the very practices and habits of living which are
ordered within utopian framework – namely for New Buffalos, the desire to humanize work427.
More than any other utopian precept, the New Buffalos were most active in humanizing work.
Gender roles remained fairly traditional by many accounts. There were a few exceptions, for
example, English Jane was often also out hunting or doing other “men’s” work and one of the
Steve’s had his Thursday nights in the kitchen – where the kitchen was all his and he made the
evening meal. The idea of freeing men, women and children from their traditional roles was not
radically put into practice at New Buffalo, nor however, was it radically resisted. The same can be
said for the way in which familial structures were considered and embodied. Unlike the kinds of
experiments on Kibbutzim, where children were raised with all adults as their parents – their
biological parents not allowed to develop special relationships with their own children – in an
attempt to radically change child-rearing practices, New Buffalos held a more ambivalent stance
to family structure and child-rearing428. The idea of free love and sex ascribed to the sixties and to
communes and crash-pads in particular was at times at New Buffalo just an idea. Many New
Buffalos were paired off in relatively traditional ways – Mary Mitchell and Robbie Gordon got
married at New Buffalo in the early years, and forty-three years after they initially met at New
427
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Buffalo, Marilyn and Larry McIntyre were married there, and during the first three to five years of
the commune, a majority of New Buffalos were coupled off429, there was more flexibility and
fluidity in these couples – George married Max’s girlfriend, and Arty chronicled his explorations
in love outside of his relationship with Sandy430.

In addition to the practiced ambiguity around gender roles and familial relationships at New
Buffalo – neither radically altering traditional roles and forms, nor resisting changes to roles and
forms – New Buffalos had an ambiguous and changing relationship to inequality (which itself
takes many forms). Inequality was as much a part of life at New Buffalo as was the making of
adobe bricks. Not that New Buffalos were interested in manifesting inequality overtly, nor in
assuring that it would continue and grow as a phenomenon. It was rather that New Buffalos did
not endeavor to eradicate inequality in all its forms at the commune. In some sense, it seems they
would find ways to harness different kinds of inequality to approximate parity, to balance out the
experience of life for all.

One of the better examples of this is the story about refusing Dennis Hopper and his crew to film
Easy Rider at New Buffalo. While making his movie, Dennis Hopper arrived at New Buffalo and
thought it perfect for a scene he wanted to include in the film. He pitched his offer to the commune,
stating that he would cater for them, provide as much dope as they wanted, etc. The New Buffalos
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There seemed to be some correlation of being in a couple to having an adobe room. To what extent this encouraged
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said they needed to talk it over. After a few days of discussion, they told Dennis that he could not
film at New Buffalo – and that they ate only red beans and rice. I found out, through hearty laughs
and smiles, what also happened was that the women roundly and resolutely came out against
Dennis and the crew filming at New Buffalo. Many of the men were in favor of Dennis staying on
and filming, but the women said that they would be left with all the cleaning and care-taking, a
more onerous task with a film crew added to the usual crowd. So they insisted the answer be no.
And so the answer was no. The answer was not that the men would do all of the domestic work if
the women agreed to host Dennis and the film crew, nor did anything substantially change in terms
of how work was carried out at New Buffalo. Rather, in this instance, the women were able to
exercise a voting power that established some kind of parity between themselves and the men of
New Buffalo. This parity was momentary but not unimportant. It had reverberations for how
gendered relationships worked themselves out at New Buffalo and continues as a story in the fortyeight intervening years after. This story highlights not the abolishing of inequality at New Buffalo,
but rather harnessing the power positions within inequality to leverage decisions and a moment of
fairness431.

New Buffalo, then, when it was utopia was imperfect. When it was not utopia, it was imperfect.
Utopianism at New Buffalo was not a goal of the New Buffalos; it was an effect of their efforts to
thrive at the commune, and it was an affect produced through their work, play, love,
disgruntlement, fights, anger, desperation, joy, jubilation, boredom, energy, peyote ceremonies,
ditch-digging, persistent planting, adobe mudding, wood collecting and chopping, fire-fighting,
dancing, poaching/hunting/fishing, schooling, repairing and really, the list could continue. At New
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Buffalo, people were doing utopia – they were doing the work of utopia in daily, mundane and
banal ways. They were not making utopia – they were not intending to transform these onehundred and three acres in Arroyo Hondo into utopia. They were making a commune, New
Buffalo. And in the process of making a commune, they were doing utopia.

The Value of Utopia
“Utopia’s value lies not in its relation to present practice but in its relation to a possible
future. Its ‘practical’ use is to overstep the immediate reality to depict a condition whose
clear desirability draws us on, like a magnet. Here the very visionary and ‘impracticable’
quality of utopia is its strength. Just as the hidden God, who will always remain hidden,
provokes us to try to uncover the veil, to discover perfect truth and perfect morality, so
utopia’s ‘nowhereness’ incites the search for it. A boundary can either confine or inhibit
or it can invite us to go beyond. The commonly accepted boundary of the possible is always
contingent, always dependent on the particular circumstances of time and place. Utopia
breaks through that boundary. It attempts to lift the veil for both its own time and,
conceivably, for all time. Utopia describes a state of impossible perfection which
nevertheless is in some genuine sense not beyond the reach of humanity. It is here if not
now. All this suggests that utopia, too, has its boundaries. It is not just any dream of
impossible perfection. It is a way of looking at the world that has its own history and
character. This does not mean that the utopian form is sharply defined. Quite the
opposite, in fact. Having a history means being an entity that changes. But these changes
are not random. They occur within a tradition that sets certain limits to what utopia can
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do. Utopia may be nowhere but, historically and conceptually, it cannot be just
anywhere.”432

What is the value of utopia? Why should we worry about the state of utopianism, where the spirit
is and how it manifests? For some, the spirit of utopia shapes politics and thus the organization of
our lives in the societies in which we live433; for others it is the expression of desire, the desire for
a better quality of life434; and for others, it is always threatened by its darker companion, the
potential to turn into dystopian realities and totalitarian regimes435. Perhaps its greatest value lies
in its potential, in its on-going and ever present hope and potential for a better future, however
defined and shaped. Yablonsky has also suggested that utopia is not a neatly defined thing, and
that in fact, it escapes definition436. However, whereas Kumar suggests that utopia is an impossible
perfection, Yablonsky writes about the imperfection of utopianism, and it is this imperfection that
is visible at New Buffalo. In fact, I argue that utopianism is not impossible perfection, but if we
consider utopianism to be the experimentation, then it is rather possible imperfection. Utopianism
at New Buffalo was possible imperfection. The contradictions that abounded at the commune, that
pervaded much of the daily doings of life there, seem paradoxical to those of us on the outside
looking in. These imperfections seem to herald and imminent failure of utopianism at the
commune, for, as the literary tradition (and the theoretical tradition) indicate, utopia is a system of
perfection. Imperfection then is either dystopia, anti-utopia, or simply, failure of utopia. However,
what might be true for the literary and the theoretical traditions is not true for the experiential
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tradition. As we see at New Buffalo, imperfection is part of what allowed utopia to exist in the
utopianism there. New Buffalo was not a perfect place, it was not a Garden of Eden, an Arcadia,
a Land of Cockaigne437. It was a messy, imperfect place, where hard work was a way of life
(whether you wanted it to be or not).438 At New Buffalo, utopianism realized utopia through effort,
through habits and daily practices. Place was incidental to activity, in that a place was necessary
to absorb and support the activity (that activity of utopia); place becomes a subordinate to the other
two elements of utopia, time and activity. As Kumar puts it, it is here if not now. As utopianism
has generally been put into practice, it seems that the prevailing sense is that utopia is certainly
here – here wherever it is attempted – if not now (though it is always in the process of becoming
now, remaining slightly yet unachieved, always to be achieved).

In the sixties, people were turning this on its head. Utopia was not really here – wherever it was
attempted – and it was not necessarily now. It existed more in the vein of Ram Dass’s notion: Be
Here Now, with the verb, the action leading the location and the temporality following behind it.
The emphasis was on the being, on the activity of being and all the doing that being entails. The
question of value becomes imperative when considering the contexts in which utopianism – as
thought or practice – arises. In the case of America, utopianism has been inextricably bound to
settler-colonialism and imperialism in the nation-building project of the United States439. To
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question the value of this kind of utopianism is important, as it calls to the fore who benefits from
what dreams, and whose dreams determine the direction a society might move. In other words, in
the American context, if we determine that there is positive value for the spirit of utopianism to
thrive within society, then I suggest we explore how utopianism might be decoupled from settlercolonialism. The utopian colonies of the 19th century challenged the status quo of American society
at the time, but at the same time, these colonies re-enacted settlement narratives which founded
the nation-state. The utopianism that helped found America as a nation state is the same utopianism
that contributed to the exclusion of Native Peoples from the nation-state. More specifically, we
might question the value of a utopianism that makes space for colonies and settlements, where
alternatives can be experienced by those who can afford (in terms of time, money, status, etc.) to
build their dreams of a better society, often as a critique of the society from which they sought
refuge. The sixties communes, and New Buffalo in particular, were spaces where just such
questioning (of the value of utopianism) are apparent – if not to the New Buffalos at the time, then
certainly now, as we return to their project, its differences and similarities from what came before.
New Buffalo was not a utopian colony, a colony, or a utopian place. It was a place where
utopianism could be experienced, and where in these moments, ephemeral as they were and
continue to be, we can see a glimpse of what an anti-colonial, non-settler-colonial utopia might
actually look like. If only for a moment.

But what is the value of a utopianism so ephemeral, so ethereal that it appears in all of the artifacts
of New Buffalo, or in none of them? What is the value of a utopianism that cannot be pinned down
by facts, figures, features and the like? What is the value of a utopianism that did not continue for
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at least twenty-five years or more440, which lasted barely a decade, and whose impact or influence
cannot be seen beyond the community of New Buffalos, Arroyo Hondo and Town of Taos
Hispanos and Taosenos, and People of Taos Pueblo? In short, is there any value to a utopianism
that is both fleeting and possibly perceived of as a failure?441

When we think about utopianism in the sixties, and when we think about the communal projects
that sprung up all over the country, flashing through countless counties and most burning in the
span of a couple of years442, we think about successes and failures. We think about utopian
dreaming and social realities, and the difficulties and follies that people went through on a daily
basis. When we think about utopianism in the sixties, it seems youthful and foolish, strong-headed
and short-lived. The backlash of the following decades, particularly the Reagan eighties, further
encourage a sense that utopianism failed, and in fact, may have perished with the perishing gardens
of the Flower Children. We seldom think about the consequence of “what ifs”: what if no one had
ever dropped out, if no one had looked around and declared that living in society, being in society,
didn’t feel right, if no one had thought there could be more to life than living out Organization
Man’s schedule, buying DuPont’s and Monsanto’s plastic things, and perpetuating the worlds that
the post-WWII generation had set-up in response to back-to-back world wars, if no one had
decided to live life according to principles that stated there was more to being human than the
accumulation of things and/or wealth. This negative space, filled with the “what ifs”, forms the
figure of a dystopic reality. What if the status-quo of the fifties had not been met with the psychic,
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emotive, and physical discomfort of the sixties? I propose these “what ifs” to point to how, in many
ways, we take for granted the cultural critiques of the counterculture of the sixties. When we lament
their failures, we supplant their successes with the limitations available to our hindsight – that is,
we say they failed in things we would want them to succeed in rather than seeing what they did
succeed in. I propose these “what ifs” because the utopianism of the sixties was perhaps one of its
biggest and most lasting success.

Was it a clean utopianism? No. Not at all. This is because there is no such thing as a clean
utopianism443. The concept of utopia in western culture is intimately linked to “acts of discovery”
– specifically to European colonization of the Americas. Thomas More’s text, which coined the
word (and established the subsequent literary tradition444), Utopia, was based largely on the
writings about Vespucci’s travels to the Americas. It was also a critique of English society at the
time. More saw his utopians (modeled on accounts of Indigenous Peoples in the Americas), as an
antidote to the English, the utopians life ways as instructive for how English society could reform
itself, or at least model. Were More’s utopians playing Indian? In a sense, they were, for his
utopians were not accurate (or even anthropological) accounts of Indigenous Peoples, but were
rather part-inspired, part-imagined, and part-based on travel accounts and correspondence that
created a sense of familiarity, a sense of a social type. Figuratively, More’s Utopians were Indian-
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playing English. In other ways, More’s narrative relied upon distance – both geographic and
temporal – to establish utopia, and, it relied upon other land, land apart and beyond England, even
Europe. This mirrors the actual inspiration – colonial encounters with Indigenous Peoples – and
with the rise of European colonialism in the America’s came the rise of a new literary form – the
utopian narrative.

As more voyages were made, more accounts of the new lands were filled with peoples represented
as quite other to English and European contemporaries, or else, were flush with virginal lands, ripe
for domestication (a Judeo/Christian ethic towards nature – in which God has given to Man power
over all of nature), and for starting anew. Indeed, the chance at a fresh start drew many to
Americas’ shores – Puritans looking to practice their faith without persecution, people from the
lowest classes to the highest classes, seeking to change (or improve beyond their hopes and
dreams) their station in life, or, those looking to pay off or escape debts, and people looking to
capitalize on the potential of these lands previously unknown. America was imagined as utopia
and from this became a series of settler-colonies. The rest, as we know, is history.

The point I am making with this all-to-expedient synapsis of early American history is that there
is no such thing as a clean or pure utopianism, not at least in America. Or rather that American
utopian has been, since its inception, bound to the uncleanliness of settler-colonialism. It might be
more accurate to say that in America, utopianism has never been clean or ideal, because it began
alongside hopes and dreams that were as exploitative and violent as they were utopian445. There
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This is just a thought, but in this sense then, those that worry about the dark side of utopia – the dystopian shadows
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exists, perhaps only in writing or dreaming, clean or pure utopias – utopias that do not take
advantage of others for the good and gain of some, utopias that do not also rely upon mental and
philosophical frameworks that undergird settler-colonialism. But in America, utopianism,
especially utopian social experiments in community and communalism, are historically (and
presently continue to be) intertwined with the legacy of on-going settler-colonialism in this
country446.

In many ways, the utopianism of the sixties was no different in some senses. People (generally
high school and college aged youths, though some middle-aged adults were definitely part of the
mix447) left large cities and sought remote places within the United States to settle and create
communes, create communities. At places like New Buffalo, people even re-tell a sixties version
of the first Thanksgiving, crediting the people of Taos Pueblo with helping them survive that first
brutal winter in the high desert. The profound discomfort that New Buffalos experienced towards
American mainstream society, led them out into the far reaches of the nation, into worlds apart
from their own. They left as an act of critique, but also as an act of goodwill on their views and
understandings – on their utopian hopes and dreams that there was more to life than the American

give some genuine cause to worry over the nature of the utopian spirit, and some due warning over its limitations –
including for whom society is to be refashioned, and at whose expense.
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groups that differ from the utopianism of White Americans – who are here defined as Americans who are of European
decent, are a few generations in (thoroughly Americanized) and the beneficiaries of white privilege in America. White
America is by no means actually monolithic and is quite diverse – especially class-wise. At decent cross-section of
the diversity of White America can be seen at New Buffalo, as there were people there who had trust-funds, as well
as those who literally had no other place to go. In some ways, this is not much different from the class-economic
diversity present at the time of initial European colonization of the Americas. It is this history of colonization, which
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experimenting in living utopianism.
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dream that felt so wrong, so plastic, so hollow, so vapid, so saccharine, so mechanical, so robotic,
and so inhuman. They arrived to places like New Buffalo with ideas, dreams, impulses, energy,
little relevant knowledge or experience in anything they were attempting, little social support (save
their own), and little understanding of the impacts of their actions, the reverberations their efforts
and activity would incur. But they arrived. They showed up. They dreamed. They built. Some died.
Many lived. Some stayed. Many left. It was an act of utopianism that they arrived at all, that they
did anything at all.

We need only to contemplate if every single hippie had stayed straight, had simply remained a cog
in the machinery of American society, had simply gone along and kept the status-quo a well-oiled
machine of capitalist consumerism and affluent plasticity in order to understand that they
embodied a utopian spirit and enacted a utopian impulse that itself challenged prevailing,
suffocating social norms. We need only to contemplate at the other actions many of the hippies
may have taken instead of reacting to their profound disillusionment and alienation by purchasing
land and returning it to local Native communities, by joining in the agitations by African
Americans for social equality, voting rights, and full social enfranchisement, by joining La Raza
and Latina/o American, and AIM in similar rights struggles at the time, in order to see the limits
of their utopianism, the ways in which it was not clean, or pure, and in fact, was not fundamentally
restorative or reformative. The imperfection of the sixties utopianism, the imperfection of life at
New Buffalo, the imperfection of the kind of utopianism-as-social-critique that New Buffalo
afforded, alerts us to the tensions of the project.
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Plastic Utopianism//Utopianism of Playing Indian
Utopianism is itself a tension – it is a tension between a good place and nowhere. It is a tension
between a dream and an attempt to realize the dream. It is a tension of for whom is a place good,
and when is the good place only nowhere. Utopianism is a tension between the sunshine of its
positive impulses and the shadows this sunshine casts on its negative potentials. That any project
created within the utopian spirit would be tense, and would be full of tensions and contestations
should come as no surprise. That a hippie utopian project should be full of tensions and
contestations should really come as even less a surprise. Part of what contributed to an emphasized
tension in the utopianism of the sixties was a simultaneous pushing away from traditions,
expectations and conventional, contemporaneous mores and pulling on alternative traditional,
autochthonous and romanticized social forms and human activities. The counter-culturists of the
sixties engaged in a complicated rejection of and appropriation of various traditions, in a somewhat
ad hoc and yet, predictable way.

There is another tension particular to utopia/utopianism, that has less to do with its meaning and
its relationship to dystopia, and more to do with its contextual heritage, or, the reality of the world
in which this very ability to imagine a different world order448 and to allow the imaginative
inventiveness449 shape a new human condition out of an ideal possibility. This tension resides in
the simple fact that: “utopia was from its very inception a colonial genre”450. As I noted in the
beginning of this chapter, many of the textual utopias that set the tone for the literary genre (More,
Campanella, Bacon, etc.) were inspired by “the discovery of new continents and islands” and these
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authors, with their texts provided a map for others in Europe “to make sense of the changing world
around them”451. Utopias were indeed a very early way to chart out the unknown452, and make it
familiar enough while reveling in its freshness, newness and otherness. American utopianism in
particular, has from the outset, been part of the narrative of settler-colonialism and Ahmad really
hits this point home when she writes:
“Classical utopias have been thoroughly imbricated in the ideologies of empire ever since
the inception of the genre. Two successive waves of utopian activity each relied upon a
central apparatus of colonial activity: exploration in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries; and developmentalism in the late nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries. The
early utopian fiction of More, Bacon, and others derived much of its energy from the
discovery of new continents and islands, and it flourished as a way to help its readers make
sense of the changing world around them. But by the nineteenth century, the blank spaces
had been filled in, and the myth of empty land could no longer provide a tenable vehicle
for utopia. The myth of progress – the first secular millenarianism – fortuitously took its
place. When Edward Bellamy wrote Looking Backward in 1888, though America’s frontier
would shortly close, a new teleological view of history and biology informed by the works
of Marx and Darwin began to offer an alternative frontier of the future. That same
developmentalist view of history also undergirded the colonial project, relegating what had
been the blank spaces to the temporalized category of primitive and backward”453
As utopian texts, and experimental utopias seek to draw, create, figure, and form a human social
condition of a better sort, an improved order, they imagined community and in some cases, created
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communities from this imagining. The nation-state of America was created as an imagined
community454, the Constitution and Bill of Rights as documents drafted, signed and ratified to
cohere this imagined community into something more concrete. The premise of America as a
nation, has been since, a utopian one. But for whom? The public, or audience, the community for
whom America is utopia is dynamic, changing, and in parts exclusive and in parts inclusive. The
promise America held for newcomers to its shores was different depending on who was arriving,
and was not always utopian – for example, African slaves, indentured servants, French traders,
English merchant, Spanish conquistadors and various Christian missionaries from different
European lands, Puritans, the Bruderhof, Jewish refugees would have all seen a different sort of
promise in America, dystopian or utopian. America was created through certain forms of
utopianism (for European colonial settlers) that were equally forms of dystopianism (for African
slaves and Native Americans)455.

But if utopianism, particularly in America, has long been a colonial endeavor, Ahmad reminds us
of the value of utopianism as a politics. She argues that utopianism is also inherent to politics of
anti-colonialism, discussing at length the role of utopian literary production as part of anti-colonial
writings456. She notes that anti-colonial writers also participated in legacies of utopianism457, and
that their use of utopianism carves a restorative space in the genre. Ahmad suggests that the
utopianism of anti-colonialism reveals a dynamism in utopian writings (and efforts) that is an antidote to the worries of some458 about the totalitarianism and authoritarianism the static utopias of
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More, Plato and others, make possible. Utopianism itself may be the key to releasing it from its
suffocating relationship with colonialism, which itself is so often more of a dystopia than a utopia.
Utopianism then provides the possibility of a non-colonial, or anti-colonial path or way, into which
people can move, via texts or experiments in living; it is itself the key to the undoing of one
relationship and the renewal of another. This is yet, another paradox of the genre, of utopianism
as a thought experiment and a lived experiment.

As so often is the job of scholarship, to create cohesion out of the chaos, randomness and paradoxes
of life, we tend to write backwards from forwards, arranging materials to appear as if in an order.
Is the sixties particularly wild and messy, particularly resistant to such habits of scholarship? The
literature on the era suggests no; as the sixties was happening, people were wrangling with it,
wrestling it into legible patterns, recognizable forms, and continuations of trends of
communitarianism in America, utopianism in America, generational response to contemporaneous
social realities459, and appropriation of Native America in various ways460. But with each scholarly
effort to analyze, interpret and understand the sixties, nuance is deselected in some cases, ignored
or not even seen. The narrative becomes flattened, or sanded down into the grain of some
longstanding social tradition of habit that preceded it. The messiness of the sixties analytically
becomes reduced to type lists, familiar relational habits, and practices of social critique461 even as
it is exalted as unique and new. For some, the sixties is but a continuation of an American utopian
and communal tradition, the spirit and the impulse revived again in the youth counterculture of the
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twentieth century462. For some, the messiness of the sixties and its utopianism in America, renders
the hippie communes as difficult to link to traditions of utopianism in America, for the points of
difference, and the pace and richness of the efflorescence, make the sixties communes an
uncomfortable fit in the timeline463. And for others, the sixties communes were a break with
traditions of dissent, traditions of utopia-as-critique:
“The sixties, of course, were hardly an historical repetition of earlier utopian efforts. The
new idealists unconsciously turned their back on some of the conventional implications of
“utopia,” even dropping the term “utopian colony”. The new word “commune” evoked for
some the Soviet and Maoist collectives while for others it suggested the Gemeinschaft of
the small, integrated, peasant village. Mao Tse Tung and John Winthrop thus walked the
hills together”464
Popularly, this messiness, these contradictions, becomes reduced to failure, silliness, or is
capitalized upon materially and culturally (one need only to look at various forms of material
culture and parades). The tension that exists within the messiness of the sixties, the chaos of life
at New Buffalo, is a rich resource.
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Figure 45. Utopia of plastic things. Plastic artifacts from New Buffalo, NBAP 2010 A2. Photographs by the author,
2010/2011.

Plastic Utopianism. The above images are a few of the plastic artifacts recovered from the dump
site (A2) at New Buffalo, and are but a small sampling of the plastics recovered in total from the
site. These objects are not obviously objects we might expect to find in a utopia – or might we?
Buttons, hot water bottles, rain ponchos – each could be written into a utopia with specific
functions, given a specific place. Perhaps, following More’s example of inverting status objects465,
buttons would be currency. Hot water bottles could have been considered a staple of every
household, as an offering to any guest in the home, to warm them on their visit. Ponchos could
have designated Rain Crews, people who would harvest the rain as it fell, distilling it and purifying
it in to the various water needs of the community – from spiritual offerings, to potable uses, to
irrigation, to bathing, and so on. As it turns out, these plastic artifacts indicate a mundane and
regular existence at New Buffalo, as background for, and thus supportive of, the living that was
going on there. These and the many others, shaped the kind of utopianism at New Buffalo; it was
as plastic as it was ephemeral and in the activity of doing, and, as we will note here, altered New
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Buffalo’s relationship to the American utopian tradition and long-standing tradition of Playing
Indian.466

Figure 46. Artifacts of Indian play. NBAP 2010. From upper left to bottom right: handle of a type of glass jug often
used during peyote ceremonies, A1,U1,Lsurface Fn2; Moccasin A3; Beads and bell, A1,U1,L3 Fn13; Beads A1.
Photographs by the author, 2011.

Utopianism of Playing Indian. The above images are of some of the artifacts recovered from the
pit house (A1) and the trash dump site (A2), and depict (in their own way) partial images of Indian
play at New Buffalo. A particular photograph of Gail Russell’s of a peyote ceremony at New
Buffalo – which centers on a teepee as the sun dips just below the horizon, its last rays of light
outlining the profiles of participants, New Buffalos and Taos Peyote Men alike, who can be barely
seen in the near, new darkness – presents another partial image of Indian play at New Buffalo.
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Indeed, Deloria dedicates an entire chapter in his book to hippie Indian play (citing New Buffalo
specifically throughout), creating yet another partial picture of Indian play at New Buffalo467. I
continue to say partial because there is a lot the lingers unseen in these images, uncaptured by a
camera lens, an analytic critique of a particular social relationship, a remnant of something more
whole, more complete now long since disarticulated. These artifacts above, from New Buffalo,
when considered next to the plastic artifacts above them are more clearly related to Indian play,
and, the above set, more clearly to a co-existence with all kinds of forms of plastic. It is here, that
I want to turn again to ideas I brought up in the beginning of the chapter, about plastic utopianism
and the utopianism of playing Indian468.

Performance was everywhere in the sixties – literally embodied by groups such as The Merry
Pranksters (Ken Kesey was counted among them) and other theatrical groups. Deloria argues that
the bricolage, pastiche and play partook by many counter-culturists, communalists and cultural
revolutionaries was much more performance than anything of actual substance469. He specifically
cites Indian play as dangerously performative, in the ways in which it emptied Indianness of any
meanings, as the practice of Indian play often dislocated Indianness from real Indians470. Deloria
suggests that Indian play has always been part of the ways in which Americans define(d) and
negotiate(d) their identities. His thesis echoes the opening sentence of Green’s article on the same
theme: “One of the oldest and most pervasive forms of American cultural expression, indeed one
of the oldest forms of affinity, with American culture at the national level, is a ‘performance’ I call
‘playing Indian’. … I would insist that it represents one of the ways in which we can demarcate
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the boundaries of an American identity distinct from that which affiliates with Europe”471. Deloria
takes this a bit further, suggesting that Indian play is also used to negotiate American identity visà-vis itself.

Deloria notes two things that are striking, and concerning, about the kinds of Indian play occurring
within the counterculture during the sixties: 1) “on the one hand, the refiguring of Indianness
produced by the counterculture and the New Age reflect a historical moment unique from those
we have already examined”, and 2) “on the other hand, the diverse practices we often subsume
under the word postmodern may simply echo the familiar toying with meaning and identity we
have seen in a long tradition of Indian play”472. Not only were the hippies participating in a long
standing tradition of mining Native/Indigenous identities to forge “new” ones for themselves, but
they were doing so in ways not quite yet done before. In the face of all the losses Native/Indigenous
peoples have incurred at the hands of European colonizers and descendants, this persistent and
shifting threat of loss of meaning, of the hollowing out of cultural signifiers marks (and not just
for Deloria) another dangerous form of erasure – that of meaning and significance. Deloria
critiques hippie appropriations of Indian cultural symbols – such as tipis – as part of a “broad
cultural ethos emphasizing the power of symbolic work over actual labor”473, citing Andy
Warhol’s Campbell Soup Label art piece and John Cage’s radio stage performance as further
indications of just such an ethos. He articulates what I have suggested as a threat of another kind
of erasure, as more of a deliberating vanishing, a pulling or drawing or prying away: “in this kind
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of world, the meanings of Indianness drifted away from Indians more quickly and thoroughly than
ever”474.

He sees meaning in the counter-culture as up for grabs. The hippies were certainly playing with
meaning, exploring the limitations, boundaries and transgressive territories of meaning-making,
meaning-taking, as they sought to achieve an identity as different, “new” Americans. For Deloria
this play was potent, both in the effects it had on Indianness (as noted above) and on Americanness:
“to play Indian was to become vicariously a victim of United States imperialism”475. If Native
Americans/Indians were among the original victims of United State imperialism (and European
imperialism before the nation-state)476, then hippies by playing Indian identities, and identity
markers, into their own lives, could embody or display their victimhood in legible ways. And yet,
in some ways, the hippies were also victims of US imperialism – and this is tricky because they
were also beneficiaries of it. I do not mean to say that they shared in the same victimhood – that is
nonsense and simply untrue. Nor do I suggest that they were victims to apologize for their privilege
and power, but rather to simply note that part of their alienation from and disillusionment with
American society was not playful or glib. Rather, part of their alienation and disillusionment had
to do with realizing the negative impacts, effects and habits that imperialism had quietly wreaked
in their own lives, in their own communities (or lack thereof as it seemed to them). Imperialism
and Americanization had disconnected them too from their roots, their histories – for the hippies,
it was much more affective (not having suffered displacement at the hands of settlers, death at the
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armies of the nation-state, nor land-loss via treaties, etc.). But they were aware that they were the
face on the other side of the very same coin, and appalled, they rejected it, realizing that they too
needed to do and become something different. Deloria reads this rejection as superficial477, but I
think this is a mischaracterization for some (certainly not all).

Deloria centers his argument about the disappearing of meaning through a post-modern cultural
bricolage as performed by the counter-culturists and communalists of the sixties on two objects
specifically: tipis and headbands. Tipis stand in his argument as a prominent cultural gesture of
Indianness and were common structures at communes across the country; some of New Buffalo’s
most iconic imagery can be seen in photographs of the tipis that dotted the landscape around the
commune. Headbands represent the ability for object in the counter-culture to take on a variety of
meanings, depending on a given setting, people, event, and the like478 and in this capacity,
meanings become unmoored and free-floating, losing themselves in the cultural free-for-all, or,
revolution. Were the counter-culturists and hippie communalists worse than the hobbyists of the
earlier decades, for they flitted, picking from this Indigenous culture and that spiritual tradition,
what spoke to them, without always engaging with the borrowed tradition, its people, its forms? Is
it that one of the very characteristics that distinguishes the hippie utopianism of the sixties from
previous utopianism – its contradictory ways and non-adherence to a singular ideal, text or precept
– more dangerous to the cultural and spiritual models which were the inspirations for many, at
New Buffalo and other communes? It is not difficult to imagine that Deloria would say yes. What
477
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then is the hope for a non-colonial utopianism springing from the sixties communalists if in fact,
in their looseness and imperfections, they were incurring a cultural damage that follows on the
trajectory of on-going historical damages faced by Native Americans/Indians?

While it is difficult to argue, I want to insist for now that there is some hope in the utopianism of
the sixties – and perhaps I can best insist this through the example of New Buffalo. It is no less
difficult, especially as New Buffalo stood for Deloria as an example of a hippie commune very
much imbricated in these practices, and contributing to the hollowing-out of meaning of cultural
and spiritual signifiers for Native Americans/Indians479. As he states, “real native people … called
everything into question”480, and this is just the case. Moreover, he is correct that Indian play did
occur at New Buffalo, even by the admission of some New Buffalos481. Indeed, as Taylor
remembers, the sound of the New Buffalo Peyote Boys practicing their drumming was a constant
feature of living at New Buffalo. Of all the New Buffalos I spoke with, every single person recalls
at least one peyote ceremony at the commune, many having had participated at least once. Others
told me of how they would visit the Peyote elders at their homes on Pueblo lands, and do small
chores for them – in their gardens, or collecting wood, chopping it and stacking it. A few people
laughed while telling me about the perpetually funny sight of Adrienne (who as quite a towering
and large Anglo woman) and Little Joe Gomez (one of the most-loved Taos Peyote Elders)
together (they were actually married at one point). Gail described to me how Little Joe had adopted
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her as one of his own, and Dennison told me of the many ceremonies at New Buffalo, and those
in which he still participates.

While Deloria maintains that in the detachment that afforded communalists and counter-culturists
the ability to pick at will from a variety of cultural and spiritual inspirations, many New Buffalos
spoke with a certain kind of attachment to actual people and practices, to “real native people”
themselves. Yi Fu reminds us that looking creates a distance, and as Deloria notes, the kind of gaze
that renders Native peoples convenient sources of cultural signification also creates a distance –
the distance of always going native, as Huhndorf discusses, and yet, never quite getting there. This
distance at New Buffalo was complicated – it was as Deloria theorizes and at the same time, it was
not. Part of the playing Indian at New Buffalo was a playing primitive, or an experimentation in
voluntarily living simply. Primitivism was certainly romanticized at New Buffalo, but it was also
understood as significant, and was not without responsibility; Larry McIntyre commented, and,
Robbie commented upon how every morning he was woken up to make adobe brick – Taylor
recalls chopping wood a lot, and George noted that people were put to work right away. For a
romanticized primitivity, none of this was glamorous work.

We could read the New Buffalo playing primitive, playing Indian as part of the phenomenon of
going native. For Huhndorf, going native is a performance that reinforces American national
identity and narrative. That is, going native reiterates, through each manifestation of itself, the
narrative of colonization, and simultaneous side-steps it. The power dynamic at the root of the
performance is key to this seeming paradox – that the same act could reinforce and elide the
colonial and imperial history of the US towards and against Native America. Going native implies
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a sympathetic position but it often reifies a familiar kind of imperialist taking – in the most wellknown and visible examples (Costner Dances with Wolves, Carter The Education of Little Tree,
Andrews Medicine Woman, just to name a few from Huhndorf’s work) going native reasserts
American domination over Native Peoples, through non-Native characters who are supposedly
master Native culture to the extent that they can pass it down. In each of these cases, going native
was a process of attaining closeness and maintaining distance – the lead characters each gained an
incredible intimacy within a Native community, and yet, did not come to actually belong to that
community – in each narrative the lead character out lasts the Native community with which that
had become associated. Going native then is an always incomplete act, in the sense that it has not
been finished (we are likely to continue to see manifestations of the phenomenon in the future)
and in the sense that the person going native never becomes native. The privilege of being able to
go native keeps each individual from fulfilling the act to its end – who can be said to have gone
native in these stories, in the sense of a completed act? The continuous present associated with the
gerund form of the verb “go”, the “going” leaves the act open and fluid and ongoing. If people
actually went native, it would threaten the imperialist power of the narrative of the US. To vacate
this power, this privilege would threaten it. The point of going native, of never actually getting
there, is to reinforce and keep presenting this power482.

The New Buffalos were going native, but they were not going native, as in trying to be Indian.
Though Taylor says that there were wannabes at New Buffalo483, there were people playing Indian
who were not the wannabes of Green’s critique484, or of Taylor’s recollection. The New Buffalos
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were playing at becoming native unto themselves – at becoming a future that, in the lives they left
behind, when they “left” the United States, was not possible. They were attempting to rise to the
occasion of community movements agitating for rights and enfranchisement in the nation-state;
we could read the hippie communalists at New Buffalo as attempting to work out a kind of
whiteness, an American identity that was in stride with these social changes. And the models they
turned to were the various communities themselves (Native, Black) and other communities
(Buddhist, Hindu) that they saw as not just counter to then-mainstream American society, but as
positive and powerful entities that could change American society, or at least, what it meant to be
American. Even for those at New Buffalo, who were not social reformists in the sense of their
communitarian forebears from the previous century, it seems that one principle of their cultural
and spiritual play was to explore what it could mean to be white (Anglo), non-colonial and
indigenous.

This is a difficult and delicate argument to make, and the hope I have in making it is to maintain
some dignity in the efforts of the New Buffalos and not at the expense of the cultural and spiritual
traditions from which they were borrowing. Politically this is not a simple thing, but I am
suggesting that there was, in the utopianism at New Buffalo, a glimmer of an attempt to be anticolonial, non-settler-colonial and a kind of Anglo American more in step with the future of
America, that from the view of the various Rights movements, was a definitive break from even
the America of the hippies’ parents’ generation. Certainly, what I am arguing was flawed and
fleeting, but I contend that it was no less important. Different from the White Power movement,
established in Detroit as a companion to the Black Power movement, as a place where sympathetic
and allied Whites could go to support Black Power, the hippies at New Buffalo were yet somehow
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doing a similar thing: creating in their daily utopianism a place where people could experiment in
being a kind of American who did not support the historical trajectory (past, present and future) of
the nation-state.

What I am trying to do here is to maintain this tension, this rich resource. Taking New Buffalo on
its own, but also as a “test-pit” in the landscape of sixties communes, it is really difficult to force
it into any given narrative. What has been particularly uncomfortable and difficult to write about
is the tension of Indian play at New Buffalo and the other intentions that people there were
fulfilling. Their discomfort which led them out to New Buffalo in the first place, transmutes into
a discomfort in the ways in which they critiqued American society. This discomfort is related to
settler-colonialism, specifically, to being the inheritor of the privileges of settler-colonialism.
While people of color in America agitated for full and equal social enfranchisement, white
Americans of this social privilege opted out – many of them feeling a visceral disgust at the society
which afforded them everything they could have wanted. Except that it was everything the
previous generation wanted, and the privilege was everything that people of color, Indigenous
Peoples, and other disenfranchised communities in America wanted. Those whom we call hippie
did not want all that society afforded them – the things of society were not the things of their desire,
the social reality of life in American society was not the social reality they desired – they did not
want the “everything” which was assumed to be theirs, assumed to be desirable, and which did in
fact, come with a certain of amount of social power (hence why then-minority groups and
disenfranchised communities were agitating for full investiture, recognition, rights, and privileges.

At New Buffalo they opted out of a society in which they saw no way they could remain:
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“We weren’t going to accumulate a whole lot of things. It wasn’t going to be a 2 car
garage, a split level ranch house in the suburbs. It’s not what we wanted. And then throw
in the fact that we were havin’ our babies at home, that no, the hospital wasn’t the best
place to have a baby at all. We could do that, we could help each other. And also with
dying, that we could be there for each other in that passage too”. (Marilyn)
They wanted something more than to work without meaning, to work to afford objects and money.
Their privilege was felt as a burden; it came packed with all kinds of things they did not want and
felt they did not need; it was void of human connection, void of a relationship to the world, the
physical world in which they lived. At New Buffalo, the people were there because they rejected
society – they didn’t want to belong to American society (George Robinson).

This perspective on privilege was a root of intense resentment, violence and disagreement in Taos,
Mora, and Rio Arriba counties in northern New Mexico, perhaps more here than in most other
places in the country at the time485. While the intense violence towards the counter-culture
perpetrated elsewhere in America at the hands of various city, state and federal police forces, was
well-known and documented, there has remained something notable about the violence that
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occurred in northern New Mexico486. In places like Arroyo Hondo, the perspectives were intensely
personal, and communally so. New Mexican Hispanics, and even some Pueblo Peoples sought to
attain the affluence and influence of the social and economic privilege that the New Buffalos
rejected, critiqued and felt was inadequate. The idea that white Americans of privilege were
settling and building community in their midst, and that they were building community founded
in part on a rejection of the very society which endowed them with social and economic privilege,
was difficult to reconcile with the additional sentiment expressed by these odd long-haired Anglos
– that they wanted to build community with local Hispanos and Pueblo Peoples. The countercultural people at New Buffalo wanted to be a part of the Arroyo Hondo community; they wanted
to belong to the community of Arroyo Hondo, just not to the community of the United States of
America (George Robinson)487. This must have seemed a paradox uneasily squared, and indeed
enough of the Hispanic community expressed varying degrees of discomfort with this perspective
and the people who held it. In short, part of the localized violence against hippies in northern New
Mexico had much to do with philosophical and religious disagreements about belonging and
community488. Hippies in New Mexico were not just obvious reminders of a privilege gap between
Hispanos and hippies, but they were also emblematic of a kind of social and religious impurity,
which was to varying degrees perceived as threatening to the local Hispano communities489, or at
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least troubling. To get a sense of the local vibe prior to the “hippie Invasion”, we can pause to note
the clear, direct language and intense tone of this piece, published in the Taos News:
“Open Letter To Youth: Editor, The News
What can we do? Where can we go? Always we hear the plaintive cry of teen-agers. I can
make some suggestions. Go home. Hang the screens, paint the woodwork. Rake the grass.
Mow the lawn. Shovel the walk. Wash the car. Learn to cook. Scrub some floors. Repair
the sink. Build a boat. Get a job. Help the minister, Red Cross, Salvation Army. Visit the
sick. Assist the poor. Study your lessons. And when you are through and not too tired, read
a book. Your parents do not owe you entertainment. Your village does not owe you
recreational facilities. The world does not owe you a living. You owe the world something.
You owe it your time and energy and your talents so that no one will be at war, or in
poverty, or lonely again. In plain, simple words: GROW UP! Quit being a cry baby. Get
out of your dream world. Develop a backbone and start acting like a man or a lady. I am
a parent. I am tired of nursing, protecting, helping, appealing, begging, excusing,
tolerating, denying myself needed comforts for your every whim. If you get out of school
today and stop learning tomorrow you are uneducated the next day.
A Mother”490

Even as the New Buffalos began arriving, some fifteen years later, this tone, this ethic, was very
much part of the local zeitgeist, and was not very much part of the hip zeitgeist from where the

and as mentioned in Iris’s book, through various sources, many local Hispanos were worried that the hippies would
corrupt their youth. The hippies were following upon a very recent push to clean up youth activities, and as such were
wandering into a social environment not particularly sympathetic to their form of counterculture. What was perhaps
utopia for some people at New Buffalo was perhaps something else entirely – an anti-utopia – for many Hispanos.
490
Published in 1959, October issue, front page. This admonishing letter to the local youth, to mature and accept the
responsibilities of being part of the community, a young adult, etc. is but one very good example of the social climate
of Taos before the arrival of the New Buffalos and other hippies.
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New Buffalos were arriving491. The New Buffalos arrived, in their own dream worlds, having left
school to get out into the world and do a different kind of learning and exercise a different kind of
social responsibility and personal accountability. The New Buffalos had decided for them that the
privilege they had was not worthwhile, and this was incomprehensible to New Mexican Hispanos
(a little less so to some of the Taos Peyote men… more on this later)492. The New Buffalos, and
many other counter cultural people, had determined that the privileges of American society were
broken, deleterious, and detrimental. They woke up on the inside and felt that they were in the
belly of the beast – they wanted out while others wanted in. While some hippies did join in the
agitations of minorities and people of color at the time, many felt that their only viable option was
to get out. Could more hippies have taken that alienation and put their energies into the causes of
all those disenfranchised in America? Sure. But this likely would have seemed a logical fallacy,
or logically inconsistent – if they perceived the system as broken and the privilege as poisonous,
why would they help others into it? Would that not be like boarding people on a boat you believe
is sinking? The motivations for many who went out to the far reaches of America to found and live
on communes may have been selfish to an extent, but they were not malicious nor were they
intended to malign other social movements.

The communal movement was motivated by a feeling that experimentation was needed to learn
how society could be repaired. At New Buffalo, the driving motivation was to create an alternative,
to live not in conflict and in the rut of privilege that included pillaging the earth of resources,
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killing all those in disagreement, etc. The driving motivation was neither escapism into another
culture; the intent was not to become Taos Pueblo, nor was it to further colonize the Pueblo, the
Hispanic communities etc. Were the New Buffalos playing Indian? Yes. They were also playing
Buddhist, playing Zen, playing American pioneer, playing Israeli kibbutznik, playing simple,
playing tough, playing American. This is not to suggest that their appropriations of Native
American cultural ways was okay, it is only to complicate the picture, because the picture was
complicated. And the intention was to create an alternative that bore no relationship to the reality
they had arrived from – the settler-colonial privilege they had inherited. The tools available to
them were limited; the models for the alternative even more so.

And yet, why not look through their own pasts for traditions of their own that more closely
resembled the alternatives they wanted to live? As scholars of utopianism have noted, the
communalist hippies are often read into a history of American utopianism, from the very
beginnings of the nation-state as colonies. Indeed this sense that America remains a place of
possibility, a place of utopian possibility493In some ways the New Buffalos and their counterculturist cohort did, as the kind of pioneerism and frontierism of many of the rural communes was
classically American (and to an extent, classically Kibbutz-style Israeli pioneerism494). In some
ways the New Buffalos and their communalist counterparts were drawing upon, channeling and
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aligning with earlier American communities who also trekked out to the edges of their social
worlds and established communes and communities where they could build the social and
economic context they both desired and saw lacking in the mainstream from whence they arrived.
Many counter-culturists and cultural revolutionaries of the sixties were disillusioned with their
faith-based traditions, alienated as well from the norms to which these traditions belonged. While
many hippies did find Jesus on acid495 and indeed in many ways the sixties can be seen as a spiritual
revivalist movement (and in many ways it was), the divergence from the traditions and conventions
can be traced as we trace their movements from faith-based to spiritual. In short, the models that
existed in their own cultural and social histories496 were not the models the New Buffalos and other
hippies chose, in explicit terms. The appeal of other traditions, other spiritual forms, and even,
other conventions, was in part an appeal of something definitively different which could radically
break from (and break them out of) the staid patterns that stifled them so.

This appeal of social and cultural worlds not their own contributed to the kind of utopianism
articulated and experienced at the commune. Utopianism at New Buffalo was not programmatic
or proscriptive in any sense. New Buffalos did not make nor follow architectural plans designed
to structure a space in which utopian ideals could be lived and achieved; New Buffalos were not
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participating in the kind of utopianism of Fourierists and Owenites, for example. Utopianism at
New Buffalo was not a process towards realizing a political plan of action, or a political theory of
social reorganization; in this sense then, New Buffalos were not like Saint-Simians, nor any other
kind of utopian constructing principles and outlining constitutions that would realize and regulate
a perfect society. New Buffalos were not aiming to achieve a more perfect state in the tradition of
Plato’s Republic. Utopianism at New Buffalo was not so much a political project497 nor was it one
directly inspired by any particular utopian narrative (i.e. New Buffalos were not a sixties version
of Skinnerites). However, it was a utopianism both nostalgic of and romantic for a certain kind of
perceived simplicity and relative primitivity, located at a temporal distance (the past) and a spatial
distance from the US498. The notion of a “lost state of nature”499 couched in this nostalgia for a
simpler past, a less modern way of living, had more to do with the shape and practice of utopia at
New Buffalo than any formal or overt consciousness about the history of utopianism in America,
the tradition of utopian communes, communities and colonies that have shaped the nation-state
ever since the 17th century500.

Though they were not tapping into a tradition of American utopianism in conscious or explicit
ways501, the “back-to-the-land” work-based agricultural aspect of the commune was resplendent
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with a sense of redeeming a lost state of nature – within the very soils at New Buffalo and within
themselves. This in part contributed to the reasons why New Buffalo utopianism was experienced
not through a harkening to models within their own cultural repertoires, but rather why New
Buffalos tended to turn to Taos Pueblo and Arroyo Hondo Hispanos as their models and guides.
Even if in some ways we could suggest that the New Buffalos and other counter-cultural hippies
were digging through the dustbins of their own pasts to create the alternative presents and futures
they imagined (ex. Grooving on Jesus on acid502, founding agrarian communities503) their
appropriations of other customs and spiritual forms were more counter-cultural and perhaps more
commonplace. While many hippies seemed to dress like Jesus504 and many read the Bible, stoned
on dope or high on acid505, images of hippies dressed as Native Americans, making yoga poses,
chanting “oms”, and the like appeared more frequently in the newsprint and media, and persist in
popular accounts of the era. Although Jesus was seen by some as the first hippie506, and the Bible
was consulted alongside the I-Ching, Buddhism (in many of its forms507) and Native
American/American Indian spiritual traditions (and cultural/social customs) seemed to present an
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alternative way of being American, a way that was counter to and radically different from that with
which many New Buffalos were familiar.

Were hippies honoring Native Americans by appropriating their things, their belief systems and
cultures? No; but they were recognizing that Native Americans modeled a way of life that soothed
the burning disillusionment hippies had with American society – which, it should be remembered,
is one with a history of manifest destiny, enslavement, dispossession, and death.

It is a complicated thing to simultaneously not be contra to American society508, but to also not
buy into American society – to willfully and voluntarily drop-out, simplify, and move down the
ladder, so to speak. The voluntary aspect of the hippie panorama – the decision to move into
poverty – was in many ways at odd with many Americans, and not just the families and social
circles from which the hippies arrived. Many Americans who live the socio-economic realities of
poverty – Black, Latina/o, Native, for example – were involuntarily (through institutional and
structural forms of disenfranchisement) where the hippies were arriving509. This was a tension
palpably felt in northern New Mexico, this conflict of values tied to particular versions of the
American dream. Yablonsky suggests that the voluntary poverty of the hippies is a signal for us to
examine what it is about American life that turned many of its most privileged to seek out a lifeway that was on-par with its least privileged. He acknowledges that disenfranchised communities
in America would rightly be agitated by privileged white kids refusing their privilege, and notes
that this is cause to reexamine American society, its dreams, goals, and achievable futures510. I
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would agree with Yablonsky on this point, and further suggest that the hippie utopianism of the
sixties, particularly the brand of utopianism at New Buffalo, suggests that utopianism needn’t be
coupled with settler-colonialism in America, and what such an un-coupling might look like.

Plastic buttons, hot water bottles, and a poncho: plastic beads, bells, a leather moccasin and the
fragment of a handle for a water jug.

Tom says that he’s only one guy looking at the fire. And Charlie said that is all any of us are doing
– you get twelve people to look at the fire and they will all tell of it 12 ways, each from their own
eyes511. Perhaps for these hippies, the greatest trail was that line the sky makes where it meets the
earth, the horizon, emblematic of open, utopian possibility, but also, of the unity many perceived
to be in the earth, connecting along a seam, like the sky and the ground. Perhaps if they followed
this line, the horizon, they would achieve the expansive vision of a new world that they sought to
bring about, by leaving the cities and returning to the land. They are not alone in this; a few paths
had been there to follow. While many considered that they took the road less traveled, it may be
that they took a trail well followed. Trails precede us. Even the trails some say they “blaze” or
create brand new, are perhaps already there, simply suggesting to the blazer to follow this way,
and not that way.

In some ways, hippies were blazing new trails. In other ways, they were following paths well laid
out by many dissident protestors and utopian dreamers before them512. For many of the New
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Buffalos, their paths, following their impulse, their various guides, landed them out on the fringes
of the US, as they saw it513. While Taos offered a geographic reprieve from the lives whence they
arrived, playing Indian offered an escape from these lives, the seemingly fixed social roles that
went with them514. Yi Fu reminds us that escape has long been part of the narrative of utopianism
in America, noting that many of the settlers and immigrants that have found themselves in the
United States were seeking to escape something, somewhere515. Moreover, the escapism at play in
the sixties was doubled: it was an escape from mainstream American society, and escape back into
nature516. The New Buffalos too sought to escape in this way, to escape alienation and attachment,
and to escape into something meaningful – an existence that mattered and was not harmful towards
the world around them. It was imperfect – utopianism at New Buffalo – but then, what utopianism
is not? What utopianisms might exist betwixt and between517 the social worlds we take as allencompassing and all-enduring? What imaginative possibilities for better futures, different futures,
exist and where do they reside? What are their residues, their markers, their traces? What are their
realities? What does utopianism-in-the-world look like? I have argued that it looks like the daily
life habits at New Buffalo, imperfect as it was. And its imperfection made it no less utopia518, its
plasticity too made it no less an authentic utopianism, as certainly the plasticity of utopianism at
New Buffalo (along with the actual plastic) made it perhaps all the more dynamic, and inventive

Mormons and the Amish exhibit this “back-to-the-land” impulse for community building and establishment of
‘alternative’ societies. Where better to be alternative than at the fringe? And where is the fringe? It’s at the edge, the
edge of the known, the edge of the present settled areas, the edge of dominant society. Often this edge is a frontier,
real or imagined, and the American Southwest has long been the frontier, real and imagined.
513
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(in terms of figuring out how to do with what was available – what the material culture of American
society made possible). Even if we were to say that no, New Buffalo was not utopia519, there was
still something there, in the utopianism of playing primitive which was an effort to realize what it
could mean to be a non-colonial Anglo (White) American in contemporary society, that was not
fulfilling the on-going legacy of settler-colonialism. As Kulchyski has stated, about attending to
where in our contemporary worlds utopia/utopianism might exist: “No, Fort Good Hope is not
utopia: there are too many serious social problems there. But yes, Fort Good Hope bears the traces
of something that must not be forgotten by those of us concerned with these questions”520.

It is a certain kind of politics to be dismissive of an imaginative utopianism of practice, especially
a utopianism that bears within it a look, a gaze into what a non-colonial social order could look
like, in favor of an imaginative textual utopian tradition.
“So why is it that the imaginative differences projected by fictional constructors of utopias
should present us with a politics, while the continually reinvented social differences built
in daily interactions of indigenous gatherers and hunters does not? … If it can be shown
that the Mikisew Cree might actually have something to teach the rest of us about how to
construct intergenerational communities of production, the threat they pose to global
capitalism is twofold: as bearers of a land base that is required for capital accumulation,
and as bearers of a set of social relations that threaten the claims of capitalist society, of
modernism, to be the embodiment of progress.”521
We turn to the textual world of narratives, of stories and written critiques, to find a politics that
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can guide our present into any number of futures. When we do look at practices, social experiments
and other physical instantiations that are parallel to, inspired by, or arising in some way from, these
utopias-in-the-word, our conclusions tend to be that in each case, utopias-in-the-world have failed.
They have either been too short-lived to have made a substantial impact or to be considered a
potential model, or, have been too corrupted and disastrous – tending towards totalitarianism and
authoritarianism and giving way therefore to the dystopia that lurks in the shadows of utopia’s
sunny scenes.

We too often reject utopias-in-the-world outright without examining their traces, their lingering
residues and spirits. It is as if our expectations of utopias are too great for us to handle anything
less than their utter and resolute triumph. It is as if we are surprised that utopias too are subject to
the same experiences as all other institutions, structures, and organizations on earth. In much the
same way as we marvel when vegetation re-takes abandoned buildings, we marvel that utopias too
are vulnerable to reality, to the processes that govern not just the “natural world” but the “cultural
world” as well. Can utopia ever fully triumph? What would such a utopia look like? Whose utopia
would it be? And whose dystopia? For many who, with reasonable stress, are concerned with the
proximity that utopia and dystopia share, these questions are not just relevant but inevitable. Utopia
fully realized has the potential to certainly be also dystopia fully realized. In some sense then, a
utopian project is always already an ephemeral one – always already subject to a temporality that
must remain unfixed to space, people and experience. Utopia must then always and only be in its
traces – the dream can exist in the world only in traces, in residues, in spirits. And in this sense
then, that it remains unfixed and as utterly temporal, it is the very embodiment of change – it is
never actually static. The traces of utopia do not only continue through time, but are re-made and
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born out through time. The traces are not the persistent few that remain with us – they are not the
delicate organic materials of ages past. The traces are the persistent many that both remain with us
and are contemporaneous with us. They are cumulative and distinct at the same time. The dynamic
quality of the traces of utopia, that they are temporal and unfixed522, suggests that the form these
traces take is not necessarily physical, as in architecture, artifacts or objects (though it certainly
can be) nor textual (as in written narratives, plans, or other such records), nor other-worldly (as
spiritual acts, dreams, or ritual). Rather, the dynamic quality of the traces of utopia suggests that
they are practices.

If Playing Indian, as a surface-level performance unmoors meanings of Indianness, and sets them
afloat at increasingly further removes from real Indians themselves523, then a multitude of
distances between identity, marker, bearer, and group are created, undulating according to how the
performance is worked out. The plasticity of Indian play at New Buffalo reveals it to be a broader
practice of Primitive Play, which does not justify cultural and spiritual appropriation. Yet this
primitive play at New Buffalo was not only appropriative, as New Buffalos were exploring through
play, ways in which to become Anglo Americans with a different present, and therefore different
possible future, from their counter-parts in straight society. Playing primitive was part of their
utopian effort to actually no longer participate in settler-colonial Americanism, but rather develop
an Americanism that was not exclusive or exploitative. This effort was as imperfect as it was
implicit. And perhaps, given the settler-colonial origins of utopianism as a practice in America,
somewhat futile. If we blink, we miss the glimpse into a non-colonial condition of possibility
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etched out by the utopian endeavors at New Buffalo. If we blink again, a plastic artifact on a blue,
black or white felt, we have a moment to consider the jolt that this material sends through the
utopian project. Plastic utopianism at New Buffalo had something to do with making Indian play
more plastic, and therefore also more inauthentic, a thing. If Indian play, or primitive play, renders
Indian identities, or primitive identities, meaningless, plastic interrupts these practices, revealing
an inauthenticity to the play, in contradiction with the authenticity that it simultaneously lends to
the practice of utopianism. Or perhaps plastic contributes further to the unmooring of signifiers,
and pushes them further from their sources. The following chapter will continue this meditation
on the relationship of utopianism at New Buffalo to plastic, authenticity/inauthenticity, and the
role of Indian/primitive play in shaping identities at New Buffalo.
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Chapter7: (In) Authentic New Buffalo

Authentic Indian Play//Authentic New Buffalo

Figure 47. New Buffalo Teepees, then and now. The above photographs were both taken at New Buffalo, looking
west towards the Gorge, where the Rio Hondo meets the Rio Grande. The first photograph (left) was taken by Lisa
Law in 1967524 and the second photograph (right) was taken by Annie Danis in 2010.

Field Notes Entry:
It is Saturday, October 31, 2009 and about 11pm. I just got home from observing a Native
American Church ceremony, which is being held up at Lama Foundation. I went with Bob Fies,
who was hoping to get a seat inside. It would have been his second ceremony, however, it was
packed. So we waited outside the tipi, with a guy named Clifton and another named Michael.
Clifton built a fire with a man who soon went into the ceremony. Bob really seemed to be in his
own world. He kept trying to explain things to the best of his knowledge, speculating about what
was probably happening inside the tipi at each moment that he could figure out. I’m not sure if he
felt like he was passing information on in a mentoring kind of way (he is involved in various groups
– men’s group, boys-to-men, and has expressed desire to become an elder of New Buffalo…),
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trying to feel a part of the ceremony, or just talking because I was there to talk to. At any rate, I
tried my best to listen …

The ceremony got underway and sometime before 9pm, a couple of Navajo guys from the NM-AZ
border came up the path – the tipi was full – so they joined our small circle around the fire-pit and
conversation picked up. Anglos are so odd. Michael kept talking about every Native American he
ever met – saying how each was a “nice guy” or “real nice guy”. Clifton kept talking about spirits
telling him to do this or that or showing him signs or he would talk about medicine and good
medicine – peyote, feathers, a projectile point. One of the Navajo guys, 23 year-old named Warren,
talked about rehab and the halfway house in Wisconsin he just returned from – and a court date
on Tuesday that either sets him free or puts him in jail for a year. He was addicted to meth. He’s
clean now, going on 4 months it sounds like. His father was named Edmundo, and his father came
to meet Jasper Gomez, who was running the ceremony – called a roadman – Little Joe Gomez was
Jasper’s grandfather, and Edmundo remembered his name from growing up. Edmundo once met
Franky Zamora – the other Pueblo man out here at New Buffalo – so it was Franky Z, Little Joe
G, Henry G, and Teles Goodmorning – all up here at New Buffalo, teaching the ways of the NA
Church, and farming, apparently. At any rate, I couldn’t tell if Edmundo was humoring Clifton
and Michael, or taking them seriously, or maybe a bit of both. He and Warren listened to their
stories – listened to them talk about good medicine and other experiences, and Edmundo told
Clifton he had good medicine for finding the projectile point. He said that the creator had directed
him to the point, that someone had lost it and for years it was waiting to be found, returned to, and
the creator had directed Clifton to it, and it was good medicine for him – something and survival.
Michael gave Edmundo some kind of bulb or something, apparently a Chinese tea thing, called
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camel’s breath in English – I forget how he said it in Chinese. Michael said you could taste the
earth with it – (clearly, anything to do with the earth must be given to any Indigenous person) –
and Clifton gifted Edmundo with a silver and enamel/tusk belt buckle – the enamel/tusk had a
buffalo skull carved into it. Clifton said the spirit told him to give it to Edmundo, and thanked
Edmundo for sharing his medicine. Edmundo thanked him and said giving away a thing like that
was going to give him good medicine. Clifton said he needed a lot of prayers. Edmundo eventually
when into the ceremony, because someone left, for some reason. Michael had told a story about
hiawaska (sp?) and was telling some other story when we left.

Lama Foundation has incredible west-facing views, and an incredible openness because of the fire
that swept through it some years ago. It was a waning full moon tonight, and it was striking,
inducing a silent observance in me. It was a good introduction into the contemporary practice of
the Native American Church, and a fairly rich insight into it this evening – who participates, how,
why etc. I think some interesting questions about materiality will start to arise out of marinating
on this evening. Already, I’m curious about New Buffalo people’s interactions with local Hispanics
– did they learn anything from them? Water usage? Agriculture? Subsistence? Herding? Etc? Why
does the emphasis seem to be on the Taos Pueblo members? Why is the Thanksgiving story
replicated in re-tellings of New Buffalo, and was there a relationship with the Hispanic community
and what was it like? Which kinds of materiality do hippies privilege, or hold with high regard?
And which kinds do they dislike, disdain, discard? What is the material world according to the
hippies? And how do they understand their relationship to cultures/culture/counterculture? What
is it about NA Church that constitutes for them some kind of alternative, or other way?
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Edmundo pointed out something about the fire pit – to stare at the embers and focus on them,
meditate on them, and as the fire burns the wood, and the wood shifts, and the embers change
colors, see the messages there. He said maybe one would see a buffalo or an eagle, and then pray
to understand the message, why it’s being shown to you. He said, or maybe one would see a
Native/Indian man or woman, and then maybe one would see them in town or at Wal-Mart or
somewhere – and they’ll greet you – and you don’t tell them you say them in a vision in the fire,
but listen to what they have to say to you. Clifton, Michael and his son, Warren, all nodded. I did
a bit too – seems to me like people should listen to people more anyways. But regardless, Edmundo
said there are messages in the fire, while listening to the Church songs – much like in Christianity,
when Moses saw the burning bush and drew a message from that. It was interesting – this
comparison to Christianity (which shares this story with Judaism).

Why do hippies turn to Native America? What is the obsession with their ways? Their land? Their
perspective? Michael also kept mentioning the earth and experiences with it, while Edmundo and
Warren were there – and Clifton had mentioned that the ceremony tonight was for the land of
Lama because it is good land; a good place. At any rate, why is Native culture an alternative for
hippies? Is it alternative norms, or is there something more going on? How deep do they go into
it? I noticed that while Bob was explaining to me what he knew about the ceremony – he had gaps
in his knowledge, like who and where it started and some other things that I can’t recall. But it
made me wonder about the seriousness of an engagement with a sacred tradition and sacrament,
for which one doesn’t even know the stories of – the origin stories etc…why do hippies seem to
borrow just any “non-western” spirituality or perspective on the world? What do they do with
their collected collages? What do they collect? Why? How?
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Within the first two months of field work at New Buffalo, I was beginning to see the ways in which
New Buffalos continue to create a bricolage of rituals, habits, activities, meaningful actions,
objects, and practices through their engagement in the world around them, or the world as they
wish it to be. To be sure, the New Buffalos with whom I was participating in life at the communeturned-intentional community were not the same New Buffalos of the long sixties525. In many
ways, the past-ness of the sixties, the absence of the zeitgeist, the energy, and the spirit of the time
was palpable at New Buffalo. The restored hallways, and adobe stairwells, seemed to echo the past
but not quite revive it. The stillness of the commune, especially after I would sweep and vacuum
the circle room in preparation for the weekly Thursday evening pot-luck, felt stuck and even a bit
tired. If I could have opened a window in that room, to allow freshness in, I would have, and
perhaps would have chased out the nagging feeling that despite the care and maintenance of the
room, something was missing, gone, or lingering uninvited beyond the walls. It was an uninviting
stillness and quietude that settled alongside the specks of dust floating down beams of sunlight, as
they warmed the room through the rectangular windows above. What was not there anymore? In
some ways the answer is very obvious: the original New Buffalos, their energy, their dreams, their
habits of doing, their practices, their varied activities of living. They are not at New Buffalo
anymore.

And yet, the New Buffalos who are there, participate in some ways in a very similar project, and
the New Buffalos who come around for various events and memorials too, are still part of
something started in the late sixties. But there is a change, one that I feel, as a kind of creeping
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nostalgia, though the tendrils of the plant are unfamiliar to me, for I know not the walls they once
climbed, the time from when they have arrived. But this feeling cannot escape me or the place. It
is almost as if the newly mudded adobe walls themselves breathe imperceptibly slow, decades of
mud and memories, thick and full. They continue to hold the warmth of the sunshine, as they have
always done. They continue to hold the touches of those who have applied the mud and spread it
across, droplets of sweat mixing into the slip. They continue to hold the place up, continue to be
the structure that affords those who find their way up the gravel drive an opportunity to live out a
dream, take a break from the world beyond New Buffalo, or get grounded spiritually, emotionally,
physically, and psychologically. Inevitably people move along, some after a few days, others after
a few months. The place remains, absorbing the experiences within it, holding together all that has
happened. And though I was not there in the years of New Buffalo as a commune, I sense that
there is something unsettling about New Buffalo as an intentional community, in the quietness,
perhaps the intention of the place in its current state.

The peyote ceremony I attended at Lama Foundation perhaps bears remarkable resemblance to the
ceremonies conducted in Arroyo Hondo over the course of the past few decades. Or perhaps there
too, is something missing. Simultaneously, there is something persistent in the mix of Native and
Anglo participants in these ceremonies, and even the deference that Michael and Clifton extended
towards Edmundo and Warren. It reminds me of a story I was told about a peyote meeting at New
Buffalo from back in the day. A rabbi was inside the tipi and during the ceremony, began singing
in Hebrew. A number of the New Buffalo Peyote Boys began to tell the Rabbi to stop, that this
was not part of the ceremony. The Taos elder leading the ceremony told the New Buffalos to let
the Rabbi be and let him sing in his own language. So they did, he did and it was beautiful. There
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is a persistent deference and respect extended towards the Taos Peyote men, a persistent deference
and respect I saw extended towards Edmundo and Warren. In each case, the New Buffalos,
Michael and Clifton, were not attempting to assert their knowledge or participation over and
beyond that of the Taos or Navajo men. This continuity does not fill in that which feels missing at
New Buffalo, nor does it exactly bridge the gap nostalgia and memories create, but it does hint at
a thread of authenticity in the engagement with Native Americans and the Native American
Church. This thread is intertwined with the threads of plasticity, of Indian play of the appropriative
kind, and of a rigid adherence to a learned tradition (a form of inauthenticity itself, as Bendix has
implied). Following the continuity, we can observe a touch of authenticity within a practice, while
simultaneously question the authenticity of the practice. It is unclear what sort of borrowed
memory, if any, Michael and Clifton may have had about the sixties and the history of hippie
Native American Church participation. However, there is an institutionalized memory that reads
Anglo participation in the Native American Church as appropriative, even in examples where the
engagement is more complicated and perhaps not appropriative at all. It is this form of memory
that re-members together present and past participation in a practice. It is also a potential absence
of memory that contributes to a continued authenticity of participation the present. The role of
memory in creating and shaping authenticity and inauthenticity at New Buffalo is not clear-cut,
nor simple to puzzle together. The relationships between the remembered and the missing,
memories and the present community, creating this sense of something unsettled are perhaps
diagnostic of a tension between the forms of authenticity and inauthenticity at New Buffalo.
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(In)Authentic Culture/Counter-culture
“The concept of culture I espouse, and whose utility the essays below attempt to demonstrate, is
essentially a semiotic one. Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs
of significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be
therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of
meaning.”526

In his collection of essay in The Interpretation of Cultures, Geertz sets out to explain his
understanding of the study of culture is that it is but an interpretative practice, and in doing so
asserts that culture itself is but interpretation. If culture is not a fixed category – and it is not – then
interpretation too is not fixed. It would follow then, that we might wonder what could be an
authentic culture, given this fluidity. Lindholm writes that authenticity can be apprehended
according to two overlapping modes of characterization: origins (historical, genealogical) and
content (identity-, correspondence-based)527. He notes that:
“Authentic objects, persons, and collectives are original, real and pure; they are what they
purport to be, their roots are known and verified, their essence and appearance are one.
As we shall see, these two forms of authenticity are not always compatible nor are both
invoked equally in every context, but both stand in contrast to whatever is fake, unreal, or
false, and both are in great demand.”528
This observation about authenticity is more or less how others have understood the concept.
Authenticity itself is understood to inhere a fixed quality to that which it describes, encompasses,
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or marks: “the notion of authenticity implies the existence of its opposite, the fake”529.
Authenticity is also understood to be always already the genuine: “in the most elementary sense,
to be authentic is to be what one purports to be: to be what one seems”530. This definition too
implies that to be inauthentic then is to be other than what one is or seems. These definitions, with
their implied dichotomous elements, highlight a problem with the way in which authenticity has
long been understood, and arguable remains understood. For example, in a recent study of Japanese
cultural identity in popular music, Stevens notes that Japanese identity is considered authentic
when it maintains a certain distance from “the globalized culture of the industrialized urban
centers”. Similarly, she suggests that non-Japanese identity is also authentic when it is associated
with these same urban centers531. Again, authenticity is visible against a type of opposite.

The problem becomes one such that authenticity, in implying an opposite is based upon a principle
of exclusivity which sets the genuine resolutely against the spurious in a totalizing way that
bolsters the “fallacy that cultural purity rather than hybridity are the norm”532. If we instead
consider that cultural hybridity is the norm and that culture is interpretation, it would make sense
then that authenticity is not necessarily the opposite of the inauthentic. Or perhaps more to the
point, that the authentic and the inauthentic are not fixed, and instead the inauthentic can become
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the authentic and vis-versa. The ramifications of this argument are quite powerful considering the
impacts of the hippie counter-culture, not just between New Buffalo and the communities in Taos
County, but between the hippie counter-culture and America in general. Following this logic, there
was no pure hippie counter-culture any more than there was a pure American culture to be resisted.
Tossing the need for purity out the window helps us relocate the paradoxes of New Buffalos
shopping at Safeway in a clearer and unsurprising way. That is, the strictness with which we expect
hippies to have adhered to our present stereotypes gives way to an understanding that this strictness
is grounded in a notion of authenticity that in itself is problematic and not representative of the
ways in which human cultures operate.

Geertz goes on to write that the way in which anthropologists produce knowledge through
ethnography and thick description is but a process of constructing for ourselves the constructions
of other’s activities533. At times, this mode of interpretive social analysis requires a methodical
engagement with memory – our own of events we witnessed or participated in, and the memories
of those who we talk with about those events (for they frame their own interpretations and
understandings through memories in part). Through memory and interpretation, we re-member
cultures together, putting pieces together to create an image that appears to represent a whole which
could never be replicated. That is, our own interpretations of cultures are as Geertz asserts, always
incomplete534. The shifting, incomplete nature of cultures, and of our understandings of cultures,
reverberates as a shifting and incomplete nature of authenticity. In some sense, this has the
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potential to destabilize the ground, both moral and emotional, which supports declarations and
designations of the authentic535.

Authenticity at New Buffalo takes on two main forms, first, as a lens through which to understand
the kind of Indian play that was taking place at New Buffalo and thus to understand the particular
form of the counter-culture being expressed on the commune and others like it. Second, as a
concern for the hippie artifacts generated by research at New Buffalo, and the ways in which
material culture contributes to understandings of authentic cultures or cultural engagements. Here,
the archaeological concern with authenticity relates back to the cultural concern with authenticity
in determining the character, quality, and ramifications of the counter-culture. Or more simply put,
the archaeological concern with authenticity, through material culture itself, relates to a concern
with the authenticity of the counter-culture as a culture, particularly when it comes to borrowing
(and appropriating) cultural markers, practices and objects of others.

In the previous chapter, I discussed Deloria’s concern with a practical effect of a postmodernist
sense that meanings can be free-floating from that which they qualify or modify, that hippie
appropriations of Indian-ness unmoor the meanings and cultural significance of Indian-ness from
real Indians themselves. It is not just meaning that can be compromised in such an unmooring, but
authenticity as well. For the hippies, and even some New Buffalos, their imaginings of Indians,
and the past-ness of Indians in their imaginations, lent a credibility to their efforts to live
differently, alternatively to American society. In the search for an authentic cultural experience
and expression, hippies, and some New Buffalos, appropriated Indian “past-ness” and to an extent
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American western frontier “past-ness” in the process of trying to re-create a connection to a sense
of origin (because clearly they were not aiming for deliberate and exact origins) 536. Though a
number of the New Buffalos were not interested in ‘living like the Indians’537, in way that Deloria
observed at the commune in Oregon or in the way of the Wannabes that Green discusses, they all
participated in living primitively, many in tipis and among them were arguably (and arguably very
serious) wannabes. Past-ness as a way to (re)create their identity as different kinds of Americans,
and as a way to recover their origins in a very abstract sense538 was only part of the picture though,
for New Buffalos valued present-ness as well. This was not only in the Buddhist sense of remaining
attentive and attuned to the present, but also in the sense of present-day, contemporary Indians,
their practices and their ways of living. For New Buffalos, past-ness alone did not afford them the
authenticity they sought in their experimentations in the counter-culture, but, did that absolve them
of appropriations of present-ness? Tipis still screamed Indian more in a way that few other cultural
objects or artifacts can539, was this any less appropriation that the people living in them took
Indians seriously and did not see them as a vanishing culture to be preserved? In a way, yes, if
only because it is possible that the respect with which many of the New Buffalos engaged Taos
Pueblo culture suggests that we consider the nature of this cross-cultural engagement (and
therefore perhaps others). And yes, if only because the New Buffalos and other hippies like them,
are an example of an instance when American acknowledged the authenticity of Native Americans,
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not in their past-ness or “disappeared-ness” alone, but in their present presence, their wisdom, their
history, and their own agency.

Just as the hippies were not doing something entirely new with their turn to rural communalism,
they were participating in something entirely new as the “the search for authenticity of experience
that is everywhere manifest in our society. The concern of moderns for the shallowness of their
lives and inauthenticity of their experiences parallels concerns for the sacred in primitive society.
Each contributes to the structural solidarity of the society in which it is found.”540 MacCannell
suggests that ‘primitives’ need not worry themselves about the authenticity of their life
experiences, their rituals, whereas ‘moderns’ do, as “under modern conditions, the place of the
individual in society is preserved, in part, by newly institutionalized concerns for the authenticity
of his social experiences”541 (590). This new institutionalization of authenticity replaces the older
institutionalization of sincerity, in the realm of human social and individual experiences542. He
suggests that in modern life, authenticity is no longer apparent in itself as social life is
differentiated into “front and back” matter. The genuine, or the truth (as he states it) “can no longer
speak for itself. It must always be announced and revealed”543.
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Authenticity then too must be marked, noted, shouted, or otherwise revealed and the means
through which is made visible become perhaps more important than before. This inability of the
genuine to no longer be able to speak for itself, that it needs markers, indices, icons, other speech
acts, and the like to state that it exists and is real, calls to mind Baudrillard’s discussion of
simulation and simulacra – and the ways in which the real has long disappeared, replaced by
simulations and copies. What happens then to the tipi of Deloria’s childhood commune visits, of
New Buffalo’s communal past and community present, of the tipi as a marker of meaning, locating
Indian-ness somewhere specific? Is not the New Buffalo tipi a copy of the original? Or is it a copy
of a copy, this second (and originary) copy being the idea that tipi marks Indian-ness definitively
in the American imagination, though it also signals regional and tribal specificity? We are still left
thinking through the problem of postmodernity loosening ties between meanings and that for
which they are made. Tipis are a clear marker of “Indian” still in America, yet we are not at all
surprised to see them in contexts we would consider “hippie”. The real is still separated from itself
(Indian-ness from Indians in this case/example), and mystifications steps in where clarity may
have once stood.

Taking this another step further, the mystification stands where clarity once stood, but also, works
to enhance the real-ness of the real. By way of explanation consider the following from
MacCannell’s piece:
“A recent example of a mystification designed to generate a sense of real reality is the
disclosure that chemical nitrates are injected into hams for cosmetic purposes to keep them
ore pink, appetizing, and desirable, that is, more ham-like (Minz 1971). Similarly, a
respondent of mine reports that some of the go-go girls in San Francisco’s North Beach
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have their breasts injected with silicones in order to conform to their size, shape, and
firmness to the characteristics of an ideal breast.” 544
In these two examples, MacCannell brings up ways in which mystification replaces clarity,
obscuring truth so as to maintain Truth, or, put another way, mystification obscures and even
intercedes upon reality in order to adhere to and maintain an ideal form of reality, the ham-like the
perfect breast, etc. At New Buffalo, there was a conscious effort to cut through the mystifications
of reality, revealing breasts as they were545, ham as it was (Mike Kitts and others saw this first
hand, with the butchering of animals), the hunting and fishing (English Jane and Taylor) and the
like. In the examples MacCannell cites, mystification works to bolster reality – to make the real
more real. At New Buffalo, the aim was to get free of such mystifications and to experience the
real as real, as itself. To enhance the real, to get closer to it quicker, they took psychedelics and
engaged in Eastern and Indian spiritual practices. So in some sense, they too were trying to make
the ham more ham-like, but just going about it a different way. And this way actually matters, for
the New Buffalos and hippies like them, enhancement of reality was not achieved through
falsification – injecting non-native/natural substances into an organic material//injecting dollars
into every aspect of life – but a reification, or a realization, of life as a kind of return, rather than
the incessant progression of progress. For them, their engagement with psychedelics, dope, and
spirituality was not the same kind of mystification of reality as was injecting ham with pink to
make the meat look more real. It was a cultivation of reality, to re-connect to its real-ness.
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MacCannell “Staged Authenticity: Arrangements of Social Space in Tourists Settings” American Journal of
Sociology Vol.79 No.3 1973: 591
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Women on the commune spending time without their shirt and bras (Keltz 2000; interviews with various former
residents).
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The idea of the authentic is captivating and it tends to generate value, as we seek out original
objects and experiences, before they disappear, are destroyed or are changed (and thus, become
inauthentic); “For all our senses and all of our experiential cravings, we have created a market of
identifiable authenticities”546. The impulse to view or experience something true, something
original, before it changes or disappears reinforces a notion of the experience, or thing being
viewed, as authentic. Cultures, Nature, music and other art forms, have long been the realms
wherein authenticity thrives or gives way to inauthenticity over time. Capitalism affords the ability
to witness the authentic, and yet, it paves the way for the inauthentic to creep in. Authenticity
develops a specific temporality, one that is urgent and inevitable. In the art markets, authenticity
tends to generate value, financial value that translates the authentic into something that can be
commodified and capitalized upon.

Native cultures, untouched by capitalism or Western Civilization are perceived as authentic.
Diamonds are authentic, zircon is inauthentic. Plastics are imitations of authentic materials. New
Buffalos are inauthentic Indians, but they are authentic Americans (in the way that Deloria and
others link American-ness to Indian identity). Moreover, New Buffalos were authentic
communalists and so, an authentic counter-culture – rendering the performance and bricolage of
post-modern experiential social being, the social experimentation of communal living an authentic
one. If post-modernism undoes meaning, it undoes authenticity – or does it? Authenticity
permeates New Buffalo from its founding to its present status – from its reality to its place in the
memories of the New Buffalos who lived there, to the imaginations of all of us who did not.

546

Bendix In Search of Authenticity 1997:3 (Kindle Edition)
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The authentic gets at the root of something undeniable about the human condition. As Olsen points
out, because traditions and cultures are constructed does not make them false or unreal547.
Mediation in the form of construction, imagination, or deliberate intervention by humans upon the
genuine seems to render it falsified. Like a magic trick then, human intervention produces
unrealities. This implies then that what is authentic is not only inherent to a thing, but utterly
without human attachment or process. Do humans then produce the inauthentic wherever they go?
Are they the artisans of the art that is always already inauthentic because it is produced by a
human? What then can become authentic in a world made inauthentic by the very intervention of
the human? Authenticity is a tenuous thing in this world – to be made anew from the inauthentic,
it must be forged but not forced, visible but not transparent, rich but not decadent. The authentic
must be maintained, preserved, conserved and guarded. Even if the authentic is a ruin, it must be
preserved as such, or, renovated to its most authentic time. Authenticity is all about heritage,
tradition, culture, history, and humanity.

Authenticity here concerns us primarily as a specific subjective and objective relation. At New
Buffalo, authenticity seems to be at work (and at play) in two different ways: as an experience and
as a fact, feature or characteristic of an experience. That is, authenticity articulates an answer, or a
framework through which to answer, questions about the real, the genuine, the original and
conversely, the false, the imagined, the copy. Authenticity quickly calls to the table discussions of
culture, of representation, of interpretation and of performance, and is important to the
considerations of Indian play and utopianism that shaped New Buffalo, as a specific site in the
counter-culture. What is the authentic? What is the inauthentic? These questions are dependent
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Olsen In Defense of Things 2013:5
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upon the position of the asker and the position of the queried, and a combination of philosophical
and material circumstances that come together to set the scene. Was the reality perceived by the
New Buffalos the real reality, or was the reality perceived by the local Hondo Hispanos real? And
what of the reality perceived by those in the mainstream culture from where the New Buffalos
arrived? Could these realities all coexist, and authentically so? Without getting too lost into an
ontological and philosophical debate and the real and its constituents, I want simply to make the
point that authenticity is not a given, rather it is determined through interpretation. Authenticity is
very much at stake in terms of culture. As we will see towards the end of this chapter, it is also
very much at stake in a material way, in terms of defining culture, experiences within culture, and
even experiences in interpreting culture(s) and the academic cultural traditions we establish to do
just this kind of work.
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Utopian Communalism and Playing Primitive// (In)Authentic Primitive Play

Figure 48. Playing primitive//playing Indian and playing hippie? Scenes from New Buffalo. From left to right: Justin
Case by Dennis Stock 1969 ©; show poster displayed at New Buffalo (2010) photographed by the author; the author
working on the New Buffalo garden photographed by Annie Danis in 2010; Two Ravens and Robbie Gordon at the
2010 Summer Solstice, photographed by the Heinrich’s.
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The above set of pictures are meant to deepen the place of play – Primitive and Indian – at New
Buffalo. In the first image, taken by Dennis Stock in 1969, we see Justin Case collecting wood at
the commune. In the second picture, taken by myself in 2010, we see a poster for a live show,
featuring a young man, a hippie, playing Indian. In the third picture, taken by Annie Danis 2010,
we see me collecting stones for the communal garden. In the fourth picture, taken by the Heinrich’s
in 2010, we see Two Ravens and Robbie, in the music circle under a tree at the south edge of the
New Buffalo courtyard. These are curated images, chosen for their symmetry (the one of Justin
and myself) and asymmetry in their representations of New Buffalos (the image of the young
hippie in the poster contrasts with the image of Two Ravens and Robbie). Of these images, only
one illustrates overt Indian play – the image of the hippie in Indian regalia on the poster. This
poster is on display in one of the New Buffalo toilets, and is one such image considered to be
iconic of the hippie sixties. The images of Stock, and Law and Price, illustrate a more thorough
picture of the sixties, which complicates the image of Indian play. While one sees Indian play in
their series, it is often not at New Buffalo. This is not to say that Indian play did not happen at
New Buffalo – it did – rather, this is to point out that it was not the predominant mode New
Buffalos were, it was not form of play or experimentation that dominated the New Buffalo
landscape548.

The tipis, seen in photographs from 1967 until the present date, are perhaps the most notable and
iconic indices of Indian play at New Buffalo. Alongside these, would could pair the moccasins
recovered from the trash dump site (A2) during our excavations in 2010, and even the hatchet
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We see in the many images of Lorien commune from Dennis Stock’s collection of photographs that Indian play
was happening more overtly and consistently at that commune. The images of Lorien compared to the images of New
Buffalo show a distinct difference between the two. Stock’s images align with what we can notice in the material and
oral historical records at New Buffalo.
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(2010 – A1 General Context), and the seed beads. However, the artifacts that could be read as part
or indicative of Indian play taper off rather quickly from here. Instead many of the artifacts indicate
a playing Primitive more broadly, of a work ethic that helped bring about the utopianism at New
Buffalo, and of an experiment in living differently, very much at the fringe of American society:
common nails, plastic fragments, shards of glass, objects related to vehicle maintenance, travel
chess pieces, coins, buttons, bullet casings, tins, cans, bottles, and much more549. Tipis at New
Buffalo are a persistent reminder of the specific play – Indian play – that has long occurred at the
site, but the material and oral histories of the site as a commune complicate any narrative of Indian
play at New Buffalo550.

However, we cannot always take all the artifacts at face-value, not completely. Many artifacts at
New Buffalo dance between different resonances, uses, and even meanings. We will get to more
of this later in the chapter, when I address the place of authenticity in the artifacts at New Buffalo.
But one artifact that serves as a great example that puts perhaps an unexpected twist on Indian play
at New Buffalo is the case of the motor oil tins.

Figure 49. Motor Oil Tins. NBAP 2010. Photographed by the author, 2011.
549

New Buffalo Archaeological Project Artifact Inventory 2012
It would not be too much of a stretch to say that perhaps site-specific studies could further complicate and reveal
to us more about Indian play.
550
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Taking this tin at face-value, it would be associated with automotive work, which was daily work
at New Buffalo. Often, people would arrive with vehicles which would have just made it to New
Buffalo, and then, these vehicles would fall apart, break down and become un-usable without
repair. Men like Justin Case and Larry McIntyre (who learned his mechanical skills from Justin
Case) could often be found working on the vehicles, in an effort to get at least one up and running
for the next trip into Taos. Motor oil would have been part of this regular regimen of vehicle
maintenance. However, used motor oil had another use at the commune. Granted, used motor oil
may not have been put back into tins, and yet, it may have, as these serve perfectly well for storing
motor oil. Used motor oil was used poured on top of the dirt floors to make a hard, compact surface.
The New Buffalos who told me this story mentioned that traditionally, you would use animal’s
blood to mix in with the dirt floor, to create a smooth, pact surface that could be easier cleaned.
Yet, the New Buffalos did not have animal blood, so they mixed in used motor oil instead. I
expressed shock at this, as the practice was neither environmentally sound nor child safe. They
noted that this was true, but it is what they did all the same. The tin can of motor oil then does
double work in the artifact collection at the commune. It very much indexes a specific kind of
regular work – maintaining vehicles – and it also serves as a physical notation of another use of
motor oil (albeit used motor oil).

How then can we understand authenticity at New Buffalo? If plastic utopianism makes playing
Indian something more inauthentic to the on-going historical set of practices therein, then does the
Indian/Primitive play that existed there re-authenticate something else about the counter-cultural
experience at New Buffalo? And what role do the artifacts play in our understanding of the
authenticity of the counter-cultural, utopian project at New Buffalo? What role to the artifacts play
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in the New Buffalos’ memories, and the authenticity of their own experiences, and their memories
of those experiences? If plastic utopianism undermines some of the authenticity of New Buffalo’s
Indian play, and yet, if certain forms of work (and re-use) (re)validate other forms of Primitive
Play/Indian play at New Buffalo, how do artifacts figure in the re-membering of life at New
Buffalo, utopian and dystopian in kind? If utopianism is elusive at New Buffalo, is authenticity
any more concrete? And, what role do New Buffalo’s artifacts play in the shaping of what
constitutes authenticity in either archaeology or anthropology – the disciplines with whose means
I am able to call into question stereotypes about work at the commune, Indian play, utopianism,
and even plastic itself? Is it useful to think of New Buffalo as authentically utopian? Was it
inauthentically utopian? What would this mean? Do New Buffalo’s artifacts pose a challenge for
what could be considered authentically archaeological, or even, anthropological? Or, in an era
characterized as a free-for-all of post-modernism, in which play and performance tore meanings
from their traditional signified things, people, concepts, philosophies and the like551, what does it
mean to cast the hippie familiar as the archaeological/anthropological other, the plastic banality as
the archaeological/anthropological exotic?

The above vignette from my field notes, paired with the photographs comparing New Buffalo to
itself across time, and to characterizations of the sixties across literatures, sets the stage for these
considerations, these questions. On the surface, it might seem that not much was happening at New
Buffalo; as Larry McIntyre put it to me, it was a place where people learned to peel the inner skin
off of peapods to eat peas552. After we dug below, ten or twenty centimeters at each tipi site in A3,
about half a meter or so in A2, and a few meters down to the floor in A1, sifting through the dirt,

551
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Deloria Playing Indian 1998, Chapter 8
Field notes, Notebook Taos 2012 (pg25), From the Conversation with Marilyn 2011 (01.09.53)
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going through buckets by hand, participating in hours of conversation with various New Buffalos,
sorting through their words, re-listening to recorded interviews, re-reading notes from interviews,
reviewing the written stories of Mike Kitts, Iris Keltz, Arty Kopecky, and the critique of various
scholars like Peter Hale and Philip Deloria (on New Buffalo specifically, and the counter-culture
generally), it is clear that despite such simple acts – peeling the inner skin off of peapods to eat the
peas553, or sitting in one of the fields, planting554, or standing, feet caked in mud and straw,
stomping the mix to make bricks555, or thunk, thunk, non-profundity of chopping wood556, that
there was more going on in seemingly simple acts than meets the eye, or returns through memory.

With these images in mind, I want to return to two ideas from the previous chapter on utopia at
New Buffalo: Indian play and communalism. Each of these creates one shape that authenticity
takes at the commune, and each are related to each other through the utopianism of New Buffalo.
Before we continue any further, I want to take a moment to visit the tradition of American
communalism, and New Buffalo’s place within and alongside it. Scholars of American
communalism tend to exclude Native Americans and Indigenous Peoples557, and tend also not to
relate communalism to Indian play. However, as we see in the work of scholars who theorize
Indian play558, not only is Indian play based in part upon assumptions of Indigenous community
and communalism, but it itself creates a community of those who are playing – scouts, hobbyists,
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Larry McIntyre, pers. comm. 2010-2012
Dennis Stock 1969, photo above
555
Dennis Stock, in The Alternative by William Hedgepeth (1970) – his photographs illustrate Hedgepeth’s text.
These same photographs can be found online at:
https://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&ALID=2K7O3R1PIOU2
556
According to Taylor, chopping wood was not profound – see long quote in utopia chapter, also: transcript of
conversation at the Taos Library (22min and 35min, pg 4-5)
557
See for example, Pitzer 1997, in which he explicitly excludes Native Americans
558
See Deloria 1998, Green 1988 and Aldred 2000
554554
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New Age spiritualists, and even street performers559. While these communities are often not
thought of as part of the American communal tradition that others discuss560, in the sixties Indian
play helped shape sixties communalism, bringing these two traditions of American identity making
together. New Buffalo was not a total exception to either tradition, although it took each up, and
the synthesis of the two, in a different way.

The hippie quest for a non-alienated and authentic existence led them to turn towards non-Western
models of community, Eastern and Indian life-ways and spiritual practices, and simpler and more
direct forms of work and engagement with the world. This quest also led hippies to participate in
some ways in a form of Indian play, or cultural appropriation of Indian-ness, that lent a credibility
to their dropping out of American culture, expectations and values by dropping into (or onto) the
cultural systems and values of Buddhists, Yogis, Indians, just to name a few. Part of the appeal of
non-western models was a perceived authenticity inherent within other cultures, other ways of
living life. Though a simple desire to live simply and close to the land, its bounty and beauty, the
ramifications were far from simple.

Appropriation and practices of borrowing do not exist in a social power vacuum. Green touches
on a few examples of ways in which Indians historically incorporated certain objects of whiteness
into their own repertoires, citing using silver not for currency, but for jewelry making, and military
dress for Indian dress561. She suggests that these are not instances of “playing white562”, but are
559

Again see Deloria 1998, Green 1988 and Aldred 2000
Miller 1990; 1999, Vesey 1973, Hine 1983, Pitzer 1997, Friesen 2004
561
Green The Tribe Called Wannabee 1988: 33 “Of course, at the same time, Indians were changed by Europeans.
562
Which I do disagree to an extent, as it is possible to play White, and arguably, hippies may have felt that they were
playing white, in a similar way that people feel dressing according to the conventions of their sex and perceived (as
opposed to comported) gender is actually dressing in drag. Then again, they may have not. But the point is that Playing
White is a possibility. However, the implications of Playing White are far different from those of Playing Indian. As
560560
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instead markers of Indians “simply engaging in readaptive use of interesting and convenient items
they did not have before”563. She concludes the paragraph with a sentence that implies there is a
core Indian-ness that exists, that can transform practices and objects into things “very Indian”564.
This logic however cannot be applied in reverse565, and this non-universality of the logic, or, its
inability to be ‘equally’ applied to any group, is a testament to something deeper underlying it.
That is, hippies playing Indian or primitive, are not “simply engaging in readaptive uses of
interesting and convenient items they did not have before”, though it seems we could say exactly
this about them. The reason the logic is not transferable in a universal sense is because of the power
dynamics involved in the relations between Indians and Europeans and Americans. These power
dynamics are grounded in real interactions between real people and are present in more abstract
interactions, at the level of symbol, image, and process. That is, settler colonialism pervades the
dynamic and establishes an inequality that changes the direction such forms of play may or may
not move, and how such play occurs, and what impacts such play has upon all parties involved.
White Play and Indian Play therefore are actually different forms of play, though they may look
similar in terms of their accoutrements and practices. And this too gets at the aspect of a core
identity of Indian-ness, which is violated through Indian play. But is there a whiteness that can be
violated through White Play? Not in the same way at all566 - certainly not settler-colonial
whiteness.

Green (1988) and even Deloria (1998) and Aldred (2000) have established, there is not a core whiteness that can be
violated through play, and the reason for this is the power dynamic.
563
Green The Tribe Called Wannabee 1988: 33
564
Green The Tribe Called Wannabee 1988: 33
565
See her work, also that work of Deloria (1998) and Aldred (2000)
566
I want to leave open the possibility that there is a form of whiteness that could be violated. I do not leave this space
open to suggest any kind of white victimhood, or that whiteness suffers from the same violence enacted in its name,
but rather, to leave space to acknowledge that whiteness is not monolithic, nor totalizing.
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If plastic utopianism is renders playing Indian or playing primitive to be inauthentic, then, does
the utopian communalism and communitarianism counteract this inauthenticity? Or add to it? Does
the inauthenticity of Indian play make the hippie project more authentic? Does the utopian
communalism make it less authentic a form of dissent? Is there a normative culture of dissent or
communalism that the hippies were defying?
“Indeed, the association of the term authenticity with “truth” is a misleading one, because
authenticity so often refers to the capacity of any author, whether novelist or historian, and
any artifact, whether artistic or archaeological, to bespeak originality. And originality has
little authority or meaning without being copied. While the trope of the “hyperreal” – one
that European critics largely generated in western American contexts – refers to a copy
without an original, the authentic is an original that has many copies. Indeed, the
“authentic” gains authority the more it is copied. The New Western History, for example,
claims originality at the same time that it creates a following: influence is the paradoxical
(and often desired) result of originality. Yet influence is also a burden that Americans have
for so long sought to shake culturally from their shoulders (usually by abjuring European
models) and a burden within any marketplace of new ideas and products under capitalism.
The revolution Turner caused in American historiography was propelled by his notion that
American institutions and ways of life were not derivative of European “germs.” Historians
ever since have sought to break away from Turner’s influence, and yet the “new” becomes
perpetually old the more it is imitated. More than “truth,” authenticity is associated with
authority and originality, and it is under those latter terms that history and representation
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in the American West so often meet in vexed ways, not only in the academy but in popular
culture and national memory.” 567(2-3)
What then to do with this notion that the authentic gains authority the more it is copied? While
Green and Aldred might disagree with this statement, Deloria might suggest that it depends on
what is being copied and by whom. Does a hippie tipi lend more authority to a Sioux tipi? More
than a Navajo tipi? Next to a Plains Indian tipi, does a hippie tipi lose authority, or, reveal itself to
be inauthentic? Does this revelation then translate into greater authority for the authentic Indian
tipi?

The hippies were not trying to salvage any culture. They were not trying to save or preserve any
culture. They were certainly against many major aspects of the majority culture from which they
arrived and they certainly respected and emulated aspects of the cultures in the Southwest – the
Indigenous and Hispano cultures. However, they were not preservationists or conservationists
intent on protecting “vanishing cultures”. They saw these cultures as alive and viable and as
healthy alternatives to capitalistic America. This is fundamentally different from viewing the same
cultures as disappearing and dying out. Unlike the Bohemians of the Mabel Dodge era, the hippies
were not trying to promote Native American arts nor trying to salvage the noble components of
Native American culture568. The hippies’ obsession with the Native American Church could be
comparable to the Bohemian obsession with Native American art, but to different ends. They
hippies were not encouraging the Native American Church become a national American
phenomenon, nor were they insisting that objects of the Church be enshrined in museums. The
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Handley & Lewis. True West: Authenticity and the American West 2007: 2-3
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hippies were not writing books about the Native American Church. They were participating in it,
as they had learned it and as they had modified it569.

If we critique the Bohemians as participating in vestigial colonial power dynamics through their
preservationist and conservationist approaches to saving a dying and disappearing culture (see
Guthrie 2013), then we cannot critique the Hippies of the same colonial participation, as they were
doing precisely none of this. If we want to make the case that the hippies were benefiting from
long standing and complicated practices of land dispossession from both Pueblo communities and
the Hispano communities, then that is fair because it is true. But it is no more nor no less true than
the case for anyone else settling in New Mexico after 1848. This does not make it right, but it does
not make it particular to hippies.

Though the hippies (as with anyone else moving to New Mexico) were benefiting from on-going
colonial legacies of land dispossession, they were not participating in perpetuating colonial power
dynamics, nor contributing to the evolution of these dynamics. While the Bohemians were
similarly anti-modern, their community differed from those of the hippie communes in terms of
numbers, inclusive attitudes, and relationships with Taos Pueblo Indians. The hippies aimed at
starting a New Generation, a new way of being American at living outside the capitalist machinery
of America, as Dennis Long put it. They were not entirely successful – that is they relied on a
number of capitalist consumer goods even on the commune. Unlike previous American settlers,
the hippies were not bringing with them any desire to acculturate others into America and forcibly
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Again, the story I was told in the field about remember one ceremony when a Rabbi was present at the meeting and
in the tipi. The Rabbi began to pray in Hebrew and some of the New Buffalo Peyote Boys got upset. The older Taos
Pueblo men leading turned to them and said, Let him pray in his language. It is okay.
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assimilate others into American ways of being. The hippies wanted to acculturate into other ways
of living, rituals and spiritual practices as a way to (re)connect with something genuine and
authentic, which they felt alienated from and deprived in their own cultural backgrounds.

Archaeology’s Authentic New Buffalo
What would be considered authentically archaeological about New Buffalo commune, about the
hippie communal movement, about any hippie artifacts? How do notions of authenticity affect the
practice of interpretation in archaeology? Can the act of rendering a hippie commune
archaeological in turn render it, its past, its memories, its stories, and the experiences there,
authentic? While the books and articles published on the archaeologies of the contemporary past
certainly are carving a space within the field that legitimizes such archaeologies, there is still a
lingering issue of authenticity when artifacts are on the table. If we have a hand axe, a Civil War
belt buckle, a Luke Skywalker figurine, a chess piece, a plastic lid, and a piece of steel from the
World Trade Center towers – which do we consider 1) archaeological, 2) worth saving for posterity
(in a collection, in a museum, etc.), 3) possible to discard again? Authenticity is at stake within
each of these considerations. Is the object authentically what it is? Is it authentically
archaeological? Is it worth preserving with the kind of care and activity invested in objects of
antiquity, prehistory, historic periods, and more contemporary episodes of significant sociopolitical effect? What do we keep and why?

This is not a new question in archaeology, by any stretch of the imagination, yet it is a persistently
important one. As the world we live in changes, so too does the world in which archaeological
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artifacts exist. That is, the changes we witness around us are becoming archaeological all the time
and as we note a preponderance of things, ever increasing in quantity and kind, this means that the
worlds these things come to also inhabit – the world of the archaeological – is increasing in
quantity and kind. While it might be obvious that an artifact assemblage from 100,000 years ago,
even 10,000 years ago, will be much smaller in terms of numbers of things, and much more limited
in terms of kinds of things than an artifact assemblage from 100 years ago, even 10 years ago, we
face a simple yet serious issue of what to keep and why. Strategies for selecting collections become
both more crucial and more complicated. Is it the same to contemplate whether or not to keep
every fragment of stone tool debitage, slag from metallurgy, or bit of plastic from some unknown
shattered object? I do not currently have an answer to this question that is straightforward – there
may never be one. Depending on the questions we ask of the above materials, depending upon the
financial and social (and political, etc. – as if we could ever really keep these categories neatly
separated) contingencies and pressures involved in each set of objects will we find value, necessity
to curate, and reason to keep anything.

Why does it matter that some artifacts may not be considered archaeological? Why would it matter
that “new” objects are not considered artifacts in many archaeological contexts? When do these
new objects transition to being considered archaeological ones? What could we gain from
anticipating this transition ahead of its occurrence, that is, consider “new” objects to be as
archaeological as “old570” ones?

570

I am using “old” to stand in for all objects recovered on archaeological projects that fall within the accepted
disciplinary time-frame for historical archaeology in America, wherein historic sites begin fifty years from the present
date.
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Marilyn is amazed upon seeing the artifacts. She says they make the experiment seem really past
and she is struck by how it felt like just yesterday New Buffalo was a vital place…

In order to dig further into the issue of authenticity at a site like New Buffalo, I would like to zoom
us into a few ethnographic moments which I find particularly useful to think through. The layering
of the issue at New Buffalo concerns not only how the commune is remembered and how the
sixties are (re)membered through it, but how the authentic in archaeology is created, and how
archaeology authenticates knowledge, memories, narrative, curation, and even the duration of
these four. These ethnographic moments punctuate no specific memory or story of New Buffalo,
but rather, the role of objects-as-artifacts does puncture a general sense of New Buffalo as it can
be remembered, for what it means presently or in the future. The three moments analyzed here
have already appeared in the second chapter in larger discussion about memory. I continue to be
interested in the way in which memory works in these moments, particularly here with regard to
how memory interacts with expectations of the category “the archaeological”. I re-write these
moments here to refresh them in our minds, and to attend to their details, from a slightly different
angle, looking at how memory and expectations of “the archaeological” co-create a sense (or
dissonance) of authenticity, not only with the objects themselves, but with the categories to which
they can belong. Without further ado, let’s return to these moments:

Moment 1:
The warmth of the summer sun lingers from midday to late afternoon, until the chill of pending
winter settles in. As the sun fades to dusk, each night becomes a recollection of winters past and a
whispered word of winters to come. It is late in the day, about mid-November in 2010 and the
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lowness of the afternoon sun casts a distinct deep and golden thin yellow light over everything. A
loud, choking whale of a vehicle noisily climbs the gradual slope of the New Buffalo driveway,
gravel crunching loudly in cracking and popping sounds underneath the treads of large tires. Dirt
from the West Rim Road indelibly merged with the rubber of the wheels, has changed their hue
from grey to adobe brown. The Suburban comes to an abrupt stop, berthed behind a railway tie
marking out a parking space, just south of the former commune courtyard. Robbie is chattering
away in a cadence I’ve grown to miss, mischief glimpsing out from behind his spectacles as he
performs, from his heavy and enduring wheelchair, a commercial featuring two women, laundry
detergent and depression – all made up, all delivered in the kind of seriousness only mirth
understands. Tony is smiling and mumbling and I chuckle as I ask if everyone would rather sit
inside the Buffalo Room, or, stay outside. Everyone wants to stay outside, so we form a circle
underneath a tree at the south fence of the courtyard, near the south-west room block.

I return to my wing of the former commune, the east wing, to retrieve a bin and a few reusable
grocery bags of artifacts – a small representative sample I’ve pulled from the three excavated
contexts at New Buffalo. I have been hauling these around to nearly every single interview I’ve
conducted since the close of the 2010 New Buffalo Archaeological Project season, using the
mobile exhibition as the basis for artifact-focused interviews. I turn on my digital voice recorder
and begin passing around bags of artifacts, asking Robbie a few questions from the growing list
I’ve had to keep re-writing as it gets longer and more detailed.

Laughing and telling snippets about various artifacts, his expression becomes one of unbelieving
recognition when I point out a bottle of Kwell® lotion – a medicated lotion for the relief of body
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lice – prescribed to a certain Lawrence W571. Hand over mouth, his eyes wide in a silent laughter,
he finally burst. He knew Lawrence, and very well. Larry is still a good friend of his who happened
to have built the pit house, and his birthday is in less than two weeks – amusingly close to the date
which the medicated lotion was first prescribed. At the encouragement of the small group present,
laughing the whole while, Robbie picks up his cell phone and calls Larry, leaving him a voicemail.

Figure 50. Kwell lotion artifact. NBAP 2010 A2. Photographed by the author, 2010.

571

Photograph of Kwell lotion artifact, by author, 2010.
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Moment 2: (a little later that same day)572

Figure 51. A return to fuzz. NBAP 2010 A1, U1, L1 Fn3. Photographed by the author, 2011.

Carefully placed in a small, clear plastic bag is a small clump of fibrous fuzz – partially cotton and
partially synthetic. Dried dirt still clings to the threads of the fuzz, even after an initial cleaning.
Bagged, tagged and sealed for storage for future research and preservation, it belongs to a subset
of artifacts from Area 1, Unit 1, Level 1, Fn3. Since the excavations at New Buffalo – of three
areas distinctly in use during the communal era of the place (roughly 1967-1979) – I had compiled
a modest representative collection of artifacts to work with during artifact-oriented interviews.
Everything in the bags or tags became a talking-prompt, in what I hoped would bring to the surface
stories of the hippie years of New Buffalo yet untold.

572

Photographs in Moment 2 – the fuzz – by the author, 2010.
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Figure 52. Fuzz close up. NBAP 2010 A1 U1 L1 Fn3. Photographed by the author, 2011.

As I passed around the bag from Area 1, Unit 1, Level 1, Fn3 the small clear plastic bag with the
fuzz in it sparked instantaneous attention. Within seconds, the group began telling me how this
was an ancient bud seed. Somewhat perplexed at their insistence, I stumbled and faltered about
with my words. I was searching for an inoffensive way to suggest that in fact the “seed” was
“fuzz”. Failing, I finally stated that I thought it was just a piece of fuzz, like from a stuffed toy or
something. The group got quiet for a moment and everyone strained their eyes to examine further
this little artifact now in big question. The bag passed between all hands, and again within seconds,
a flurry of fingers pointed delicately yet decisively at this coloration here and at that tangled line
there, each a distinct bit of evidence that the fuzz was an ancient seed. Struck by the insistence and
detail of the arguments before me, I pondered, brow-furrowed in puzzled rumination over the
situation – no longer the fuzz now, but an assertion about this artifact – that the artifact was itself
an artifact but of an entirely different sort. I finally said that I still thought the fuzz was just fuzz,
but mention that perhaps it could be instead, or also, an ancient bud seed. With sincere seriousness,
I jotted down a note to myself about the moment and made an additional note to mark this
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whenever it occurs again, and with what artifact. I joined in again the passing of artifact bags and
chattering about what it all was. The interview continued in good spirits for about another hour or
so.

Moment 3:
It was evening when I visited Peter in one of his nursing home rooms, in Albuquerque. He had just
had dialysis that day but insisted I still come by and pay a visit since I was in town. So I hauled
my mobile exhibition over from the home of Beth (with whom I had already spent 3 hours talking
about the artifacts, New Buffalo, the Sixties and more) – three reusable Smith’s grocery bags and
a Rubbermaid plastic bin, all stuffed full of artifacts from New Buffalo.

Wheeling everything into the room on a borrowed hotel-luggage caddy, I pulled artifacts out for
Peter to examine. As he was exhausted, he spent much of the time laying on his back, occasionally
looking at the artifacts I was showing him, but more often than not, telling me about “the past” in
general – about women, children, men – and as he meandered through his own grand narrative of
the past, I increasingly felt I needed to return on a day when he hadn’t had dialysis, as I could tell
my visit was exhausting him as much as he was enjoying my company. I began to move more
quickly through the artifacts, as I noticed he was also paying less and less attention to them, until
the six-pointed candle.
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Figure 53. A return to the six-pointed candle. NBAP 2010 A1 U1 F1 Fn23. Photographs by the author, 2011.

Fully intact and resembling a three-dimensional Star of David, the candle seemed to have been
unused, except for the wick which was smudged and hardened into the slightly melted concave
cup of the tip. Robbie had said on a separate occasion that the candle probably never functioned
properly, and that’s why we found it during our excavations. He and others confirmed that the
candle was very much in the style of what people were making there at New Buffalo, under the
direction of Arty Kopecky – in fact some even said it looked like a Kopecky candle. Yet Peter got
excited about the candle for a different reason: he told me I needed to take it immediately to Santa
Fe as it was an ancient Jewish artifact and it needed to be in a museum.

Stunned, I stood there and asked him if he wasn’t sure it wasn’t maybe made by hippies at New
Buffalo, or “hippie issue” as he had a habit of saying about hippie-made materials. He emphatically
told me it wasn’t, and began talking a bit about the history of crypto-Jews in northern New Mexico
and again said I ought to take it to a museum as it was an important artifact. I asked him if he
thought its shape had any relationship with a recent fact I was learning, that many of the
communards at New Buffalo were American Jews – he told me in great seriousness that that had
nothing to do with this candle. I nodded my head up and down, and said I would consider taking
it to a museum in Santa Fe and we moved on to the remaining artifacts, quickly wrapping up the
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session. He needed to get his rest and now it was well after dark and I needed to drive the three
hours and thirty minutes back to New Buffalo.

A few weeks later, I visited Peter again, on a day in which he hadn’t had dialysis and brought the
same selection of artifacts. He commented that I had shown these to him before and I
acknowledged that this was true but that I was working to ensure consistency in my approach to
interpreting and understanding these objects. We discussed them all again, and he was much more
attentive to each thing. When we got to the candle, he again thought it was an ancient Jewish
artifact. This time, I pushed him a little more on the fact that it was also a hippie artifact. He did
not agree but eventually conceded that it was similar to what the hippies made and could possibly
be a thing of hippie issue. We moved on to other artifacts and at the end of the session he told me:
“You know what the great thing about science is? You can look at the same thing many times, and
come up with different conclusions”.

I remember these moments often when I am I writing, or telling someone about my research, in
part because each is amusing, but in part because I think for me, each captures something quite
important. It is this important thing that I want to address today, namely an issue of authenticity.
Each moment – the Kwell lotion, the fuzz-seed, and the candle - encapsulates an issue of
authenticity that is pertinent to internal conversations within archaeology about contemporary
pasts and it encompasses an issue of authenticity that is pertinent to how the sixties – at New
Buffalo and elsewhere – is remembered, memorialized and narrativized.
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One thing that has consistently struck me about these moments is that in each case, the artifact in
question touches on issues of familiarity and authenticity. This is most obvious in the dissonance
between my interpretation and each New Buffalos interpretation, of the fuzz-seed and of the
candle. However, even with the Kwell lotion, familiarity and authenticity are played out in perhaps
expected ways. Why might some of the New Buffalos see archaeological artifacts as familiar to
archaeology more than to their own experience? Why might they see artifacts as familiar to their
own experience and therefore not overtly archaeological? Why might an artifact from New Buffalo
seem familiar because of some unfamiliar context or experience with it, and yet seem unfamiliar
because of this same context and experience? Why might the ancient be called upon as the
archaeological in these cases, and the contemporary and narrative be called upon as the New
Buffalo experience? Is this a question of authenticity or misplaced identification?

I see these moments as pushing an issue of authenticity, here, authenticity of archaeology and its
artifacts – an issue of concern both for the discipline, but also for New Buffalos and the sixties.
Aside from the apparent dissonance in the moments above, which point to off-associations with
archaeology and sixties artifacts, many of the New Buffalos themselves had long expressed
amusement above all when I told them my project was archaeological. The idea of hippie artifacts
intrigued them, bringing smiles and laughter to some and serious discussions of the importance of
a scientific experiment of their sixties experiment at New Buffalo. Robbie has been one of the New
Buffalos who both is amused by the archaeology but also takes it seriously and deems it important
because he believes in what was (and is) important about New Buffalo. Peter also holds the
archaeology of New Buffalo to be important, but is still amused by his memories of what went on
there in those days. Others like Michael Kitts are almost in equal parts amused and impressed and
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still others like Beth Redstone are most perplexed but happy to take a trip down memory lane. For
many, the amusing piece of this was that they could be, and were being, studied by the same
discipline that studied ‘ancient cultures’. This lent a touch of amusement to their past, in a new
way, and a dose of seriousness for their efforts, in a different and new way.

I had been told since 2008 that I would find very little, if anything at New Buffalo. The excavations
at New Buffalo have generated a fair amount of artifacts – we recovered over 2,900 from the pit
house alone. Once actual objects had been unearthed, the idea of hippie artifacts gave way to a
new reality of hippie artifacts. Once real and on the table, they began to challenge what was
authentic about the narratives they are bound within – the story of archaeology (archaeology of
New Buffalo and archaeology of contemporary pasts) and the story of the sixties (story of New
Buffalo, story of utopia, revolution, spiritual awakening and revivalism, etc.). On one occasion,
when Morning Star Rose visited me and looked at the room full of New Buffalo artifacts I was
organizing, cleaning and drawing, she commented that perhaps this was true of New Buffalo –
especially all the plastic – perhaps that all was there, but I would certainly not find it at Morning
Star (a hectic commune just up the road from New Buffalo). Let’s return again then to these
moments, 1, 2 and 3 and look at what’s going on inside them, relative to these stories.

In moment 1 we have the artifact – the bottle of Kwell lotion. It is easily part of a known or familiar
narrative of the sixties (and also New Buffalo). This is a narrative of disease and dirt – dirty hippies,
hippies with communicable diseases, the infectious hippies – that communes were dirty places
with dirty people where dirty things happen and dirtiness reigned as a lifestyle choice, as a
principle of living. This narrative of dirt and dirtiness of the communes is also one of compromise
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– as the bottle indicates, someone broke down and went to a medical doctors and got a prescription
lotion to take care of his ailment. These narratives are familiar ones of the sixties, leading to
familiar critiques of the hippies as naïve in their dirtiness and failing in their efforts to get outside
the system, to be outside western, capitalistic, American structures of daily life. The fact that herbal
and homeopathic remedies alone couldn’t cure body lice in this case, leading to the purchase of
manufactured medicine, indicates often a clear example of where and how the hippie project failed
(and continues to fail, in some way, each time such a point is made). In some sense, these familiar
narratives are nothing “new”, and they discuss “known” information, and hence the whole thing
together is “old” – in some ways it is authentic, an authentically hippie narrative involving an
authentically hippie artifact.

In moment 2 we have an artifact – a fuzz-bud seed. It straddles two narratives –one more familiar
and one more unfamiliar. The familiar narrative is one of marijuana and communes as havens for
marijuana, peyote, acid and other dope. The unfamiliar narrative is one of synthetics (plastics often,
but other synthetics as well) as part of everyday life at New Buffalo. In a place where connections
to the earth were emphasized not only in spiritual practice but daily experience – work yoga, which
literally involved getting all kinds of dirty whether planting seeds, mudding walls, making adobe
bricks, caring for animals – synthetics are often not part of narratives of life at New Buffalo. When
synthetics do arise, it is then in the negative – in the way that people would avoid being called
plastic, being associated with a plastic practice, etc. Plastic as an object was given comparatively
less thought, less attention – until we excavated a fair amount and diversity of it from the pit house,
the dump site and the tepee encampments. Moment 2 illustrates for us one artifact that is both
familiar (as a bud seed) and unfamiliar (as a fuzz). This artifact is also bound to a narrative that is
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familiar (dope on communes) and unfamiliar (plastic in all kinds of ways every day). While in
Moment 1, it seems that the artifact and narrative of hippie life fit well together – there is no
discontinuity between the two. Here in Moment 2, there is a discontinuity, a moment where two
things minimally are happening. I describe this as the moment where New Buffalos might be
thinking 1) if you are telling me this is archaeology, there needs to be something archaeological
present – something “old” or “ancient” to make this actually archaeology, to make this artifact
authentic as an archaeological one; and 2) if you are also telling me this is New Buffalo in the 60s,
then there needs to be something sixties present, to make this artifact authentically part of that
story as well. In moment 2, the “new” and the “old”, the familiar and the unfamiliar meet in
unexpected ways and meld together in some discomfort, creating a dissonance between the
archaeology, the sixties, the artifacts and the experience of New Buffalo.

In moment 3 we have the artifact – the candle. Unlike the artifacts in moments 1 and 2, the candle
enters into an entirely different other narrative (newly familiar) – one of the crypto-Jews of New
Mexico and therefore one also of an historical archaeological (thought termed ‘ancient’) artifact.
This is the moment where the artifact is simply not part of the hippie time-space at all and is
immediately only authentically archaeological. Even after pushing for reconsideration, this artifact
remains almost resolutely authentically archaeological and authenticating another narrative in New
Mexico – not one of 40-50 years ago, but one of 400-600 years ago. Here the candle is familiar
but not because it is hippie or part of a hippie narrative at New Buffalo, but because it is part of an
unquestionably authentic historic time in New Buffalo. It is unfamiliar as a hippie artifact but made
familiar as an ancient Jewish one. As part of this narrative – authentically archaeological and
authentically historical, Peter had insisted that I take the candle to the museum in Santa Fe. In this
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moment, the new is not new (not a hippie artifact) but rather what is new is “old” information –
the candle is a new artifact of a story of Jews fleeing Spain for New Spain, and newly testifies to
an old story.

In each moment, 1, 2, and 3, the artifacts really bring to the fore what is at stake as far as
authenticity insofar as A) the archaeology of the project is concerned – which artifacts are
archaeological? What does archaeological mean in these cases (in general for New Buffalo) and is
it different imagined as opposed to practiced? Which objects will or could be curated? How can
we justify any of these be curated and all of them be kept for future research, etc.? What is this
hierarchy of the archaeological and the authentic, in this assemblage and as compared to other
assemblages, and why?; B) the narratives of the project are concerned – the archaeological
narrative, as well as the memoirs, the well-worn narratives told throughout the years ever since by
New Buffalos, the narratives that circulate in popular imagination, etc. Which artifacts are part of
told narratives, conceded narratives, unremarkable narratives, and untold narratives? Which
artifacts build other narratives? Which artifacts challenge some narratives and suggest
simultaneous and different ones?; C) the hippies of New Buffalo are concerned – how do these
artifacts create or challenge authenticity for New Buffalo, New Buffalos, hippies and the sixties?

We can think about this a bit differently – through the lens of an entire class of artifacts from New
Buffalo – the plastic – and the relationship of this category to authenticity, archaeology and New
Buffalo. For archaeology, plastic as an artifact category is fairly new, surfacing as more projects
look at contemporary pasts and historical moments not-quite archaeological, or anything 50 years
and younger. As plastic has proliferated as a material and material culture, it has proliferated within
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the archaeological record and we are just beginning to see what this looks like and what this means
for the discipline (and for the people we study who’ve interacted with the stuff). Plastic really gets
quickly to the heart of questions about what is authentically archaeological and what is pseudoarchaeological, what is worth persevering and what is valued as vessel, portal, or conduit of
information about the past – I will get to this shortly.

For New Buffalo, plastic was a thing of different natures and meanings. It was an object, often for
utility purposes (melamine plates that wouldn’t break if dropped, a container for yogurt, bag for
fruits, packaging as part of some other item purchased for life at the commune) or non-utilitarian
purposes (chess pieces, plastic toys, etc.). In these ways, plastic garnered a positive connotation,
if it received attention at all. When plastic did receive attention was as a social thing – often to
describe a person, other thing, or activity as “inauthentic”, garnering a negative connotation and
thus calling all kinds of attention to itself. As Larry mentioned to me, as I believe I’ve mentioned
here already – plastic existed at New Buffalo in speech “that’s so plastic” or “ew, plastic” – you
did not want to be called plastic, nor be associated with anything considered plastic (as practice or
activity).

For the sixties, was plastic authentic? It is easier often to imagine plastic as authentic to the 50s –
saran-wrap and Tupperware and housewives and their gadgets. However, plastic was definitely
ubiquitous in the sixties, and definitely part of object and thing circulations then. It was also
definitely demonized often, both for its abilities to imitate and “fake” life and things in it, as well
as for promising a certain kind of material paradise (material utopia) that plastic itself was often
failing to materialize. Its own promise was tarnished by its garishness as it decayed and by its
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toxicity as it was. Plastic was, in some ways, authentic to sixties life if antithetical in theory to
sixties hippie communes.

Plastic gets quickly to the heart of authenticity – perhaps more than any other material category –
in the way that it challenges reality – in the way that it imitates, fakes and simulates – this last
quality being perhaps its most dangerous, if we follow Baudrillard. According to Baudrillard
(2014), simulation is the most dangerous because it comes to replace reality and replicate itself,
whereas fakery simply stands in and once its mask is removed, reality is revealed. However, once
a simulation is torn down, reality is not accessible behind it – only some shell of a copy that the
simulation was reproducing from itself. Plastic then is a dangerous type because it not only
simulates individual things in the world – precious materials like ivory and rare minerals like
diamonds – but it also simulates the promise of an entirely other, oddly utopian world – such as
that illustrated through the map of Synthetica and the Monsanto House of Dreams – a world
impervious to decay.

But time tells all.

Archaeologies of the contemporary past show this promise of plastic (and indeed other promises
of modernity and industry etc.) to be falsified, uncomfortably shattering the simulations and
cracking the real unreal realities – the hyper-realities that simulation creates573. Once the
simulation is exposed it is clear that it is not a matter of pretend or fakery – there is no reality
behind the simulation which it was standing in for – rather the simulation was reality unto itself,

573

Baudrillard 2014
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replacing reality in a way. This reality, the simulation, is remarkably as unreal as it is real and
nearly unfamiliar from the familiar reality we think we know. But here it is, in a preponderance of
plastic and synthetics that only keeps increasing and dizzying rates and by dizzying kinds. How
much of our worlds have been plastic and real? How much of the plastic is now real and how deep
into the simulation might we be? Or are we in some uncomfortable zone of friction between a
former reality and a plastic reality, each revealing itself through its own decays?

These points and questions are but one way to materially push authenticity as it concerns New
Buffalo but also as it concerns archeology. The points and questions raised through the
consideration of the artifacts from moments 1, 2, and 3 are but another way. Bracketing for the
moment how plastic challenges authenticity in life itself, we can look at how it challenges
authenticity in archaeology too – not that life and archaeology can actually be cordoned off from
one another, but for the sake of clarity here, let’s keep it that way for now.

I have recently been told that “there is nothing mysterious about the interpretation of contemporary
artifacts – it simply depends on what you want to achieve” – and therefore the questions you ask.
Though I am happy to agree with this, and think about it endless – a pantheon of artifacts, all
equally capable of providing information and directing analysis, all equal in some sense as only
the questions differentiate their possibilities – what they can do. However, when I place artifacts
on tables, something else happens – namely a hierarchy appears. And this hierarchy operates
through an authenticity principle grounded in what we might want to call a fetish of objects, a
fetish of time – a fetish of the old. Can the fuzz also be an ancient bud seed? Why is the candle
ancient and not hippie? Why is the Kwell lotion definitely hippie and is it still archaeological?
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Would any of these artifacts (or any other from New Buffalo) be curated at the Smithsonian
alongside Ken Kesey’s signboard?

Aside from the fetish of time and the object as a fetish of the old, there is an issue of kind – which
artifacts get curated and kept and why. Although most archaeological projects are fairly democratic
in terms of the materials kept – as one of the goals of archeology has long been to understand the
mundane and quotidian – and this relies upon mundane and quotidian things (as much as it could
on the rare and unique), this project butts up against certain resistances that may not be present
elsewhere. Would we be able to convince any institution to house boxes of hippie plastic
fragments, as we would be able to convince them to house boxes of Puebloan ceramic sherds? The
answer to this question gets back to one of time (oldness) and one of whom (Pueblo as opposed to
hippie) in terms of evaluating what should be kept and why. However, another problem of kind
follows quickly into this one – and that is the artifacts in the New Buffalo assemblage are not
memorabilia, not heirlooms, not precious – they are the abject, the forgotten, the trashed. These
are not typical artifacts of the sixties – they’ve not been drawn into narratives, not been
memorialized through pictures or words or film or song. These are in some ways however typical
artifacts for archaeology – because they are objects from discard and depositional contexts.
However, still, these artifacts are in other ways not typical for archaeology – they are not old and
they don’t ‘fit’ in some way. Between a projectile point, a Civil War belt buckle, the first glass
Coca-Cola® bottle, a piece of steel from the World Trade Centers, a tye-dye tie, a pop-tab hat,
pop-tabs themselves, a tie itself, a hippie wood handled axe, a plastic dish soap bottle fragment, a
spark plug or a Bugler® can – which do we curate and why and for which do we need certain
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specific justifications for keeping or tossing? Do circulating narratives change our decisions at all
and why?

These moments illustrate to some degree how authenticity in archaeology is at stake with these
hippie artifacts – for what counts as an artifact in the discipline and things that we might need to
re-think – the privilege of time (“oldness”), the privilege of material (artifacts), and the privilege
of relations and relativity (hand axe vs a hippie axe). These moments also illustrate how
authenticity in the sixties is at stake through the New Buffalo artifacts – and I see this up for grabs
a little bit. There certainly is a big question of authenticity in terms of what models were drawn
upon as inspiring life at New Buffalo – much of which is part of the Playing Indian phenomenon.
However, there are big questions of authenticity which are part of how utopian efforts were being
expressed at New Buffalo and how New Buffalo gets remembered, whose memories are
remembered, whose memories become narrativized and whose memories become Lisa Law’s
photographs, Iris Keltz’s stories and the specific news clippings she includes. And as discussed in
the beginning of this chapter, as well as touched upon in a few other chapters, is the issue of
authenticity in utopia and how New Buffalo and its artifacts play a role in understanding this –
from the Southwest being conceived (and still conceived) as an authentic American place, but
more importantly as an authentic American Arcadia – it is still said of New Mexico that when you
are there, you do not feel like you are in the US (and this sentiment echoes earlier sentiments from
the 1800s of the Southwest as America’s last frontier and Arcadia). And finally, how New Buffalo
and its artifacts speak to authenticity and American-ness – which is figured through what is
authentically revolutionary, what is authentically spiritual, what is authentically work, and what is
authentically Native American – as this is indelibly part of shaping any understanding of
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American-ness and the authenticity of which is predicated upon some authentic Native American
Other.
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Chapter 8: New Buffalo and the Sixties: Revisitation

“The spiritual age is also reflected at New Buffalo. We had a seminary student with us,
Mick, now our neighbor and soon to be a father – a real revolutionary from Leadville,
Colorado. The peyote church is a super example here. Smilinghawk is quite devoted to the
Church; he is even going to be adopted into an Indian family. To these people ceremony
is no joke. Justin, George, and Max were much into the Church. These were the leaders.
Of course, we don’t really have any leaders, but these people were important in New
Buffalo’s beginning. The style of house is a connection to the spirit way. We live in a
meetinghouse. Tonight the drum was playing, as it often does. We even have some of the
most eligible peyote maidens living here at Buffalo, Isabel and Aurora. We do pray
together every night holding hands. Spirit is also in the jewelry craft, for this is a fine
embodiment of a culture’s symbols. We wear Indian head nickels, which have the buffalo
on the reverse side – our own symbol. Our vehicle has paintings on it from three Indian
cultures; painted on in fine colors and figures by Pepe. The most obvious spiritual
connection – we work more to serve each other and find a new path than to accumulate
personal wealth” (Kopecky 2004: 172).

This excerpt from one of Kopecky’s journal entries in 1974 serves as a great place to begin some
final thoughts on New Buffalo, and to linger upon the aspect of what I have been thinking through
as citation vs appropriation of Native American cultural significations and meanings by hippies at
New Buffalo, and in the counterculture more generally. While I argue that the hippies were more
broad in their bricolage, pilfering and poaching cultural symbols, practices, habits, and material
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objects from a broader set of ‘primitive’ or ‘non-Western’ examples – Zen Buddhism, Hindu
mantras and yogic practices, the stylized feathers and leathers of plains Indians, peyote
ceremonies, cradle boards, moccasins, beadwork and silver-work – the presence of Native
American material culture and social practices within the counterculture is in stark contrast to the
absence of actual Indians within the counter-culture. Likewise, there is a palpable absence of
hippies involved in the contemporary lives of the Indians they emulated and appropriated from.
While some at New Buffalo helped the Taos Peyote Men gather wood for the winter and performed
other such domestic chores, hippies are notably absent from the Pueblo’s fight for Blue Lake, a
fight which they one in the seventies. There is a convenience about hippie-Indian relations more
broadly that speaks to a one-sided engagement, and, an engagement premised upon imagined
Indians over actual Indians.

Such a relationship between Native Americans/Indians and Anglo/White Americans is not new,
nor, is the role of imaginary Indians and imagined Indian-ness new when it comes to Anglo/White
Americans reconfiguring their identities vis-a-vis the contemporary hegemonic American
structure. Philip Deloria Jr, provides a compelling account of how the “Noble Savage” (to borrow
Ellingson’s concept) is split into its component parts and used preferentially to re-articulate
American-ness in the face of identity crises (the American Revolution, the sixties), and at other
times to re-affirm a suspected loss of identity (the rise of scouting and a return to nature as a good
thing for city-dwelling youth) (Deloria 1998). That hippies were but another iteration of AngloAmerican appropriation of Indian-ness to define their counter-mainstream American culture
movement fits into Deloria’s narrative of how Indian-ness underlies each quintessentially
American identity.
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I want to return to the above passage for a moment and look at it more closely. Kopecky describes
a number of aspects of Indian play at New Buffalo that other New Buffalos I spoke with also
describe: the sound of the drumming, the peyote meetings, the borrowing of Indian symbols from
the moccasins we recovered in the excavations, to an Indian head pendant, to the symbols written
about here, an Indian head nickel, teepees, peyote drums, and even an ‘Indian name’ –
Smilinghawk.

The extent to which these symbols percolated through life at New Buffalo is made instantly clear
through Kopecky’s journals as well as Houriet’s writing. We may recall a passage I quoted at
length in the introductory chapter, where in recounting the narrative of New Buffalo, Houriet uses
the New Buffalo words for the commune – “pueblo” and discusses the other ways in which Indianness shaped life there (see the introductory chapter). Are these instances of appropriation or
instances of citation? What role does Indian play have in Bey’s notion of the Temporary
Autonomous Zone? Is this different from a kind of “going native” he describes when he reanalyzes the disappearance of the settlement at colonial Roanoke? To unpack these questions, I
want to turn to Baudrillard and his concepts of simulacra and simulation, as these will be useful in
thinking through the cultural appropriation and the persistence of Indian play even through the
present, through scholarship about hippies, communes, and the sixties counterculture.

On Copies, and Copies of Copies: Hippies and Neo-Hippies
A turn to Baudrillard takes us back to Borges and his fiction of the map of the empire. Baudrillard
reads Borges short story thus: “as the most beautiful allegory of simulation, this fable has now
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come full circle for us, and possesses nothing but the discrete charm of second-order simulacra”
(Baudrillard 2014:1). Baudrillard opens his thesis on copies and originals with Borges Map of
Empire and suggests that the only thing presently usable for us in this story is the Empire as an
allegory. For Baudrillard, the map now precedes the territory, and it is the territory which rots and
shreds, not the map. He opens up the question of origins completely, suggesting that they do not
exist. Or rather, he suggests that our experiences of origins, or of their search, of the real, of
territory, even of the map, are without origins, without reality, without something to moor them to
shores of real life. Simulation therefore is no longer the map representing territory at any scale but
is rather the exceeding of references, the exceeding of reality – a hyperreality. The map, the
territory, the representation, the referent, all of these are no longer real because “no imaginary
envelops [it] them anymore” (Baudrillard 2014: 2).

Baudrillard theorizes that the condition of postmodern life is the inability to distinguish between
reality, the real, the natural, and the imaginary, the false, the artificial. Suggesting, through an
analysis of the Borges story of the Map of Empire, that this is due to an over-reliance upon
representations of things rather than the referents, the things themselves, Baurdillard suggests that
the condition of post-modern living is within a hyperreality. The original and the copy, no longer
like two sides of a sheet of paper (akin to Saussure’s notion of the indivisibility of the signifier and
the signified), these are so indivisible as to be unintelligible in terms of their difference. Which
side of the paper are we looking at? Is this the original? Is this copy? Origins, if ever a tricky quest,
become impossible to locate within the hyperreality. Foucault’s distinction between genealogy and
history, like Borges’ map in the story, becomes swallowed up by details and narrative arcs alike.
History becomes “our lost referential, that is to say our myth” (Baudrillard 2014: 43). We are
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fascinated with this lost referent, or the idea of it, as much as we are fascinated with other lost
referents – Indians, hippies, protest, movements. Baudrillard continues:
“History is a strong myth, perhaps, along with the unconscious, the last great myth. It is a
myth that at once subtended the possibility of an “objective” enchainment of events and
causes and the possibility of a narrative enchainment of discourse. The age of history, if
one can call it that, is also the age of the novel. It is this fabulous character, the mythical
energy of an event or of a narrative, that today seems to be increasingly lost. Behind a
performative and demonstrative logic: the obsession with historical fidelity, with a perfect
rendering (as elsewhere the obsession with real time or with the minute quotidianeity of
Jeanne Hilmann doing the dishes), this negative and implacable fidelity to the materiality
of the past, to a particular scene of the past or of the present, to the restitution of an absolute
simulacrum of the past or the present, which was substituted for all other value – we are
all complicitous in this, and this is irreversible” (Baudrillard 2014: 47-48).
History, by some ways of writing it, is mythical in this sense that it is a chain of events, people,
places, times, and things. That history comprises all these things (possibly more?) is not debated,
but rather the way in which these come together or are pulled together, into association with one
another, through a process of choosing what to remember and what to leave out, to forget, this is
the crucial piece. It is perhaps what compels history out from its mythical status into genealogy,
into details which defy narrative, deviate from linearity, and seek instead to disorder what order
was made. Is this really so irreversible as Baudrillard states? Cannot history re-emerge from myth,
if not an ‘original’, at least something real, the referent no longer lost? What of those histories
which are not a part of history, those histories which may belong to TAZ, which may be shaped
by the forces of TAZ? Are these too myths?
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TAZ, History, Myth of the Noble Savage
Bey takes up one such historical myth – the disappearance of the colony at Roanoke – in his
presentation of TAZ. He writes that the Roanoke Colony in Virginia was the “first showcase
experiment” of the “magical imperialism” behind British colonization in the “New” World (Bey
2003: 114). Exploration and colonization of the 15th-17th (to the present-date if we encompass the
on-going forms of expansion and imperialism enacted by America since it’s colonial beginnings)
were shaped map-making practices, and, shaped these practices as well. As European colonists
‘discovered’, conquered, and took ‘new’ territories, they created maps to represent their claims,
their conquests, their achievements. These were, in a real sense, maps of empires. Perhaps each
empire experienced a version of Borges map in the story, crumbling at the corners, both
representation and real empire crumbling as anti-colonialism movements gained ground and tore
at the images, symbols, and realities of empires. For Bey, however, these maps contributed to the
“closure of the map”, or the space within which TAZ emerges. The maps, and “the closure of the
map” represents not just territory, but events and experiences.

Not only maps were created through colonization, but also subjectivities. New identities were
configured through contact with new people, new modes of humanity. Often colonists viewed
indigenous peoples as referents for their (the colonists) own pasts. Lewis Henry Morgan presents
this idea through his scheme of human history which posits that there are three levels to human
social worlds, Savagery, Barbarism, and Civilization (Morgan 1877). Within these, are three
hierarchical levels (Lower, Middle, Upper). In Morgan’s theory, some cultures remain stuck in
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some levels, and some, can illustrate to those in Civilization what their forbearers might have been
like (Morgan 1877). This idea is one root of the Noble Savage concept, in which a primitive
individual is viewed as innocent and free from the evils of civilization. According to Rousseau, it
is the individual in a state of nature, uncorrupted by culture and society, who knows not good nor
evil, but acts according to some unknown morality (Rousseau 1755). This person in a state of
nature, this good but without the constraints of a social contract through which to understand what
“good” is, is the figure of the figure of the Noble Savage.

Bey re-narrates this figure when he describes the conditions which preceded the ‘disappearance’
of the Roanoke Colony. He describes the perception that the “new world” was ‘virgin land’, “the
“State of Nature,” innocence and all-possibility (“Virgin-ia”), a chaos or inchoateness which the
adept would transmute into “gold,” that is, into spiritual perfections as well as material abundance”
(Bey 2003: 114). In history, this is taught as the imperatives which compelled settlement of the
New World – a chance not at new beginnings in a purely utopic sense, but at material and spiritual
gain unprecedented and unachievable in the “old world”, in Europe. This is too, is part of the
mytho-history of the United States of America – a land of abundance and possibility, resource-rich
and waiting to be transformed into capital by the intrepid and industrious individual. This
individual too is mythic, some combination of the colonizer and the colonized, some synthesis of
the ‘modern man’ and the ‘Noble Savage’. Or, as Bey puts it, referring back to what he calls the
“alchemical view of the New World”:
“But this alchemical vision is also informed in part by an actual fascination with the
inchoate, a sneaking sympathy for it, a feeling of yearning for its formless form which
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took the symbol of the “Indian” for its focus: “Man” in the state of nature, uncorrupted by
“government.”” (Bey 2003: 114).
This sympathy, this identification of the individual in nature as opposed to culture, is a re-writes
the Noble Savage as a creation of European colonists, and later of Anglo-Americans. Bey writes
that “before the whiteman, they were simply tribes of people – now, they are “guardians of
Nature,” inhabitants of the “state of Nature.” (Bey 2003: 120).

Transformed from people into Noble Savages, the Indigenous are enfolded into a myth, in both
sense that Baudrillard and Bey suggest. Indigenous peoples are recast as powerful primitives with
a relationship to nature unattainable by non-Indigenous peoples who are alienated from nature
through their cultures, following Bey – they are thus recast as representations of a non-existent
referent, following Baudrillard. Bey reminds us that the referent is non-existent when he notes that
the colonists invented it. The Noble Savage then enters a further transmutation, as it moves from
myth into reality. But is this reality, or have we already entered the realm of the hyperreal, once
we have unmoored a people from their identity and attached them to a new one? Let us continue
to follow Bey, to unpack Baudrillard:
“Finally the colonist himself is seduced by this “myth.” Whenever an American wants to
drop out or back into Nature, invariably he “becomes an Indian.” The Massachusetts
radical democrats (spiritual descendants of the radical Protestants) who organized the Tea
Party, and who literally believed that governments should be abolished (the whole
Berkshire region declared itself in a “state of Nature”!), disguised themselves as
“Mohawks.” Thus the colonists, who suddenly saw themselves marginalized vis-a-vis the
motherland, adopted the role of the marginalized natives, thereby (in a sense) seeking to
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participate in their occult power, their mythic radiance. From the Mountain Men to the
Boy Scouts, the dream of “becoming an Indian” flows beneath myriad strands of American
history, culture and consciousness.” (Bey 2003: 120-121).
The myth here is not of history, but of specters within it. The disappeared colonists of Roanoke,
who left behind only the words “Gone to Croatan”, were actually not so disappeared, but rather
“they dropped out. They became “Indians,” “went native,” opted for chaos over the appalling
miseries of serfing for the plutocrats and intellectuals of London” (Bey 2003: 115). Bey notes that
Croatan was not a mythic, utopian place, but was rather the name of the nearby Indian community
and that these were (and continue to be) real Indians. Bey suggests this first act of “dropping out”
underlies every subsequent temptation or thought to do the same. It is as Deloria wrote, that Indians
have been the inspiration for American radicals, conservative and liberal, ever since the idea that
Indians were rather placeholders for ‘man in a state of nature’, not real, but identities and
subjectivities which could be assumed as fit the needs and desires of those dropping out, from the
Roanoke colonists to the hippies (Bey 2003; Deloria 1998).

Bey points out a paradox in the reversion to a ‘state of nature’, the principle behind “going native”,
which is that the act of “going native” does not return a “civilized” or “modern” individual to the
innocence of the “noble savage”, rather, it is an act which sends one into a state of ‘unnaturalness’,
amorality, and general perversity (Bey 2003: 121). Bey notes that the desires repressed by the
societies of the ‘civilized’ are projected onto the Indigenous, the marginalized, and thus, those
desiring to ‘go native’ are assured of their ‘civilized natures’ (Bey 2003: 121). Baudrillard would
here suggest that such projections are based on representations, not referents, that the Noble
Savage and the act of going native are both artifices.
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Baudrillard considers the role of “going native”, the Noble Savage and ethnology in relation to
hyperreality, imitation and the loss of the real, beginning with what he terms the “paradoxical
death” of ethnology in 1971, in the Philippines, when the government ‘returned’ the Tasaday to
their jungle home (Baudrillard 2014: 7). The paradox, Baudrillard formulates as follows: “in order
for ethnology to live, its object must die; by dying, the object takes its revenge for being
“discovered” and with its death defies the science that wants to grasp it” (2014: 7).

Ethnology is only possible if there are true others, pure forms of alterity to examine and yet, as
soon as ethnology begins, the subject is no longer pure, no longer without contact, no longer in a
‘state of nature’, that condition which made the subject the perfect alterity in the first place
(Baudrillard 2003: 6-7). Ethnology’s paradox creates Indians who come to represent “all the
possible Indians from before ethnology” (Baudrillard 2014: 8) and are thus re-made as subjects,
Indian-ness recast as an invention through the ethnologists study. Baudrillard suggests that Indians
then become “referential simulacra, and science itself has become pure simulation” (2014: 8). In
a final loosening of significations and meanings from the objects and subjects which they once
qualified and modified, Baudrillard writes:
“We are all Tasadays, Indians who have again become what they were – simulacral
Indians who at least proclaim the universal truth of ethnology. We have all become living
specimens in the spectral light of ethnology, or of anti-ethnology, which is nothing but the
pure form of triumphal ethnology, under the sign of dead differences, and of the
resurrection of differences. It is thus very naive to look for ethnology in the Savages or in
some Third World – it is here, everywhere, in the metropolises, in the White community,
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in a world completely catalogued and analyzed, then artificially resurrected under the
auspices of the real, in a world of simulation, of the hallucination of truth, the blackmail
of the real, of the murder of every symbolic form and of its hysterical, historical
retrospection – a murder of which the Savages, noblesse oblige, were the first victims, but
that for a long time has extended to all Western societies.” (2014: 8-9)
Post-modernism affords a freedom of signification that is also a constraint – the real, the referent
becomes lost in the replication, the invention of the copy, and the copies which copy the copy or
which are copied from the copy, which follow in some trajectory from the copy. Every single
community can become the object of ethnology, thus, every subject subjected to the erasure which
then occurs, an erasure of the real and a revealing of a replica, or some other invention.

And here, we come full circle to Baudrillard’s notion of a simulated reality exceeding a real reality,
a hyperreality where signs are substituted from substance to representation, from object to image,
from real to artifice. “Indian” refers then not to a real Indian in any given time, but a timeless idea
of an Indian, a bricolage of primitives, Noble Savages, Indians in a ‘state of nature’. Baudrillard
says process, whereby signs are alienated from signifieds and signifiers is “the era simulation” and
it
“is inaugurated by a liquidation of all referentials – worse: with their artificial resurrection
in the systems of signs, a material more malleable than meaning, in that it lends itself to al
systems of equivalences, to all binary oppositions, to all combinatory algebra. It is no
longer a question of imitation, nor duplication, nor even parody. It is a question of
substituting the signs of the real for the real…never again will the real have the chance to
produce itself” (2014: 2).
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The substitution of signs of the real for the real itself is the process through which “Indian-ness”
loses meaning in a post-modern, bricolage-pastiche of signs and significations, material, cultural,
linguistic and otherwise. The “vanishing Indian” which ethnologists and anthropologists sought to
save, to curate, to preserve, vanished according to Baudrillard when the image or representation
replaced the actual Indians themselves. As Bey reminds us, the Croatan did not vanish, and as any
North American Indigenous person might remind us still, Indians have not vanished (see #nodapl
and artists like A Tribe Called Red574, and perhaps the Apsaalooke/Crow’s contemporary poet
(following Lear’s 2006 thesis on radical hope and the last Apsaalooke /Crow Poet, Plenty Coups),
Supaman575). But the concept and the term “vanishing Indian” stood in for actual, or real, Indians,
an artifice replacing a reality.

Baudrillard further notes however, that “simulating is not pretending” (2003: 3), for in pretending
the difference between the real and the artifice is maintained, whereas simulation blurs the lines.
One of the issues with simulation, or, one of the reasons it cannot maintain a distinction between
the real and the artifice, is that simulation “stems from the utopia of the principle of equivalence,
from the radical negation of the sign as value…Whereas representation attempts to absorb
simulation by interpreting it as a false representation, simulation envelops the whole edifice of
representation itself as simulacrum…When the real is no longer what it was, nostalgia assumes its
full meaning” (Baudrillard 2003: 6). Is playing Indian a pretending to be Indian, a “going native”
or “becoming Indian”, or a case of “We are all Tasaday” in which “Indian-ness” is an empty sign,

574
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http://atribecalledred.com/ and #nodapl
https://www.facebook.com/Supamanhiphop/
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unbound to any real, or actual referent, Indian? In other words, is cultural appropriation simulation
or pretending? And what then might citation be?

It may depend. As Baudrillard notes, the simulation sometimes ‘out-reals’ the real, or, improves
upon the real, so that the artifice actually seems more true, more authentic (2014: 11). Were some
hippies so skilled at playing the part of the primitive, the Indigenous, the individual in ‘the state of
nature’ that they outshone their sources of inspiration, real and imagined? Were some
performances by Indians themselves, artifices in their stereotyped realities, perhaps more
convincing than the realities of contemporaneous Indians (Deloria 1998)?

Richard Aspenwind of Taos Pueblo has suggested that the hippies made it “cool” to be Indian
again. Was this because they were successful actors, pretending to play the part convincingly
enough, or because they crossed over, because they were simulating, not pretending, and having
‘gone native’ were reviving a lost referent? Deloria might agree with Baudrillard when he offers
that such a thought is but wishful thinking: “Americans flatter themselves for having brought the
population of Indians back to pre-Conquest levels. One effaces everything and starts over. They
even flatter themselves for doing better, for exceeding the original number. This is presented as
proof of the superiority of civilization: it will produce more Indians than they themselves were
able to do.” (2014: 11). The Indians in this case are very much like the returned Tasaday of the
Philippines: preservation is but a further means of destruction, an assurance of it of sorts, in that
the artificial means of maintenance alienates the culture from its own means, therefore
preservation, conservation, or increase of a population “is just another step toward symbolic
extermination” (Baudrillard 2014: 11). Such ‘symbolic extermination’ is fundamental to a
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particular American identity which relies upon the idea of “vanished Indians” for its existence.
Playing Indian similarly is more than pretending, it is embodying a sign which was once correlated
to actual Indians. Simulation thus requires the sublimation of the real into the artifice, the blurring
of lines, the indistinguishable sides of a sheet of paper; Playing Indian is thus an act of simulation,
in that it requires the indeterminate significations of imagined Indians over real Indians. Playing
is not pretending; it is simulating.
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